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Points that Mr. McNamara might want to make to the economic ministers:

Express concern that Brazil's creditworthiness in the international

financial markets could be thre-a-tened unless it retains its image of sound and

prudent economic management. Bankers have been incrWingly expressing co n

regarding the' c_ont_im4eA_4uIr-Udt of high__Sro-wth rates in the face of the difficult

international situation and Brazil's already very high leve1s__Dj_dAbt, debt service,

.and fr&lation.

2. Our often-expressed concern w ith Brazil's use of inte-! sub sdi egl

is no longer simply a question of resource allocation. These subsidies have taken

on macroeconomic dimension equivalent to more than 6% of GDP -- and are a

major source of monetary expansion, fnflatfonaty__pp ssure, and a negative element

in income distribution.

3. Express satisfaction that important steps are being taken to improve the

public sector budg!, ; qL_process e.g., shifting the treatment of wheat subsidies

and interest and monetary correction on the public debt from the monetary budget

to the Treasury budget - and urge that this progress be continued. Of particular

interest to us is work under way to prepare a 3-year investment program for the

public enterprises. A Bank public sector investment mission will go to Brazil

in March 1980 to draw upon this work and to attempt to integrate it into an

overall macroeconomic policy framework to assure consistency with balance-of-

payments objectives, the monetary budget and the Treasury budget.



The Current Situation and Prospects of Brazil -

Summary of Major Points

1. The present Government, which took office in March 1979, is committed

to the steady but controlled opening of the political system, a process that is

expected to culminate in the election of a civilianL_p1aidgcnt in1985.

2. The balance of payments has been under increasing pressure since 1973

as a consequence of the isinpC_isAof imported petroleum, a series of weather-

damaged harvests, and reluctance to ad ust to these exogenous shocks by accepting

a lower rate of economic growth. The deficit on current account will reach 4%

of GDP in 1979.

3. The result has been a rapid buildup of external debt, particularly

floating-rate financial credits from the private banks. Although the spreads,

amortization and grace periods available to Brazil have significantly improved

over this period, the situation has been exacerbated by the sharp increase of

LIBOR; the net DSR will exceed 60in 1980-

4. The above-noted exogenous factors, combined with a large public sector

efici, rapid monetary expansion, and recent large wage settlements have led

to a serious acceleration of domestic inflation. Prices will rise more than

60% In 1979, the highest annual inflation since the military took power in 1964.

5. Serious institutional deficiencies and the continued reluctance to

accept a reduced growth rate, particularly in the face of pressures emanating

from the newly opened political system, pose significant uncertainties for the
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short term. Among the most important measures needed to control inflation is

a substantial reduction of the public sector deficit with particular emphasis

on the massive credit subsidies which now amount to about 6% of GDP and are a

major vehicle of monetary expansion.

6. Minister Delfim Netto appears to be designing an economic policy that

will combat inflation and meet the fiscal and balance-of-payments problems by:

(a) improving public sector investment budgeting; (b) promoting strong increases

in agricultural production and (c) accelerating the devaluation of the cruzeiro

in order to increase both agricultural and industrial exports. He believes that

these policy lines will enable the country to maintain a satisfactory growth

path and at the same time bring down the rate of inflation. In pursuing the latter

objective, he is counting on good harvests in the next year oQLra. If these

occur, Delfin intends to reduce agricultural subsidies drastically, which should

reduce the public sector deficit that is now fueling inflation. It is our hope

that their policies, coupled with careful demand management and restrained

growth, will reduce Brazilts current vulnerability to external shocks.

7. At the same time, strong efforts must be continued to reduce the

economy's dependence on imported oil through energy conservation and the substi-

tution of domestic energy sources. To this end, major programs have been

launched to expand domestic alcohol production as a substitute for gasoline

and coal as a substitute for fuel oil. The economics of these programs

have not been well studied, however, and overall coordination of energy policy

continues to bea problem. Meanwhile, plans for hydroelectric and nuclear

power development and domestic oil exploration are undergoing review. The

latter two of these are currently very sensitive political issues.



5. TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

In your meetings with Hinister Rischbieter and Minister
Delfim Netto scheduled for 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. respectively on
November 12, all the topics listed below could be discussed. Minister
Rischbieter will also be accompanying you on your visits to Curitiba,
Sao Paulo, Salvador and the site of the Paraguacu Rural lavelopment
Project.

Minister Andreazza, who will be meeting you in Campina
Grande and will accompany you to Recife, will also want to discuss
the topic under (f) above with you.

(a) Economic Situation

You may want to raise ith the Brazilian authorities our
concern with respect to the macroeconomic situation.

As detailed in the Interim Program memorandum (see Item 6),
Brazil's economic situation has deteriorated over the past year. The
1979 current account deficit on the balance of payments is forecast to
reach US$8.5 billion, or 4% of_GDP, at the same time that domestic
inflation will probably exceed 60%, the highest rate since 1964. Real
economic grvtb, however, will total about 7%, matching the annual
average rate sustained since 1973.

The accelerating inflation amid growing fears of inflation
contributed to the pressures which resulted in the resignation of
Planning Minister Simonsen on August 10 and his replacement by Mr. Delfim/___
Netto. In contrast to Simonsen's apparent willingness to risk a signif-
icant economic slowdown to bring inflation under control, beliim is
depending heavilI onsbar recovery in agriculture and the accelerated
expansion of exports to make a continued high rate of g owthEconsistent
with reduced inflation and impoved balance of payments. Not only
would a good harvest provide a meas urei_direct relief to both
inflationary and Talance-of-payments pressures, it would _al3__rovide
him some political room for relea5img price- cntrols and phasing.aut
subsidEes which now account for a large portion of mpnetary expansion.
Even if expectations of a good harvest in 1980 are realized, however,
,reful_dan m and. some..Itai t gf eQomiczr owth wil be
necessary to assurg the viability of the external accounts. This, in
turn, requires the substantial reduction_or elimination of the enormous
credit subsies being channeled through the mnetar authorities and a
concerted-effort to improve the public sector budgeap.e. s. In
this latter regtrd,-e place particular importance on the Planning
Secretariat's present effort to formilate a three-year investment budget
for the public sector enterprises and autarkies; a Bank public sector
investment mission will go to Brazil in March 1980 to assist in this
process (see (b) below).
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(b) Investient Planning

Among the serious institutional deficiencies which have
long hampered macroeconomic policy making and execution in Brazil
is the lack of adeouate information and budgetary contro rgg rding
the investmuns and financial operations of the public enterises
and autarkles.- Now, in efort to enforce consistency with the
Governmert's short-term macroeconomic objectives -as well as with
longer term investment priorities, the Planning Secretariat is in
the 'process of elaborating a 3-year consoid_ated investment nd
fTinancial program for the f and autarkies.
A July mission, comnosed of Messrs. Holsen and Levy, reviewed the
progress made and offered a number of recommendations with respect
to the programming of investments and the integration of this
activity with the other available instruments of macroeconomic
policy making. Agreement was reached on a future work program
which includes a Bank pnblin worror investment mission scheduled
for March 1980. We consider the continuation of this work of
utmost importance to the improvement of Brazilian economic manage-
ment as well as to the formulation of our own lending program.
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(c) Electric Power and Water Supply Tariffs

The Government has committed itself under our existing
loan agreementsto allow our power borrowers a "laleS remuneJration
of 10% on "remunrable a sets"' In 1979 average remuneration for the

sector is not likely to exceed 9%, and several of our borrowers are

likely to be in default under their rate covenants for 1979. Agreement
wil iave tobereac ed wth the Government on tariff action which will

enable our borrowers to recover in 1980 shortfalls experienced in

1979, prior to our preFenting the next power loan (the CEEE distribution

project)whTJ17is schduled for Loard presentation in February 1980
(see cable attached).

One of the important overall objectives of our lending for
water supply and sewerage in Brazil is to ensure the financial viability
of the state water companies through adequate and affordable tariffs.
To attain this, a National Tariff Law, was passed in May 1978. A
decree regulating that law was issued in November 1978. The legislation
allows the state water companies to charge tariffs,based on the cost
of service, which will enable them, if they operate efficiently, to
earn a rate of return of up to 12% on operational investments. The
legislation provides further that by 1983, the companies must attain a
position where revenues cover operating and maintenance expenses and
depreciation, and provide a rate of return on operating investments,
after covering these expenses, which will generate sufficient cash
to cover debt service. An interim tariff increase of 36% was granted
on January 1, 1979 to all state water companies except for CORSAN (Rio
Grande do Sul) which received 20%. Since that time only one further
tariff increase has been approved (22% for SABESP-Sao Paulo). Tariff
recuessfor vrious state water companies ranging from 10-54% have
beexnjpgpding before the Government's Inter-Ministerial Price Coun-11
for.several-weks. We understand that the price council-has suspended
conside-ation of further increases pending a review by the Government
of the companies' efficiency, of their resources and of their financial
requirements as a whole. Approval of these tariff request is needed
for the companies to meet their cash needs, and to comply with the
tariff legislation and the covenants in our loan agreements. We have
expressed concern over the delays in the processing of tariff increases
in 1979 to the Federal Government as well as to BNH and the state
water companies. Minister Delfim Netto has been informed that we would
have difficul-ty - rening the two loans scheduled for FY8Qf Jwat-_ er

supply to our Board of Directors unless substantial compliance is first
afleved under our existing loan agreements (see cable attached).

Minister Delfim should be pressed to raise the tariffs in
both the electric power and water supply sectors. Unless effective
tariff action is taken now it will not be possible for the Bank to
continue the large amount of lending contemplated in these two sectors.
For example, withou_ er5Ap2y9Ad powpr loans, the lending program
in FY80 would amount to no more than $370 million, as compared to a
present target of $668 million.--
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(d) Interest Rate Subsidies

This is a continuing problem and has inhibited our ability
to disburse certain loans already made in the industrial and agricultural
sectors and prevents us from expanding our lending program into areas
where a definite role could be played by the Bank. In the case of
agriculrlC .dit interest_Lfes_ 10 to 22% without indexing gre
imbly nea'ive in real terms, and we have not-felt able to finance
agricultural credit except to very low-income farmers. On the most
used lines of industrial credit for investment purposes, government
financial institutions unti recently applied a ceiling of 20% to
monetary correction. This fixed ceiling was recently replaced by a
provision that ronetar _LDXrection would amount to 70% of changes in the
index applied to government bonds (the ORTN index). From time to time,
Minister Simonsen informed us that this interest subsidy would be removed,
but so far this has not taken place. Minister Delfim-informed Mr. Mirza
on October 2 that he had decidedto remove this sulsIdy as from Janary

At the time of this meeting, however, he had not fnnnused
a EtHInterest rate subsidies applicable to thL1lNA-C program which is
operated by the National Develpment Bank (ENDE). Under this -Po1am
BNDE akes loans at subsidized interest rates to DraziEan entrepreneurs,
wif by definition are well-to-do> to enable them to make equity invest-
ments in small and mediumn industries. As long as the interest rate
subsidy under this program is in force, the problem still remains. It
is hoped that by the time of your visit Minister Delfim has had a chance
to focus on this issue and has taken steps to remove these subsidies
as well. The effect on existing loans is as follows:

i) Agro-Industry Credit Project. We made two loans for this
project, one in the amount of US$54 million in 1973 and the other
in the amount of US$83 million in 1976. Because of the Government
policy on subsidization of interest for such industries, an amount
of US$14.7 million had to be repaid from the first loan by the
Government in 1978 as it had been erroneously disbursed at sub-
sidized rates. We decided not to postpone the closing date of
the first loan (June 30, 1979), and to cancel the uncommitted
balance, totalling US$11.7 million. No disbursements under
the second loan have been made as yet. Its closing date is
December 31, 1982 and its funds cannot be used unless the
Government applies full monetary correction for credits made
to sub-borrowers using funds from this loan.
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ii) Development Banking Project. A loan of US$85 million
was made in February 1976, out of which US$63.1 million is still
undinbursed. Most of the disbursements are in respect of small
lots of imported equipment for which the Government is willing
to pass the exchange risk to the ultimate beneficiary. BNDE,
through .hich this loan is channeled, asked us to permit them to
blend our-funds with subsidized funds with a view to accelerating
disbursement of this loan. We did not- agree to this proposal.
In this case also, government policy of interest rate subsidization

* has restricted BNDE's ability to utilize this line.of credit. As
far as new projects are concerned, we have had discussions of a
small-scale industries line of credit, but had to stop because of
the Government's continuing policy of interest rate subsidization.

iii) Nutrition Research and Development Project. The credit
component of our loan of US$19 million to INAN is US$7.2 million.
No disbursements have been made so far under this component.
Please see further comments below under Nutrition Research and
Development Project.
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(e) Nutrition Research and Development Project

The Bank made a loan of 19 million o her D11976
to finance a project to strengthen, over a four-year period, the
capability of brazil to upgrade the nutritional standards of the
population particularly the most vulnerable groups -- preschool
children and pregnant and lactating women of low-income families.
So,far only $1.8 million of this lo a.sn been.disbursed.

* After extensive discussions wth the previous Covernment
we reached an agreement with it that th National Food and Nutrition
Institute (1NAN), the implementing agency for the project, would be
set up as a foundatio (a) to enable it to attract qualifiedstabTf
at higher salaries and (b) to enable it to act independently.

The Government had also decided to cancel the in trial
cre ni:oonting to $7.2 million. Fina y, it had been
agreed that the>proiect would be re-designed to meet Brazl2%s-rrent
needs. Together, it was hopedthat tbese actions would significantly
improve the implementation of the project. We had also prepared an
"Interim Progress Report", for our Board of Directors, on the project
reflecting the above understandings (copy attached). This paper had
been submitted to the Government for comment before circulation to
our Board. Bef2ore the Cnvorrrn col c n n fteabove,
Minister Simonsenrlgagd and his place was taken by Minister Delfim
Netto. Since then no action has been taken by the Government as the
new team needed time to come to grips with its new responsibilities.

On October 2, 1979 Minister Delfim informed Mr. Mirza that
(a) he does notagree with the establishment of a foundation for INAN;
(b) he does not agree with the Tanceltatin of the creAdit.cjopnent of
this project and (c) he needed more Li 1%to comment on the Interim
Progress Report. Although Minister Delfim agrees in principle with
the Bank that the salaries of INAN's staff should be increased sufficiently
to enable it to attract competent staff and that it should be given
sufficient autonomy to operate effectively, he does not think that this
can be accomplished with the creation of a foundation. At the time of
the above meeting, Minister Delfim had not crystallized his thoughts but
promised to focus on the issues involved after his aides had- returned
from the Bank's Annual Meeting in Belgrade. This,question can now be
usefully raised with him again as the mattQthpas e very7_Srtcal no
only because of the effect it has on our project but also because the
morale of INAN's staff has sunk so low that it is unable to operate
effectively. On the credit copnet. s explained in (d) above, as
long as subsidized interest rates under the FINAC iGite
the component cannot be activated.

It will also be useful to know when we may expect Minister
Delfim's comments on the "Interim Progress Report" so that we may
circulate it to our Board of Directors.
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(f) SUDENE - POLONORDESTE

Tha government has announced that rural development programs
for the Northeast will be given high priority in the coming years and
that the development agency for this region (SUDabE1 will be appreciably
s&naithened n order to preparc and administer tht program. A June
1979 Bank mission led by Mr. van der Meer discussed these matters with
the Ministers of Interior, Agriculture, Planning.and Transport. The
Ministers informed the mission that the Bank's detailed views on how
rural development efforts could be made more effective in the future
would be welcomed, and requested that the Bank prepare a proposal in
this regard. This proposal was submitted to the government in August.
Inter alia, it recommends an organizational restructuring of, and short-
and medium-term work program for, SUDENE; and a strengthening of the
Bank's Recife office.

On September 28, 1979 Minister Delfim wbote to you responding
to our proposal. A detailed briefing on this important aspect of our
relations with Brazil is attached. Both Ministers Delfim Netto and
Andreazza would probably wish to discuss their ideas further with you,
Minister Andreazza in particular, who will be accompanying you on your
visits to Paraiba and Recife, will probably take the opportunity
to discuss the Government's intentions in regard to the development of
the Northeast quite extensively with you.

We should inform both Ministers that the2anK welcomes the
Government's determination to expand the rural development effort in
Ee Northeast and to take firm measures to strengthen SUDENE. We
should inform them that as a response t 6the actions-tHe Government
plans to take, the 'anJ.is redy to make a maorfiLancialcontribution
to Northeast development, and strengthen our tecncalassis-tnce
(iniluding the Recife Qfligq.



(g) Participation in Sixth IDA Replenishment

As you will recall, your nnrtin uith Mitr
Rischbieter at the Annual Meeting, you urged that Brazil coet a
more to the $i-th IDA Replenishment than the 9i2% mailion that
we are now e:pecting from Argenina and Hoxico. Attached is a
copy of a letter that Mr. Knapp has addressed to Minister Rischbieter
on this subject, which I understand you have approved. The final
decision from Brazil is therefore needed soon.
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(h) Participation in CGIAR

Brazil is not yet a donor member of the CGIAR. It was,
until recently, one of the two elected members representing Latin
America. These are currently Costa Rica and Peru. There has been
considerable contact between Brazilian scientists and those working
at the CGIAR centers, particularly CIAT (Centro Internacional de
Agicultura Tropical) based near Cali in Colombia. CIAT is active
in Brazil, and has three scientists working on forage crops and
beef production based in Brasilia. Brazilian cooperation is also
under way with ICRISAT in the dry Northeast, with IITA in the humid
and sub-humid areas and with CIINYT on wheat. Until recently, a
Brazilian scientist, Dr. Blumenschein of EMBRAPA, was one of the
most active members of the CGIAR's Technical Advisory Committee.

Brazil stands to gain much from the research supported
by the CGIAR. A prime example is CIAT's work on forages, which
should help to open up large areas of acid soils in central Brazil
to cattle raising. ,EMBRAPA has received many new strains of wheat
from CIIMM1YT, in its effort to achieve self-sufficiency in wheat.
On the other hand, the CGIAR system would benefit from greater
contact with the impressive expertise in agricultural research
which Brazil is building up.

It is the CGIAR's policy to broaden its membership,
particularly through the participation of selected major developing
countries as donors. Among these, the Philippines and India are
expected to become donor members in the near future. You will
recall that you recently wrote to the President of Mexico on the
same subject, whose response has been encouraging.

Prior to the 1978 elections there were some preliminary
discussions at the working level between the CGIAR Secretariat and
EMBRAPA, the Brazilian Government Enterprise for Agricultural Research,
about Brazil becoming a donor member. However, the chief contact on
this matter at EMBRAPA, Dr. Blumenschein, has, under the new Government,
been moved from Brasilia to a regional research station. A fresh
start with the new Government is now needed, and the prospect of
Mexico's becoming a donor member will help.
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The recommended 1980 core budgets of the CGIAR centers
total about $127 million, requiring net funding by the Group of just
under $120 million. At its meeting October 31 to November 1 the
Group will be considering a five-year plan calling for an annual
increase in resources of about 10% in real terms or a doubling of
resources in current terms by 1984. Hence Brazil's participation in
the Group as a continuing donor member would be welcomed for its
financial as well as its substantive contribution. No.amount has
been discussed. In writing to the President of Mexico you said --
"In the case of Mexico and other developing countries, I would
think that a contribution in the range of $5007;000 to $1,000,000
annually would be appropriate, but this is open to discussion."
Giv6n that Brazil's GNP is about double Mexico's and its GNP per
capita around 30% more, na.intia2l_cntribution of at least $1 milliqn
would be appropriate and considering Brazil's rapidly increasing GNP
this would properly increase substantially each year thereafter. A
contribution for CY1980 would be welcome, but it would be more
realistic to aim at CY1981. A letter from Mr. Baum to Minister
Delfim Netto, inviting Brazil to become a donor member of CGIAR,
together with its enclosures is attached.

The Bank has lent Brazil $100 million for agricultural
research (Loan No. 1249-BR) which indicates the importance both the
Bank and Brazil attach to research to provide the technology for
agricultural development.
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In your rneeting with Governor Ma.uf of Sao Paulo and
subsequently with Minister Leopinde in BrauŠ a, tetTiwing toPiC
could usefully be diseussed:

(i) Third i ny Proj ct

fEP? Xks financial position has wers<us durin; tho first
quarter of l79 eo:prÉ the s prLoU 'F ~B7 ome to
the results for the whole year of 1978 the finnci,al decline aurng
the first cuarter of 1979 shows a disn bing trend W orking and
ope;rat ing ratios, without considering ner. lizo paymnts, were
193 and ä2 7 by the end of the first quarter of 1979 lh appr1sa
targets were 96 and 119 respectively. If tlese payents bad bee de
by the State Governncnt, the ratiDs vuld 13 173 respectily
as against agreed objectives of 86 and 107, min reasns for this
dcterior-.tion are (V) the inordinately high finn orkin ;ense
and (ii) the fact that tariffs cubT
rate as the increase in operating coss beause of the compet itve
situation of the railray.

Becausie the State Government has not n7'de availm shutt
Cr$5.1 bil-l4un in 1979 Cr$ during the last four years FEPASA hus had te
obtain short term loans. These have resulted in FEPASA's fnanciai
expenses increasing by 80% (in real term) during the first quarter of
1979 as compared to the samo- period of 1978. These expenses, reprcscnt
27% of FEPASA's total working expenses, mainly salaries and rintenance
expenses for those services which should have been covered by normal-
ization payments and other legal Covernwent contributions such as
salaries and pensions to Government eTnployees (ex-railway personnri)
which are still on FEPASA's payroll. Witbout these financial working
expenses FEPASAls working and operating ratios, would have been 141
and 196 (without normalization payments); 98 and 137 (with normalization
payments) respectively.

The serious deterioration in FEPASA's financial position was
recently discussed with the State Secretaries of Planning and of Finance.
As far as normalization paynents are concerned the Bank expects FEPASA
to operate within agreed annual targets for these payments that take
into account efficient operation of the railways. This, however, will
not Change EPASA's problem of being burdened heavy financal chacs
until the satc-governmnt cither assumes the short--term oans contracted

y F'ASA to finance its recent operation in the absence of adequate
state government contributions, or funds are eing made-avaikble to it
(with the support of the state) to cover their servicing. In addition,
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the state Government would have to provide the funds needed 
to finance

FEPASA's ongoing investment program. The Secretary of Planning feels

that the funds needed by FEPASA next year cannot be 
found in the

FY80 budget but agreed to review this matter again with the 
Governor

with a view to determine how the funding can be provided. The Secretary

of Finance undertook to determine how the financial burden 
on FEPASA's

operations can be relieved and promised to 
give his reaction to the

Bank after he had had a chance to review the situation further 
upon his

return from the Bank's Annual Meeting in Belgrade. Both Secretaries,

however, agreed that the size of FEPASA's investment p!T -atwvE1 a

to-be reduced'and that FEPASA would be asked to implement the minimum

plan, namely, the items to be completed under the redefined Bank project.

In your meeting with Governor Maluf you may wish to reiterate 
to him

the gravity of this problem and to inform him that we expect the next

Bank mission scheduled for early December 1979, to reach agreement with

the authorities concerned on a viable investment and financing-pan

for at least 1980 and 1981 (including normalization payments), as well

as on the scope of the Bank-financed project (as part of FEPASA's

investment plan). If we fail to reach agreem1enton aslncfih a package,

suspension would have to cbconsidered.

We have just learned that the Fderal Government has decided

to regulate railway freight tariffs again (they had been deregulated

aJso5January 1978). We have also learned that all railway freight

tariffs and suburban passenger fares have been frozen as of October 10,

1979. As a consequence FEPASA's financial position is _expectedAto-we*een.

The Federal Governments action will also have a detrimental

effect on RFFSA's financial position see (j) below and may affect the

suburban rail project in Porto Alegre for which we are planning 
a loan

in FY80.
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Minister ResenAe will most probably brief you on the
following two topics and Governor Nv Braga of Curitiba may wish to
discuss (k) with you.

(j) Ferrovia do Aco (REPSA)

Src now reviewing a tupdy undertaken by GEIPOT on the
basis of whih a judgment will be made ach to h w an make a
loaln to RFFS,A--(the federal.ri~ enepi.se-).to financ is expansi_Qp
proQ a of ;hich the largest element is the Ferrovia o Aco, an
expensive newi line from Minas Cerais to Rio and Sau Paulo. If Ferrovia
do Aco is economically justified, and other steps are taken to improveRFFSA's financial position, we propose to proceed with a large new
loan. The traffic forecasts (which appear to be very optimistic) and
other questions related to the justification of the Ferrovia do Aco
are hmrevied by aspecia ssion that will return to Washington
on November 2.

(k) Ferrovia da Soja (RFFSA)

The Government intends to make major railway improvements
and to extend the line servinR the hinterand&of the port of Paranagua.
This manJprnyestment`sHTou1 cater to the larRe transport needs for
soybean and other agricultural products. It is estimated to cost about
US$1 billion and entails (a) a new line between Curitiba and_Paranagua; andb) major realignments between Ponta and Cascvel. This cost is based onnarrow gauge and diesel traction. However, due to the new Program ofEnergy Mobilization adopted by the Federal Government (September 17, 1979),GEIPOT is also considering the alternative of electrifying these lines
and converting them to broad gauge. The project has been under
discussion with the Bank for some years. Many studies have been prepared,
including the final engineering for the two new lines. However, a fulleconomic and market study is still unavailable. The Government and
RFFSA have hired consultants to review the engineering studies made fiveyears ago in order to update and optimize the project. The economic
justification study is presently being prepared by GEIPOT and it is
estimated that it will be ready for the Bank's review by January/February
1980. The Banks ability to finance this project depends in part on our
ability to reach agreement on the issues raised in &
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CONFIDENTIAL
DISCUSSION DRAFT
November 2, 1979

Brazil - Interim Program Memorandum

I. Introduction

1. This memorandum provides our current assessment of Brazil's economic
situation and prospects, outlines the proposed lending and economic work
programs, and describes the principal issues affecting our relationship. It
is being submitted in lieu of a 1979 CPP, which was postponed in accordance
with the June 29 memorandum from Mr. Lerdau to Mr. ,Stern.

2. The Figueiredo Government, which took office on March 15, has been
grappling during its first six months with the short-term problems of acceler-
ating inflation and ariof jayments while attempting to
clarify its longer-term economic priorities in t ace of the changes occur-
ing in world energy prices and the domestic political process. The formal
vehicles for this process of policy formulation are the 1980 fiscal and
monetary bud&ets, a 1980-82 investment program for the public enterprises and
autarkies, and the Third Nat kJha 0 ent Plan (1980-85). With these
planning and budgetingactivities now approaching completion, we will be able
to go forward with the long-delayed public sector investment mnow
scheduled far_March 1980 (see below), and prepare a full CPP for review during
1980. The lending program.proposed here will be thoroughly reevaluated at
that time.

II. The Political Situation

3. President Joao Baptista de Figueiredo is the fifth in_the_1ine of
rmy_generals who hae led-Brazil since the 1964 revolution. Pledged to
progress toward_democratic_government, he has worked hard tQ project a warm,
telaxed and informal image in dramatic contrast to the austere aloofness of
his predecessor. Prior to his departure from office, President Geisel reeal
the e tordinary powers assumed by the government in 1968 Institutional Act
No. 5. Press censorship has been virtually e-mLnated, and open discussion
is permitted not only of current public issues but also of the repressive
excesses of the past. The opening of thp 0itcal-seyagm is reflected also
in the generally-conciliatory apr owa recent labor strikes, the
renewed political organization of students, and the return to BraziIjid
restoration of political rights of many former political leaders and intellec-
tuals exiled or disenfranchised after 196C-. 1

4. Considerable public attention and debate are now focused on the
speed and detail of institutional change as democratization progresses.
Although the process by which the next president will be chosen, presumably

1/ The amnesty signed into law by President Figueiredo in August does not
apply to persons charged with having been involved in terrorist activities.
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in 1985, has not yet been derined. The generai expeccacion is chat he wil
be a civilian indirectly elected by vote of CongEess. la the eantime, it is
evident that economic_policy_makers will enjoy less insulation from popular
pressures than in the past.

III. The Current Economic Situation

5. a. External payments. Increased petroleum prices, a second conse-
cutive year of poor harvest resulting from bad weather, and the sharR_o1sef
LIBOR have contributed to an unforeseen deterioration of Bazi's balance of

pymet.5in 1979. The cost 0 ueT imports alone will have increased t

US$2 billion, or 48% over the leveT #f_1978. Despite the continued rapid

growth of manufactured exports -- up 37% in nominal terms through the first
seven months -- the merchandise trade deficit to about US$2.5
billion. as compared to a $1.0 billion deficit in 1978. Similarly, a ugh
tfie spreads charged to Brazil have generally declined, the jump in LIBOR will
contribute to raising gross interest paynents due abroad from USS3.3 billion
in 1978 to some $4.3 billion in 1979. Conseiquently, the deficit on current
account will grow from US$539V1l11on to around $8.5 billion, or from 3 to 4%
of GDP.

6. With amortimatioR_payments totalJ4ng-about U5S. Ailion, external
capital requirements in 1979 amount to $L 1A3billin. Of this amount, iprbxi-
mately US$3.0 billion will be covered by reserve drawdowns, and another $1.0
billion will be provided by net direct foreign investments. Gross and-aet
foreign borrowings in 1979, including bond issues, will therefore total a

UaU.3 billion and $4.5 billion, respectively, compared to billion and

$8.5 biion in 197. No difficulties av teen encountered or are antici-
pated in attactingthe necessary credits. Indeed, powerful disincentives
to private sector borrowings abroad were introduced in April 1979 to slow the
inflow of financial capital, and these remain in force. At the same time, the
improvement noted last year in spreads and maturities available to Brazil has
been sustained in 1979.

7. The expected d rawdowilLbring international reserves to US$8.9
billion at the end of 1979, or equivalent to about 5-1/Zmt att-1-gZ0dtRWd
nonfactor service imports. Gr2aa-M&Ll-abtwill hav risazL-toJuitAhQ
UjS$4" illion, or 24%noflGD. The net debt service ratio in 1979 willreach
almost 60%, as compared to 56% in 1979.

8. b. Domestic economic activity. RSion. a large
public sector deficit despite cutbacks of investment, larZfe wage s ftements
inTne unionized sectors of the economy, and the continued expansion of manu-
factured exports have contributed to the steady growth of aggregate demand in
1979. Industrial production through the first semester was up 9% over the same
period a year earlier. By mid-year, however, some slowdown was becoming
evident, particularly in the capital goods and consumer durables industries,
in response to reduced orders from the public sector and tightening credit in
the narrow unregulated money market. Agricultural output was again severely
affected by a combination of droughts, floods and frost but will show some
recovery from the similarly depressed levels of 1978. Overall, GDP growth
is expected to match the 77_annual average rate of growth sustained since 1973.
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9. & e ad, the poor tarvest, and in a ed_fuelcoscs aCe_reilfjed
in accelgra4agfl.kigon, wIaCi iX noW pcujectot u LUvuto vi yenr cuU,

La tahetr.ate iaa 1%,4. UazsinrdcdIm p± ~; thea pace of
price rise had only temporary success, and the monthly inflation rate was
again trending upwards by July. This deterioration, along with growing fnr
of recession ledZto the-presurea which rAsulzed in Plapning Minister
ST-bim --resigNetion, on August 10. Three days later he was replaced by
Antonio Delfim Netto, who, as Finance Minister under Presidents Costa e Silva

and Medici, was credited with engineering the "economic miracle" of 1967-73.

IV. Macro-Economic Policies and Prospects

10. The igueiredo Government has identified as 6 tts three top econmic
priorities the acceleratAd development f ricult , reduction of the
ecodomyts depdenceg J4porte petroleum, and ta hontrol of inflatlon.
Reduction of the current account deficit in the balance of payments is also

stated as a major short-term objective typically coupled with inflation

control.

11. These priorities have not changed with the change in Planning
Ministers, but the approach to, and rhetoric of, their attainment has been

altered. In his pronouncements and policy efforts, Mr. jIausan-ba-g&an
strong emphasis to the mmedatneed to redu inflation and appeared willing

to riska-aignificant slowdown in growth in order to achieve it. Moreover,
lacking full de facto authority over thepollet n activities of the public

sector, the measures he was able to take were seen to impose a disproportionate

burden on limited segments of the economy. Delfim Netto also stresses the

importance of the inflation and balance-of-payments objectives but views them
as parallel to the achievement of the others, as well as with continued overall

growth.

12. Most importantly, Delfim Nett- -idepending on the recovery of agricul-

ture and t celerated ea of_LLrts to make the inflation and balance-

of-payment objctives-consJsent with sustained growth. To assure the agricul-

ural recovery, he has insisted on the retention of redit incencives, at

least through the current eop year, substantially raised minimum price

supports, and simplified farmer access to the various incentive programs. In

support of his export strategy, he has accelerated the gradual real devaluation

of the cruzeiro begun by Simonsen and is applying "moral suasion" on local

manufacturers, including multinational enterprises, to intensify their export

efforts. 1/ At the same time, Delfim is continuing the efforts begun by his

predecessor to rationalize public sector activities and bring them under

control, while eliminating some of the distortions to the economy introduced

by selective government interventions in recent years. In this latter regard,

he foresees a period of "corrective" inflation as public enterprise tariffs

are adjusted, specific price controls are relaxed, substm.s are reauced or

eliminated, nd minidevaluations are accelerated.

1/ Improved incentives may also be offered to direct foreign investment,

both to encourage new investment and to induce multi-nationals to convert

the debts of subsidiaries into equity.
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1) r.,,-1 san1,c- snrl nl7nting retv rts stic-e!z that, with the excepDtion

of coffee which has been set back by this year's frost, hopes for a good

harvestJin arthai jutified. This would provide a measure oT direct

relief to both inflationary and balance-of-payments pressures and would give

Delfim some leverage for phasing out the subsidies which now account for a

large portion of monetary expansion and the de facto public sector deficit. 1/

Brazil's creditworthiness, however, cannot be made to depend on the year-

to-year generosity of nature. Important improvements must be made in the

tools and institutions of economic management if Brazil is to continue to cope

successfully with the more difficult external trade environment as well as

the pressures emanating from the opening political system.

14. Macroeconomic policy making and execution in Brazil has long been

hampered by serious inst'itutiopal deficiencies, including inadequate intoxm-

tion and budgetary controls available to the central economic authorities

regaring the ivestments and-financialopefationfs3 T the Public enterprises

and autarkies, the extensive earmarking of Treasury revenues, the profiferation

of extrabudgetary funds and credit lines, and the development banking activi-

ties of the Central Bank afong with the money-creating powers of the Bank of

Brazil. As a consequence of these deficiencies, the Treasury budget has little

significance either as a regulator of aggregate demand or as a vehicle for

realizing the government's investment priorities. At the same time, with most

credit flowing through administered programs at fixed nominal interest rates,

traditional monetary policy affects only a very narrow range of borrowers and

economic activities. Meanwhile, the huge credit subsidies implicit in this

system are contributing to inflationary pressures while distorting both

resource allocation and the distribution of income.

15. A number of steps toward the necessary institutional reforms have

been taken over the past year or are now in progress. Among the measures

alre dyint d the tight-ening of-controls over the external.orrwing

of public sector agencies via the Commission on External Borrowing; the

creati of a parallel Commission on InternalaBorrowig to exercise similar

contr6l in the domestic financial market; the diversion of approximately half

the tax revenues formerly earmarked in favor of public eaterprises to a

National Development Fund administered by the Planning Secretariat TSEtAN);

the similar diversion of state enterprise income taxes and dividend payments,

which previously had been added automatically to the capital of the enterprises;

the shifting of a number of government activities -- e.g., subsidies on wheat

and interest on debt - from the Monetary Budget to the Treasury Budget, where

they will be subject to open public review; and the introduction of a compu-

terized prect monitoinA Yverm now being applied on a pilot basis to some

1,500 public sector projects. SEPLAN is currently ;zaeAing a consolidated

investment and financial program for the federally-owned enterprises and

autarkies covering the period 1980-82. It is in these institutions that the

1/ Since these subsidies are channeled through the monetary system, they do

not appear in the fiscal budget. It is estimated that interest rate

subsidies-were-equtyalent to almost_6% of GDP in 1978; about 60% of these

subsidies were targetted to the agricultural sector.
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bulk of public sector investment occurs, and the economic authorities are
determined that their activities be made consistent with both macroeconomic

C stra'its and natioal devalopaent prior`ites. Also u r ceview is a
decree which would eliminate the development banking responsibilities of the
Central Bank, leaving it to concentrate on its monetary control functions,
while subjecting the Bank of Brazil to the same rules and controls as are
generally applied to commercial banks -- i.e., requiring that it capture addi-
tional resources from the public rather than obtaining them by money creation.

16. This latter a c wa toward reducing the tale of
credit subsidies in the economy, or at least forcing their explrc-Tremnm
as fisca ransfers thrughthe ordinary budgetary process. The government
recognizes the growing problems that subsidies have created for economic
policy and, perhaps in an effort to prepare the political ground, has itself
been calling increasing public attention to them. Removing these benefits
from the vested interests that now enjoy them will not be easy. Nevertheless,
it is our expectation that the level of credit subsidization will be reduced
significantly over the next year or two, the speed and extent of reduction
depending, for both political and economic reasons, on the growth of agricul-
tural output and exports.

17. Accomplishment of the institutional reforms described in paras. 15-
16 would greatly facilitate short- and medium-tern management of the economy.
To a great extent, both iiflatinary pressures and balance-of-payment problems
are the result of a falure properly to manage aggregate demand. Formulation
and execution of a comprehensive public investment budget woUla-greatly
improve the authorities' ability to manage demand, and at the same time would
help ensure that investment resources are channeled into their most efficient
uses. Major reductions in subsidies to the agriculture sector would contrib-
ute to the same goals. Their removal would drastically reduce the public
sector deficit and the establishment of positive interest rates for agricul-
ture would improve the allocation of investment resources. In turn, the
reestablishment of control over aggregate demand would greatly facilitate
management of the balance of payments -- reinforcing the government's
flexible exchange rate policy and strong export promotion effort.

V. Creditworthiness

18. The great sensitivity of Brazil's balance of payments to petroleum
prices and LIBOR rates has 'been evidenced in 1979 and continues to make
projections subject to a wide range of error. At the same time, the substan-
tial buildup of external debt since 1973ha greatly increased the economy s
vulnerability to external shocks. While the Brazilian economy, despite the
deterf6Yatfon'ihat has occurred since, retains the underlying strength and
resiliency described in our creditworthiness analysis of last February, 1/
and relatively modest reductions of the rate of growth would enable the
economy to adjust to a considerable deterioration in the external environment,
the quality of economic management continues to pose uncertainty. That
uncertainty has been heightened by the recent change in Planning Ministers
and by the new Minister's apparent decision to opt once again for a high
rate of sustained growth in the hope that good weather and a consequently
bountiful harvest will bring rapid growth into consistency with declining
inflation and an improved balance of payments.

1/ Memo from Mr. Barletta to Mr. Stern of February 22, 1979.
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19. The projections utilized here are based on somewhat more pessimistic
assumptions than those in the earlier creditworthiness paper. Specificaliy,
we have taken account of the higher-than-expected petroleum price increases
of 1979 and have assumed continued increases in the real price of oil. A
higher LIBOR is also assumed throughout the projection. Finally, the entire'
projection period is negatively affected by the larger current account deficit
of 1979 and the additional borrowing required to finance it. As a consequence,
we now judge the GDP growth rates assumed in the base projections of that
earlier paper, 1/ other things being equal, to be overly ambitious from the
point of view of the strains placed on the balance of payments. The resulting
combination of high debt service ratio (DSR) and increasing share of petroleum
in total imports would leave the economy highly vulnerable to external events.
Moreover,'financing the current account deficits, debt service and a modest
reserve growth would require net disbursements of medium- and long-term borrow-
ings rising at an average annual of about 12.5% a rate that significantly
exceeds the projections of such disbursements to all LDCs made for purposes
of the third World Development Report.

20. Our presentase -Run, summarized in Attachment V, a dy
GDP growth rate slightly above 6% from 1980-85. The projection retains certain
oter assumptions of the earlier run, however. The most important of these are
that: (i) agricultural imports and exports will resume their pre-1978 trend
by 1980; (ii) important substitution will continue in the intermediate goods
sectors; and (iii) the gwth of manufactured exports will slow toLO8 inteJ.
terms in 1980 and to 12% bereafher. 2/ The Base Run assumes that petroleum
imports will grow more rapidly than GDP (an elasticity of 1.085), and that the
import coverage of reserves will be allowed to decline gradually from the
present high level.

21. Two additional projections were run testing the sensitivity of the
creditworthiness indicators to the success of measures to reduce the elasticity
of petroleum imports relative to GDP. The results of all.four projections are
summarized in Table I.

1/ The creditworthiness paper assumed that GDP growth would average 6% from
1978-80, accelerating through the early 1980s to reach 8.9% by 1984.

2/ These export assumptions are apparently more conservative than those of
Minister Delfim, who bas_set a total export target of US$40 billion by
1984. If an annual inflation rate of 10% were assumed, this would imply
an annual average rate of growth of real exports of about 12%.
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Table I

Average annual
Current growth rate

Petroleum account Gross M&LT of net M&LT
GDP growth import deficit, debt, 1985 Net DSR, disbursements,

Run rate (%) elasticity 1985 (% GDP) (% GDP) 1985 1979-85 (Z)

I (Base) (3) 1.085 (3.0 26.1 ( 53. 9 6.2
II 6 0.500 22.5 49.7

III 7-9 1.085 4.0 26.6 58.8 12.5
IV 7-9 0.500 2.4 22.2 52.6 4.3

22. Under the Base Run assumptions, the resource gap would decline
steadily from US$3.8 billion in 1979 to $2.3 billion by1985 the merchandise
trade balance tuaJn&po.sitive in the outer year. The net DSR would decline
slowly over the period, as would the ratio of the current account deficit to
GDP. The nominal level of M&LT disbursements required would grow only about
6% per year, on average, over the period. Less satisfactory, however, would
be the rise of petroleum to 43% of total imports as compared to an estimated
36% in 1979.

23. An even greater improvement in the projections would potentially
result from successful efforts to conserve energy or substitute domestic energy
resources for imported petroleum. A longer gestation period is undoubtedly
required, however, before results of this magnitude could be achieved.

24. A more buoyant international economy, an easing of LIBOR, or a falling
real price of petroleum would all help to improve the above projections.
These variables could just as easily move in the opposite direction, however.
Unless strong measures are taken to reduce the economy's dependence on imported
oil, and/or exports can be expanded at a rate considerably faster than foreseen

hereJO RLLihala entagagggsill remain precariously vulnerabl Ip-here, Brzesblnpo aets wil~Impor-
tant efforts are being made to subiitute domestic energy resources for petro-
leum (see paras. 88-97 below), but major results are probably several years
away. Thus, although the political pressures for rapid growth are likely to
be strong during the current transition to elective government, the-prudent
economic course is one of restrained growth and careful demand managegient-
Although there does not appear to be an immediate threattBrazils ability
and willingness to service its external debt obligations, the economy will
require close monitoring over the next several years, and it is clear that
macroeconomic policy will be a central element of our continuing dialogue with
the Brazilian authorities.



VI. ioverEy and lacote Dis ribucion

25. The distribution of income and its relation to economic growth
remain topics of active public discussion in Brazil. Assertions regarding
levels and trends of poverty and inequality in Brazil are necessarily tenta-
tive, however, inasmuch as the data are limited and often unreliable. The
great size and diversity of the Brazilian economy and the high degree of
economic mpbility further complicate interpretation of the fragmentary infor-
mation available. With these caveats, a recent study of the evidence leads
us to conclude that: (i) the great majority of Brazilians, including the
poor, shared in the economic growth since 1960 through substantial increases
in real income; (ii) relative income distribution changes cannot be measured
accurately over time, but there is evidence to suggest that the incomes of
the poor improved considerably over the very high growth years since 1970,
especially in the rural areas; and (iii) income growth notwithstanding,
poverty remains widespread and -- in spite of its special concentration in
northeastern rural areas -- is not confined to any single region or occupa-

tional group.

26. The basis for current estimates of poverty and income distribution
is the 1974-75 National Household Budget and Nutrition Survey (ENDEF), the

first such exercise to achieve national coverage. ENDEF data bear out the

"iQn that the degree of inequality is high:t national income
share of the poorest of familie is ou 9. ENDEF also shows the extent
ldn dslit ution of absolute poverty: t Rio/Sao
Paulo minim wages per family (about US$260 per capita), 27% of all families

fall beLow this standard. Of these families, are in rural areas, another
28% reside in small towns. Put a different way, 42% of rural families, 24% of
small town families, and 10% of urban families are poor. Geographically, 54%
of poor families live in the Northat (where 52% of families are poor), though
the region comprises only one-third of the country s population. The remaining
poor families are scattered throughout the country, predominantly in rural
areas. The occupational characteristics of the poor center around landless
farm laborers, small farmers, and unskilled industrial labor, but theihit^-
dence of poverty-f-Inotited to a single group or secLr.

27. Related to the observed income trends has been an important movement
of labor out of agriculture and the poorer rural areas of the Northeast. The
poportion of the population classified as rural fell from 55% in 1960 to 40%
in 1975; yet the cities managed to absorb these immigrants without excessive
growth of the lower-income categories. The migrants generally improved their
economic status by moving from a low-income sector to cities where incomes
are higher and there is scope for upward mobility. On the other hand, because
of the rapid inflow of labor from the rural areas, average wages for unskilled
urban labor did not increase significantly until the 1970's, More recently,
a sharp rise can be detected in the real wages.of daly ralaborers,
suggesting an emerging labor scarcity in the rural areas. Between 70 and
1977 their real wages went up by 1Or'in the State of Sao Paulo and by 61%
for the country as a whole. With the exception of Sao Paulo, the rural wage
increase was greatest in the Northeast, where absolute wage levels are the
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lowest. During that period Brazilian average per capita income went up by

57%. Thus, many of Brazil's poorest families experienced both an absolute and

relative improvement in their daily earnings thraugh. a combination of geograph-

ical and accupatiotal mobility and rising wage rates for unskilled occupations.

28. The new development plan reportedly gives equal emphasis 
to growth

and income distribution objectives and stresses that a viable and 
legitimate

policy for achieving the latter depends on the 
exercise of broad democratic

freedoms, including free wage bargaining. A crucial element in the improve-

ment of income distribution, moreover, is the steady expansion of employment

opportunities; hence, the continued concern for maintaining a rapid rate of

economic growth.

29. Under a new wage policy, to go-into effect in November 1979 if

approved by Congress, all wages_contracts are to be adjusted semi-annually as

a function of changes in the cost-of-living COL) and the size of the indivi-

dual's wage or salary. The adjustment factor will be -apared from 1.1 times

the increase in the COL for workeirs ea:i:ng less than three minimum wages to

0.5 for earnings above 20 minimum wages. 1/ The determination of additional

wage increments derived from increased productivity is left 
to collective

bargaining. Although intended,to narrow remuneration differentials, 
the new

policy seems unlikely to have that effect. Inasmuch as skilled workers are

in inelastic supply, the legal adjustment factor is not likely to retard their

nominal earnings growth or prevent the maintenance of traditional 
wage differ-

entials. The new formula may thus serve only to fuel cost-push inflation and

slow the growth of job opportunities at the lower-skill levels.

30. In the past decade, the Brazilian Government has given greater

emphasis to investments in basic public services and to initiating programs

to alleviate material deprivation among the poor and increase their productiv-

ity. Progress in basic education coverage since the early 
1950s has been

apparent in all regions. This is particularly striking in the Southeast,

where rates approaching universal coverage now exist. The Northeast has

lagged behind all other regions but there, again, the enrollment rate in-

creased fJroM 4% in 1955 to 67% in 1974, while absoluteenrollment went up

from 1.3 million to 4.5 million. For Brazil as a whole, the enrollment rate

went up from 54% to 85% while enrollment increased from 6.2 million to 18.6

million during the same 1955-74 period. The population in basic education

age (7-14 years) grew at a rate of 3.4% per year from 11.5 
million in 1955

to 21.7 million in 1974. Despite this effort, educational opp ortunities

still reMain limited, especially in rural areas, and are related to Ee~

social and economic status of the client population (see paras. 39 to 40

below). A massive literacy program (MOBRAL) has been undertaken in an effort

to compensate for serious lags in the provision of basic education in the

past especially in rural areas.

1/ The adjustment factors are marginal rather than average rates -- i.e.,

a worker earning four minimum wages would have his adjustment calculated

as 1.1 times the change in the COL times three minimum wages, plus 1.0

times the change in the COL times one minimum wage.
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31. In 1970 only 75% of all housing was classiriea as duraoie. DurIng
the 1970's, however, the government has taken steps to assist the poor through
improved access to housing financing. A new system of interest subsidies, a
sites and services program, and a program for financing of construction
materials for low-income borrowers have been created. Provision of residen-
tial services such as water supply and sanitary waste disposal has progressed

rapidly in recent years. Nevertheless, because of long-standing deficiencies,

Brazil in this regard still lags behind other countries in its per capita
income class. By last year contracts had been concluded which, once imple-

mented, would_9X9.ide_oer 1.of the population with.adequate water supplies.
Arrangements for sewerage have proceeded more slowly. Overall, progress in
water supply and sanitation has been proportionately greatest in those regions
(Northeast and Frontier) and areas (rural) with the greatest initial deficien-
cies'.

32. Assuring an adequate supply of food at affordable prices has been

an ongoing concern of policymakers in postwar Brazil, although until recently
there was no explicit nutrition policy. The National Nutrition Program
(PRONAN) is the most important new effort to attack poverty-related malnutri-

tion. The program attempts to alleviate malnutrition in the near term, by

providing food supplements directly to needy groups, and to improve the long-

term viability of small-scale food production in Brazil's poorer regions. It

still is too early to assess PRONAN's effectiveness.

33. During the 1970's the number of workers covered by national health
insurance went from 55% to over 70% of the urban labor force. Most recently,

access to the social security health system was extended Incases of emergency

to the urban population not normally covered, and free medical care was made

available to all urban persons over 70 years of age. In,tbaruraljareas,
health coverage is stillaery-imLiaed, particularly in the Northeast where
nearly 5 million persons live in municipalities without resident physicians.
Nevertheless, the government has made efforts to expand rural health coverage,

notably through the.creation of health "miniposts," some of which are included

in the Bank's rural development projects. Under another program initiated in

1973, the government is distributing medical drugs free of charge to the urban

poor; in 1977 some US$50 million worth of free drugs were distributed.

34. Another significant policy measure of the 1970s has been the creation
of FUNRURAL, the Rural Workers' Welfare Fund, which provides a range of bene-
fits paralleling those of the urban social security system. By 1973 FUNRURAL
had reached about 1.25 million persons, virtually the entire rural population
over 65 years of age. The Fund is financed out of taxes, and total benefits

are equivalent to about 0.7% of GDP. As noted earlier, the urban old are now

automatically eligible for social security health care; they also are entitled
to a monthly income supplement. These policies represent a serious effort

paralleled in few developing countries to ensure a minimum of financial security
to a particularly vulnerable group of poor persons.
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VII. long-Term Pros2ects

35. Looking beyond the balance-of-payments constraint to which much of
this paper is devoted, what are the growth prospects of Brazil in the decade
ahead? What qualitative and quantitative changes can be expected? What con-
straints are likely to be felt most acutely?

36. Brazil's population has increased from 3 million in 1800 to nearly
125 million today. The recent Human Resources Report notes that the growth
of populat on has come down from its peak of 3 percent p.a. during the 1950's
to a somewhat lower rate during the 1960's. Recent analyses of the 1960 and
1970 Population Census carried out in Brazil after our report was issued
suggest that the drop may have been more pronounced. The decline in the
growth rate is expected to continue during the remainder of this century, but
the likelihood is that the o ulation of Brazil will continue to grow during
the twenty-first century and reach no less than .5 times its current size.
Moreover, the urban population is growing about 70% faster than the population
as whole.

37. Of all the developing countries in the world, Brazil is one of the
best endowed to accommodate a population of this size. The food-producing
potential of Brazil is enormous. At present only about five percent of
Trazil's arable land A_UAder cultivation and a multiple of this can be
brought into production if ecological management is rational. Brazil's
mineral resources are also vast and offer excellent prospects for export and
internal industrialization. If it were not for the country's very high degree
of dependence on petroleum and the oor hydrocarbons endowme qrscvered to
date, Brazil would continue to be one o e most promising performers in the
world, and there would be no difficulty in absorbing its growing labor force.

38. Brazil's energy policies and prospects are reviewed below. There
is no question that structural changes involvingJhpa" innstments are needed
to overcome the sho6rtage of domestic petroleum. barring unforeseen large-scale
petroleum finds in Brazil. These structural changes will take time and will,
like urbanization, divert investible funds from other uses, thus probably
slowing down the rate of growth of the economy somewhat during the gestation
period.

39. Educational dualism remains one of the fundamental weaknesses of the
country. Because of histor s e ucat on caught on" in the Center-
South regions, which have by now high rates of literacy. In the Northeast and
in rural areas in most of the country education leaves much to be desired. By
1970 the proportion of the working_age population having completed at least
12 years of schooling was about 10 percent, up from4 percent in 1950. -tra-
polating this rate oiulcTarry the proportion to about 28 percent in 2000.
The 1Aiscorical trends are_too_slow if the objective _gf_a_predominantly silied
work force is tl be achieved within the next few decades. The rura population
of Brazil has been growing very little if at all during the past decade and
much of the social improvements that have taken place (education, health,
water and sewerage, etc.) have occurred in the cities. As the cities absorbed
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an increasing proportion of the total population, social infrastructure has
improved a lot. Future progress can be expected through further rural-urban
migration but ioEGvements in the rural areas are essei1 also. A special
problem is that, although responsibility or pr mary education belongs to the
municipalities, many of them lack the financial resources to meet its recurrent
cost.

40. The recent income distribution report on Brazil suggests very
strongly that occupation and skill are a fundamental determinant of income and
therefore of income distribution. Until now there has been a massive shift
out of low-productivity agricultural into higher productivity urban jobs, which
has, especially during the boom period of the early.1970's, raised the incomes
of the poor at about the same rate as that of the average of the population.
The continuation of this process hinges essentially on two factors: (a) the
human capital formation effort required to upgrade productivity, and (b) demand
for new skilled manpwer, which is overwhelmingly a function of the rate of
economic growth.

41. A better school system would contribute to the first factor. As
regards the second, it is often asked: what is the minimum rate of growth of
GDP that will absorb the additions to the labor force? In an economy where
open unemployment is not a viable alternative for many, it is difficult to give
a precise answer to that question. If Brazil's growth rate slowed down con-
siderably, there would probably be much open urban unemployment. But this has
not happened in recent experience. What is more likely to happen is that the
mechanism that has pulled millions of people out of agriculture and into urban
jobs would operate more slowly. Thus a larger proportion of the working force
than would be the case with faster growth would remain "stuck" in agriculture
and this would in all likelihood worsen the distribution of income by slowing
down upward mobility. Of course, agricultural performance would also play a
role in this process: even if overall growth declines as a result of the
constraints outlined in this paper, the effect on the poor would be consider-
ably lessened to the extent that agriculture prospers. But the likely effect
of a slowdown would be inimical to the social objectives towards which Brazil
has made such impressive strides during the 1970's.

42.- Ultimately, the pace of economic development is a political issue.
Here there is a cla snflict betwesn the political liberalization that has
taten-place (including the virtual elimination of press censorship and a
tolerant attitude of the Government toward strikes) and the discipline required
of an adjustment process to the country's balance-of-payments constraints.
Until now the-conflict has been rrowing and an
acceleration of in atTon which makes it easier to blur the gains and losses
of various social groups. Furthermore, there is a fundamental difference
between the "miracle" of the 1970's and the present predicament of policy-
makers. The corrective measures taken during the late 1960's which set the
stage for the "miracle" were designed to eliminate most of the distortions
introduced during a period of populist euphoria; they consisted in the re-
storation of realistic prices for foreign exchange, public utilities and
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transport, combined with fiscal austerity and a substantial tax reform, as
well as positive interest rates and strong savings incentives. Most of these
measures hurt the public at large in the short run.

43. Today the economic reforma tbat-are called for may_involve more
potent political opposition than the reforms of the late_196DL5. The two
major areas where radical measures need to be taken in the short run are
(a) iSputat-rates subsidies and (b) the expenditure and financing programs of
s taetg_ rDL4ELses. The first will hurt very specific an powerfl groups, Mad
the second will run against the considerable power of strong public enter-
prises, such as Petrobras, that have acquired a large measure of de facto
autonomy from the Government. fow the needed reforms are to be reconciled
with further political liberalization is an open question.

44. Taking a longer historical view, however, one is left with a strong
sense of confidence when looking at Brazil. The-country has gone through
agonizing crises (such as the enormous overproduction of coffee and the
resulting collapse of the market during the 1930s), through booms and busts'
(for example the rubber boom), through world wars and through political crises
that in other countries would have broken the back of the economy. Throughout
these conflicts two things have emerged that distinguish Brazil from most
other countries in the world: one is the virtual absence of violence so
characteristic of other parts of the developing world, ande other is a
sense of self-confidence, of "manifest destiny" which has always characterized
the_7SrCOTvK f themselves and is intimately tied to the tremendous

dynamism that can be felt even by the casual visitor. Therefore, even though
it is not possible to forecast very precisely how Brazil will overcome the
dual challenge of rising energy costs and political liberalization, a longer
view suggests that solutions will emerge. As the case of alcohol for auto-
mobiles, these solutions may not at first seem economically rational, Brazil
has always taken big gambles. But many of these gambles have proven to be
right, historically.

VIII. Economic and Sector Work Program

45. The economic and sector work program for FY79 suffered some delay
and disruption as a consequence of the change of Government. In particular,
the new Government requested that we postpone the planned public sector invest-
ment mission until they had had more time to order their own ideas and prior-
ities. Nevertheless, work was completed on a five-volume special report
examining human resources in Brazil, another analyzing the most recent avail-
able data on income distribution, a study of the capital goods industry, a
review of foreign trade policies, and an economic memorandum. A study was
also undertaken of the Brazilian financial market, with particular attention
to subsidized credit programs. This report will be completed during FY80.

46. The program for FY80 focuses on several of the major policy areas
now confronting the Figueiredo Government. Included are an overall review
of policies affecting the agricultural sector -- e.g., price controls, price
stabilization programs, credit, taxes and subsidies, export and import controls,
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exchanse rate -- an analysis of Brazil's future energy demands and alternative
sources of supply, the economic prospects and needs of the Northwest region,
and the rescheduled public sector investment survey. Depending upon the
progress of the ongoing discussions between the government and the Bank
regarding expanded collaborative efforts in the Northeast, a mission could be
mounted in FY80 to study recent developments in the rural Northeast.

47. In the future, further work will need to be done on public sector
revenue and expenditure policies, with particular attention to their impacts
on the regional and interpersonal distributions of income. A special study
is planned of the status and future of state and local finances in Brazil,
an area which is crucial to future development efforts, particularly in educa-
tion and health. The completion and processing of the 1980 census will provide

.new information regarding poverty, income distribution, employment and the
implications of Brazil's large internal migration. In this regard, more
analysis is required toward the formulation of an appropriate strategy for
urban development. A series of studies is also anticipated to evaluate past,
and contribute to the design of future, development efforts in the Northeast
as part of the proposed collaborative program. The implications of the energy
sector study should be extended to an anlysis of transport sector development.
Finally, in view of the short-term economic uncertainties, we intend to inten-
sify our monitoring of the macroeconomy with the preparation of biannual
economic memoranda and (alternating) updating BTOR's.

48. A tentative work schedule and indicated manpower requirements are
given in Attachment VI.

IX. Recent Lending Experience

49. Bank lending to Brazil reached $705 million in FY78, dropped to
$674 million in FY79, and is unlikely to exceed $700 million in FY80. This

flateau has resulted principally from delays and changes in the lending
program stemmingfrom the chanea in Zovernment in March 1979 and the change
in the minister responsible for the planning secretariat (SEPLAN) in August.
The Country Programs Review of September 20, 1978, approved lending of $800
million for FY79 and $865 million in FY80. The principal delays were in lend-
ing for agricultural credit project was interrupted for many months by indeci-
sion and shifts in responsibility within the government -- and northeast
education where project preparation was also interrupted by government changes.
The first integrated urban development project was (and still is) delayed by
indecision following management changes in the Banco Nacional de Habitacao
(BNH). The Sao Paulo pollution control project has been delayed by a political
dispute, one of the prices of increased democratization.

50. One favorable development is a much more systematic concern in
SEPLAN, regarding the obligations assumed or to be assumed by the government
to provide counterpart funding for projects financed by the Bank. Only now is
SEPLAN making a systematic inventory of counterpart obligations already incurred
or to be incurred for projects in the pipeline. This has occurred in part
because of a new determination to compress the public sector deficit, and
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there are indications that SEPLAN will, at least as long as the present serious
fiscal problems persist, be more restrictive than in the past about accepting
new counterpart obligations for the federal government. This, in turn, may
mean that some projects will be delayed or even eliminated from the lending
program.

51. Loan disbursements have lagged behind new commitments. They were
$202 million in FY76, $267 million in l77, $252 million in FY78 and $295
million in FY79. There are various reasons for the lag: problems with
counterpart funding; competition from subsidized credit; delays in getting
new-style projects started; as.well as the more common delays involving large
construction projects with long lead times. We are continuing to make con-
certed efforts to cut down these disbursement lags.

K., Modified Lending Program

52. There will be compelling reasons, once the present transitional
problems are surpassed -- including, it is assumed, the present serious fiscal
problems -- for the Bank's lending program in Brazil to return to the upward
curve projected previously. Attachments I-IV set out a proposed revision of
the lending program that would follow this scenario. A reasonable economic
growth path of 6% per annum will require Brazil to coUtinue to-import_capial
on a large scale. The Bank's resources are especially useful because they
can be directed toward sectors in which other external sources of capital are
not interested, can act as a catalyst in attracting other capital, can provide
institution building support, and can enable the Bank to emphasize in concrete
terms its concern that Brazil give high priority to programs and projects that
will ensure braoder distribution of the benefits of growth to the large pocket
of poverty in the Northeast and in other parts of Brazil. Lending with these
objectives justify the Bank in continuing a large program even though Brazil
is gradually moving up the income scale. A further justification lies in the
close, confidential -ialogue-betweenthe Bank and Brazil's economic ministers,
which has persisted throughout the recent governmental changes, and is in
contrast to the rather distant rartionship between-Brazil and the IMF.

53. The proposed lending program would involve a sharp upturn in lending
in FY81 as shown in the following table, which compares the program approved
in September 1978 with that proposed now:
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Program approved
Fiscal Year in 1978 New proposal

(US$ million)

1978 (actual) 705 705
1979 800
1979 (actual) 674
1980 8651 668)
1981 925 1,160
1982 990 1,175
1983 1,070 1,205
1984 1,170 1,280
1985 1,320
1979-83 4,650 4,882
1980-84 5,020 5,488
1981-85 5,020 6,140

54. The FY80-84 program, $5,488 million is 9% more than that approved
a year ago (no more than the rate of inflation). It represents 11.7% of th
total 4ank lending program approved by the review group last April, but less
than the $6,154 million "norm" for Brazil established by P&B. A larger pro-
gram could be proposed if it were acceptable from the point of view of port-
folio diversity. The shorter than average maturities to Brazil ensure that
its share of the Bank's total portfolio could not exceed 10% by 1990 with the
program proposed here. The program proposed for FY81-85 is $6,140 million,
11% more than that for FY80-84, again a situation of little or no growth in
real terms.

55. If Brazil were to delay in resolving its present fiscal problems,
it might prove difficult to expand the lending program as much or as sharply
as foreseen above. The government might have difficulty in providing counter-
part financing for an expanded program. If inflation and large balance-of-
payments deficits and high debt-service ratios persist, it would be untimely
for the Bank to issue an apparent "signal" of confidence that would be inferred
from a sudden expansion of lending. The short-term economic situation will
be followed closely to avoid such an event. But any major cutbacks would
similarly have to be considered, inter alia in the context of the signals
they would provide to other creditors.

56. Another element of uncertainty arising from the increasing rate of
inflation is future government policies with respect to public utility tariffs.

In the past four months,7flith the electric power and the water supply sectors
have been denied the full increases they needed to keep up with inflation.
Should this policy be continued (despite ministerial assurances to the Bank
that it would not be) it would very much impair the Bank's ability to lend in
three sectors (which account for 12% and 11% respectively of the proposed
FY81-85 lending program), and would result in actual total lending falling
short of the program by a large margin.
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57. The lending program for FY81-85 contains 52 projects, seven fewer
than in last year's program, ($118 million compared to $85 million last year).
This would reflect a major increase in average loan size, accomplished in
large part through the posae transition from small (and complicated) micro-
regional rural development projects in the Northeast to a sector approach
with a few large loans (see paragraph 64 below). After a transitional period,
this means that the Brazilian lending program can be executed with somewhat
fewer staff resources than at present. However, there are two transitional
problems. On the project side, the move to the sectoral approach in Northeast
rural development will call for a major effort--with additional staff--to
help the Brazilians build the institutional capacity to prepare, appraise and
follow-up individual sub-regional projects (as described in Mr. Ardito Barletta's
memorandum of August 24, 1979 to Mr. McNamara). On the programs side, there
will be a "bunching" of 13 projects in FY81, some of these projects delayed
from FY79 and FY80 because of the governmental changes. To accomplish this, an
additional 1-1/2 person-years of loan officer work will be needed temporarily.
A similar bunching of projects (five) occurs in the Agricultural Projects
Division responsible for Brazilian projects. It is not yet clear whether the
regional staff can be reallocated in this way in FY80 or whether additional
resources can be obtained for FY81.

XI. Lending Strategy

58. There appears to be no reason to modify the four principal objectives
that the Bank has sought to attain in its Brazilian lending in the past few
years, namely:

(a) to support projects which would help increase productivity
and incomes of the lowest income segments of the population,
broaden The economic opportunities open to those groups and
alleviate poverty;

(b) to heln Braizil ease the foreifn exchange cQnstraint on its
development tx0 supporting projects designed to isw.rease
Brazil's export capacity, and, where economical, to
substTtute domestic production for imports;

(c) to suppgg projects that are associated with important
insitutional improvements or sector policy reforms, in
order, inter alia, to help maximize public savings and
ensure that they are used economically; and

(d) to provide external resource transfers where other
externatfIninciWng is not available on reasonable terms,
or where it is more likely to be forthcoming in conjunc-
tion with Bank participation.
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59. EWzver, the renewed tightening of the external constraints requires
that we attach increased priorities to (b). The sectoral composition of the
proposed FY81-85 program, compared to that of the approved FY80-84 program, is

shown in Attachment II and may be summarized as follows:

Per cent of Lending
Approved Proposed
1980-84 1981-85

Assistance to low income groups 57 61
Support of institutional and

policy reform 21 17
Support export promotion and

import substitution 11--

Complementary financing 11 6

TOTAL 100 100

60. The emphasis among these objectives would be slightly modified,
however. An effort would be made to bring this share of projects designed
principally to help low-income groups up to 60% of the total lending program.
At this level it should remain at a plateau. There are many reasons for the
Bank to continue to lend in more traditional sectors. Many institution-
building and policy reform objectives remain to be accomplished. The Bank

also has an important role in helping Brazil to expand exports and substitute
for imports (including in the non-petroleum energy sector). There will be
many occasions when the Bank can associate itself with other lenders acting

as a catalyst in helping Brazil tap other sources of funds on favorable terms.

Finally, it is clearly the Brazillan government's strong wish that we remain

in the traditional sectrsofAlectric power and transportatil6onf,hour over-
all relationship is more comfortable and our economic dialogue more effective

if we accede to the government's wish and continue some new lending in those

sectors.

61. As described in the next section, our lending in agriculture is pro-

grammed to increase from 21% to 28% of the total lending program. This is
based on the expectation that the government will take energetic steps to
reorganize SUDENE so that it can become the channel for long regional rural

development loans. If the government failed to do this, we would have to make
more loans in traditional sectors such as those now shown in the reserve

category in order to achieve the proposed volume of lending. On the other

hand, it might be possible to increase the share of agriculture in the program
if the government follows its expressed intention of phasing out agricultural

credit subsidies (see para. 16 above).
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Aericulture

1980-84 1981-95
Approved Proposed

No. of loans 16 16
Amount ($ million) 1,070 1,725
% of lending 21 28

(two reserve projects, $85 million, FY82, and FY83)

62. For many years the government has been trying to achieve a steady
increase in agricultural output both to.meet an increasing share of the grow-
ing domestic requirements for food and fiber, and to raise exports. Over
1967-74 the agricultural sector performed well in meeting these objectives,
with o5 tput growing at 5.7% annually despite adverse weather conditions in
three oftheseven years. With the exception of 1977, when agricultural out-
put rose by 9.6%, the growth performance of the sector has subsequently fallen
below the 1967-74 average. However, in May 1979 the new government adopted
a number ofmna,ures in the areas of rural credit, minimum prices, and rural
land taxation which are intended to stimulate agricultural production over
the next few years.

63. Another major objective in regard to the agricultural sector has
been to raise the productivity and incomes of the rural poor and to broaden
their access to physical and social infrastructure. One important program
which exemplifies the pursuit of this objective is POLONORDESTE. This pro-
gram, established in 1974, seeks to assist low-income farmers in the Northeast
through the preparation and implementation of integrated rural development
projects in selected micro-regions. We have so far approved six loans under
POLONORDESTE (Rio Grande do Norte, Ceara, Paraiba, Bahia, Sergipe and
Pernambuco). Work on these complex projects is proceeding with encouraging
results although they have had various administrative and funding problems,
many of which have been associated with changes in staff following the advent
of new administrations at both state and federal levels earlier this year.
We propose to continue to support POLONORDESTE by financing additional such
projects in these and other states.

64. While it has long been our hope to lend for rural development in
the Northeast on a broad regional scale, the regional development agency
(SUDENE) has until now not provided sufficiently strong institutional base.
However, the new government has expressed its intention to strengthen SUDENE
and has solicited, and received, from the Bank a number of proposals in this
regard. These proposals, now under review by the Government, include, inter
alia, measures to improve the staffing, budgeting and overall program admin-
istration and coordination capacities of SUDENE. These actions would be
followed by the strengthening of the Bank's Recife office. On the assumption
that concrete steps will be taken in these areas in the near future, we have
proposed two regional loans (Northeast Rural Development I and II) totalling
US$450 million, for FY82 and FY84.
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65. The new government has requested Bank participation in the prepa-
ration and financing of rural development projects in the Northwest and

Amazon regions. To this end, we have scheduled two loans totalling US$180
million for FY81 to help finance the integrated development of the Northwest--

a first (US$100 million) for the reconstruction and paving of the Cuiaba-Porto
Velho,highway, and a second (US$80 million) for rural development in the high-
way's area of influence. 1/ A third loan of US$100 million for Northwest
agricultural development is proposed for FY84. In addition, we propose a
US$40 million loan for rural development (possibly incorporating smallholder

production of oil palm) in the Amazon for FY83.

66. In our dialogue with the government on overall and sector policies,
we continue to be critical of the policy of highly negative interest rates
for agricultural credit. 2/ Nevertheless, all of the integrated rural devel-
opment projects referred to above have included agricultural credit components

with heavily subsidized interest rates. Additionally, we are scheduling for
FY81 a loan of US$135 million for a small farmer credit project for the whole

of the Northeast and a second loan of US$200 for FY84. Minister Delfim Netto

has indicated to the Bank, and has made similar statements publicly, that

contingent upon good harvests he intends to free most agricultural prices and
tegin t-ophas a-out credit subsidies in 1 9 80 . Unless these intentions are
carried out, the proposed loans would also finance heavily subsidized interest
rates. As in the rural development projects assisted by the Bank, however,
safeguards would be built into the credit projects to ensure that the benefits
are clearly directed to the small farmers.

67. Our strategy for lending in the agricultural sector for FY81-85,
while continuing to support functional activities on a national or macro-
regional level, such as agricultural research and extension, and rural credit
in the Northeast, would also provide greater support for overall rural devel-
opment efforts in the Northeast. Virtually the entire program would be

directed at the rural poor. Moreover, taking into account the substantial
institutional development of the state planning and executing agencies which
has occurred over the past few years (or is expected to occur in the near

future), Bank financing of rural development in the Northeast would become
increasingly oriented toward the statewide (as in the case of Ceara II) and

macroregional (as in the case of the proposed regional loans) approaches. Our
proposed agricultural lending in support of the Northwest Integrated Develop-
ment Program, while on a much smaller scale than envisaged for the Northeast,
would be yet another example of the trend toward the macroregional approach to
rural development.

I/ As part of the preparation effort for these proposed loans, we have

included a Northwest Region Economic Survey in our FY80 economic work
program.

2/ A study of the Brazilian capital markets, currently being prepared in

the Bank, includes an evaluation of the agricultural credit system and

will serve as a basis for further discussion with the government on the
subsidized interest issue.



Nutrition, Health and Population

1980-84 1981-95
Approved Proposed

No. of loans 1 1
Amount ($ million) 70 50
% of lending 1 1

(two reserve projects, $70 million, FY81, and 83)

68. Recent studies in the Bank and by others have found clear evidence

of widespread malnutrition and poor health conditions in Brazil, particularly
among the more disadvantaged segments of the population. The Brazil Human
Resources Special Report (Report No. 2604-BR of July 13, 1979), for example,
found that in 1975 only about one-third of the Brazilian population consumed
diets with an adequate calorie content, and that only 42% of all children
under 18 years of age could be considered well-nourished. In regard to
health, this same report found that the infant mortalityArateJnB.ifrazil for
1970 (110 per 1,000 live births) was nearly twice as high as the analogous
rate for countrie at similr per capita GNP levels (5.6 per i,uu 0live
births), and that the incidence of disease and access to medical care varied
markedly between regions, income levels, and urban and rural areas.

69. Though the government has long been cognizant of the health and
--- nutritional problems outlined above, it has only in the mid-1970s inaugurated

major remedial programs specifically directed at the poor. In the nutrition
area, the most important of these has been the National Nutrition Program
(PRONAN), which seeks to alleviate malnutrition through the distribution of

food supplements directly to "biologically vulnerable" target groups, that
is, pregnant and lactating women and preschool-aged children from low-income

families. In regard to health, the most promising new government initiative

has been the program for health and sanitation actions in the Northeast

(PIASS); a program which would extend primary health care to the most needy
in rural areas. As yet, the government has done relatively little to promote
family planning, although a recent national maternal and child health plan
includes a modest (US$3.3 million) component to deal with cases of "high risk"
pregnancies.

70. To date, Bank activity in the nutrition and health sectors has been

modest, and non-existent in the area of family planning. We are currently

providing support to PRONAN through the US$19 million loan, signed in October
1976, for the Nutrition Research and Development Project, and are also helping
finance the health components of a number of integrated rural development
projects. Our FY81-85 lending program remains modest in these sectors and
proposes to help finance, aside from the health components of several addi-
tional integrated rural development projects in the Northeast, only one
(unidentified) health project (US$50 million) in FY85. We have also included

a loan of US$20 million in support of a Sao Paulo state health services project
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in the FY81 reserve category. Another potential area of Bank activity would
be a loan in support of PIASS. While such health sector loans would be new
to us, several factors indicate that helping finance the Sao Paulo and PIASS
programs would be logical. Among these factors are: (i) the critical effects
on productivity and welfare, both in the periphery of large urban areas and in
the rural sector, of the fragmentary health services now available to the poor;
(ii) the experience accumulated in the Bank with the preparation and imple-
mentation of health components of integrated development projects in the North-
east; (iii) the evaluation of the PIASS system completed as part of the Human
Resources Report; and (iv) the decisions on lending in the health sector made
by the Board in July 1979, which incorporates an approach similar to that being
followed by PIASS.

71. The federal government agreed with Sao Paulo state's request to
the Bank only on the understanding that it would not include,a family plan-
ning component. Ourimpression is that many members of the new government
would like to promote family planning but wish to avoid pol4tical embarass-
ment that might be created by the participation of an international agency.
We have deleted from our lending program a second loan for nutrition,
principally because of the weakness of the National Nutrition Institute (INAN)
and the consequent'slow progress of our first project in this sector. 1/
Given current government policies, it is unlikely that we will be able to
include a family planning project in our program in the near future. How-
ever, we intend to monitor developnents in this area closely, and should
there be a change of policy, we would recommend such a project.

Education

1980-84 1981-85
Aproved Proposed

No. of loans 5 3
Amount ($ million) 230 320
% of lending 5 5

(one reserve project, $75 million, FY82)

72. Brazil's capacity for sustained economic growth in all major
sectors is constrained by the low educational attainment of the population,
resulting in relatively low mobility of labor, and the serious shortage of
trained workers in industry, commerce and agriculture. At the same time,
serious regional imbalances in the quality of education offered and in the
numbers of school age children role hinder efforts to decentralize
economic growth away from the Southeast region. Similar imbalances exist
also between the urban centers and the rural areas in the poor regions of
the north, the center, and especially, the Northeast. These poor regions

1/ A progress report on the first nutrition loan, now being reviewed by
the Government, will be distributed to the Board shortly.
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lack th physical inhfastructure, the qualified teachers and the administra-

in addition, muaicipal± Cnci jng -S insufficient to cover the
expansion of the existing educational services, even when it is supplemented
with transfers from the state and federal governments. Solutions to these
problems involve: (i) upgrading and expanding formal education at state and
local levels, (ii) coordinating and expanding non-formal vocational CrThng
programs on a nationwide basis, (iii) reforming school curricula as enuncaited
in the 1971 education reform law, and (iv) providing direct assistance to
the-maicipalities.

73. Although the government realizes the magnitude and seriousness of
the problems in the education sector, and most responsible officials would
agree with the remedies that have been identified, remedial measures have
not been assigned top priority in government policies. As a result, we have
not yet been able to give education the important place in our lending pro-
gram which it deserves.

74. The proposed FY80 loan in support of the Northeast rural education
project, though modest in size, is significant in that it would be the first
specifically directed at Brazil's rural population on a macroregional basis.
While we are presently helping finance the education and training components
of six integrated rural development projects in the northeastern states
(and intend to finance such components in others now under preparation), as
yet only a small proportion of the regional population has been reached. More-
over, such a piecemeal approach has done relatively little to promote compre-
hensive, region-wide measures needed to alleviate the fundamental problems of
the Northeast's rural education system. In order to make a more effective
contribution, we had originally envisaged a loan of US$80-100 million in
support of basic rural education programs in all nine northeastern states.
However, the government's unwillingness to commit sufficient counterpart
funds necessitated a scaling down of the project's size and content (though
not in its geographical scope), and a consequent reduction in our own partici-
pation. We iitend to continue to express our concern to the government over
what wea,gxreive to be a lack of commitment on its part to improving educa-
tional o ortunitiesA:h rural areas, and it is hoped that at least on-efthe
uni entified projects can be devoted to this end. Other promising areas
for future Bank activity in the education sector include further assistance
to the government in the implementation of the 1971 education reform, which
was one of the objectives of the second education project (Loan 1007), and a
follow-up vocational training project.

Urban Development

1980-84 1981-85
Approved Proposed

Number of loans 8 7
Amount ($ million) 860 975
% of lending 17 16

75. Brazil's urban population has nearly quadrupled during the period
1950-1980 from about 13 million to 50 million, an annual increase of above
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5.5%. It is expected to slow somewhat, but still be on the order of A,57
during the next decade. Growth has been rapid in the medium-sized and large
ciEIs. Poverty is prevalent in Brazilian cities. Families in poverty
(according to Bank guidelines) range from 55% in the southern cities e.g.
Curitiba) to 77% in Recife in the Northeast.

76. Brazil's first enunciation of an urban strategy was contained in
the Second National Development Plan (II PND) for the period 1975-1979, and
is still in the process of being put into operation. The strategy is based on
the central proposition that recent urbanization trends have introduced serious
distortions in urban structure and spatial organization. These changes have
exacerbated problems of poverty, underdevelopment and severe infrastructural
deficiencies in Brazil's urban centers. The II PND also calls for policies
to improve the structure and efficiency of the urban system, and to prevent
further concentration of population. Recent policy statements emphasize the
need to address the urban poverty issue.

77. The institutional set-up in the urban sector is quite complex.
Recently efforts have been made to concentrate urban policy in the Ministry
of Interior. The National Council on Urban Development (CNDU) is responsible
for the coordination of national urban development policy, and the preparation
of annual and multi-annual investment programs. CNDU is also responsible for
the coordination of the medium-sized cities program. CNDU is an interminis-
terial agency chaired by the Minister of the Interior. The Brazilian Trans-
port Corporation, an agency of the Ministry of Transport, is responsible for
urban transport projects. The National Housing Bank (BNH), also under the
Ministry of Interior, is responsible for the water supply and sewerage program
as well as low-cost housing programs.

78. Bank involvement in the urban sector is focussed on (a) improving
the living conditions and increasing the incomes of the urban poor through
the provision of services and employment opportunities to the urban poor;
(b) strengthening of institutions at the federal, state, and municipal levels
to attain these objectives; (c) saving energy by assisting the development of
urban mass transport. The Bank is involving itself in programs providing
services to the urban poor at affordable prices including low-cost housing,
water supply and waste disposal facilities, and adequate means of transporta-
tion. The Bank also supports the medium-sized cities program to create employ-
ment opportunities as well as to provide services. The vocational training
project is training persons who will be able to take advantage of the newly
created employment opportunities. Each of the Bank's loans in these sub-
sectors provides for the institutional strengthening of the relevant
agency(ies), many of which are new and have limited experience with urban
development projects involving the poor.

79. In order to gain further knowledge of the urban sector and to review
the Bank's role in the sector in Brazil an urban sector mission has been
included in the economic work program (see paras. 45-48).
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Water Supply and Sewerage

1980-84 1981-85
Approved Proposed

Number of loans 5 4
Amount ($ million) 635 645
% of lending 13 11

80. The Bank's lending for water supply and sewerage helps to improve
the living conditions, including the health, of the low-income population in
both urban centers and snall communities. The Bank's strategy supports
provision of adequate services to as many persons as possible for the least
cost, with special emphasis on the poor. It is this group, in the main,
which does not yet have access to adequate supplies of clean water and waste
disposal at affordable prices. Despite the progress made under Brazil's
innovative National Sanitation Plan (PLANASA) launched in 1971, less than
75% of the urban population have adequate water_suppliUs, and only 35% have
access to adequate sewerage facilities. To ensure that these services are
provided to the poor at affordable prices the Bank has supported a system of
water and sewerage tariff cross-subsidization between the rich and the poor
which has been adopted by the government. The strategy also calls for
recovery of the investment and operating costs of water supply networks and
contribution to the expansion of these networks, and reduction of unaccounted-
for water through adequate metering and efficient water use programs. To
bring water and waste disposal to the very poor the Bank supports applied
research in Brazil using low cost techniques.

81. The strategy also calls for the institutional strengthening of
various state water companies, especially in the Northeast as well as of the
National Housing Bank (BNH) which is responsible for the implementation of
PLANASA. The strengthening of BNH will permit it to undertake a more active
role in project appraisal and supervision, which should enable the Bank to
start lending for water supply and sewerage in FY82.

Development Finance Companies

1980-84 1981-85
Approved Proposed

No. of loans 4 3 /a
Amount ($ million) 210 255
% of lending 4 4

/a All pollution control.

(one reserve project, $30 million, FY81)
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82. The availability of funds for industrial finance from BNDE and
other official institutions at highly subsidized interest rates has so far
severely limited the usefulness of several existing Bank loans, and has made
it impractical to consider new DFC projects of the conventional type. The
new Minister of Planning hastold us that the government does not intend to
con.tinue-this, subsidization after January 1, 1980. If that is the case, our
partically-committed loan to BNDE for small- and medium-sized industries
and our loan for agro-industry financed through the .Central Bank may be
utilized more rapidly. It may then also be possible to prepare a loan for
very small industries which has been discussed for some time, but .which we
are carrying in the reserve category because of the interest rate problem.

83. However, there is a special type of DFC operation for which some
interest rate subsidization seems justified, namely, credit for industries
installing air and water pollution control equipment. Pollution is a serious
and growing problem in Brazil's industrial centers -- Sao Paulo, Rio de
Janeiro and Belo Horizonte especially. Three loans for financing industrial
clean-up equipment and process changes are included in the program, in addi-
tion to the loan for pollution control in Sao Paulo scheduled in FY80.

Industry and Mining

1980-84 1981-85
Approved Proposed

No. of loans 5 4
Amount ($ million) 450 500
% of lending 9 8

(two reserve projects, $45 million, FY81)

84. An effort will be made to concentrate the industrial lending program
in a new area, namely, chemical industries producing non-conventional sources
of energy. In the past two years Brazil has become one of the world leaders
in the use of alcohol for automobile fuel (see paragraph 90 below), and
developmental work is also proceeding on the gasification of coal. Two loans
for industries producing fuel alcohol and one for coal gasification are in-
cluded in the program. However, for the time being these projects must be
regarded as tentative. As part of the energy sector study referred to below,
we hope to become more thoroughly familiar with the economics of the alcohol
program--up to now the cost of providing fuel alcohol has been much higher
than that of po inggasoline from petroleum, and alcohol has% een produced
and marketed only with the support of heavy government subsidies, including
interest rate subsidies. The government plans to reduce the latter, but
whether the Bank can proceed to finance the sector at least will remain un-
certain until the economic justification has been established and until
interest rate policy has been clarified. The coal gasification project is
also tentative and our lending will depend on confirming both technical feasi-
bility and economic justification, both of which are now uncertain.
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85. Bank assistance has also been requested ror coal mining. Brazil's
coal reserves, located in the South, are of poor quality and some of them are
expensive to extract. The Bank could play a useful role in helping Brazil
develop a rational coal utilization policy, and also assist in institution-
building. The Candiota coal project, carried as a reserve project in FY81, may
be a suitable vehicle for the Bank to become involved in the sector.

86. The only other mining project in the program is the large Carajas
iron ore project in the North--which has the potential of providing up to 50
million tons of high grade ore for export with corresponding benefit to the
balance of payments. Capital investment required for the project is large--
at least $3 billion-- because of the need to build rail and port facilities.
The project has been held up so far by uncertainties about the future world
market for iron ore, as well as by the enormous capital requirements. The
major purpose of Bank lending for the project would be catalytic in
mobilizing the needed funds.

87. The Bank has been asked to help finance an expansion of the large
Jari pulp and paper project in the North, by making a small loan that would
be applied to the construction of a hydroelectric plant needed to run the
proposed newsprint mill. The project would make a major contribution to the
balance of payments. The Bank's role would again be catalytic, helping to
mobilize other external capital. However, the project is controversial within
Brazil, because it has been promoted and controlled by a single foreign investor,
Mr. Daniel K. Ludwig. Necessary government permissions have not yet been
granted. Consideration of whether the Bank ought to participate can only take
place once the final shape of the project is known, and for this reason it is
carried as a reserve project.

Energy

1980-84 1981-85
Approved Proposed

No. of loans 9 8
Amount ($ million) 860 980
% of lending 17 16

(two reserve projects, $160 million, FY82, and 83)

88. Over the past decade, energy consumptioa (excluding traditional
sources such as firewood) grew 10% per annum, or slightly faster than GDP.
Should this trend continue, modern source energy requirements in 1985 will be
roughly 138 million tons of petroleum equivalent (equal to 2.7 million barrels
of oil per day). An additional 8 million tons of non-energy7(perchemical)
demand for oil is predicted. Meanwhile, few large nations in the world are
so apparently deficient in fossil fuels as Brazil. PETROBRAS, the state
petroleum monopoly, is currently producing only 8 million tons of oil and 0.5
million tons equivalent of natural gas annually, about 18% of total consumption.
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Since 1970, the share of petroleum imports has climbed from 10% to about 38%

of total merchandise imports; oil imports currently average 1 million bpd.

The dependence of economic growth on oil imports and the impact both on the

balance of payments and on domestic prices have become central problems of

economic management.

89. After the latest round of OPEC price increases in June 1979

President Figueiredo established the National Energy Commission to coordinate

the study and formulation of policies leading to the reduction of Brazil's
dependence on foreign oil. The Commission has had difficulty, however, in

establishing its jurisdiction as policymaker and spokeman over the many state
agencies and enterprises active in the sector. Among the immediate measures

taken have been a sharp upward adjustment of domestic fuel prices, the weekend
closing of gasoline stations, an increase in the annual tax on automobiles,
reduced fuel oil allocations to a number of industries, the introduction of

credit subsidies for conversion of industry to domestic fuel sources, and

the opening to private oil companies of new areas for exploration under risk

contracts. A number of longer-term policy initiatives have been announced--

e.g. a massive,._pansion of alcohol production and the substitution of coal

for fuel oil in industry--but ere is no clear fea at this point of t Ir

technical or economic, feasibilities, and a coherent strategy has not yet

emerg.

90. Current plans call for expanding the annual production of_g2gar

alcohol from 3.5 billion liters in 1979 to 10.7 billion by,1985; this would

1S6teuicient to supply 20% of pojected automotive fu1l requirements in the

outer year. Meanwhile, automobile manufacturers have agreed to begin large-

scale production of pure alcohol-driven cars; 250,000 such vehicles are to

be produced in 1980 with annual increments of 50,000 vehicles in the subse-
quent years. In another industry agreement, the cement industry, which

accounts for about 20% of fuel oil consumption, is to shift entirely to

domestic coal use according to a schedule to be completed by 1984.

91. These and other alternatives under review-including coal gasifica-

tion, oil shale development, the hydroelectric potential of the Amazon region,
intensified domestic oil exploration and the nuclear program--all require very
large investments, and their relative economic merits have yet to be demons-

trated. The implications for Brazil's heavily truck-dependent transport

sector and the realignment of industry also requires study. A series of-Aank
missions over the next several months will attempt to evaluate Brazil's

energy alternative and provide the basis or1oT1uure dialogue ih the

government in this sector.

92. The proposed lending program, in addition to possible loans for fuel

alcohol production and coal gasification described in the section on industry
above (paragraph 84), would include a loan for a gas pipeline ($150 million)
and six loans for electric power ($750 million). Combined lending for energy-
related projects of all types would amount to $1250 million, or 20% of the

total lending program. In addition, there are three possible electric power
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loans carried as reserve projects. These could be brought into the firm pro-
gram in order to maintain the total volume of Bank lending if other projects
slipped.

93. The gas pipeline project would transport natural gas from the
Bolivia border to the industrial Southeast. The project is tentative until
Bolivia's gas reserves are proven. IDA is actively considering an engineering

'credit to Bolivia whose object would be to finance the studies needed to con-

firm the gas reserves.

94. The further development of Brazil's hydroelectric potentia) will

require a sustained annual level of investment of about $4-5 billion over
the next five years in generation, transmission and distribution works. The

Bank can continue to play an important role in support of the Government's

energy policy by providing a portion of this requirement. The main rationale
for our lending for power is to enable us to maintain a policy dialogue on
sector issues, in the economic, financial, and technical areas. Because
of the high professional level of our counterparts, this dialogue has been
very fruitful and, we believe, has had a significant impact on government
policies for the sector. For example, in connection with Loan No. 1300-BR
(Northeast Power Distribution Project), the government undertook to carry

out, under terms of reference satisfactory to the Bank, a major study on the

structure of electricity rates in Brazil. The government also agreed to
carry out a study on a general regulation of systems or extensions, which would

select which systems extensions should be executed among those requested by
interested groups. In addition, the government undertook to carry out, under

terms of reference satisfactory to the Bank, a study on the adoption of lower

cost standards (compatible with safety requirements) for distribution facil-
ities in low density areas, with a view to increasing service in such areas.
Under the South-Southeast Distribution Project (Loan No. 1538-BR), the focus

of the tariff study was broadened to include a study on the adequacy of tariff

levels, and a financial forecast for the sector to 1985. In addition, we be-

came aware in the course of-the preparation of this project, that sector plan-
ning methods needed improvement, and as a result of our advice on this subject,

the government has undertaken to prepare a new long-term master plan for
power-development for the whole of Brazil to the year 2000. The marginal cost
tariff study and the financial plan for the sector have now been presented
to the Bank by the regulatory agency, DNAEE. An intensive dialogue on the
implications of the study is underway.

95. Power sector tariffs have been declining in real terms over the
' last several years, and a number of our borrowers are unlikely to achieve

in 1979 a remuneration of 10% on remunerable investment as provided in the

Brazilian legislation and in the various loan covenants. In recent months,

the sector has not been allowed to increase tariffs enough.to keep pace with
inflationu. -ur lending program is of course postulated on the expectation
that this situation will be remedied.

96. In addition, the Bank's continued presence in the electric power
* sector will encourage and support least-cost investment decisions; help
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strengthen the management and planning of power companies, particularly the

smaller ones which are involved in distribution; expand electricity connec-

tions to lower-income groups; assist the government in the review and devel-

opment of overall energy policies and investment programs; and help, through
co-financing, to mobilize additional external capital.

97. Lending for electric power in FY80-84 would decrease from approxi-
/- mately 17% of total lending approved in the current approved program to about

14% in the proposed FY81-85 program. The corresponding figures for 1969-73,
1974-78 and 1979-83 (as proposed in the current CPP) were 26.1%, 23%, and 15%
respectively.

Transportation

1980-84 1981-85
Approved Proposed

No. of loans 6 6
Amount ($ million) 635 690
% of lending 13 11

(one reserve project, $100 million, FY82)

98. Brazil's current transport policies have two principal objectives:

to reduce the energy consumption of the country's transport system, and to

make possible the evacuation and marketing of agricultural products from
newly formed parts of the country. In addition the country is attempting to

put its financially and operationally weak railway system on a sounder footing.

99. Improvement in railway transport is intended on a large part as an

energy-saving measure. It would be feasible for the Bank to support this

effort by continuing a moderate lending program in the sector, and a further
loan for the federal railways-RFFSA is included in the proposed lending pro-
gram. Whether in part the Bank will be able to make that loan is very un-
certain, however. RFFSA,needs to pursue a more vigorous policy of eliminating
uneconomic loans and services. It is in extremely poor financial condition,
partly because of lags in tariff adjustment and part -h,caustLf_Axcessive
debt burdensFially, RFFSA is undertaking a costly new investment in the
'Ferrovia do Aco" (steel railway) from Belo Horizonte to Sao Paulo, whose

economic justification, as compared to upgrading the existing central line,
is still uncertain. If the Bank were able to make another loan to RFFSA, its

institution-building role could be substantial. The government would also like

the Bank to finance a rail line from western Parana -- the area where production
of soybeans is expanding (as in neighboring Paraguay) to the port of Paraguana.
This would involve partly the construction of new line and partly the recon-

struction of an obsolete, high-cost line. A loan for this project is carried
as a reserve project for FY82-but could not be made in the absence of major
institutional reforms in RFFSA. A further loan to the Sao Paulo railway,
FEPASA, is scheduled for FY84, but this is dependent upon major improvement
in FEPASA's finances.
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100. Four highway loans are contemplated, two of them to facilitate

agricultural development. There would be a third secondary and feeder road

loan through ENDE, the other would be to reconstruct the present extremely

poor connection between Cuiaba (Mato Grosso) and Porto Velho (Rondonia), an

area of explosive inward migration by small farmers and rapidly expanding

agricultural production. The highway loan would be contingent on the prepa-

ration and execution of effective agricultural development projects and feeder

road programs in the region, for which Bank financial assistance would also

be provided. The two other highway loans would continue support for recon-

struction and improved maintenance of federal highways, and the delegation of
maintenance to the states. An additional emphasis of these projects would be

the development of maintenance capacity in the northeast states with special

attention to the problem of feeder and secondary roads under the responsibility

of rural municipalities.

101. In the ports sector, one loan is contemplated for the development

of port and other infrastructure facilities at Vila do Conde, near Belem in

the Amazon region, where an aluminum industry is being planned for export,

and which would also become an outlet for agricultural exports from the

Araguaia River areas of the states of Para, Goias, and Mato Grosso. Another

port project, yet to be identified would serve both institution-building and

export-promotion objectives.
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ATTACHMENT 11
Page 2

FY 1982 (reserve) US$ Million

Power - rural electrification 60

Fisheries - Northeast 35

Education IVa 75
Railways - soybean export corridor 100

FY 1983 (S)

Highways VII 150

FY 1983

Sao Paulo Sewerage 11 165

Carajas 150
Rural development Amazon (oil palm) 40

Agriculture extension 11 150

Education V 100

Industry - coal gasification 100

Power - Xingu 100

Secondary and feeder roads 111 100

Urban transport - Sao Paulo 150
1,205

FY 1983 (reserve)

Power - Garabi 100

Agriculture - land redistribution 50

Health (PIASS-NE) 50

FY 1984

Rural development - NE 11. 250

Agricultural credit - NE 11 200

Northwest development III (agricuture) 100

CODEVASY 111 60

Energy - gas pipeline 150

Education VI 120

Power distribution ELETROBRAS 11 200

Urban development medium cities 11 120

Railways - FEPASA Il 80
1,280

FY 1984 (reserve)

Power - CEEE 11 150

Industry - unidentified (chemical) 100



ATTACHIENT II
Page 3

FY 1985 US$ Million,

Rural development - unidentified 100

Agricultural research III 100
Urban development - Unidentified 150
Sites and services III 200
Education VII 100

Industry - fuel alcohol II 150

Power (unidentified) 150

Health (unidentified) 50

Pollution control - Sector II 120
Water and sewerage - Sector II 200

1,320
FY 1985 (R)

Road Maintenance - Northeast 100



AT"ACE4Lr tY

.i.SyT ?PrA' ROGRAK 3T FDA Ol2T E3

Approvd 78 M7P Proposed

Clas_IIUcat‡oa by Qbiact±ve and eer yT0-6 1781-45
1at 1o. of 1 of Aunt . of No. at ot

U$ Wilon TotaL Projts Tozal 5$ MillUon Total Projecta Tocal

A. Assistancu Co t.a~-Incomw GrEG
Agrtct~* 990 15 1725 16

zducatiou 230 5 320 3

Nutrt±iEon/lk b 70 1 50 1
Mater Supply and smracc 635 5 645 4

Urba Dvelopamt 745 W 845

Tranporaci 145 I- / 200 2
ElaeCt Pover .w -Lt- --

2,845 57 31 60 3,785 61 32 62

3. SuPart of Int:euconal. & olila Refora
DrCa (Pollurion Co~lra1y 210 4b 255 3
Transporation. 490 - aU24 2*50 2
Electric Por 260 2- 1/ 2É 415/

Urba Developm.nt .-. 120 

1,075 21 12 20 1,050 17 9-1/2 18

C. Export Promcion S ubttut±ot
Agr±cuturs 30

orn-nvmn=onal Enarg Indusry and m~ 450 750 6
Trgaportaclon -.- 14-0- -

530 11 6 10 890 15 7 13

*Coplemntarr ?laan±nt 3.*/
Eect Your 570 6 415 -

570 11 6 10 415 7 3-1/2 7

5020 100 59 - 614D 100 52 100

a/ Tun urban. transport projacta hal a o :qialty :pottant object±vee - asuastmncs ro lot-nco~e

group and suppOrt af 1ntitutonal and pOlCy rfor
b/ Two secindary and feedar roadå projcts and an urban ra±l transport projact hava Cya equally

~aormant, abjecttres - aai±cancs to lo#-~ncam roup. and supporm of inadtutional and poicy ratarms.

&/ 4 rural elaectrftcaton projact ha two equafly i ~ortant objectIves - sämtaca to lo~-income

groupn and gupport df in.uttutioal and pollcy reormn.

d/ Tio urban transport projecta hava tvo qually lmportant objeciveu - asnistance to lov-incoma group*

and suppot of ingttutional and policy reform.
/ Sea power projat have equally iportant objectivas - support of inst:Lttional and pelic7

ref~r and complwntary financlng.

Occober 16, 1979



ATTACIThENT IV

DISTRIBUTION OF LENDING BY SECTOR

1980-84 Approved

No. of Amount % of total
Loans ($ million) lending

Agriculture 16 1,070 21
Nutrition and health 1 70 1
Urban development 7 975 16
Education 5 230 5
Water & Sewerage 5 635 13
DFC's (Pollution control) 4 210 4
Industry 5 450 9
Power 9 860 17
Other energy
Transport 6 635 13

Total 59 5,020 100

1981-85 Proposed

Agriculture 16 1,725 28
Nutrition and health 1 50 1
Education 3 320 5
Urban development 8 860 17
Water & sewerage 4 645 11
DFC's (Pollution control) 3 255 4
Industry 4 500 8
Power 7 830 14
Other energy 1 150 2
Transport 6 690 11

Total 52 6,140 100



ATTACWæIT

BRAZIL: BALNE OF PAYTS AND DET BASE I. 1978-85

(in uif4.os of USS)

1978 19 79 190 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

1. Nexcha=L-is esporta 12,651 14,686 17,084 19,723 22,941 26,967 31,715 37,299
2. Kmcba ~ iforte- -13 639 -17,145 -18 363 -21.182 -24 218 -27 750 -31 9 36934

3. t~ad bel-anc -2,45 -t,47§ -1:459 -27 t73y -284 365

4. No-factor serv£aa, net -1,351 -1,337 "2,229 -1,774 -1 910 -2,108 -2,360 -2 648

a) Paynta (-,494) (-2,787) (-3,065) (-2,975> (-3,3) (-3,847) (-4,406) (-5,058)

b) UaCepta <1,143) (1,450) (836) (1,201 <1.470)- ( 46 (2.

5. Resaca gap -2,339 -3,796 -3,708 -3,233 -3,187 -2,891 -2,644 -2,283

6. Yactor service ine, ne -3624 -4,755 -5.145 -6,000 -6,974 -8a034 -9,253, 40 2 25
a) Intarest p*y~nta
. abrad (-3.342) (-4,254) (4,294) (-5,041) (-5,909) (-6,857) (-7,957) (-9,106)
b) Intarest cn reserve (647) (757) (512) (335) (576) (624) (680) (747)

e) Otgr actnr ervis
uat (-929) (-1,258) (-1,363> (-1,494) (-1,641) (-1,801) (-1,976) (-2,166)

7. Current trnfcra, ne 72 7 T 7 7 7 7 . 7

Balanl a on cuzr~nt accout -5,891 -8,544 -8,846 -9,226 -10,154 -10,918 -11,890 -12,801

9. Nez diraect foreig avet 906 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

10. ler, MAT en 8 333 4544 a,191 81880 9 909 10,799 11.951 13.035
a> Dsbur ets M,t73S (10',3ri (15,779> M1C538 TIIt7f9 i:20,472) (24:0=0 (26,315)
b) mrt±zat:icn (-5,170) (5,790) (-7,588) (-7,858) (-8,850) (-9,673) (-12,129) (-13,280)

11. Short-tarn and U.a.£. 332 -
12. Chinga in re«~

(- increaske) -3,880 3,000 -343 -654 -755 -881 -1,061 -1,234

serves, and of pariod 11,895 8,895 9,240 9,894 10,649 11,530 12,591 13,825
Gras MLT debt, ad of
period 43,511 48,055 56,246 65,126 75,035 85,834 97,785 110,820

Debt service ratios (M)
Gros 60.7 62.2 66.3 61.6 60.5 57.6 59.5 55.8
Mat 56.1 57.6- 63.4 59.1 58.1 55.4 57.5 53.9

Current account def:cit
(2 CDP) 3.0 3.9 3.6 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.1 3.0

Grosa MLT debt C DP) 22.1 21.7 -22.7 23.6 24.4 25.0 25.6 26.1

Import coverage of reaervs

(mcntha) 10.5 6.2 6.0 5.6 5.7 5.0 4.7 4.5



ATTACMvNT VI

BRA - ~OOIC AND SECTOR WORK POCGRAM

Resronsiblc Totäl Mrrjnck3 Reut1d
uolecc Descpzion DepartMent FY 2C 12 -1

l Macroeconomic

1. Zconmi c muaadan Bnanal miasion to analyza currant L2 36
iggal, womnrary, ad blane-of-

payment* situation and aflas che·
quallty of econcS. mnga t.

z. Updacing back-t- UIpdatma .moamrc viw n 1 2 18
office report altarnata ysara to (1)

II. Setoral.

3. A4ricultural poliy Analyzan the ipact ma agricultural LC2 36
rea~ performanaca and inet distribution

of the vara pricing, tax. sub-
sidy and farMn trade poalcias
affaccing the setar.

4. Energy sector st~dy Conists of a merita of eub-imtons EGT/LC2 70 20
to project nor dca over the
next 2 decades and analys. the
aconomie Implicatins and alterna-
tiva.

5. Transport aector Aalysim of actor~l dxvalop~t Lc 24
atudy alternativs in eisw of new enargy

paremeters.

6. Urban smotor sacudy Examnation of urbanizacion trand La 24
and problems end IMplications for
developmnt strategy.

1=. Special

7. Financial markta Survy o the current funationing LO 30
sur~ey of the daeaCl financial system

with particular attention ta the
rola and cnaequna of credit
subcidies.

8. Northwoar regional xam acomic proapectes ad LC 81
surv y noedå of tho srae of Nrthern-

Nato Gro*m ond Territory af
Kondania a connection with pro-
poned Northwest develpmnt prgram.

9. Public sactor Inva~t- Will prepare a coa lidated 5-ySear Le2 90 50
ment SurMey public sector Intavscant and

financtal progr= !ntagratcd into
updated balanc-o-payments and
flcal revenus projoetica

10. Northeant regional Studies, primarily directed at LC 34 20 40
studie agriculture and rural delopent,

to be carried out as part of collabo-
rative program with Srasilian

U1. State and local aalysia of fiancial necd, and L42 36
finane ramourea* of the stare and 1ocal

govrents with particular attention
to their abilitiae to mamt their ra-
sponsibilitiem in aducation and other
ar*a.

12. Distributional Utpact First study would focus on tax inci- 102 40
of public sector danca, including social scurity
revenuv policias contribucions, by incomm groups,

sourco of incoma, sctora and region.
Would almo analyte elasticity of tax
system.

13. Distributional Ifpfac Complentary study to (12) abova of
of public ssctor axpanditura aida. 60
expendituroc policy

14. Incoe distribution Would exsmin data from 1980 census LC2
and aplay~snt and aalyze the trend disclosed ta

the context of the econonc progress
and poliics since 1970. 40



Page 1

THE STATUS OF BANK OPERATIONS IN BRAZIL

A. SUMMARY STATEMENT OF LOANS
(As of September 30, 1979)

Amount less
Loan # Year Borrower Purpose Cancellations Undisbursed

(US$ Million)

Forty-five loans fully disbursed 1,485.0

756 1971 Brazil Ports 45.0 6.6
853 1972 Brazil Land Settlement 6.7 .2
923 1973 Furnas Centrais Eletricas - Power 125.0 26.6

Itumbiara
924 1973 Brazil Agro-Industry 42.3 16.5

1008 1974 Cia. Hidro Eletrica do Sao Power 81.0 27.1
Francisco-Paulo Afonso I1

1009 1974 Banco Nacional da Habitacao Water Supply 36.0 1.9
1067 1974 Brazil Education 23.5 15.3
1074 1975 Rede Ferroviaria Federal Railways 175.0 20.8
1075 1975 Brazil Roads 110.0 30.8
1151 1975 Companhia Siderurgica Nacional Industry 95.0 69.5
1152 1975 Companhia Siderurgica Paulista Industry 60.0 \U-4)
1153 1975 Brazil Agriculture 23.0 (15.2)
1171 1975 FEPASA - Ferrovia Paulista Railways 75.0 3 .0 .
1195 1976 Brazil Rural Development 12.0 10.$,
1206 1976 Brazil Development Bank 85.0 63.1
1207 1976 Brazil Feeder Roads 55.0 (a
1249 1976 Brazil Agriculture 40.0 33.5
1256 1976 Petrobras Fertilizantes Fertilizer 50.0 5.8
1257 1976 Companhia Paranaense de Power 52.0 20.0

Energia Eletrica - COPEL



Page 2

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF LOANS (Continued)
(As of September 30, 1979)

Amount less
Loan # Year Borrower Purpose Cancellations Undisbursed

(US$ Million)

1300 1976 Eletrobras Power 50.0 33.0
1302 1976 Brazil Nutrition 19.0
1309 1976 Banco Nacional da Habitacao Water Supply 40.0 26.9
1317 1976 Brazil Agro-Industry 83.0 (83.0
1343 1977 ELETROSUL Power 82.0 45.5
1362 1977 State of Minas Gerais Rural Development 42.0 ,23.8
1406 1977 Petrobras Fertilizantes Fertilizer 64.0 '5zD
1411 1977 Fertilizantes Vale do Fertilizer 82.0 42.5

Rio Grande S.A.-VALEFERTIL
1452 1977 Brazil Education 32.0 30.3
1488 1977 Brazil Rural Development 17.0 15.0
1525 1978 Banco Nacional da Habitacao Sewerage 110.0 104.3
1537 1978 Brazil Rural Development 24.0 22.5
1538 1978 ELETROBRAS Power 130.0 130.0
1557 1978 Brazil Roads 114.0 113.6
1562 1978 COPESUL Petrochemicals 85.0 80.4
1563 1978 Brazil Urban Transport 88.0 82.0
1568 1978 Brazil Agric. Extension 100.0 98.5
1589 1978 Brazil Rural Development 37.0 35.8
1654 1979 Banco Nacional da Habitacao Sites & Services 93.0 93.0
1656 1979 Banco Nacional da Habitacao Water & Sewerage 100.0 100.0
1660 1979 Valesul Aluminio S.A. Aluminum 98.0 98.0
1714 /1 1979 Brazil Rural Development 26.0 26.0
1720 71 1979 Brazil Urban Development 70.0 70.0
1721 /1 1979 COPEL Power 109.0 109.0
1728 /1 1979 Brazil Rural Development 40.0 40.0
1729 7T 1979 Brazil Irrigation 28.0 28.0
1730 /1 1979 Brazil Roads 110.0 110.0

Total 4,549.4 /2

Of which has been repaid to the Bank 576.9

Total now outstanding 3,972.5

Amount sold 45.8
of which has been repaid 40.1 5.7

Total now held by Bank 3,966.8

Total undisbursed 2,202.7

/1 Not yet effective.

/2 No IDA credits have been made to Brazil.
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B. PROJECTS IN EXECUTION

There are now 40 effective Bank loans under disbursement:

Loan No.

756 Santos Port Project: US$45 million loan of June 21, 1971;
Effective Date: October 29, 1971; Closing Date: September 30, 1980.
After long delays, project execution is proceeding satisfactorily
although it appears now that project completion will not be
realized until mid-1980. Accordingly, the closing date has been
postponed. The financial condition of the port of Santos has
improved and is expected to make a profit in 1979. Price escalation
for civil works continues to increase the project cost. All of
the increase is in local currency and is expected to be covered
by additional allocations from Brazil's federal Port Authority,
PORTOBRAS.

853 Alto Turi Land Settlement Project: US$6.7 million loan of July 24,
1972; Effective Date: February 15, 1973; Closing Date: June 30, 1980.
The road component of the project now completed was reduced from the
original 306 km to 238 km. The settlement agency, COLONE, has pre-
pared revised farm development plans whose credit component, to be
financed by public financial institutions, will be significantly
higher than originally estimated. Administrative delays in the
release of public funds for farm credit, road construction and
COLONE working capital requirements and difficulties in recruiting
project staff delayed the start of project execution. COLONE
continues to be hampered by the lack of assured financing, and
this problem is compounded by cost overruns presently amounting
to about 240%.

923 Itumbiara Hydroelectric Project: US$125 million loan of August 1,
1973; Effective Date: October 30, 1973; Closing Date: December 31,
1982. The project is about 65% completed. Major procurement has
been completed. However, commissioning of the units is expected to
be delayed about 6 months behind appraisal estimates, due to
geological problems encountered and very heavy rains which delayed
construction of the earthfill dam. The present cost estimate is
-about 54% over the appraisal cost estimate, 10% of which is due to
the need for increased physical quantities due to geological problems.
The rest of the increase is due to a substantial increase in the size
of the transmission works and to an increase in the cost of civil
works. However, the project remains economically justified.
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Loan No.

924 Agro-Industries Credit Project: US$54 million loan of August 1,
1973; Effective Date: March 11, 1974; Closing Date: June 30, 1979.
Disbursements for sub-loans totalling US$14.7 million were made
during 1975-76 under procedures which were not in accordance with
the Loan Agreement. These funds have now been prepaid by the Govern-
ment, reducing the effective loan amount to US$39.3 million. Commit-
ments under this loan are almost at a standstill as a result of
competing credit lines at subsidized rates and a general slow-down
in industrial investments. Sub-loan commitments and disbursements
are more than 2 years behind schedule. The original Closing Date
was postponed once--from December 31, 1978 to June 30, 1979. In
view of the slow disbursement, and the fact that commitments under
Loan No. 1317-BR had not yet started, the Bank has decided to allow
the Closing Date to lapse, and has cancelled the amount of
US$11,737,035.97, corresponding to the uncommitted balance of
Loan No. 924-BR as of June 30, 1979. The Borrower will be permitted
to draw down until June 30, 1980 up to the amount of US$16,537,353.30,
corresponding to the amount of Loan No. 924-BR committed as of June 30,
1979 against approved sub-projects but not yet disbursed as of thatdate. Further commitments under the Government's agro-industries
credit program will be made against Loan No. 1317-BR.

1008 Paulo Afonso IV Hydroelectric Power Project: US$81 million loan of
June 17, 1974; Effective Date: April 15, 1975; Closing Date:
December 31, 1980. Resettlement of the 9,700 families displaced by
the Sobradinho reservoir has been satisfactorily completed, and new
towns and villages to house the displaced population have been con-
structed. The construction of the underground power station and
Sobradinho Dam is proceeding on schedule. Construction of the
transmission lines and sub-stations is about 12 months behind
schedule. The original Closing Date of December 31, 1978 has been
postponed to December 31, 1980.

1009 Minas Gerais Water Supply Project: US$36 million loan of June 17,
1974; Effective Date: January 9, 1975; Closing Date: August 15, 1980This project is substantially completed. As of August 31, 1979, 93%
of the loan proceeds had been disbursed. The project has financed
41 subprojects in the capital city, Belo Horizonte, and in other
cities and towns. The Closing Date for this loan was postponed to
August 15, 1980 so that the borrower can meet final payments on
equipment contracts.

1067 Second Education Project: US$23.5 million loan of December 27,
1974; Effective Date: April 17, 1975; Closing Date: December 31,
1979. Project execution is one year behind schedule mainly because
of delays by the government in providing counterpart financing.
Project implementation units have been established in all eight
project states and these, together with the main project unit
PREMEN, are working well. The pre-investment studies in the
'Northeast, financed under the loan, have been completed and have
yielded useful information for future sector investment planning.
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Loan No.

1074 Second Railway Project: US$175 million loan of January 17, 1975;
Effective Date: June 17, 1975; Closing Date: June 30, 1981.
Cost estimates for the Investment Plan, of which the project is a
part, have increased substantially on several items. Therefore,
the Plan has been revised and several items have been deleted or
postponed. This revision is not expected to affect significantly
the items included under Bank financing. Although the financial
situation of the borrower has improved, further improvement is
necessary for it to be able to effectively carry out its investment
program. The Government has decided to deregulate most freight
tariffs and has started to make payments to the railway to meet
deficits on uneconomic services. These actions should significantly
improve the borrower's financial position.

1075 Fifth Highway Project: US$110 million loan of January 17, 1975;
Effective Date: May 15, 1975; Closing Date: December 31, 1979.
Project execution is proceeding satisfactorily. Roadworks are
progressing well, and detailed engineering studies for road con-
struction and road rehabilitation are completed. Implementation
of the road maintenance component is making progress.

1151 CSN Steel Expansion Project - Stage III: US$95.0 million loan of
August 4, 1975; Effective Date: April 30, 1976; Closing Date:
December 31, 1982, The latest cost estimate is US$3,530 million, an
increase of about 67% over the appraisal estimate due to a slower
than expected start of project implementation, higher than expected
construction costs, difficulties in holding the scope of th3 project
to its essentials, some problems in the management of the expan-
sion program, and funding shortfalls from the federal government.
The new Government has reassigned priority to the steel sector,
and no further financial difficulties are envisaged. Substantial
changes were made resulting in better management and control of
the project. The project remains economically justified.

1152 COSIPA Steel Expansion Project - Stage III: US$60.0 million loan
of August 4, 1975; Effective Date: March 4, 1976; Closing Date:
June 30, 1980. Because of the delay in the Stage II project, the
Stage III project was revised with the assistance of consultants.
Stage III has been proceeding at a reduced pace in part because
of uncertainty of Government allocations of the necessary funds
to fully finance the project. However, with the assurance that
sufficient federal funding will be available beginning in 1980,
no further delays are envisaged. The revised project cost is
US$1.7 billion which is 44% above the appraisal estimate.
However, the project remains economically justified.
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Loan No.

1153 Lower Sao Francisco Polders Project: US$23.0 million loan of

August 4, 1975; Effective Date: November 25, 1975; Closing Date:
December 31, 1979. Construction on this project was delayed
because of heavy rains in the project area, and serious flooding
in February/March 1979 has further delayed project progress.
Current cost estimates show an increase of at least 80% over the

appraisal estimate of US$56.5 million. These increases have
resulted from design changes, rapid increases in the costs of

civil works and equipment, and in the cost of land expropriation.
The waters from the recent floods have now substantially receded,

and construction is expected to resume at a normal rate later

in 1979.

1171 Third Railway Project (FEPASA): US$75.0 million loan of November 12,
1975; Effective Date: March 24, 1976; Closing Date: December 31, 1981.
Project execution is proceeding satisfactorily. The Transport Master

Plan Study for Sao Paulo is substantially completed. The technical
assistance program which is intended to improve FEPASA's operations,
marketing, and data processing systems is showing results. The
Government deregulated most freight tariffs at the beginning of
1979, but FEPASA's tariffs are limited by competition. FEPASA's
financial position has consequently weakened. Consideration is now

being given to ways in which FEPASA's operating costs can be reduced.
Preliminary results of the Transport Master Plan indicate that a
major redimensioning of the railway will be required. The closing
date for this loan was postponed to December 31, 1981 to allow the
borrower the time needed to meet final payments on equipment contracts.

1195 Rio Grande do Norte Rural Development Project: US$12.0 million loan
of March 1, 1976; Effective Date: July 30, 1976; Closing Date:
September 30, 1982. Phase I of this project ended satisfactorily
in the areas of extension, credit, applied research, and health,
although one year behind the original schedule. Phase II, now
just beginning, would sharpen the project's focus on the lowest
income farmers and would include new components in the areas of
marketing, storage, and support to cooperatives, land services; seed
production; and inland fisheries. The new state administration has
indicated its strong support of the project, particularly of Phase

II implementation. The closing date for this loan was postponed to
September 30, 1982 to allow disbursements to coordinate effectively
with Phase II.

1206 Development Banking Project: US$85.0 million loan of March 1, 1976;
Effective Date: August 26, 1976; Closing Date: December 31, 1980.
Project implementation is behind schedule. The major reasons are:
(i) differences between the relending terms required under the Loan
Agreemett and those of competing sources of funds; (ii) a leveling
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Loan No.

off of industry's demand for investment financing; and (iii) resource
constraints of the National Development Bank (BNDE). To accelerate
commitment of the loan, the Bank agreed to amend the Loan Agreement
so as to finance the full foreign exchange cost of subprojects.
The closing date for this loan was postponed to December 31, 1980
and funds can be disbursed for sub-projects submitted up to
March 31, 1980.

1207 Secondary and Feeder Roads Project: US$55.0 million loan of
March 1, 1976; Effective Date: July 13, 1976; Closing Date:
December 31, 1981. Eight sub-projects involving eight different
states have been approved. Construction is underway in three
states, Bahia, Minas Gerais, and Goias.

1249 Agricultural Research I Project: US$40.0 million loan of June 23,
1976; Effective Date: September 21, 1976; Closing Date:
December 31, 1981. Project implementation experienced a signifi-
cant slow-down because of changes in the higher administrative
positions at EMBRAPA in early 1979. Imposed hiring constraints
also significantly affected the civil works, consultant services,
and training components of this project. The outlook for the
remainder of 1979 should be more favorable with a resumption of
normal hiring procedures since the new government has now taken
office.

1256 Arahcaria Fertilizer Project: US$52.0 million loan of May 19, 1976;
EffPctive Date: July 20, 1976; Closing Date: December 31, 1980.
Project completion is expected to be delayed by about 15 months due
to delays in delivery of equipment to be provided by Brazilian
suppliers. Total project cost has increased to US$321 million,
which is US$49 million over the appraisal estimate of US$272
million. All the increase is in local currency and with the
planned increases in local loans and equity commitment the project
has no financing gap.

1257 COPEL Power Distribution Project: US$52.0 million loan of May 19,
1976; Effective Date: August 17, 1976; Closing Date: December 31,
1979. Project execution is on schedule and about 90% completed.
Procurement under the loan has also been completed. Disbursements

-lag about 30% behind appraisal forecast, and the loan is not
expected to be fully utilized by the closing date; postponement
is being considered.
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Loan No.

1300 Northeast Power Distribution: US$50.0 million loan of August 27,
1976; Effective Date: January 31, 1977; Closing Date: June 30,
1980. Project implementation is about 6 months behind schedule
because of initial difficulties in obtaining a Government defini-
tion regarding participation by Brazilian suppliers. Procurement
is now progressing satisfactorily. However, the Bank is considering
postponement of the closing date to December 31, 1980. After a slow
start, the agreed targets for connection of low income households
have been widely exceeded. Substantial improvements in the manage-
ment of the project companies have been achieved, particularly in
the areas of financial control and planning of COELBA and CELPE.

1302 Nutrition Research and Development: US$19.0 million loan of
October 1, 1976; Effective Date: December 30, 1976; Closing
Date: December 31, 1980. The INAN project unit is inadequately
staffed which is adversely affecting the progress of the project.

The nutrition delivery system's field tests are proceeding
reasonably well. Disbursements under the industrial credit
component have not started primarily because of competitive
programs at subsidized rates. We have been informed by the
Health Minister that, notwithstanding the Planning Minister's
reservations in this regard, INAN would be given foundation
status. This measure would allow INAN to offer competitive
salaries and thus attract and retain adequate staff. Measures
to deal with the inactive industrial credit are currently under
review by the Government.

1309 Second Minas Gerais Water Supply and Sewerage Project: US$40.0
million loan of August 27, 1976; Effective Date: January 18, 1977;
Closing Date: September 30, 1980. This loan has been fully
committed for the financing of subprojects in the metropolitan
area of Belo Horizonte, 38 subprojects for medium sized cities in

the interior, and 138 subprojects for small communities mostly in
rural areas of the state.

1317 Second Agro-Industries Credit Project: US$83.0 million loan of

September 22, 1976; Effective Date:. March 25, 1977; Closing Date:
December 31, 1982. Because of commitment delays under the First
Agro-Industries Credit Project, commitments for the second loan

are only now beginning.

1343 ELETROSUL Transmission Project: US$82.0 million loan of February
23, 1977; Effective Date: June 13, 1977; Closing Date: December

31, 1981. The project is about 50% complete and about 70% of the
contracts for supply of equipment and materials to be financed
under the loan have been awarded; the remainder are expected to
be awarded by year-end 1979. With the exception of a relatively
minor component, project execution is on schedule. The shortfall
(25%) in loan disbursements, caused by delays in the procurement
process, is expected to be reduced to 10% by year-end 1979.
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Loan No.

1362 Minas Gerais Rural Development Project: US$42.0 million loan of

February 23, 1977; Effective Date: June 29, 1977; Closing Date:
December 31, 1981. This project is progressing satisfactorily
after initial delays. The credit component is gathering momentum.
Mainly as a result of administrative difficulties, participation
in this project by landless producers was initially significantly
lower than originally envisaged, but concerted efforts by the
state government and the participating banks have improved this
situation recently. The health component has advanced significantly.

1406 Sergipe Fertilizer Project: US$64.0 million loan of April 29, 1977;
Effective Date: August 31, 1977; Closing Date: November 30, 1981.
Plant buildings and equipment foundations are under construction,
but some delays have been experienced in procurement of imported
equipment which may delay the project completion date by about
nine months. Commercial production is now expected to begin in
September 1981. The anticipated cost to complete the project is
currently running about 8% below the budget estimate.

1411 VALEFERTIL Phosphate Fertilizer Project: US$82.0 million loan of

April 29, 1977; Effective Date: July 29, 1977; Closing Date:
May 31, 1980. The project has been progressing satisfactorily
within the original budget estimate, and the plant start-up will
experience only a minor delay. VALEFERTIL has been sold by CVRD
to Petrobras Fertilizantes. This change in ownership is not
affecting project execution.

1452 Vocational Training Project: US$32.0 million loan of September 7,
1977; Effective Date: April 5, 1978; Closing Date: December 31, 1982.
Construction of training centers and procurement of equipment are
proceeding according to schedule. The technical assistance program
is underway at the training centers.

1488 Ceara Rural Development Project: US$17.0 million loan of
November 17, 1977; Effective Date: March 28, 1978, Closing Date:
December 31, 1982. The implementation of the project has proceeded
quite satisfactorily in spite of recurring local funding delays.
Agricultural extension and experimentation services, agricultural
credit, input supply, marketing and storage services are making
.good progress, while the parts of the project relating to land
purchase credit, agricultural mechanization and cooperative
societies organization are progressing at a slower than expected
rate.

1525 Greater Sao Paulo Sewage Collection and Treatment Project: US$110.0
million loan of March 10, 1978,; Effective Date: August 7, 1978;
Closing Date: September 30, 1984. This project is proceeding
according to schedule. Civil works contracts for construction
of three sewage treatment plants have been signed and work is
progressing well. Equipment contracts have been signed for these
plants, committing approximately US$60 million of the loan.
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Loan No.

1537 Paraiba Rural Development Project: US$24.0 million of May 8, 1978;
Effective Date: October 19, 1978; Closing Date: September 30, 1983.
The project is proceeding satisfactorily and generally on schedule.
Civil works are underway and progressing well, and the non-farm
development component is showing encouraging initial results. How-
ever, administrative problems are causing difficulties in making
credit available to the smaller farmers and tenants.

1538 South-Southeast Power Distribution Project: US$130.0 million loan of
May 8, 1978; Effective Date: September 14, 1978; Closing Date:
December 31, 1982. Initial disbursements have been delayed by about
one year due to necessary revisions of the beneficiaries' construc-
tion programs caused by changes in the power market, reluctance by
two of the beneficiaries to contract consultants as agreed, and
procurement delays.

1557 Sixth Highway Project: US$114.0 million loan of May 8, 1978;
Effective Date: October 13, 1978; Closing Date: December 31, 1982.
Reconstruction of highways foreseen under the project is proceeding
satisfactorily. There have been delays in the delegation of
highway maintenance responsibilities to the states, because of
staffing problems in the state highway departments resulting from
low salary scales, and because the states will not accept respon-
sibility for federal highways until they have been rehabilitated.

1562 COP4SUL Petrochemical Project: US$85.0 million loan of July 6, 1978;
Effyctive Date: October 30, 1978; Closing Date: June 30, 1982.
Project implementation is proceeding well. Commencement of commer-
cial operations is now expected in June 1982, about six months
behind schedule, reflecting the slow start of some of the down-
stream projects. The anticipated cost to complete the project is
presently running about 2% above the original estimate.

1563 Urban Transport Project: US$88.0 million loan of May 22, 1978;
Effective Date: September 1, 1978; Closing Date: December 31, 1981.
This project is progressing satisfactorily although progress has
varied widely among the five cities involved. The Curitiba sub-
project is the furthest advanced.

1568 .Agricultural Extension Project: US$100.0 million loan of May 22, 1978;
Effective Date: September 22, 1978; Closing Date: December 31, 1982.
The executing agency EMBRATER has initiated work with state/territory
agencies for project implementation. The Project Coordination Unit
has been effectively organized and project execution is proceeding
satisfactorily.
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Loan No.

1589 Bahia Rural Development Project: US$37.0 million loan of July 19, 1978;
Effective Date: December 5, 1978; Closing Date: December 31, 1983.
First year implementation of the project advanced satisfactorily
after initial funding delays. Substantial progress was.made in
majority of the components, and targets for the number of farmers
to be assisted with extension and credit were exceeded. However,
project activities were disrupted in March 1979 with the change
in state administrations and dismissal of a large number of

project-funded staff. Funding delays in year two have compounded
difficulties associated with the rehiring of staff, now underway.
Means to restore appropriate coordination and integration of
project activities are under discussion.

1654 Sites and Services and Low-Cost Housing Project: US$93.0 million
loan of February 8, 1979; Effective Date: July 9, 1979;
Closing Date: December 31, 1983. Project execution is proceeding
ahead of schedule in Sao Paulo and Recife. Some initial delays have
been experienced in Salvador.

1656 Northeast Water Supply and Sewerage Project: US$100.0 million
loan of February 8, 1979; Effective Date: July 10, 1979, Closing Date:
June 30, 1983. Changes in the state government and the top management
of the state water companies as well as difficulties in the prepara-
tion of the economic viability studies, on the basis of which the
National Housing Bank (BNH) approves the states' investment
programs have delayed initial project implementation. However,
these initial difficulties are expected to be overcome after the
economic viability studies are finalized and approved by BNH.

1660 Valesul Aluminum Project: US$48.0 million loan of March 7, 1979;
Effective Date: August 6, 1979; Closing Date: July 31, 1982.
The project is proceeding satisfactorily with some minor delays.
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C. FUTURE PROJECTS

Please see Attachment II of the Interim Program Memorandum under
Item 6 for list of "Tentative Revised Lending Program."

FY 1980

Sao Paulo Pollution Control

The purpose of this project is to help reduce air and water
pollution in the Greater Sao Paulo area through the implementation
of air pollution control subprojects to reduce particulate matter emissions
and water pollution control subprojects to pretreat or fully treat liquid
effluents. Technical assistance is also included to strengthen the techni-
cal and operational capability of the State Environmental Protection Agency
(CETESB). The total cost of the project is estimated at US$187 million
and, when the loan was negotiated in October 1978, the amount of the
proposed loan was US$66 million. The loan was ready for Board presentation
in December 1978 when the State Assembly adjourned without considering the
bill authorizing the state government to borrow from the Bank. The new
government, taking office in March 1979, tried unsuccessfully to get the
project approved. Because of the importance of the program, the Federal
Government decided to borrow directly from the Bank and pass the funds
to the state government through the National Development Bank (BNDE).
Negotiation of the revised loan documents is expected to take place in
November or December and Board presentation in January 1980.

Water Supply and Sewerage - South

The project would extend water services to 1.8 million people
and sewerage services to .9 million people in the southern states of
Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina and Parana. It would also improve water
supply to 3 million people who now receive deficient service in the same
states. About 54% of the final beneficiaries would belong to families
having incomes below the relative poverty level. A loan of $130 million
is foreseen with a total project cost of $439 million. The borrower
would be the National Housing Bank. Negotiations are scheduled for
November 1979 and Board presentation January 1980.

Power Distribution - CEEE

The project consists of a major portion of the 1980-83 power sub-
transmission and distribution expansion program of Companhia Estadual de
Energia Eletrica (CEEE), the state-owned power company of the state of
Rio Grande do Sul. The project includes the connection of about 35,000
low-income urban consumers and about 12,000 rural consumers. Total project
cost is estimated at US$300 million with an estimated foreign exchange com-
ponent of US$110 million. We are recommending a Bank loan of US$110 million,
and, as a condition for the loan, private co-financing (for works comple-
mentary to the project) of not less than US$100 million. The loan was
appraised in July of 1979.
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ELETROBRAS - Systems Control

The project consists of the construction of a national center for
the supervision and coordination of the operation of the Brazilian inter-
connected power system (the center to be owned and operated by ELETROBRAS,
the federal holding company for the sector), related facilities of two of
the beneficiaries of the system (CHESF and LIGHT), and software and train-
ing. The project, the first of its kind to be financed by the Bank, would
allow for improved sector management, reduction and/or postponement of
investment in future generation and transmission facilities, improvement
in reliability of electricity supply allowing for reduced reserve margins,
and other operational benefits. Total project cost is estimated at US$120
million and a Bank loan of $70 million is recommended, corresponding to the
estimated foreign exchange component. The project was appraised in
October 1979.

Urban Transport II - Railways

The objective of this project is to achieve optimum use of all
present and future transport facilities in the north-south corridor where
the metropolitan region of the city of Porto Alegre is presently expanding.
It should help divert car passengers and intermunicipal bus passengers to
suburban trains and allow buses to use those routes that are most economi-
cally served by this mode of transport. In addition the suburban railway
system is expected to facilitate the attainment of the Metropolitan
Region's land use strategy aimed at developing a few large employment
growth poles in the corridor along the railway line. The total cost of
the project is estimated at about US$232 million. The amount of the pro-
posed Bank loan is expected to be in the region of US$100 million. The
appraisal of the project has just been completed and it is expected to
present the proposed loan to the Board in March or April 1980.

Education IV - Northeast

This will be a project costing about $90 million, of which the
Bank would contribute $32 million, for upgrading rural primary education
in nine northeastern states. The educational system in that part of the
country is exceedingly weak, and there is a general consensus that
illiteracy and near-illiteracy are among the basic reasons for the con-
tinuation of poverty in the Northeast. We heard that the government would
mount a much larger program but were informed that present fiscal con-
straints make that impossible. The appraisal of this project is nearly
completed.

Water Supply and Sewerage - Minas Gerais III

The project would extend water services to 1.5 million people
in Metropolitan Belo Horizonte and 400,000 in 150 small communities. It
would extend sewerage services to approximately 300,000 people. The
project would complete implementation of the Master Plan for Water Supply
and Sewerage for Metropolitan Belo Horizonte. The project is oriented
towards low-income groups. The new connections to the water supply system
of Belo Horizonte would be in the poorer parts of the city. A loan of
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approximately $100 million is foreseen with a total project cost of $350
million. The borrower would be the National Housing Bank, which would
onlend the funds to the state water company, COPASA. The appraisal mission
is scheduled for October/November 1979, and Board presentation is foreseen
for May 1980.

Rural Development - Minas Gerais II

The project would assist about 35,000 small farmers, sharecroppers
and landless producers with credit, technical assistance and physical and
social infrastructure in four sub-areas of the state where rural popula-
tion and poverty are most concentrated -- the Northeast (Jequitinhonha
Valley), the Zona da Mata in the Southeast (area of the ongoing first
project), the Rio Doce Valley in the center and the south. Total project
cost is estimated at US$210 million, and a Bank loan of US$70 million is
recommended, directly to the state of Minas Gerais. About 800,000 people
are expected to benefit directly or indirectly from the project. Appraisal
is scheduled for January 1980, and Board presentation in June 1980.

ELECTROSUL - Transmission II

The project would consist of the third stage of ELETROSUL's 500 kv
transmission system expansion program, to reinforce the existing intercon-
nected transmission network in ELETROSUL's service area--the southern states
of Parana, Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul. The project would comprise
of construction of about 1,045 kms of transmission lines, the installation
and/or expansion of about 13 substations and expansion of the existing
telecommunications network. Total project cost is estimated at about US$iOO
million and a Bank loan of about US$100 million is currently recommended
(substantially less than the estimated foreign exchange component of about
US$144 million). The project would include a major private co-financing
operation. Appraisal is presently scheduled for end November, 1979.

FY 1981

Rio de Janeiro Pollution Control

The main goals of the proposed project are to help (a) reduce
industrial particulate matter in the Rio de Janeiro metropolitan area,
(b) reduce industrial discharges of polluting substances within the Paraiba
do Sul hydrographic basin, (c) decrease the risk of accidental contamina-
tion of the major source of fresh water for the Rio de Janeiro metropolitan
area and adjacent municipalities and (d) reduce health hazards by preventing
the recurrence of periodic air pollution and the incidence of airborne
diseases in the Rio de Janeiro metropolitan area. The project would also
provide technical assistance to FEEMA (the executing agency). The total
cost of the project is estimated at about US$105 million and a Bank loan
of about US$35 million is envisaged. It is expected that the project will
be appraised either in December 1979 or in January 1980.
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Northwest Integrated Rural Development

Two separate loans are contemplated to help finance an integrated
program of development in the Northwest, comprising the Territory of
Rondonia and western half of the state of Mato Grosso. This area has
experienced very rapid growth in the past few years through small farmer
migration from other parts of the country-the population of Rondonia
has increased from about 110 thousand in 1970 to 730 thousand in 1979.
One loan would be for the reconstruction and paving of the 1600 km road
from Cuiaba to Porto Velho to provide, for the first time, reliable
transportation through the area and a connection with the South, and the
other for integrated rural development concentrating on smallholder
settlement with technical assistance, credit, storage and related input.
The feeder road program to complement these developments will be financed
through the loan we have already made to BNDE for feeder roads. A
regional economic mission will be completing its work at about the time
of Mr. McNamarats visit. We hope to appraise the various components of
the program in 1980.

FY81

Urban Development (CURA)

The National Housing Bank (BNH) has set up a system of financing
integrated urban development projects and has requested the Bank's sup-
port for this program. BNH has requested each of its regional offices
in each of the states to submit a proposal with priorities for financing
integrated urban development projects. We understand that BNH is presently
reviewing these proposals, and would be prepared to receive a Bank project
preparation mission in the near future. BNH has informed us that priority
will be given to the north and northeast region. BNH's integrated urban
development program is commonly referred to as CURA - Program de Comple-
mentacao Urbana. A loan amount of $70 million has been earmarked for
this project.

Agricultural Research II

A second agricultural research project would continue the
institutional strengthening of EMBRAPA (Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa
Agropecuaria, the federal agricultural research agency) of the state
agricultural research agencies, begun under Loan 1249-BR (US$40 million,
approved in 1976). The first project included the execution of agricul-
tural research programs on nine major commodity groups, and farming
systems research at three regional research centers, all in the priority
areas of the Northeast, North and Center West of Brazil (where agricul-
tural research has lagged behind the South and Southeast). A specific
project proposal in not expected to be ready before about April 1980.
An amount of US$100 million is tentatively allocated in the FY81 lending
program, although the actual loan amount is likely to be somewhat smaller.
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Agricultural Credit - Northeast

This would be a broad program of credit for small farmers in the
priority zones selected under the POLONORDESTE program. Preparation of
this project has been going on for nearly two years and was delayed,
inter alia, by the change in government. Responsibility for preparation
of the project has been passed by the new government from the Central Bank
to the Banco do Brasil, and a team within the Banco do Brasil is now
working more vigorously on project preparation. We hope to appraise no
later than April 1980.

FY1981

Railways - RFFSA II

The Government has requested the Bank to finance the Ferrovia do
Aco serving the mining and steel producing region of Brazil. The Bank's
participation in the financing of this project will depend largely on
whether the traffic in the region can support the investments contemplated.
The information is presently being analysed and a judgment on the next
steps will be made later this month.

Water Supply and Sewerage - Northeast II

The proposed loan will assist the National Housing Bank in the
financing of water supply and sewerage subprojects in several states in
the northeast excluding Pernambuco, Bahia and Ceara, which are partici-
pating in the first Northeast Project. Among the states under considera-
tion in addition to those in the Northeast are Goias, Para and Amazonas.
A long amount of $100 million is tentatively earmarked for this project.
The appraisal mission is tentatively scheduled for May 1980.

FY81

Urban Transport III - Medium-Sized Cities

The proposed project would improve urban transport services in
several medium-sized cities still to be identified. Special emphasis
would be given to the provision of public transport to the urban poor.
Subproject components would vary according to the needs of each city
participating. It is expected that components of subprojects would include
traffic engineering measures to improve circulation in central areas;
introduction of exclusive bus lanes; traffic operations programs to improve
capacity and safety to alleviate critical congestion points; widening or
construction of missing links in the urban road networks; reorganization
and construction of bus terminals; and paving of bus routes in-low-income
areas. Experience gained under the first Urban Transport Project (Loan
No. 1563-BR) will be taken into consideration when preparing the proposed
project. The total prioject cost would be about $380 million with a loan
amount of about $110 million. A project preparation mission is scheduled
for early November 1979. Appraisal is tentatively scheduled for May 1980
and Board presentation for January 1981.
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Power Distribution--ELETROBRAS I

This project would represent a new approach to our lending in Brazilfor the power distribution Subsector. The proposed loan of UJS$100 millionwould be made to ELETROBRAS (the holding company for the sector at thefederal level), which would relend to state utilities for distributionsubprojects to be identified and appraised by ELETROBRAS, in accordancewith criteria to be agreed with the Bank. The project aims to developELETROBRAS' institutional capability to serve as a financial intermediary,
and in this way, to allow Bank funds and technical advice to benefit a fargreater number of the weaker companies, particularly in the less developedregions of the country. All distribution subprojects would include programsfor the connection of new low-income urban consumers, and where feasible,expanded rural electrification programs. The proposed loan would lsoinclude a substantial private co-financing operation. Appraisal is pre-sently scheduled for May 1980, with Board presentation in January, 1981.

Integrated Rural Development Piaui and Ceara II

Two loans, one for $20 million in Piaui and the other for $70million in Ceara, would help finance two more in the series of integratedrural development projects being prepared under the POLONORDESTE program.if SUDENE is suitably strengthened they would be the last of the sub-regional projects to be prepared through direct Bank contact with north-eastern state governments, and such lending in the future would take theform of region-wide loans made through SUDENE. We hope to appraise theCeara project in January 1980 and the Piaui project a few months later.

Jari Project

We have included in the FY81 reserve program a loan of US$25million for the Jari Project--Mr. Daniel K. Ludwig's forest developmentand pulp and paper complex in the Amazon. Bank financing is requestedfor a hydroelectric power dam on the Jari river (180-200 MW in a firststage) to provide the power for a newsprint mill and certain other facil-ities. The Brazilian Government kas not yet given its final approval tothe project, which has created considerable controversy within Brazil andhas been the subject of hostile press criticism. Consideration of whetherthe Bank ought to participate can only take place once the final shapeof the project is known, and for this reason it is carried as a reserveproject.

FY81 (Reserve)

Urban Health Services - Sao Paulo

A note on this proposal is included under item.8 - Sao Paulo.The state government is presently preparing a project proposal and aBank preparation/pre-appraisal mission is tentatively scheduled forApril/May 1980.
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Small Enterprise Credit

The broad purpose of this project is to help alleviate theinadequate access to credit of small enterprises in the Northeast byproviding development funds on reasonable conditions. Unfortunately,preparation of this project has stopped because of a lack of agreement
between the Bank and the Brazilian Government on interest rate policy.

Candiota Coal

The project would include the expansion of the Candiota open pitmine located about 350 kms southwest of Porto Alegre presently producing
600,000 TPY of coal to provide fuel for the Presidente Medici power plantafter it has completed its expansion program. The BAnk's objective is toget a "foot in the door" in the coal sector in Brazil but so far the tech-nical assistance offered to CRM, the company responsible for mining thecoal, has not been welcomed. A judgment on whether the Bank should financethe project would also depend on what role the Bank can play in this sectorto help Brazil develop alternative sources of energy to oil. Assuming wecan go ahead with this project, appraisal could quite possibly take placein the first quarter of 1930.



Volvo do Brasil (Volbras) - IFC

Volbras is the leading enterprise-of the Curitiba industrial park. It is
sponsored by Volvo of Sweden and leading Parana private and state investors. Its
plant will manufacture annually, at capacity, 5,500 heavy trucks and 1,000 bus
chassis for the local market, as well as 4,300 diesel engines for export. The
project will.generate 1,000 direct jobs. It is estimated that an additional 4,000
new jobs will result from Volbras' high degree of integration with local component
suppliers, the establishment of which it is helping. Project cost is estimated at
about US$124 million, and completion is being accomplished in stages, ending in -
early 1981. IFC's investment consisted of a loan of US$60 million, of which US$50
million was sold to participants, and an equity investment of US$5 million.

Parana, a predominantly agricultural state whose development has been over-
shadowed by nearby Sao Paulo, has, in recent years, increased its efforts to imple-
ment industrial projects. The Curitiba industrial park has channelled a large part,
of this industrial activity, and Volbras is its most important component. The pro-
ject thus furthers Government priorities to spread development activity away from
traditional centers. Volbras is also significant in that it constitutes the first
company in the domestic automotive industry whose share capital will be majority-
owned by Brazilians.



SUMMARY OF THE AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH PROJECT (EMBRAPA)

(The National Rubber Center and the State Adaptive Research Station)

Background Data on Research Project

Total Project Cost: $189.4 million

Bank Loan (1249-BR): $4O_million (the foreign exchange component,
21% of project costs), $6.2 million disbursed
as of September 30, 1979.

Other Financing: Federal Government

Executing Agency: EMIBRAPA, the national agricultural research
company

Execution Period: July 1976 - June 1981

Project Area: The Northeast, North,..and Center-West of
Brazil

Main Project
Activities: Civil works as necessary, laboratory and farm

equipment, librazi.% and documentation services,
and research plotogwlm ent at: 8 national
commodity research centers (rice, corn/sorghum,
cassava, cotton, beans, rubber, dairy/beef,
and sheep/goats); 3 reZgpal agricultural
research centers (focussing on farming systems
typical of the 3 project regions); and 14
state or sub-regional adaptive research 5 enters;

technical assistance and consulting services for
the research programs;

a fellowship and training program;

incremental operating costs at the research
stations.

Backgound Data on the National Rubber Research Center

Location: Situated at KM 27-29 on State Road AM-010

Purpose: To provide a base for all phases of research
on rubber (Hevea brasiliensis) 7id to coordinate
suchesearcEh on a national scale. ATs3 EF
provide the basis for transfer of new technology
through all interested agencies and institutions,
mainly the rubber superintendency (SUDHEVEA)
and extension services (EMBRATER), and to the
rubber producers.
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Physical Plant: 825 ha-of experimental fields;

administration and laboratory buildings already
completed (with project financing); And

rubber technology labs, library and workshops
under construction (with project funding).

Staff: Current staff - 17 technicians

Research Program: Breeding and clonal resistance, plant pathology,
. entomology, physiology of rubber, plant nutrit;

field production systems, technology of latex
handling and processing. Total of 14 sub-projec
and 57 experiments during 1979.

Main Objectives
of Station: To provide new technology for cultivation of

natural rubber to meet the national goals to:

(a) Reduce period of maturity from 7-8 to 4-5
years.

(b) Increase production to 1,500-1,800 kg/ha/yr
of fresh latex.

(c) Pxovid;e-intercropping and multiple-cropping
schemes for rubber cultivation.

(d) Provide criteria for classification of
natural (native) rubbers.

Likely Project
Costs at Station: About $12 million over 5-yeaz period of which

roughly 40% to be actually covered by Bank
disbursements.

Major Problems Encountered So Far in Project Execution:

The twoophase construction program has_alrady xperienced delays (andsome associated'cost increases) as a result of the_ aiuetwgstcion
th,ailurc cIF'two c onstr'uiocontractors to perform acceptable timely work. The second contractor had tocomplete the work of the first on Phase I, but the second contractor also failedafter completing only about 40% of Phase II. Force -_ac tand probably anegotiated contract with a third construction firm (which has been successfullycarrying out project-financed work at thenearby state-level adaptive researchstation) will be used to complete the civil works.

Background Data on the State-Level Adaptive Experimentation Station

Location: Situated at KM 30 of State Road Manaus-Itacoatiar!
(AM-010), but adjacent to (1/2 km from) National
Rubber Research Center.
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Purpose: To adapt the technology produced by the
National Comodity-Centers-to racilitate its
adoption_by farmers in this area of the
State of Amazonas. Sub-stations, having
similar goals operate at Maues, Tefe,

* Itacoaticara, Boa Vista and the Agricultural
District of SUFRAMA (a duty-free zone).

Physical Plant: _5696 ha of experimental areas, including
sub-stations;

an administrative building and soil analysis
laboratory which were completed prior to the
project; and

two laboratories nearing completion (project-
funded).

Staff: Current staffing level is 13 chnica staff
(research personnel), or 6 (31%) below
estimate for end of third year of project
execution. Hiring freeze in 1978 and lack
of adequate laboratory space caused this
lower level of staffing, whish is expected
to be corrected shortly.

Research Program: This varies according to crop priorities in
each sub-station, but broadly includes
adaptive research for the following: buffalo
and beef cattle, maize, beans, corn, rice,
tropical vegetables, "iguarana" and cassava.
Related sub-projects are in soil conservation
cropping systems, disease and pet 'contr`I.
There are 31 sub-projects and a total of
52 experiments; 6 sub-projects were completed
in 1979.

Main Objectives
of the Station: To provide new technology to the producers

(farmers) of the major crops mentioned by
means of adapting this technology to local
conditions. Some of the major research goals
are as follows:

(a) Maize. 4QL,-increase in production for
flood-plain cultivation and 30% increase
for up-land plantings.

(b) Rice. 60% increase in production for
non-irrigated rice.

(c) Beans (Cow-peas). Yigi4_increases of up
tc250 mainly through introduction of
new varieties.
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(d) Cassava. Increases of 110-130% in yields
of roots perlhaT;also addition l efficiency
in apouat of cassava meal (farinha) producec
from metric ton of roots. An increase of

- 50-75% in farinha production per metric
ton of roots is the goal.

(e) Buffalo. 100% increased efficienctin
beef and milk production; 20 increase
in carrying capacity of pastures and 30%
increase in birth rate.

A*



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara (Tho4 gh Mr. Ernest Stern) DATE: August 24, 1979

FROM: Nicolas Ardito Barletta, ap,vrLAC

SUBJECT: Expanded Work Program on Rural Development in Northeast Brazil

1. The accompanying memorandum outlines a greatly expanded Bank
effort in support of rural development activities in Northeast Brazil.
The additional activitiesopropgsedwould cost an average of about $310,000
annually in FY8O-FY83 because of the necessary enlargemenrof the Recite
Rural DeveiopmeieLiison Mission and the increase in consultancy services.
During FY80 and FY thesensent a net increase in the
region's budget, but they would be increasingly ofset by savins in other
areas in the following years. Your approval of the necessary additional
budget is noiw eques&td so we can continue our discussions with the Brazil-
ians.

2. The proposed work program is an outgrowth of your discussion with
Minister Antonio DelZim Netto last June, and more generally of our past
technical and financial collaboration on rural development in Northeast
Brazil. It would represent, however, a substantial change in the Bank's
role. The basic objective of the proposed work program is to strengthen
the capacity of Sudene to respond to the needs of the region through both
better policies and more effective program implementation. The required
effort would go well beyond the normal institution building that accom-
panies Bank lending operations.

3. The work program thus involves a significant enlargement in the
Bank's activities in Northeast Brazil and consequently requires substan-
tial additional inputs-from the Bank. A by-product of Sudene's strengthened
role should be the capacity to help prepare major projects for the POLO-
NORDESTE program as a whole, which would be suitable for financing by the
Bank. This could result in a future expansion of our lending for rural
development, accompanied by a contraction of activities in more traditional
sectors and a reduction of manpower inputs in the latter. But additional
budgetary resources are required at the beginning because it is not pos-
sible for us to find the inputs needed to meet the expanded objectives from
within our present budget and also because the benefits in the form of
reduced inputs in traditional sectors involve less staff-intensive sectors
and, in any event, would not be realized in the initial years.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Stern, VPO; Goodman, OPD; Paijmans, AOP; Pollan, PMD;
Yudelman, AGR; van der Meer, LCP (o/r); Favilla/Lerdau, LC2;
Goffin, LCP; Perez, LAC; Dabbagh, LAC; Skillings, LC2DA;
Greening, LCPA3; Senner, LCPA3;

Ms. Dowsett, Recife Office; Foggiano, LCPA3.

cc: Mr. Gabriel



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara (through Mr. Georg Gabriel, DATE: August 24, 1979

Director, PAB)
FROM: Nicolas Ardito Barletta

SUBJECT: BRAZIL - Proposal for Expansion of Recife Rural Development
Liaison Mission and of Bank Support for Northeast
Rural Development Program

Introduction

1. On March 30, 1979, we provided Mr. Stern with an evaluation
of the Recife rural development liaison office, which we have operated
in Northeast Brazil with one professional staff member and local support
staff since mid-1974. That evaluation (copy attached as Annex 1 for
your reference) concluded that the Recife mission has played a very im-
portant role in helping us expand our rural development collaboration in
Northeast Brazil. It also noted that further review and adaptation of
the mission's role would be necessary once we became more familiar with
the rural development objectives and priorities of the new Brazilian
Government which took office in March 1979.

2. During his visit with you on June 7, the Brazilian Minister of
Agriculture (and now Minister of Planning), Antonio Delfim Netto, noted
the importance he placed on World Bank technical and financial collabora-
tion in the Northeast rural development effort. In a special mission to
Brazil in late June for follow-up talks on this subject, Mr. van der Meer
was requested by various key Ministers to consider expanding the Bank's
support. The Ministers also asked that the Bank prepare a discussion
paper on how it felt the expanded collaboration might take shape and on
what the Bank would expect from the Brazilian side.

3. After consultation with Mr. Stern, and taking into account the
importance of this subject to the 1980-85 planning exercise now being
undertaken by the new Government in Brazil, we sent such a discussion
paper to the Brazilians on August 6 (copy attached as Annex 2). The
paper was presented to the Brazilians as a starting point for considera-
tion of the key decisions we believe would be necessary on: (a) the
objectives of the rural development program in the Northeast and the
policies needed to attain them; and (b) the most effective organizational
arrangements for translating those policies into action. The paper out-
lines some of the areas in which the Bank would want to maintain an active
policy dialogue, as well as key principles which we feel should be embodied
in new organizational arrangements in Brazil to coordinate the Government's
effort. The possible means for expanded Bank collaboration, should the
Brazilians respond favorably and concretely to the suggestions in the
discussion paper-increased lending for the rural development effort; more
Bank technical missions to work on rural development program matters (as
opposed to primarily project-specific matters); and expansion of the Bank's
Recife Office-are the subjects of this memorandum.
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Recommendations

4. On the condition the Brazilians agree to the proposed active
dialogue on the policies needed to promote rural development and to take
the steps necessary to reorganize SUDENE (the agency they have chosen to
manage coordination of the Northeast rural development special programs)
with appropriate powers and staff, we recommend that you authorize: (a)
an expansion of the Bank's rural development-liaison mission in Recife
by 3 professional staff and minimal local support staff; and (b) an
increase in funding for consultancy services-to be managed in part by
Headquarters and in part by the Recife Office-to support the expanded
program development and technical assistance effort.

5. The terms of reference and objectives of the expanded Recife
mission and of the technical assistance, and the budgeting implications,
are discussed in the following paragraphs. It is recommended that the
expanded technical support for the Northeast rural development effort
be viewed as a three-four year endeavor.

Objectives and Terms of Reference

6. General Objectives. The reinforcement of Bank support for the
Northeast rural development effort is intended to promote and aid in the
development of a significant reorganization and strengthening of insti-
tutional arrangements to effectively plan, coordinate and execute pro-
grams to improve the incomes and standards of living of the rural poor
in the Northeast. The new support would build upon the efforts initi-
ated in our work so far on the six integrated projects already under
execution in significant micro-regions of the Northeast, and in ongoing
preparation of several other projects, by focussing a new and especially
concentrated effort on program-wide policy and institutional issues
affecting Northeast rural development. This in turn should result not
only in a significant increase in the Bank's lending for rural development
in Brazil-by enabling joint preparation of larger lending operations
through a Brazilian agency to which substantial subproject preparation
assistance, appraisal and monitoring responsibilities could be delegated-
but also in an improved execution of the numerous projects already underway.
The concentrated effort over the short and medium term corresponds to a
period particularly important in Brazil, as the new administration is now
gearing up to launch the programs which will be the reference points for
its term in office.

7. The Brazilian Program. The recommended expansion of Bank
technical assistance should be viewed first in the context of what the
Brazilians would themselves be doing. We have proposed to the Brazilians
that, as they establish an improved organizational environment for co-
ordination of overall planning of the Northeast rural development programs,
they initiate a specific work program including:

(a) activities in the short-term to clarify the objectives,
introduce some modifications in the content, and improve
the management of the various rural special programs (only
some of which are partly financed by the Bank) already
underway in the Northeast; and
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(b) a series of parallel activities and studies on major policy
issues, in an effort to design means to improve the effec-
tiveness of the Government's Northeast rural development
effort in the long-term.

8. The short-term program would include, over a 12-18 month period:
review of recent experiences of the rural programs in the Northeast and
establishment of improved guidelines and criteria for project design and
evaluation; systematic re-examination.of the more than 30 projects in the
Government's POLONORDESTE rural development program and establishment
(based on the newly refined criteria) of new annual and medium-term targets;
establishment of program-wide monitoring and evaluation systems; and iden-
tification of the training requirements of SUDENE as well as the local,
state and federal agencies involved in planning, coordinating and imple-
menting the POLONORDESTE program, and design of a comprehensive training
plan to meet those needs.

9. The parallel long-term program would include, over a three-four year
period: the carrying out of a systematic updating and review of overall
development strategy in the Northeast with particular attention to the
role of rural development; the review of possible means to streamline
further and possibly consolidate Government rural development efforts in
the region (improvement of financial planning, budget and disbursement
procedures; execution of training programs; refinement of project prepa-
ration guidelines, etc.); and execution of a series of in-depth policy
review and program development studies on such subjects as means to
improve access to land or security of tenure, measures to improve local
or municipal capacity to finance recurrent costs, and ways to stimulate
more meaningful community participation in rural development planning.

10. The Proposed Bank Technical Suport. Additional Bank technical
support for the Northeast rural development effort would involve the
mounting of new Headquarters missions devoted to program-wide issues, as
well as the adaptation of ongoing project-specific Headquarters missions
to improve their program-wide impact. It would also include the rein-
forcement of the Recife Office with new staff working virtually full-time
on the institutional development and project preparation activities to
enable new, larger scale program-wide Bank operations in the Northeast.
More specifically, the Bank support would include:

(a) an increase in periodic technical assistance through:

(i) special Headquarters missions on program development
matters (to help define the details of a specific
joint rural development work program with the Brazilians;
to up-date our understanding of the Northeast socio-
economic trends and development strategies; to provide
specialized technical assistance on land tenure problems,
financial management systems, etc.); and

(ii) the adaptation of project-specific missions (preparation,
appraisal, supervision of projects already in the Bank
operations program) to include more Brazilian counter-
part staff and to increase the missions' use as training
mechanisms for the Brazilian staff; and
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(b) an expansion of the Recife professional staff from one to
four, along the following lines:

(i) Team Leader, who would concentrate mainly on policy
and program development and on provision of management
assistance to the program unit in SUDENE charged with
overall coordination of rural special programs in the
Northeast.

) to work mainly with staff of the
) SUDENE program unit and the

(ii) Economist ) States in preparation of
) POLONORDESTE sub-projects, but

(iii) General ) also, as appropriate, on program-
Agriculturalist ) related issues such as program

) organization/financing, land
) redistribution, etc.

(iv) Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist, to assist SUDENE and
the States in establishing M & E systems for the rural
special programs and the sub-projects.

It is also proposed that, to enable greater flexibility and autonomy in
the operation of the expanded Recife Office, it would have the necessary
resources to recruit short-term consultants,-mainly to assist-in specia-
lized project preparation and program development activities, and as
necessary in "trouble shooting" resolution of particular project super-
vision missions. The Team Leader (an experienced M level staff member)
would continue to report to the Chief of the Agriculture 3 Projects
Division.

11. The Proposed-Expansion of Bank Lending. As noted in our March 30,
1979 evaluation of the performance of the Recife Office, it is our view
that the office has already been instrumental in facilitating the development
of lending operations for rural development in the Northeast. Six rural
development loans totalling US$159 million have been approved over the
several years since the Office was created. Our existing work program in-
cludes additional projects in the Northeast, including two integrated
projects now at a relatively advanced stage of preparation and a loan for
credit to small-farmers in all POLONORDESTE areas. Overall, the most recent
(August 1979) update of the project specific 780-84 LAC Regional lending
program includes.13 projects for agriculture and rural development in
Brazil, with proposed lending totalling US$956 million. All except two of
these projects would be directed primarily toward the rural poor and all
except three would be primarily in the Northeast.

12. It is our estimati that the proposed expansion of Bank technical
support in the Northeast rural development effort would result in:

(a) the addition of about two poverty-oriented integrated rural
lending operations during the FY80-84 period in the form of
major loans of US$150-250 million each for the POLONOEDESTE
program as a whole-loans which would depend on the Bank's
being able to delegate a major part of sub-project preparation
and appraisal to a competent Brazilian agency; and
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(b) a slight revision of the composition of (and a small net
increase in) the remainder of the rural operations program,
replacing one or more of the currently scheduled micro-
regional integrated projects in specific parts of the
Northeast (which could be absorbed by the new program-wide
operations) with new, specific-function support operations
in the Northeast (such as a program to improve state land
titling and redistribution services) and possibly also highly
justified rural development operations in poverty pockets in
other parts of Brazil (particularly the Northwest, where the
new Government is giving high priority to improving conditions
of the large numbers of low income farmers spontaneously
settling in the area); and

(c) as a result of improved Brazilian program management, an
improvement in the quality of execution and supervision of
the Northeast rural development projects already receiving
Bank support in the Northeast.

13. Webelieve that over the FY80-84 period, an overall net increase
of rural development operations by.three to four (and US$300-400 million
in lending) is possible. These changes would amount to a 20-30% in-
crease over the number of currently programmed operations and a 30-40%
increase over currently programmed agricultural and rural development
lending. Conservatively assuming that each of the incremental projects
would require at least 200 person-weeks during the preparation, appraisal
and negotiation stage, this work alone would add on the order of 800
person-weeks (including the supporting "sector" work, but not counting
the supervision work eventually associated with the new projects). The
proposed expansion of staffing of the Recife Office and the request for
an increase in resources for consultancy services would meet these in-
cremental needs.

14. It should be noted that the additional lending for rural development
could gradually replace lending now in the overall f1ve-year program for
Brazil but allocated to other, more "traditional" sectors. Once the
proposed significant reinforcement of the rather specialized rural program
development effort is made, and the new rural operations begin to materi-
alize, we expect that we would be able to realize some staff savings in
other sectors where previously programmed projects would be replaced by
rural projects.

15. However, the staff input into rural development projects is
much greater than into the more "traditional" projects. For this reason,
our eventual savings in other fields would compensate for only part of the
incremental staff costs incurred to build up our capacity to lend for rural
development. Of the approximately 800 person-weeks needed for the intensi-
fied rural development work, I estimate that only around 350 person-weeks
would be saved in other sectors. Moreover, the preparation and apprasial
lead time for rural development operations is longer than for "traditional"
operations. Most of the incremental costs of the rural development work
would need to be incurred in the first four years of the five-year period,
whereas the reduction of work in other sectors would occur mainly in the
second half of the period. The phasing might be roughly along the following
lines:
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Additional
Work on Savings in Net
Rural Traditional Additional

Development Sectors Wbrk Program

(person-weeks)

FY80 180 180
FY81 190 - 190
FY82 190 90 100
FY83 190 140 50
FY84 50 120 (70)

Thus, at least through FY81, the additional rural development work would
be fully additional to the Region's workload. Only in FY82-84 would this
be partially offset by reduction in work on currently scheduled projects
in traditional sectors. As that occurs, and as the rural work eases off,
further fine tuning of budget allocations (in part through adjustments
in consultancy use) for the rural program should be possible. However, the
additional burden in the earlier years cannot be absorbed by the Region
from its current budget, and without additional allocations we cannot under-
take the expanded rural program.

Budget Implications

16. Depending on the Brazilians' response to our proposals of August 6
on the Northeast rural development effort, we-believe that we could send at
least two of the proposed technical missions prior to the end of calendar
1979 and that, by the beginning of calendar 1980, we could place additional
staff in the Recife Office. The budget implications of this scenario are
summarized below;the details of the budget request for the Recife Office
expansion are given in Annex 3. The current FY80 budget for the Recife
Office, US$98,400, is not included in these figures.

FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83
(US$ '000)

I. Incremental Recife 152.3 200.2 200.2 251.2
Office Costs

II. Incremental Consultancy 180.0 90.0 90.0 90.0
Costs

(of which Headquarters
managed; (36.0) (45.0) (45.0) (45.0)
Recife Office managed) (144.0) (45.0) (45.0) (45.0)

III. Total Incremental
Requirement 332.3 290.2 290.2L' 341.2=

1/ To the extent that savings can be realized in other sectors (as noted in
paragraphs 14 and 15), the incremental cost in FY82 might be adjusted down-
ward by as much as US$188,800 (the average total cost per LAC Headquarters
staff in FY80 is US$94,400)and in FY83 by as much as US$283,200.
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17. The above figures are based on an estimate that some 100 person-
weeks of incremental consultancy services would be required in FY80 and
about 50 person-weeks annually for up to three years thereafter. As to the
Recife Office, we assume, for purposes of budget calculations, that the
incremental staff would be of L level, each married with two children. We
also assume that SUDENE will continue (as in the past) to provide most of
the logistical support-office space, vehicles, use of,telex facilities at
no cost to the Bank, and the base salaries of local support staff including
bilingual secretaries. It is assumed that the three additional staff
would be able to import.their own cars for family use.

18. The willingness of the Government to provide this logistical
support underscores their interest in Bank collaboration, and significantly
reduces the cost for the Bank to establish resident staff in Recife. The
direct coststo the Government of the incremental logistical support (office
space, local staff base salaries, telex fa4ilities, etc.) are estimated at
about US$72,000/year. This, however, greatly understates what would have
to be the incremental overall Brazilian financial commitment to an expanded
Northeast rural development effort. There would be substantially increased
salary, operating and travel costs for the newly reorganized SUDENE unit
charged with overall program coordination and, of course, significant
Brazilian counterpart funding of the projects financed (65% of total pro-
ject costs, plus financing of recurrent project operation costs).

19. The incremental Bank budgetary support now proposed was not
possible to predict at the time of the preparation of the FY80 budget as
the Brazilian Government was about to change. Outgoing officials were not
in a position to launch new initiatives and only in the last four'months
have we been able to begin to exchange specific ideas with the new admin-
istration.

20. Other background data on the operation and general justification
for the Recife Office was provided in the March 30, 1979 evaluation attached
as Annex 1.

21. May I have your concurrence?

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Stern, 970; Goodman, OPD; Paijmans, AOP; Pollan, XD;
Tudelman, AGR; van der Meer, LCP (o/r); Favilla/Lerdau, LC2;
Goffin, LCP; Perez, LAC; Dabbagh, LAC; Skillings, LC2DA;
Greening, LCPA3; Senner, LCPA3;

Me. Dowsett, Recife Office; Foggiano, LCPA3.

ESenner:nd
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Ernest Stern, Vice President, Operations DATE March 30, 1979

FROM: Mr. Nicolas Ardito Barletta

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Resident Mission in Recife, Brazil

1. As requested in your memorandum of January 26, 1979, we have
prepared (copy attached) an assessment of the usefulness of the rural
development liaison office in Recife, Brazil. Our conclusion in this
review is that the office has been fulfilling its objectives and should
most definitely be continued.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Chadenet
Clarke
Kearns
Gabriel
Lerdau
van der Meer
Yudelman
Goffin-
Greening
Mirza

ESerner:bt



ANNEX 1

AN ASSESSlENT OF THE BANK

RURAL DEVELOPMENT LIAISON OFFICE

IN RECIFE, BRAZIL

Introduction

1. This note presents, as requested by Mr. Stern in his memorandum
of January 26' 1979,,an assessment of the Bank's rural development liaison
office in Recife, Brazil. The note, which focusses on the role and justifi-
cation of the office, is supplemented by an Attachment providing basic data
regarding Brazil and Bank lending in Brazil, and miscellaneous §upporting
background information relevant to the form and function of the Recife office.

Recommendations

2. Continuance of Mission. We recommend that the Recife rural develop-
ment liaison office, which was established in mid-1974 as part of the Bank's
effort to expand rural poverty-oriented lending in Northeast Brazil, be con-
tinued. The office, staffed by one professional from headquarters and local
support personnel, has been a highly important facet of the Bank's work in
Northeast Brazil. Its role has developed in stages, reflecting both the
development of the Government's activities in the Northeast, and the capabilities,
personal strengths and styles of the resident officers.

3. Further Review and AdaDtation. We expect that the ability to adapt
the office's role to changing conditions will continue to be a factor in its

'effectiveness. March 1979 marked a change in Government in Brazil, the new
Federal Government to be in office 6 years and the new state governments 4
years. The objectives and priorities of the new authorities, the Government
staff assigned and the institutional arrangements made for rural development
work are obviously key factors which will help determine the shape of our
future work. Also, we are increasingly feeling that continuation of the current
scheme of operation of the Recife office - focus on extensive and detailed
assistance in project preparation by one professional - may have become
prohibitively difficult (given the number and complexity of project issues to
be handled), and possibly not entirely appropriate (given the scope of program
and policy issues also needing attention). We have, over the last year, explored
the possibilities for arranging complementary technical assistance support for
the Northeast rural development effort from organizations such as UNDP and the
OAS. For various reasons, including the change in Government, these efforts
have yet to show positive results. They will be pursued, and the results taken
into account in our review over the coming months of possible adjustments to
our work in the Northeast and to the role of the Recife office. The scenarios
include various possible qualitative and quantitative adjustments such as:
an increase in the number of staff ssigned in Recife and some specialization
of functions; establishment of mechanisms for the office to contract consultznts
directly; shifting the office 'role toward greater, if not exclusive, focus on
policy formulation and general rural development program issues (possibly also
broadening the focus to include other poverty-oriented subjects); or including in
the work (whether preparation or policy) efforts directed toward poverty programs
other than FOLONORDESTE and/or regions other than the Northeast. At the moment,
our FY80 budget proposal reflects a continuation of current arrangements in Recife.
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Should events and our review of the situation in the next several months

suggest adjustments in the Recife office with significant staff or budget

implications, we would return to management with appropriate analyses and

recommendations.

Justification

4. Origin and Objectives. The establishment of the Recife rural

development liaison office was one of several operational steps taken by
the Bank during the period 1973-75 to strengthen the Bank's contribution to

helping alleviate rural poverty in Northeast Brazil - other steps including
an extensive farm survey carried out by DRC and SUDENE (the Government's
Northeast Development Superintendency in Recife), intensified and high level

Bank policy and programming missions, a special Bank rural development
"issues and options" study in the Northeast, and preparation work on an initial

rural development project in the state of Rio Grande do Norte. Also, in 1974,
the Government established a major rural development program, POLONORDESTE,
which by the end of 1977 (end-1978 figures not yet available) had applied almost

US$600 million to various integrated rural development, colonization and

irrigation projects.

5. The general objective of the rural development liaison office.has

been to help accelerate identification and preparation of rural development

projects in the Northeast. The principal functions of the resident officer

have been:

a) to provide technical assistance in project-specific work on the
individual state-prepared projects (mainly collaboration in identi-

fication, preparation and appraisal but also, unavoidably, in resolution
of some supervision problems) and on other projects related to rural

development in the Northeast (e.g., identification and preparation

of the Northeast Credit and Fisheries Projects);

b) to provide technical assistance on POLONORDESTE program matters

such as program administration, financial management, project prep-

aration guidelines, monitoring and evaluation;

c) to provide assistance to state, regional and federal authorities

in formulation of policy affecting rural development;

d) to represent the Bank in numerous contacts with (frequently initiated

by) local officials, private organizations, students and others

interested in the Bank's activities in Northeast Brazil and elsewhere;

and

e) to manage the administrative affairs of the Recife office.

6. During the past 2-3 years, project-specific work (point "a" above)

has clearly been the main category of activity. It has involved participation

in most related missions from'headquarters, helping ensure continuity and

consistency in Bank dialogue with the local authorities and bringing to bear

knowledge of any new project or program developments that might have occurred

between missions or in other states. Participation in the missions has often

been linked to the resident officer following up on specific matters during

the intcrvals between Bank missions on a particular project. As the Bank is now
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working in all of the 9 Northeastern states (7 integrated projects in

execution or preparation, added to the Alto Turi colonization project

initiated in MlaranlZo with Bank financing prior to the creation of

POLONORDESTE, as well as irrigation projects in the lower Sao Francisto

River valley in Sergipe and Alagoas), this has evolved into an im-ense task

and implies the need for considerable coordination and communication between

Bank staff working on different projects, between Brazilian authorities 
and

Bank staff, and among the Brazilians (staff in various states and at the

regional and federal levels).

7. Results. Wa believe that there is broad and strong evidence that the

Recife office has achieved and is achieving a very substantial 
part of its

objectives. The indicators include, not necessarily in mutually exclusive

categories or in order of importance, the following.

(i) Probably a majority of the rural development projects in 
which

the Bank has collaborated in the Northeast were identified largely

because of the "promotional" activities of resident officers and/or

the local accessibility of a Bank representative in the Northeast.

The resident office generated, on a sustained basis, interest in

rural development activities; created a demand for Bank collaboration;

sorted out requests or project possibilities warranting further

consideration; helped set up the first steps of project identification

and preparation by potential project executing authorities; and

played a key role in "negotiating" and arranging Bank response

(e.g., headquarters missions) to the Brazilian initiatives. This

"marketing" activity, though probably reLatively more predominant

in the early days of the Bank presence in the Northeast, continues.

Operationally, it has played a key part in building up the rural

development project pipeline in the Northeast which in practical

terms did not exist prior to 1975, but has since resulted in 
appraisal

of 6 projects (4 loans totalling US$90 million approved and two

totalling US$69 million about to be negotiated) and initiation of

preparation work on-several others. There is little doubt in our

minds that progress would have been appreciably slower in the absence

of a strongly staffed Recife office.

(ii) The intensification of Bank collaboration on the Northeast 
rural

development effort has had impact beyond the specific projects financed.

For example, POLONORDESTE program targets were initially somewhat

vague, but Bank support on individual projects and the 
Recife resident

mission have together facilitated the type of dialogue helpful in

gradually focussing the overall program more sharply on assisting low

income farmers and on mobilizing the energies of various Government

agencies toward improving the agricultural productivity, 
incomes and

standard of living of, specifically, the rural poor. In addition,

the Bank's more active role in the Northeast has helped to generate

increased interest in rural development elsewhere in Brazil. 
In the

past year, three of Brazil's southern states have requested Bank

collaboration in preparing and financing projects for the rural poor.

(iii) The Recife office "follow-up" and participation in 
preparation work

has shortened, we believe, what would otherwise have been the time

between identification and appraisal. The periodic "hand-holding",

"teaching", "explaining" role has been critical in maintaining enthusiasm

of local preparation tctms and improving understanding of project

preparation methodology. It has strengthened the viability of what
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we feel is one of the Bank's major contributions in the Northeast,
the decentralization and broadening of planning capacity, by reinforc Y
the state agricultural planning commissions. It has facilitated work
of headquarters missions by improving the probability of timely
local completion of preparation work programs and has allowed a more
supportive and reflective Bank participation often not feasible in
time-pressed headquarters missions.

(iv) The resident officers have all established solid personal
contacts with Brazilian counterparts and have earned the confidence
and respect necessary to open the channels for "informal" communications
(on, for example, political or institutional or project developments)
which can guide, speed and improve Bank activity.

(v) The Recife office has contributed significantly to communication
and coordination between Bank missions. In spite of the vast amount

of written material circulated in the Bank with respect to the Northeast

Brazil projects, Bank staff, some relatively new to work in the

Northeast, have an uneven knowledge and understanding of some key
project issues (e.g., management and organization, sectoral policies,
institutional constraints, financial aspects). Comments and suggestions

given to mission members by the resident field officer often prove
more immediately useful and relevant than previously read material,
precisely because of the imediacy of the problems in the field and
the smaller amount of miscellaneous headquarters distractions. The
importance of this "coordination" and "information" role is

heightened by the fact that two separate Bank divisions have rural
development operations in the Northeast (CPS/AGR and LCPA3).

(vi) The Recife office has performed effectively the typical resident
mission role as "buffer" between the Bank and local counterparts --
advocating local positions in cases where issues cannot be adequately
dealt with in the abruptness of regular project missions, and
clarifying and explaining Bank positions.

(vii) A very delicate contribution made by the resident officers has
been that of being a locally respected catalyst/advocate in helping
expedite the business of the POLONORDESTE program. This contribution,
though unquestionably justified on a case-by-case basis, has not been
without its perils. Helping jar into action the bureaucratic machinery
to get federal funds released to a particular project or federal
technical assistance or collaboration in solving a project-specific
problem has been necessary more frequently than we would wish or than
- e would find consistent with our longer term objective of seeing a

smoothly functioning Brazilian mechanism administerng POLONORDESTE.

8. It is our understanding that Brazilian officials are also generally
pleased with the operation of the Recife office. They seem to consider it a

highly visible Bank presence in, and commitment to, helping solve the problems

of Northeast Brazil. They feel easy access to the Recife office, and the resi-

dent officer is usually given priviledged communication lines and with most
levels of Government in Brazil. At the state level, the resident officers'
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intense involvement in technical and policy discussions for the first several

projects which were prepared created an expectation and demand from other

states. This demand for assistance from the Recife office reflected, in part,
the failure of SUDENE and the regional POLONORDESTE team to develop their own
technical assistance capacity as quickly as hoped, a problem which reflected,

in turn, the inability or unsufficient commitment of key federal authorities to

take the steps (streamlining the organization, improving staffing and salaries,
increasing authority of the program managers and contact with policy decision

makers, etc.) necessary to strengthen substantially the overall management

arrangements for the program; While appreciating the Bank's expectation that

the Recife office give priority to work specifically linked to immediate
operations, the relatively junior technical level staff in charge of day-to-day
coordination of POLONORDESTE (at both the federal and regional levels) have
frequently requested that the Bank increase its technical assistance presence

on program matters. Such assistance might be viewed as a means to reinforce the

overall institutional structure of rural development efforts in the Northeast
and, in the process, contribute to the longer term viability of the entire
program and to the continued generation of new project alternatives.

9. Costs. Against the benefits of the Recife office, it is interesting

to note that the annual cost of maintaining a professional staff member in

Recife has been about the same as the average cost per professional in Washington.

An OPD study in late 1977 found, in fact, that during FY77 the adjusted total
cost of the staff member in Recife was US$79,800 (US$56,800 excluding the base
salary for the resident officer) compared to a cost per professional staff member

in Washington (Regional Offices only) of US$80,400 (US$44,300 excluding base
professional salaries) and an average cost of US$121,000 in all resident missions
(US$88,100 excluding base professional salaries). The fact that costs of the

Recife office are relatively lower than in other resident missions results, in

part, from a cost-sharing arrangement with the host agency, SUDEIiE, for adminis-
trative support and overhead. Since FY77, the non-salary costs of the Recife
office have remained quite stable -- US$64,300 in FY78, US$76,400 budgeted in
FY79 (the increase mainly reflecting resettlement costs) and US$61,200 expected
in FY80.

10. It is virtually impossible to analyze the impact of expenditures made
by the Recife office in reducing Headquarters costs. For example, the effec-

tiveness of the office probably reduces the number of missions or amount of

Headquarters travel cost which would otherwise be necessary for preparation or

appraisal of the "new style" projects being developed. These theoretical savings
are, however, probably being taken up by Headquarters work on a larger number of
projects of this type than would otherwise be possible. In our judgement, the

critical consideration is that, at a negligible (if indeed any) marginal cost,

the Recife office has enhanced our ability to launch and pursue an active
participation in supporting development efforts in Northeast Brazil.

LCP/March 1979
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PART I - BASIC DATA ON BRAZIL AXD BANK LEND1:C IN BRAZIL

1. GNP/Income/Socio-Economic Conditions. The estimate of 1977 per

capita GNP in Brazil is US$1,390. Per capita income in Northeast Brazil

has been estimated at about US$400 - 450 or roughly 40% of per capita income

in Brazil as a whole. Per capita incomes in the rural Northeast are estimated

at only about 25% of the national average. The nine states of Northeast Brazil

have a population of about 35 million, two-thirds of whom live in rural areas.

Much of the region has a semi-arid climate with periodic serious droughts and

generally poor soils. Nonetheless, the Northeast is a significant agricultural

region, usually accounting for 20% of Brazil's agricultural production. Throughout

the Northeast, agricultural productivity is low. Farming systems of small

producers have reflected the physical and institutional environment: lack of
access to credit for working capital or investment, limited agricultural extension

services, market isolation and weak linkages with the regional economy,
insecurity of land tenure and, in areas, a difficult physical environment. Less

than 1% of the total number of farm establishments account for 40% of the area,

and in some areas up to 80% of the rural labor force owns no land at all, though
this proportion varies considerably by region.

2. Brazil is not classified by the Bank in the "least developed" or

"other poorest" categories. It does not have an IDA allocation.

3. Bank Lending Procram. The 7Y80-84 lending program for Brazil,

approved in Fall 1978, included 59 projects with proposed lending amounting to

US$5,020 million. The sectoral distribution of the program is as follows:

FY80-84 Lending Program (1978 C?P)
US$ % of N of

Million Total Projects

Agriculture 1,070 21.3 16

Nutrition 70 1.4 1
DFC 210 4.2 4
Education 230 4.6 5
Transport 635 12.6 6
Electric Power 860 17.1 9
Water and Sewerage 635 12.6 5
Industry 450 9.0 5
Urban Development 860 17.1 8

TOTAL 5,020 100.0 59

4. By December 31, 1978 the Bank had made 82 loans to Brazil, amounting

to US$3,887.1 million, of which 39 were not fully disbursed. Among the
undisbursed loans, the sectoral composition and amounts were as follows:
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Loans Under Disbursement (Dec. 31, 1978)

Loan Amounts Amounts Undisbursed
Noof US$ % of US$ %of

Projects Million Total Million Total

Agriculture 11 438.7 17.4 392.7 22.2
Nutrition 1 19.0 0.8 18.2 1.0
DFC 1 85.0 3.4 72.3 4.1
Education 2 55.5 2.2 -50.5 2.9
Transport 6 574.0 22.7 295.3 16.7
Electric Power 7 580.0 22.9 333.0 18.9
Water and Sewerage 3 186.0 7.3 146.2 8.3
Industry 7 500.5 19.8 369.9 21.0
Urban Development 1 88.0 3.5 86.7 4.9

TOTAL 39 2,526.7 100.0 1,764.8 100.0

PART II. SUPPORTING BACKGROUND INFORMATION

5. Relative Importance of "New Style" Projects. Attachment LA
to the Fall 1978 Brazil C?? noted that 60% of the proposed number of projects
(35 of 59) and 57% of the lending amount of the proposed FY80-84 program are
intended mainly to assist low income groups. These efforts include 15 in
agriculture, and 12 in water supply, sewerage and urban development. A majority
of these, as well as the possible second nutrition project, would clearly fall
into the "new style" category.

6. Relative Imnortance of Bank Role. As of December 31, 1977, the World
Bank accounted for 4.8% of the total disbursed outstanding medium and long term
external debt in Brazil (Annex 1, page 6 of recent President's Reports). Other
multilateral agencies combined for a total of 2.5% and governments for 9.2%.
Financial credits and supplier credits are the principal components of Brazil's
medium and long term external debt. UNDP, FAO, OAS, UNESCO and other international
agencies have numerous technical assistance projects underway in Brazil, a fair
number in collaboration with agencies or projects also receiving Bank financing
(e.g., Lower Sio Francisco irrigation, vocational training, agricultural research).

7. Operational Difficulties. Particularly in the execution of "new style"
or multi-component projects involving numerous agencies, there have been persistent
delays in Government decision-making and provision of counterpart funding.
Although we have attributed this in part to the "newness" of the operations, it
also reflects slower than hoped for Government reinforcement of management capacity
in such programs as POLONORDESTE (see para 8 in main text).

8. Stability and Onenness of Politico-Administrative System. The Brazilian
Government has been stable and has, in recent years, reflected.a gradual political
liberalization. Its decision-making machinery is often very complicated and
cumbersome. While it is possible for staff working from Headquarters to keep
track generally of the "levers of power" in the country, it is extremely difficult
to maintain contact with shifts in the inner workings of Government programs
involving numerous ministries and agencies. The problem is compounded by the
fact that, in areas such as rural development, we are also working with numerous
state secretariats and agencies. This factor, in turn, contributes to the need
for frequent clarification from the bank of .nk policies and procedures.
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10. Travel/Telecomunications. Travel to, from and within Brazil is

relatively easy. However, even within just the Northeast, distances and travel
times can be very long. Counting connecting times, travel from Washington to

many of the main points in the Northeast often amounts to over 20 hours.

Telephone service between main cities in Brazil is fairly good and international

direct dial is available. Postal service is slow (as much as 3-4 weeks for
airmail between the Northeast and Washington), unless special courier or pouch
arrangements are used (available through the Bank's contracted office services

from FRNAS in Rio de Janeiro).
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NORTHEAST BRAZIL

A Proposal for Work on Rural Development

Introduction and Summary

1. This proposal for discussion has been prepared pursuant to under-
standings reached between representatives of the Government of Brazil and
the World Bank during June 1979. It seeks to provide a basis for developing
means to help expand, and improve the effectiveness of, rural development
efforts in Northeast Brazil and the World Bank's collaboration in those
efforts. The proposal is based on the Government's determination that SUDENE
be the instrument for managing the planning and coordination of Special
Programs for rural development in the Northeast. It cites briefly the key
antecedents. It outlines a recommended general organizational environment for
future rural development efforts in the Northeast, including a substantial
reorganization and staff strengthening of SUDENE. It sketches out a work
program of both short-term efforts to improve operation of existing programs
such as POLONORDESTE, as well as parallel efforts on issue-oriented studies
'and planning work to assure a structure for solid growth and performance of
rural development efforts over the longer run. It concludes by setting forth
possible means for expanded World Bank technical and financial collaboration.

I. Background

Efforts Through the Early 1970s

2. There is a long history of deep concern in Brazil about regional
income disparities and about the extent of poverty in the Northeast. Programs
introduced in attempts to alleviate this situation have included reservoir
construction, the 34/18 tax incentive scheme, the sugar rehabilitation plan,
Amazon colonization, irrigation development and the PROTERRA land reform and
agro-industry program, among others. Though progress has been made, the
nature and scope of the problem and of the programs were such that significant
poverty continues to exist. While to some extent this is attributable to a
:peor natural resource base -and weak institutional capacity, it probably also
reflects the frequent failure of program designers to recognize the fact
that: (i) infrastructure, services and farm inputs are highly complementary
and the effectiveness of one may be significantly curtailed by the absence of
another; and (ii) program interventions are often specific to a particular
target group, and programs must be designed to address the economic, social,
institutional and political conditions of the poor - inadequate access to
land, agricultural services, education, etc. -- if they are indeed to help
that group significantly and directly.
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Multi-Sectoral Programs Emerging in the Mid-1970s

3. The Special Programs inaugurated in the mid-1970s, aimed at improving
economic and social conditions in the Northeast, added an important dimension
by their respective efforts to integrate development of various services
and/or investments; increasing attention was also paid to identification of
specific target groups. Multi-sectoral interventions, totally or in part
directed to the rural Northeast, were mounted under POLONORDESTE, Baixa Renda,
Sertanejo, and the INAN nutrition program. These were also complemented in
cases by new sector-specific efforts in health (PIASS) and education
(PROMUNICIPIO). The POLONORDESTE program has been something of an "all
purpose" rural development effort, serving a variety of target groups (not
necessarily always in the lowest income groups) with a wide range of invest-
ments in selected "priority areas" in different ecological zones. Baixa
Renda, in its concept, was probably more sharply focused on the lower income
groups; it has been characterized by a specific credit/marketing intervention
(advance purchase of production), but experience has been limited to rather
isolated efforts and has seen very uneven results. Sertanejo was intended
specifically for the Sertao, appears to be less sharply focused on the lowest
income groups and to have an extremely high cost per beneficiary, and has had
limited implementation experience so far. The rural aspects of the nutrition
program, executed in selected areas only, have centered around food supplemen-
tation and health care to the most vulnerable parts of the population.

4. Of the recent multi-sectoral programs, POLONORDESTE has probably
had the most extensive experience. The program has embodied an opportunity
to try to resolve simultaneously key institutional, economic and social
development problems. It also presented, in principle, a mechanism for the
Federal Government to better adapt its program to local needs and conditions
and to support the development of the institutions ultimately responsible for
providing the services or maintaining the improved infrastructure envisaged.
The selection of priority areas, intended to reflect demographic density and/or
development potential, also reflected recognition of administrative and finan-
cial constraints and the need to define interventions on a manageable scale.

5. Initially, progress under POLONORDESTE was slow. Considerable
ambiguity persisted as to specific program objectives and intended target
beneficiaries. As important, the program lacked an appropriate institutional
structure to assure that economically and administratively viable projects
would be developed, that resources would be allocated in a timely and efficient
manner, and that appropriate monitoring and evaluation of the program would be
undertaken. At the State and local levels, the frequent initial failures (in
part for lack of overall program guidance) of planners to define carefully the
target beneficiaries and objectives of projects, to analyze the relationship
between the needs of the target groups and proposed investment alternatives,
and to think through the long-run administrative (including staff training and
development) and financial implications of project execution resulted in very
uneven performance within and among projects. Nevertheless, although in most
cases it is still too early to evaluate the impact of the POLONORDESTE program,
preliminary production results in several of the projects are good, important
improvements in physical and social infrastructure and in production support
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and social services have been initiated, and the work on special projects has
helped improve the overall efforts and abilities of local agencies to focus an
increasing share of the benefits of infrastructure and services on the rural
poor. Furthermore, State and local commitment to and enthusiasm about the
program have become substantial.

Current Position

6. Administration and Organization. A determining factor in the
current administrative environment for Government rural Special Programs
in Northeast Brazil is embodied in Presidential Decree No. 83.436 of May 10,
1979. That Decree expresses the Government's decision that SUDENE be the part
of the Federal Government responsible for administration of such programs and
that previous inter-ministerial program management units be eliminated. The
Decree also calls for the implementation of new program management systems
(yet to be detailed) within 180 days.

7. In the case of the POLONORDESTE program, the administrative situation
which developed over the recent years (and to a large extent continues during
this interim period) offers several insights important to the design of the
new system. One of the most positive organizational developments has been the
gradual improvement and strengthening of State planning capacity and of the
State agricultural planning commissions (CEPAs). On the other hand, for the
program as a whole, one of the critical problem areas has been that of autho-
rity and unity of command. Overall program coordination has been, in practice,
ambiguously layered and sub-divided. The inter-ministerial group based in
Brasilia (GECA) has largely played the role of administrative facilitator. It
has been neither a policy-making body nor an immediately responsible full-time
management unit. Its performance was limited by the lack of a clear consensus
among the Ministries concerned regarding rural development policies and
priorities, and by the fact that the GECA was only a committee of technical
staff (though very competent and dedicated individuals) several levels removed
from the higher decision-making authorities. Most of the members were only
part-time participants and leadership among committee members was never
clearly defined. The second group (GRJPN, based at SUDENE), which was theore-
tically charged with day-to-day program management, has simply been too weak
to function effectively. Difficulties were compounded by the fact that, for
the GECA in Brasilia, the leading role was played by SEPLAN but, for the GRPN
in Recife, the line of command was to the Ministry of Interior. The dual
lines of command, together with the lack of active high level policy guidance
to the program, made it very difficult to achieve effective collaboration
and meaningful integration of the rural development activities of the
respective Ministries.

8. Other problem areas in the administrative arrangements for
POLONORDESTE (and probably, to at least some extent, in the other Special
Programs as well) include: (a) a complicated financial budgeting and disburs-
ing system prone to extended delays; (b) continued wide variation in the
interpretation of program objectives and application of program criteria by
the different States; (c) staffing of program administration not fully
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appropriate (in terms of recent practical experience, motivation and aggres-
siveness) to the priorities of POLONORDESTE, both because of salary restric-
tions and the work environment; (d) a lack of medium- and longer-term perspec-
tive in programming; and (e) an absence of adequate means to critically
monitor and evaluate the impact of the program on its intended beneficiaries
and to translate that knowledge into more effective interventions. Added to
these factors, is the complication that there has been something of a prolif-
eration of separate new programs which have similar objectives but are some-
times super-imposed upon each other. Given limitations in human and financial
resources, it is not efficient to use those resources for unproductive competi-
tion between programs or to absorb inadvertently so much of the energy of
local executing agencies on the demanding bureaucratic requirements of each
separate program, at the expense of actual project execution.

9. Program and Policy Issues. The rural development project execution
experience of the last years has also highlighted other issues which need to
receive attention. One of those issues is the lack of a longer-tern perspec-
tive in program planning, or a strategy for rural development in the context
of overall development plans (definition of relative priorities and main
.targets within the rural development effort, compatibility within rural devel-
opment programs and between them and programs in urban or industrial develop-
-ment, etc.). Another set of issues relates to the definition of means to
better achieve rural development targets. A reflection of this type of issue
is the difficulty to date of addressing effectively ihe econoaic problems
of non-landowners and rural laborers, often among the poorest of the rural
population. It is becoming increasingly apparent that the success of future
rural development efforts in improving the incomes of these groups in many
areas of the Northeast hinges in large part on the adequate complementary
development of more effective mechanisms and policies to facilitate greater
and more secure access to land by the poor, and to help expand non-farm rural
development. There are numerous other areas where existing bottlenecks or
inadequacies will require special attention-among them, delivery of credit to
small farmers, pricing policy, market prospects and arrangements, community
participation in program development and execution, and recurrent cost finan-
cing. Notwithstanding these difficulties, programs such as POLONORDESTE have
clearly demonstrated sufficient promise in their early results to warrant a
concerted effort to create for them a new institutional environment and to
address systematically the program and policy issues which still exist.

II. Organizational Requirements

10. The Federal Government's decision to vest primary responsibility for
planning and coordination of POLONORDESTE and other Special Northeast Rural
Development Programs in SUDENE requires, if it is to be effective, signifi-
cant reform in: structural/administrative arrangements at the State and
Federal Government levels; the allocation of powers and responsibilities
within and between these two levels; and staffing.
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11. The two principles which have guided the formulation of the following
proposal on organizational requirements are simplicity and flexibility. Ascited in Part I above, the Special Programs have to date been characterized
by an excess of bureaucracy and administrative confusion. Therefore, recom-mendations for improving the performance of the Special Programs must includespecific provisions to simplify their administrative structure and clarifylines of responsibility and authority. At the same time, sufficient
flexibility must be built into the system to permit changes in the organiza-tion and content of the Special Programs, when evaluation of experience
indicates such a need.

12. Essentially, the Federal and nine Northeastern State Governments 1/are the key actors as far as planning, coordination and execution of theSpecial Programs are concerned. Any effort to develop other administrativelayers between these two will only complicate the business of implementing theSpecial Programs. For that reason, it is fundamental to establish from theoutset that SUDENE's actions in respect of planning, coordination and evalua-tion of the Special Programs are undertaken on behalf of the Federal Government.In other words, SUDENE should not be viewed as a third layer between theFederal and State Governments, but rather as the Federal Government's principalagent for managing the Special Programs. Consequently, SUDENE must be givenall the political, administrative, technical and financial resources andpowers necessary so that it can act as the Federal authority in making deci-sions regarding the Special Programs, without having to refer excessively toother Federal entities for approval.

Structural Reforms

13. SUDENE. SUDENE will have jurisdiction over various rural SpecialPrograms, each of which is -multi-sectoral in content, comprises numeroussub-projects and demands the institutional collaboration of a multitude ofagencies. Hence, there will be a need for a high-level forum (see para. 14)in which inter- and intra-sectoral problems can be aired and resolved, policydifferences among the participating agencies reconciled, contradictions andduplication among the Special Programs avoided, and so on. There will also bea need to reorganize the operating units of SUDENE (see para. 15) to bring thecontrol of the various rural Special Programs under one administrative umbrella,-which should be led by and have at its disposition staff with the necessary
technical and managerial skills to plan, coordinate and evaluate multi-sectoral
programs and projects. It is therefore proposed that SUDENE be restructured,along the following lines.

14. A Regional Rural Development Council should be established, as asub-council of SUDENE's Deliberative Council. The Regional Rural Development
Council would be essentially a consultative body concerned with POLONORDESTE
and all other rural Special Programs managed by SUDENE. Its chairman would bea new Deputy Superintendent of SUDENE for Rural Development (see para. 15),
and its technical secretariat would be a new sub-Superintendency for Rural
Development. Membership on the Regional Rural Development Council would
include the chairmen of the new State Rural Development Councils (see para. 18)

1/ Plus Minas Gerais.
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as well as high-level representatives of the key Ministries and institutions
involved in the planning and/or execution of the various Special Programs:

(a) Chairmen of State Rural Development Councils (10) 1/

(b) Representatives of Ministries of Interior, Agriculture,
Planning, Finance, Health, Education and Transport (7)

(c) Representatives of the official banking system, including
BC, BB, BNB and BNCC (4)

(d) Representatives of CODEVASF, DNOCS and CHESF (3)

(e) Representatives of INCRA, EMBRATER, EMBRAPA, COBAL,
CIBRAZEM and INAN (6)

Given its size (approximately 30 members), the full Regional Rural Development
Council would probably not meet more than twice yearly. In the intervals,
smaller meetings would be convened, at the discretion of the Deputy Superinten-
*dent for Rural Development. For instance, the Deputy Superintendent might
wish to meet regularly with the chairmen of the State Rural Deve.opment
Councils and to call separate ad hoc meetings of the credit institutions,
agricultural agencies, social sector agencies, etc. The Regional Council
would provide a valuable mechanism for the discussion and resolution of
policies and problems affecting the rural development of the Northeast Region.
For this mechanism to work, it will be essential for the participants to be
very high-level representatives of their respective Ministries-or agencies and
for there to be continuity-of representation. This, in turn, implies that the
participating agencies may need to restructure their own organizations along
regional lines or adapt themselves in some other manner so that each has
several staff or a unit competent to speak for the agency's policies and make
commitments in regard to the Northeast Special Programs. As necessary, the
Regional Rural Development Council might refer problems and issues to the full
Deliberative Council of SUDENE, for discussion and/or decision at that political
level.

15. SUDENE's present structure includes three sub-Superintendencies, for
Planning, Administration and Operations. It is proposed that the latter
be replaced by three new sub-Superintendencies, for Rural, Urban and Industrial
Development (e.g., five sub-Superintendencies in all), as set forth in Chart 1.
The main advantage of establishing a sub-Superintendency of Rural Development
would be the grouping under one administrative unit of all rural Special
Programs. The Deputy Superintendent for Rural Development would report
directly to SUDENE's General Superintendent and would have the necessary

1/ The nine Northeastern States, plus Minas Gerais.
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staff 1/, resources and authority to cope with the multi-sectoral programs
and projects. .The sub-Superintendency of Rural Development could comprise
two sub-units: one responsible for policy formulation, research, evaluation
and training, and the other responsible for coordinating implementation
of all ongoing Special Programs. The latter could have a technical support
unit with specialists in all necessary fields (e.g., education, health, agri-
cultural credit, etc.) to provide support services to the various Special
Programs. Each Special Program could be organized along geographic lines, 2/
with staff responsible for overseeing all sub-projects in a particular
State(s), coordinating SUDENE's technical and other inputs into each sub-
project, liaison with the sub-project implementation units and other State
agencies, etc.

16. States. There has been considerable variation thus far in the
way each State has chosen to organize itself to manage preparation and
execution of the Special Programs. POLONORDESTE provides a good illustra-
tion of this point. All States have some form of POLONORDESTE Management
Council, but membership and chairmanship differ. Some project units (UTCs)
report to the Secretariat of Planning and others to Agriculture; the
internal structure and degree of autonomy of the UTCs differ, sometimes
even within the same State; budgetary arrangements are unique in each State;
etc.

17. This diversity has been healthy in that it has permitted experi-
mentation with a wide range of management styles and systems. Although it
has in the process been possible to identify some approaches which clearly
work better than others, the main lesson learned has been that circumstances
(technical, institutional, political, financial) differ sufficiently among
the States to warrant continued flexibility. In other words, experimenta-
tion and variety are to be encouraged rather than circumscribed. For that
reason, we present no "model" for the administration of the Special Programs
at State level, with the following exception.

1/ It is implicit in this recommendation that the existing sectoral depart-
ments (which now report to the sub-Superintendent for Operations) be
disbanded and their staff re-assigned to the various sub-Superintendencies.
For instance, staff of the Department of Human Resources (DRH) who have
appropriate skills would be transferred to the sub-Superintendency of
Planning, where they would work on regional educational planning and on
providing technical assistance to.the States in educational planning.
Other DKH staff with experience in rural education and training would be
assigned to the sub-Superintendency of Rural Development to provide
support services to the Special Programs, and so on.

2) With the exception of irrigation, which would be organized along insti-
tutional lines (DNOCS, CODEVASF).
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18. It is recommended that the existing POLONORDESTE ManagementCouncils be converted into State Rura Is with jurisdictionover all Special Programs. 'As with the Regional. Rural 'Development Council andthe Superintendency of Rural Development at SUDBNE, it is also essential tohave some mechanism at State level for overseeing the entire gamut of rura-1Special Programs, understanding their differences, where they overlap, contra-dict or complement each other, and so on. The State Councils would probablybe chaired by Gover-nors (or the State Secretaries of Planning) and shouldinclude all State Secretaries and agency heads involved with the preparationand execution of the States' rural Special Programs (see Chart 2).

Powers and Responsibilities

19. It is important to clarify that this proposal does not envisionany major changes in the present Sistema Nacional de PlaneJamento: Stateswould develop local priorities, objectives and ' targets; SUDENE would translatethese into regional priorities, objectives and targets; and SEPIAN would stillhave primary responsibility for setting national priorities, objectives andtargets. The process is, of course, a two-way one, with the States and SUDENEboth making inputs into the regional and Federal plans, as well as ac- rtingdirectives from above. What is recommended is a re-allocation of-pol..ers an-dresponsibilities for the management of the rural Special Programs in ttieNortheast.

20. The following are the suggested functions of the Federal and StateGovernments in relation to the planning, coordination, execution and evaluationof the rural Special Programs.

(A) Federal Government

(1) SEPLAN

(a) Establishment of five-year funding levels and
approval of overall annual budgetary allocations
to the rural Special Programs.

(b) Disbursement directly to SUDENE,,on an advance basis,of annual allocations to the rural Spec4al Programs. 1/

(2) other

Other Federal Ministries and agencies would participate
actively in policy formulation for the rural SpecialPrograms, via their membership on the Regional RuralDevelopment Council and their informal working relation-ships with SUDENE's sub-Superintendency for Rural

1/ Disbursements would. be quarterly or by semester. They would be automaticand would be timed so that SUDENE has the funds at its disposition onemonth before the start of each budget period (quarter or semester), sothat SUDENE could in turn make the funds available to the States by thebeginning of the budget period.
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Development. They would also continue to be involved in
project execution (e.g., EMBRAPA in the case of research).
Although they would have a role in approving the pluri-
annual and annual targets and implementation strategies of
the programs/sub-projects, they would not be involved in
the disbursements of funds.

(3) SUDENE

(a) Review and approval of -State proposals for annual
allocation of resources to sub-projects and components
of each rural Special Program.

(b) Disbursement directly to the States 1/ of approved
allocations, subject to adjustments which may be
necessary to reflect differences between planned and
actual rates of implementation or other new developments.

(c) Research and policy formulation in the field of rural
development, and establishment of criteria and guidelines
for the rural Special Programs.

(d) Technical assistance to the States in preparation and
execution of sub-projects of the rural Special Programs.

(e) Coordination of implementation of the rural Special
Programs.

(f) Program-level monitoring and evaluation of the rural
Special Programs.

(B) State Governments

(1) Disbursement directly to the executing agencies of approved
allocations for the rural Special Programs.

(2) Preparation and execution of sub-projects to be financed
under the rural Special Programs.

(3) Monitoring and Evaluation of the sub-projects of the
rural Special Programs.

Staffing

21. It is widely recognized that SUDENE's performance as a regional
planning and development authority has deteriorated steadily over the past
15 years. The reasons are numerous, but certainly two factors stand out
as the primary causes for this trend: (a) SUDENE's powers, which were

1/ Or directly to DNOCS or CODEVASF in the case of irrigation programs.
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initially quite broad, have been eroded to the point where the institution
is simply no longer able to coordinate execution of programs or to provide
meaningful direction and technical assistance to the States in their
development planning; and (b) SUDENE's salaries and other conditions of
service have not been sufficiently competitive to attract and retain enough
well-qualified staff and managers.

22. The combination of these two factors has generated a pervasive sense
of impotence within SUDENE, which will not be easily dissipated. Better
remuneration of staff is important, but it will not be sufficient to attract
the kinds of managerial and technical personnel who will come to SUDENE only
if they have confidence that the institution has clear and important functions
to fulfill in the Northeast.

23. Assuming that the decision is taken to reform the structure, powers
and responsibilities of SUDENE along the lines cited above, a concerted effort
will be required to develop a staffing plan for the institution which is
consistent with its future role. It is likely that many of the nearly 3,000
staff of SUDENE simply do not have relevant professional training and experi-
ence: some can be upgraded through intensive training, others will have to be
shifted into routine jobs which do not require decision-making and judgement
in matters &hich are beyond their competence, and still othera =ay have to be
offered various incentives to terminate their employment with SUDENE. That
so many pecple- are afected is a re!lection of the fact that SUDENE's proble=a
have prevailed for such a long time that they have had a most serious impact
on the institution.

24. Staffing of the "new" SUDENE will require difficult decisions and
imagination on the part of its leadership, because what is required is a
fundamental change in both the staff composition and structure and in the
very mentality of the institution. If this problem is not appreciated
from the outset and confronted directly, the reorganization of SUDENE will
be simply a "paper" event: existing staff will move into different positions
on the new organization chart; passive attitudes towards problem-solving
will not change noticeably; and the States and other Federal authorities
will be reluctant to allow SUDENE to take any real initiative.

J11. Policy Objectives and Work Program

25. The general objective of the Government's Special Programs for
Northeast rural development is to raise the incomes and standards of living
of the large low-income segment of the population of the rural Northeast.
To this end the programs are designed to increase productivity, especially
in agriculture, to provide support services for the increased production
and to promote human development through adequate education, health and
other social services. To achieve these objectives, it will be desirable
to refine further a number of relevant government policies. Such policies
include those designed to:

(a) improve agricultural research and technical assistance
to small farmers;
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(b) adopt agricultural credit policies to make credit more readily
available to small farmers, including the landless;

(c) achieve more ready access to land by small producers;

(d) assure adequate prices and marketing channels for products
of small farms;

(e) upgrade basic education and health services;

() improve community participation in program design and
execution; and

.(g) provide adequate and timely financing for investment and
recurrent costs.

26. On the organizational side, the work program of the newly established
sub-Superintendency for Rural Development would include: (a) activities to
clarify the objectives, introduce some modifications in the content, and
improve the management of the Special Programs in the short-term, and (b) a
series of parallel activities and studies on major policy issues, designed to
improve the effectiveness of the Government's rural development efforts in the
Northeast over the medium and long-term.

Short-Term Program Upgrading 1/

27. POLONORDESTE still does not have very clearly defined criteria for
target group selection, or guidelines for the design of sub-projects (PDRIs)
and individual sub-project components (e.g., education, water supply, etc.).
Many of the 32 PDRIs do not have specific targets in relation to raising
of agricultural productivity and output, family incomes or access to basic
agricultural and social services. Hence, there is often little basis for
evaluating the impact of the PDRLs or the POLONORDESTE Program as a whole,
for making decisions about allocation of resources among the PDRIs and among
components within each PDRI, for determining when it would be legitimate
to phase out a particular PDRI and begin work in a new geographic area, etc.

28. It is therefore recommended that, during the first 12-18 months
following its establishment, the new sub-Superintendency for Aural Development
undertake a systematic review of the POLONORDESTE Program, as follows:

(a) Criteria, Guidelines (3-6 months). Review experience to date
and set income and other criteria for target group selection
to ensure that there is a clear focus on baixa renda farmers,
and establish guidelines for the design and evaluation of
individual PDRI components.

1/ Although this discussion focusses on POLONORDESTE, it is probably relevant
to the other Special Programs as well.
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(b) Proiect/PDRIs (12 months). Systematically re-examine each of
the 32 PDRIs to assess POLONORDESTE achievements to date, analyze
the needs of the project areas in relation to the newly refined
criteria for target group selection and component design, and
establish new annual and 5-year targets for the PDRIs. 1/

29. The sub-Superintendency for Rural Development would have responsi-
bility for managing the aforementioned work, although obviously the collab-
oration of the States and concerned institutions (e.g., EBRATER in relation
to extension, EMBRAPA on research, etc.)would be essential for the successful
completion of the tasks.

30. At the same time that the sub-Superintendency for Rural Development
is reviewing and reformulating the POLONORDESTE Program, it should undertake
the following two supplementary casks:

(a) Monitoring and Evaluation. Establish a system for the monitoring
and evaluation of the POLONORDESTE Program, based on the newly
refined criteria and guidelines adopted for the Program as a
whole and on the targets set for each individual PDRI.

(b) Training. Identify the principal training requirements for
the staff of the sub-Superintendency of Rural Development and
for officials of the local, State and Federal entities involved
in planning, coordination and implementation of the POLONORDESTE
Program and design a comprehensive plan to meet those needs.

Program Development over Longer-Term

31. Parallel to the refinement and re-examination of the rural develop-
ment projects already underway, the work program should include a simultaneous
effort tp build the foundations for improved medium- and longer-term planning
and execution. This work would range from more global or "macro" strategy
development, to refinement of policies and programs related to rural develop-
ment. More specifically it might include:

(a) the carrying out of a systematic updating and review within
the next 9-12 months of overall development strategy in the
-Northeast, with particular attention to the role of rural
development (this work might take as a starting point the
regional development plan being completed by SUDENE, and
might be viewed, in a limited sense, as an effort to further
refine or define a consistent master package or plan of
objectives, policies and program priorties for rural
development in the region);

j/ Shorter-term targets would be acceptable in cases where it is expected
that the PDRI or component(s) would be phased out in less than 5 years.
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(b) the reviewing of possible means to further streamline and
possibly consolidate Government rural development efforts
in the region (systematic review and improvement of sub-sector
policy and project component preparation guidelines for
POLONORDESTE; refinement of program financial planning,
budgeting and disbursement systems; possible consolidation
of some of the special programs; development and execution
of training programs, etc.),;and

(c) the execution of a series of policy review and program develop-
ment studies (e.g., to develop recommendations on pricing
policies, technical assistance and extension methodology,
credit mechanisms and policies, programs to improve access to
land or security of tenure, marketing prospects and systems,
programs to improve local or municipal capacity to finance
recurrent costs of services, measures to stimulate more meaningful
community participation in rural development planning, etc.).

32. The leadership and coordination of this aspect of the work program,
which in many respects would be a continuous effort, would be the respon-
sibility of SUDENE's new sub-Superintendency for Rural Development. However,
various of the specific studies or tasks would have to be sub-contracted
or delegated. For example, INCRA could take a leading role in the -definition
of possible land related policies or region-wide programs. Bank of Brazil
and Bank of the Northeast would, as is apparently already foreseen, take
key roles in definition of means to better serve the credit needs of the
rural poor, as would EMBRATER in the area of extension. BNB's ETENE would
contribute significantly to various aspects of the macro-economic work, and
the States might also have important contributions to make, particularly
as participants in defining improvements to financing arrangements and systems,
community participation and other related matters. Some tasks - e.g.,
development of basic improvements in financing and budgetary arrangements,
information systems and evaluation techniques, among others - are almost
certain to require the short- and medium-term contracting of highly special-
ized individuals on a consultancy basis.

IV. Possible World Bank Collaboration

33. Assuming that decisive action can be taken on the organizational
arrangements within Brazil and a general understanding reached between the
Government and the World Bank on the nature of the desired work program,
several types of increased Bank collaboration could be offered. These can be
characterized, in general, as: participation in the development of lending
operations to enable broader Bank financial collaboration in the rural develop-
ment effort; assistance through periodic technical missions; and intensified
continual assistance through an expanded Recife Office.

34. Expanded Bank collaboration can only function effectively and make
a useful contribution to Northeast rural development efforts if there is a
general policy framework to facilitate it and an appropriate structure to
absorb it. Regarding policy development, the Bank would expect to maintain
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(b) the reviewing of possible means to further streamline and
possibly consolidate Government rural development efftorts
in the -region (systematic review and improvement of sub-sector
policy and project component prepara;' ion guidelines for
POLONORDESTE; refinement of program financial planning,
budgeting and disbursement systems; possible consolidation
of some of the special programs; development and execution
of training programs, etc.),e and

Wc the execution of a series of policy review and program develop-
ment studies (e.g., to develop recommendations on pricing
policies, technical assistance and-extension methodology,
credit mechanisms and policies, programs to improve access to
land or security of tenure, marketing prospects and systems,
programs to improve local or municipal capacity to finance
recurrent costs of services, measures to stimulate more meaningful
community participation in rural development planning, etc.).

32. The leadership and coordination of this aspect of the work program,
which in many respects would be a continuous effort, would be the respon-
sibility of SUDENE's new sub-Superintendency for Rural Development. However,
various of the specific studies or tasks would have to be sub-contra -cted
or delegated. For example, INCR.A could take a leading role in the definition
of possible land related policies or region-wide programs. Bank of Brazil
and Bank of the Northeast would, as is apparently already foreseen, take
key roles in definition of means to better serve the credit needs of the
rural poor, as would D-2BRATER in the area of extension. BNB's ETENE would
contribute significantly to various aspects of the macro-economic work, and
the States might also have important contributions to make, particularly
as participants in defining improvements to financing arrangements and systems,
community participation and other related matters. Some tasks -- e. g.,
development of basic improvements in financing and budgetary arrangements,
information pyst.ems and evaluation techniques, among others -- are almost
certain to require the short- and medium-term contracting of highly special-
ized individuals on a consultancy basis.

IV. Possible World Bank Collaboration.

33. Assuming that decisive action can be taken on the organizational
arrangements within Brazil and a general understanding reached between the
Government and the World Bank on the nature of the desired work program,
several types of increased Bank collaboration could be offtered. These can be
characterized, in general, as: participation in the development of lending
operations to enable broader Bank financial collaboration in the rural develop-
ment effort; assistance through periodic technical missions; and intensified
continual assistance through an expanded Recife Office.

34. Expanded Bank, collaboration can only function effectively and make
a useful contribution to Northeast rural development efforts if there is a
general policy framework to facilitate it and an appropriate structure to

* absorb it. Regarding policy development, the Bank would expect to maintain
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a continued, active dialogue with the Government on the policies needed to
promote rural development, including those set forth in paragraph 25.
Regarding institutional structure, an expanded role for the Bank would depend
upon the Government's taking the necessary steps to (a) reorganize SUDENE to
manage appropriately the Northeast rural development programs; (b) delegate
the hecessary powers and authority (including especially financial authority)
to SUDENE to enable it to assume responsibility for coordinating the planning
and execution of the Special Programs; and (c) recruit and retain the kinds of
staff which SUDENE will require.

Financing of the Special Programs

35. The World Bank could increase its financial support to the
POLONORDESTE Program through additional loans for individual PDRIs, loans for
sectoral activities (e.g., agricultural credit, education) in support of the
entire POLONORDESTE Program, loans for all POLONORDESTE activities in parti-
cular States, and/or global loans to the POLONORDESTE Program to cover its
activities throughout the whole Northeast. Substantive work on all of these
options except the last is underway, and would continue to result in several
loans for the next year or two. Eventually, however, the Bank would have a
preference for reaching some form of the last alternative-that is, the
provision of sex 1 large loans to be administered by SUDENE, with the
Bank relying heavily on SUDENE's capacity to provide preparation assistance
to the States and appraise and monitor sub-projects. To help SUDENE develop
this capacity, the Bank could offer the following kinds of assistance.

Assistance Through Technical Missions

36. Program-Oriented. Special World Bank missions could be arranged
- to support and collaborate with Brazilian counterpart teams in several aspects

of the program-oriented tasks mentioned above. The missions would include
(but not necessarily be limited to):

(a) a 2-3 week mission by 2 or 3 of the staff members (and/or Bank
consultants) familiar with rural development work in the Northeast
to help the sub-Superintendency for Rural Development (and other
related Federal agencies as appropriate), at the earliest convenient
date after it is organized, prepare in more detail the terms of
-reference for carrying out the work program noted in Part III
above;

(b) a 4 week mission (probably no earlier than October 1979) of about
six members, including two general economists, plus specialists in
agricultural economics, programs analysis, rural credit, and rural
sociology/demography. This mission would, in collaboration with
Brazilian counterparts, review overall development strategy in the
Northeast with particular attention to the role of rural development.
It would attempt to quantify and analyze recent socioeconomic trends,
and evaluate the effectiveness of government policies and Special
Programs, in the rural Northeast. Making use of both primary and
secondary data, the mission would primarily deal with trends in
production, income and employment; the distribution of income and
wealth (including land); rural credit; as well as other social
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indicators such as fertility, mortality, morbidity, illiteracy,
and internal migration. The mission would seek to relate identified
socioeconomic trends to the impact of government policies and
Special Programs in the region and, where indicated, suggestpossible policy alternatives; and

(c) a series of small specialized missions, to be defined as the detail-
ing of the work program progresses, to assist in work on specificprogram related issues (e.g., land tenure problems, financial
management systems, project appraisal techniques, monitoring andevaluation, training).

37. Project-Specific. To complement the activities directed specificallyat program improvement, a concerted effort could be made to adapt the workof Bank project preparation, appraisal and supervision missions for ongoingoperations in the Northeast to improve the missons' usefulness as a basisfor collaboration with and, in cases, training of Brazilian counterpartstaff. This might include:

(a) more systematic division of labor whereby Brazilian staff
would be fully responsible for work on a particular project
aspect or component, including report writing; and

(b) development of a program of periodic short internships, by
Brazilian program staff participating with Bank missions, to
assist in the writing and preparation in Washington of, say,
appraisal or supervision reports being prepared for projects
in Brazil.

Exansion of Bank Recife Office

38. The World Bank Office in Recife could be expanded to form a small teamthat would concentrate mainly on policy and program development and on provisionof management assistance to the new sub-Superintendency for Rural Development.It would work with staff of the sub-Superintendency for Rural Development andthe States in preparation of POLONORDESTE sub-projects, and, as appropriate, onprogram-related issues such as program organization/financing, land redistribu-
tion, monitoring and evaluation, etc. In addition, the Office would be ableto recruit short-term consultants, mainly to assist in specialized projectpreparation and program development activities, and as necessary in "troubleshooting" resolution of particular project supervision problems which might occurin the interval between regular headquarters supervision missions.

39. To avoid duplication of efforts among external agencies in relationto the rural Special Programs, it is suggested that the OAS, IICA and anybilateral agencies which are likely to be providing technical assistance
to SUDENE be asked to focus their support on project preparation (except forthose programs/projects for which the World Bank is providing direct assis-
tance), and on training, policy formulation and research support to the sub-Superintendency for Rural Development and the States.

IBRD
August 1979
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INCREMMI, FT= OFFICE BUDGET REQUEST

(PS$ '000 of FY80)

Start-y2 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83

I. Authorized Positions

Professional Headquarters 3 3 3 3
Staff

Local Secretarial Staff 1 1 1 1

II. Man-Years

Headquarters Staff 1.5 3.0 3.0 3.0
Secretarial Staff 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0

III. Discretionary Costs 66.0 132.0 132.0 132.0

1. Regular Salaries 48.0 96.0 96.0 96.0
2. Operational Travel 15.0 30.0 30.0 30.0
3. Communications 3.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

IV. Other Direct Costs 86.3 68.2 68.2 119.2

1. Local Staff Costa - 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
2. Post Allowances 30.1 55.7 55.7 55.7

a. Assignment (3.8) (7.6) (7.6) (7.6)
b. Post Adjustment (0.5) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0)
c. Special Overseas (4.8) (9.6) (9.6) (9.6)
d. Rent (15.0) (30.0) (30.0) (30,0)
e. Utilities (3.0) (6.0) (6.0) (6.0)
f. Furniture and (3.0) (1.5) (1.5) (1.5)

Appliances
3. Staff Benefits 1.5 3.0 3.0 3.0
4. Other Travel 51.0 3.0 3.0 54.0
5. Office Occupancy 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5
6. Office Machines 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
7. Other Miscellaneous 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0

Total III + IV 152.3 200.2 200.2 251.2
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The POLONORDESTE Rural DeveloEment Profrnm

Background

1. The Brazilian Government eAtahlish"_thv oLO N'ORDE l
development Dr to help improve the incomes and standards
of living of the rural poor in Northeast Brazil. In recent years, the
program has been of the order of US$150 million (excluding rural credit)

-annually in support of:

(i) some 32 integrated rurall v ts in sub-regions
'or 

rts in sub-re
of the Northeast shortly to bbe increased by another 12)of low come rm rs1 ei n c rea schosen for their concentrations o ow incomeratioH i n a e aarmers and/
or development potential;

(ii) 4 colonization projecj

(iii) various DNOCS (Natio nal Department for Works ainst D--l-)
and CODEVASF (Sao Francisco River Valle evelopment Company)
irrigation works;

(iv) re-earzb -carried out by the National Scientific Research
Council (CNPq) and the National Agricultural Research
Company (EMBRAPA); and

(v) overall program administration.

For the 1979/80 fiscal year (April 1979 - March 1980), 87% of the total
(non-credit) POLONORDESTE funding was directed toward rural development
and colonization projects. Applications of rural credit to small farmers
in the individual rural development projects are typically equivalent to
around 50% (and as much as 100%) of funding applications for other project
services or infrastructure.

2. The in t -he financi ng_Rf six of-the
inteVated ruggl_4gyplopment prodects au aue o-f. thP__colQn17.%2#--J ro .ects.
Thege include:
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Date of Appraisal Estimates
Bank Loan of Number of

Loan Amount Direct Beneficiaries!,
A. Integrated Rural Development Projects: ($mln.)

(i) Serido (Rio Grande do Norte) 1976 12 15,000
(ii) Ibiapaba (Ceara) 1977 17 5,790

(iii) Brejo (Paraiba) 1978 24 7,980
(iv) Paraguacu (Bahia) 1978 37 17,000
(v) Tabuleiros Sul (Sergipe) 1979 26 8,400

(vi) Agreste Setentrional (Pernambuco) 1979 40 18,240

Sub-Total 156 72,410

B. Colonization:

(i) Alto Turi (Maranhao)Z1 1972 6.7 5,200

Total 162.7 77,610

These seven Bank-supported projects represented some 38% of the total POLONORDESTE
budget for the 1979/80 period. We are currently collaborating with the Brazilians
in the preparation of a large second rural development project in Ceara and of
a project in the state of Piaui, where land redistribution is expected to play
an important part in the project. We are also working with the Government in
the preparation of a small farmer credit project to cover the entire POLONORDESTE
program.

Progress of Program

3. Initially, progress under the overall POLONORDESTE program was Q19W.
Considerable ambiguity persisted as to specific puugram oujectives and intended
target beneficiaries. Although the program was given high priority, the federal
agency, SUDENE, responsible for its implementation, lacked the institutixal-
structure necessary to assure (a) that economically an a ministratively viable
projects would be developed; (b) that resources would be allocated in a timely
and efficient manner; and (c) that appropriate monitoring and evaluation of the
program would be undertaken. At the state and local levels, although the
commitment to and enthusiasm for the program has been substantial, project
execution has been very uneven within and among projects. This has-Seen in part due
to a lack of overall program guidance and in part due to the target beneficiaries
and objectives of the proiec:t notbeing carefuly defined; the relationship between
the needs of the target groups and proposed investment alternatives not being
properly analyzed; and the longrun_administrative (including staff training and
development) and financial implications jof_jeng thought through. Furthermore,

l/ Defined here as number of families expected to receive direct project technical
and/or credit assistance for production purposes over project life (usually 5
years). In the case of the Brejo project, the number includes 580 small rural
non-farm enterprises; and, in the case of the Agreste Setentrional, 2,700 such
small enterprises.

2/ This project was started prior to the creation of POLONORDESTE, but was
subsequently incorporated into the program.
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since POLONORDESTE is only one of several special Government programs (some
multi-sectorial and others single-sector) being executed in the Northeast,
there has been duplication in some instances and competition between them
in others. Nevertheless, preliminary production results in several of the
projects have been good, although it is still too early to evaluate the full
iimpact of the-program. Important improvements in physical and social
infrastructure and in production support and social services have been
initiated and the work on special projects has helped improve the overall
efforts and abilities of local agencies to direct an increasing share of the
benefits of infrastructure development and social services to the rural poor.

Outlook

4. You will recall that when Mr. Antonio Delfim Netto. then Minister
of Agriculture, visited you last June, he requested an anded Bank program
in the Northeast in support of the Brazilian Government's decision to give the
highest priority to the development of this region. The Memorandum for the
Record dated June 28, 1979, recording your discussions with the Minister
is attached. As a result of this meeting, a Bank mission headed by
Mr. van der Meer visited Brazil tor determine what action is needed both on the
part of the Brazilian Government and the Bank to increase the rural development
effort in the Northeast. Attached is correspondence recording the subsequent
sequence of events starting with identical letters sent to the Ministers of
Finance, Agriculture, and Interior on August 6 by Mr. Earletta, and ending with
a letter from Minister Delfim Netto addressed to you. The Minister's letter
states what steps the Brazilian Government plans to take to strengthen SUDENE.
The Government has also informed us that a Presidential order will be issued
shortly authorizing the increase in salaries of SUDENE staff and the hiring
of additional staff at higher salaries so that the right type of people may
be attracted to it. We have also been informed that a Decree Law is being
prepared for the reorganization of SUDENE, designed to provide it with the
institutional structure necessary to effectively carry out the POLONORDESTE
program. Assuing the actions proposed by both Minister Delfim Netto and
Minister Mario Andreazza (Interior are taken, wejhope tbabletTjaDnnd
by devoting more stalf to the rural development program in the NortlLe, A
memorandum, dated August 24, from Mr. Barletta to you outliiing& our proposal
in this respect is also attached for your reference.

5. A by-product of SUDENE's strengthened role should enable it to help
prepare projects for the POLONORDESTE program as a whole, which could be
considered suitable for financing by the Bank and result in an expansion of
our lending for rural development, and to make large regional sector loans
instead of many small sub-regional loans.

6. We are planning to send a small (2-3 member) missinn tox
the second half of November to have more detailed talks with the Government
o& the precise reorganization and staffing plans for SUDENE. Our hope is that
we will be able to start, during that mission, to work with at least some of
the new staff charged with managing POLONORDESTE. This would allow us to
detail our joint future program of work, including the proposed regional economic
and rural program review mission and specialized missions to work on different
aspects (financing mechanisms, land tenure issues, etc.) of the POLONORDESTE
program. In the meantime, we are preparing our contingency plans to meet the '
additional staffing needs of our Reci.e office and consultancy fundingre'quired.
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Project Objectives and CompoSitiOn

1. The Brazil Nutrition Research and Development Project was the
first Bank-aided project of its kind. This paper reports on the status of
the project after its first two years of operation.

2. The Bank's dialogue with Brazil on this project began in 1973.
It coincided with, and in part contributed to, an increasing awareness by
the Gvernient of Brazil of the problems related to malnutrition. Early
in 1973, the Government of Brazil approved a national nutrition program and
set up a National Food and Nutrition Institute (INAN) to coordinate ongoing
nutrition rCtivities and evolve new ones. lnitial serious management problems
led to a setback and reappraisal of the national nutrition plan. Project
preparatiof. efforts contributed to the recasting of the plan, which finally
emerged as PRONAN, to which the Government committed more than US$1 billion
for the period 1976-79. The USS72 million Nutrition Research and Develop-
ment Project was perceived at the time of appraisal as part of this national
effort. Its objective was to assist the nutrition policymakers with insti-
tution building, technical assistance and other related inputs, and to
elicit let-sons on how best to reacL people with better nutrition and thus
how to refine the subsequent phascs of PRONAN.

3, As stated in the President's Report (Report No. P-1865-ER) of
June 7, 1976, the objective of the project was "to strengthen, over a four-
year period, the capability of Brazil to upgrade successfully the nutritional
standards of the population, particularly the most vulnerable groups: pre-
school ch-ldiren and pregnant and 13ctating women of low-income families."
The project consists essentially of four components:

(a) institutional development through the training of staff
and the development of a training capability, along with
organizational support to Brazil's National Food and
Nutrition Institute (INAN) for project planning, manage-
ment, monitoring and evaluation;

(b) the testing of alternative nutrition delivery system;

(c) development of an information base through a nutrition
and food consumption survey and surveillance system to
determine ti magnitude and impl'cations of the nutrition
problem, and a continuing prograia of assessmneat of the
nutritional implications of agricultural policies; and

(d) development, testing and industrial production of low-cos t
highly nutritious foods.
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4. Explicitly oriented toward research and development, the project is

highly experimental and it was anticipated from the ou tset that operatLons may

not necessarily work out as originally expected. Although the risks inher ent

in the project were recognized when the Bank loan was made and were considered

acceptable in order to make a significant development contribution in a highly

uncharted field, experience of the past two years has shown that they were

underestimated.

5. While a number of field activities in the project have progressed

satisfactorily, implementation of several components has been hampered by

delays resulting fro:n instit-i1tional inexperience and other problems so

ciated with projects in any new area. On the other hand, once mountd,

certain project components exceeded appraisal expectations of the numbers

of baneficiaries WI could be reached. Expectations for the speed with

which new programs can be mounted (and the loan disbursed) proved to be

overly optimistic. Actual expenditure on the project has so 
far been about

US$4 million equivalent as against the total anticipated expenditure of

about US$25 million through the first two years 
of its operation. 1/ Dis-

bursements by the Bank have been US$1.1 million 
or 18% of appraisal estimates.

Three basic probleis that plagued this project from the outset and the pro-

posed solutions to them are discussed 
in paragraphs 6 to 10 below.

The Oranizational Problem

6. Strengthening INAN's capabilities to carry 
out its role as central

coordinating body for PRONAN (and the principal executing agency of the

Bank-aided project) was, and continues to be, an important objective of the

project. From the outset, the administrative weakness of INAN, including

its lack of sufficient authority to operate effectively and 
its inability

to attract and retain qualified professionals, 
had been identified as the

principal constraint to implementation of the project. However, it was not

felt that the removal of these constraints would be a major undertaking.

Assurances had been obtained during negotiations that INAN s status and salary

scales would be revised. The salary scales presented by the Government to the

Bank was not adopted, nor was INAN given the flexibility required to carry out

its management and coordinating role in the project. Most of the organiza-

tional difficulties noted have stemmed from this problem. The project unit in

INAN has not been able to attract and retain enough competent professionals to

manage the coordination of the project effectively. This staffing issue has

hampered the implementation of many of the components of the project.

7. In retrospect, although the preparation of the project took three

years the timing of the Bank loan was premature if viewed against criteria

usually applied to conventional Bank projects. The design of this project:

was explicity different from the more isual project concept because it was

developed as an experimental research and development 
project. In addition,

1/ Annex 1 lists components, their estimated ba e costs and government

expenditures on them through 1978.
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at the time the loan was made, INAN had just emerged from a government inquiry
involving its top management which had been highly publicized in the press.
The Bank did not expect that the damage done to INAN's image by this episode
would take as long to redress as has been the case. During the past two

years, the Bank has had an intensive dialogue with the Government on this
issue. The new Government has now recognized the need to take action in
regard to INAN's role in the nutrition program, and has decided to set up
INAN as a separate foundation. This should enable INA`N to upgrade its salary

structure so that it can attract competent staff. It would also give INAN

autonomy to play a more effective role in implementing the nutrition program.
The time has also come to adjust the project in line with Brazil's current

needs.

The Conceptual Problem

8. A conceptual issue has also hampered project progress. While the

basic concept of the project had been agreed with INAN, a difference in

emphasis emerged between the Bank and the Brazilian Government at the time

of negotiations. This concerned the extent to which the project should

focus primarily on research and development, and may have arisen from the
incorporation of experiments suggested by the Bank during preparation. At
the time of negotiations INAN was in a state of flux and was not in a position
to implement a major nutrition program. The agreed project design therefore
provided INAN considerable flexibility in implementation. Nevertheless,
certain groups within the Government, concerned that the emphasis lay heavily

on experimental research and development, continued to perceive the project

as more a 'Bank project' than 'a Brazilian project'.

9. In recent discussions, the Government has revealed that it does not

believe that establishing INAN as a foundation by itself will solve the imple-

mentation problem. Government has suggested that a partial reformulation of

the project would be welcomed to speed its implementation. Detailed dis-

cussions can now be held with INAN on the various project components with the

view to reaching agreement on a scope and content that responds more closely

to Brazil's current perception of its needs. We propose to do this as soon

as possible in the expectation that the Brazilian Government would feel more

committed to the reformulated project which will emerge along the new organi-

zation of INAN.

Interest Rate Problem

10. Out of a total loan amount of US$19 million, US$7.2 million was to

be used by the National Development Bank (ENDE) as a credit line to finance

the production of low cost nutritious foods through small and medium scale

enterprises. BNDE and INAN were, however, unable to reach agreement on the

terms and conditions on which funds from this line of credit would be onlent

to the ultimate beneficiaries because of the difference in policy between the

Bank and the Brazilian Government on the interest rate to be charged. The

Brazilian Government has maintained that a substantial subsidy should be

given to the producers of low-cost nutritious foods in the Northeast whereas
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the Bank has insisted on a policy of positive real interest rates for such
credits. Given the fact that the Bank's stand on positive real interest
rates happened to coincide with an availability of ample funds at subsidized
interest rates from domestic sources, there was no pressure on BNDE to try
to utilize this line of credit. Because no disbursements have been possible
under this component INAN and the Ministry of Health have requested the
Ministry of Finance to request the Bank for its cancellation. We have dis-

cussed this matter with both the Minister of Planning and Finance and have
agreed that if they request cancellation we would be prepared to do so.

11. Given this situation, our assessment of the progress made during the
past two years on the various components of the project is outlined below.

Test of Alternative Delivery Systems

12. Despite these basic problems, the operational core of the present
project has proceeded through a set of activities in Northeast Brazil in-
volving: (a) the conparative test of methods to counter urban and rural
malnutrition among preschool children in and around Recife in the state of
Pernambuco and (b) efforts to raise rural nutrition levels through increased
food production and consumption in the state of Sergipe. In Recife an urban

intervention tests the relative effectiveness of selling basic food staples
to low-income families at different levels of subsidies through two alter-
native systems: through normal commercial channels or in combination with
health services and nutrition education. Another intervention uses the
primary school system as a mechanism for delivering food suppleenits and
educational activities to preschool children. 1/ The Sergipe test involves

the single or combined use of agriculture extension; social extension (health
services and nutrition education) and farm production credit to improve the
nutritional status of rural target groups. Foods used in these test programs
are purchased from suall farmers by the government food marketing agency.
The programs thus provide both incentives and added incomes for needy pro-
ducers and improvcd access to basic foods by the poor. Some 28,000 rural
and urhan families, 60% above appraisal targets, are being reached through
these components. While slow in getting started, the three tests now are
running closely to schedule. Although a definitive evaluation of the impact
of such nutrition programs cannot be done over a one- or two-year period,
preliminary indications of the impact are encouraging. An evaluation of
their relative efficiency will be undertaken at the appropriate time.

13. The test involving commercial food distribution in Recife now
covers 8,400 families. A special marketing effort has permitted timely
delivery of foods to participating supermarkets and purchase by target

1/ The test originally was intended to operate on a limited scale in the
state of Sao Paulo. After consultation with the Bank, the Government
shifted the program to the state of Pernambuco and expanded it through
the use of additional donestic resources. (The project continues to
be associated with evaluation of the Sao Paulo effort.)
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groups. Preliminary data covering the first 18 months of operation suggest
that the number of severely (third degree) malnourished preschool beneficia-
ries appears to have declined by between 30-40%. A side benefit of the
component is the establishment of the first governmeant supermarkets in low-
income areas of Recife. The location of these supermarkets ws largely
influenced by the project and had the effect of lowering food prices also
through other retailers in the immediate areas.

14. A purpose of the other Recife test is to help equip children, both
physically and intellectually, to cope with the school situation and reduce
currently high dropout and repetition rates. Rapid implimuntation has led
to participation by nearly three times the number of children envisioned as
possible at appraisal. One of its important features is participation by
mothers who receive regular training to prepare meals and carry out activities
to educate their children. In addition, recent mi scions have observed that
many fanilies living in these communities have enthusiastically providCd free
use of their labor, time, and in some cases, materials to upgrade the physical
infrastructure of many of the schools and play areas where this program is
being implemented. This component has changed the nature of the relationship
of the school with the community since it is apparently for the first time
that parents have been actively involved in a school program. The evalu ation
methodology is presently being refined to conform better to statistical and
analytical requirements.

15. The purpose of the Sergipe test is to achieve both increased con-
sumption of on-farm production and encouragement of the use of increased
income in nutritionally beneficial ways. From its original target of 3,000
low-income families, participation increased with Bank agreement to almost
5,000 families. Activities have been expanded to include a crop loan element
financed by the Government outside the project which promotes participation
by tenants and sharecroppers who encounter institutional difficulties in
obtaining credit through the existing banking system. Other activities, such
as the installation and staffing of 30 health posts, built largely through
community contributions, have proceeded on schedule, although the quality
of institutional support from the health system remains a serious cause for
concern, requiring much more attention to training and field management.
Consequently, supervision by the health authorities is to be upgraded and
distribution of medicines and vaccines will be improved.

16. Because of difficulties in segregating the Sergipe test's impact
from favorable weather conditions which followed the 1976 drought, it is not
yet possible to assess the extent of the production and nutritional benefits
which have accrued to assisted families. Nevertheless1 nrel-imina rv inform,ation
indicates that in 1977 severe child malnutrition in the Sergipe project area
was reduced by some 40Z. During the next few years, monitoring and evaluation
should reveal whether these improvements are real and permanent.

17. Ongoing evaluation of the Sergipe test also reveals the severe
effects of socio-political factors on the economic conditions of small farmers
and tenants in the Northeast. With no enforcement of land tenure laws and
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at a time when price relationships encourage cattle raising, small tenants
are generally forced to vacate their tilled land in response to growing
pressure from large landowners to expand pasture land. As a result, evicted
tenants participating in the credit program under the projet are left with
less land available and severe indebtedness. Substantial improvements in the
administration of land tenure laws appear a precondition to achieve fully the
objectives of the Sergipe component. These issues are presently being dis-
cussed with the Brazilian Government both in our dialogue with respect to
this project as well as with upcoming projects under preparation.

Monitoring and Evaluation

18. Monitoring and evaluation is a central feature of this project.
The monitoring and evaluation systems for each of the above tests are now
operational, after initial delays by the Ministry of Health concerning con-
tracts with evaluation groups. As with similar components in other projects,
problems were encountered initially in design and implementation. The moni-

toring system is designed to provide management information from the executing
agencies on the implementation status for each test, permitting assessment of
the quality as well as the physical level of performance. However, limited
INAN supervision due to staff constraints has resulted in a lack of satis-
factory feedback to executing agencies and delayed submission of evaluation
reports from contracting institutions.

Development of a Nutrition Information Base

19. Cumbersome administrative procedures and inadequate coixnuncation
by participating institutions have inhibited implementation of this component.
Certain of the activities envisaged under the surveys and surveillance sub-
component have been undertaken outside the project. Under the project, a 12-
person team has nevertheless made a useful start in its analyses of Brazil's
food consumption survey (ENDEF). Work is also nearing coipletion of a major
study financed by the project on infant- practices. I/ With regard to the
related sub-component studies of the nutritional consequences of agricultural
policies, a qualified university group has been nominated to initiate this
work, although no contract has yet been signed. Because of a re-assessment
of priorities within the Ministry of Agriculture, support for the policy
studies subcomponent has not been forthcoming, and the Ministry has now
abolished the Planning Secretariat, SUPLAN, under which a nutrition planning
unit was to have been established to undertake these studies.

Food Technology Research

20. The objective of this component is to provide development of nutri-
tious products for low-income beneficiaries through government centers of
food technology. At appraisal it was foreseen that special attention would be

1/ Findings include a dramatic decline in breastfeeding over the past four
years, much of its attributed to commercial advertising of infant milk
formulas.
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directed to developing mprovIng existing technologies for food processing

at village and farm level. Initial delays in executing the component arose

while INAN sought to further elaboratc its research policy in this direction.

In line with PRONAN's focus on basic commodities, a program has been developed

which involves pioneering research in the Northeast on the adaptation and on-

site application of appropriate technologies for processing foods in low-income

areas. This has also led to the involvement of more food technology institu-

tions than anticipated and agreed to at appraisal. After consultation, the

Bank agreed both to broadening of this component and to the incorporation

of planned research on processing of nutritious food mixtures within this

framework.

21. After a slow start, since mid-1978 the component has become fully

operational. Three sub-components are under way to determine appropriate

technologies for small-scale processing and conservation of, respectively,

cassava, maize and inland fish products. Under each sub-component, simul-

taneous investigation of the economic, social and nutritional impact of

village-level food processing models is being carried out. Three more sub-

components -- on cowpeas, marine fish and soybean products -- are scheduled

to come onstream during 1979. Additional studies of technologies for pro-

cessing and quality control of food products are being prepared for imple-

mentation in 1980, which would raise total project expenditures under this

component close to appraisal estimates by year four. An important side-

benefit of the component which is now emerging is the practical stimulus

and nutrition orientation being provided to existing technology institutions

in the field, hitherto neglected in Brazil, of village-level food processing

and storage.

Development of Low Cost Nutritions Food

22. At the time of appraisal, BNDE and the Ministry of Planning had

indicated that nearly US$90 million had been set aside for lending for food

industries during PRONAN. The requirements of the large institutional feeding

program already under implementation in the Brazilian school system and being

contemplated under PRONAN led to the inclusion of this component. Correspond-

ingly, it was also agreed that a governorint agency (FINEP) would undertake a

series of feasibility studies for such products. As explained in paragraph

10, this component was never activated and we are now awaiting the Government's

request for cancellation.

Nutrition Training

23. This component has made some progress although inadequate support

from INAN has held back its full Implementation. IN:N has provided three

short training and orientation courses in nutrition planning to officials from

each of the Northeastern states, as well as a number of seminars. These have

been well received; more are planned during the current year. However, INAN

has not yet made use of funds for the equipping of various schools and univer-

sities for nutrition training and for overseas training and fellowships.

This, in part, reflects the availability of grant funds from other donors for
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these purposes and the considerable extent of specialized training now avail-
able nationally. INAN is now working out arrangements for national institu-
tions to carry out some of the manpower studies relating to training needs
from PRONAN II. One such proposal has received Bank approval and its details
are now being worked out.

Summary

24. Generally, the project has run into larger problems than enticipated
with respect to INAN's capacity to manage and coordinate a multi-faceted
nutrition program in Brazil and hence disbursements ate well below appraisal
estimates. Notwithstanding these problems, several of the field programs
have proven to be both operational.y effective and of significant value in
a project which by desiun was experimental in nature. In retrospect some
of the project's problemu may have resulted from: (1) inadequate project
preparation of some components; (ii) the experimental nature of the project;
(iii) differences between the Ministry of Health and INAN as to who was the
prime mover in project design; (iv) insufficient commitvent to project imple-
mentation on the part of Governuant and INAN; and (v) the differcnces in
the position of the Bank and that of the Government towards interest rate
subsidies which prevented a major portion of the loan from being disbursed.
Current government plans to give INAN the necessary authority and status to
act indepandently, cancel the industrial credit component and to redesign the
project to meet Brazil's current needs should ensure a significant improvement
in the implementation of the project.

Nutrition Division
Agriculture and Rural Development Department

August 1, 1979
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SUMMARY OF PARAIBA (BREJO) RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Background Data-on Projec-t

Total project cost: $67.3 million

Bank loan (1537-BR): J?4 mifliop_Q5% of tot L-c2&t--
$1.47 million disbursed as of September 20, 1979

Other financing: Federal Government POLONORDESTE Program

E ecution period: April 1978 - March 1983 (though a variety of
' re-project" pilot works and activities were
financed by POLONORDESTE in 1977/78).

Project area: 1,580 km2 including 14 municipalities (counties)
in the eastern part of Paraiba State (see
attached map); the Brejo is an elevated micrbregion
with favorable climatic conditions; 1976 population
density of 118 per km2; estimated 12,M2_4F
in region, of which 71% "owner"-ope'ators,_=
landless, and 4% large landowners; about 78%-of
__--r es are less than 10 ha, but these accoun
fur-A-fotal-of 6iI9 : otal farm
f-and-, about 95% of properties are less ffiii --50-ha,
acco nting for only about 38% of farm land. Main
production from manioc, beans, sugar cane, sisal,
cotton, potato, citrus, banana, and livestock;
more than 10,000 primarily employed in off-farm
activities; about 2,500 enterprises with 20
employees or less and an average payroll of
3 employees; hysical igfXastructuEg__jn the
region is weak, particularly in rural areas; school
atto jancew-as only 32% in 1975; hqAjt!j es
are very poor; prior Cb project, most of,qgricul-% ra sePV1 T y_r__ 

-Z ;-s,4nd 
rural credit was absorbed-

medium and large farmers.

Main project acti-
vities and targets: Agricultural extension and credit to about

7,400 small farm-ers;

Strengthening of support services (applied res:earch
and farm trials, seed stip`p1y`a_nd production,.mart-et-
ing and storage and land tenure service);

Non-farm production services (technical assistance,
research and demonstration, access to credit
services) to about 1,200 small-S_c-aTe-VnteTprises;

Infrastructure devel opm i __.(up grading of 145 km
of state roads; reconstruction of 92 km of main
feeder roads and upgrading of 85 km; 25 village
water supply systems; 25 health posts; 74 rural
primary schools); and
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Project administration monitoring and evaluation.

Main Year One (April Marketing and storage: construction of 4
1978 - March 1979) minimarkets; construction of one 1000-ton coldAchievements: storqge facility for potato seeds and rehabilitation

of another 200-ton facility; construction of a
producer market in Campina Grande.

Satisfactory input supply for basic planting
*material: 212 tons of improved potato seeds,
seedlings for citrus and banana.

Applied research: 34 farm trials and construction
of a soil laboratory.

Small-scale non-farm enterprises: about 300
contacted; 64 loans released, about 230 loan
applications prepared or under preparation, a

School construction: 25 £

Main Year One 3RUT W 1HE i la As a result of fundingProblems: delays, there was a slow start in several compo-
nents (extension, agricultural credit, health,
and village water supply).

General Briefing for Visit

The project has benefitted from strong support from the state adminis-tration, particularly from Mr. Humberto Freitas, State Secretary of Agriculture,who has been with the project from the start. He chairs the POLONORDESTEManagement Council at the state level, and oversees all rural development activitiesin the State of Paraiba. Despite this strong state Government commitment, f.irstyear achi nts, although reasonably good, would haveheaabater if t
rtftndmadeailab'e-entime. 

This, however,is a general problem faced by all such projects in the Northeast. Please seenote on SUDENE/POLONORDESTE under Topics of Discussion (Item 5).
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SU MRY OF THE BAHIA (PAPACUACU) RURAL DEVELOPNENT PROJECT

Background Data on Pr2j_fct

Total Project Cost: $106.6 million

Bank Loan (1589-BR): $37 million (357. of total =p), $1.2 million disbursed
_ s ofSept 6ei_M_, 1979.

Other Financing: Federal Government POLDNORDESTE Program, State of Bahia

,T__
Execution Period: April 19788-Ma rch 1983 (though a variety of "pre-project"

and pilot works and Activities were financed by
POLONORDESTE between late 1976 and March 1978).

Project Area: 60,764 km2 including 49 municipalities (counties) in'
Center-East of Bahia State (see attached map); southeast
of project area borders humid and fertile coastal zone,
central area is dry, crystalline basin and west is '
relatively humid highland; 1970 population just under
one million, 70% rural; major city in area is Feira de
Santana in East; estimated 72,000 farmers in region
of which 84% "owner"-operators (usually without secure
titles); more than_8QJ_qf-__far= are less than 50 ha.,
but these account for a total o _Qniy abo_u_t_J_J7.__oY_the.
total farm land; main production from manioc, beans,
corn, tobacco, castor beans, sisal and livestock;
physical infrastructure in region is weak, much_gf-ti e
some 1.2.300,km road network seasonally imp7iiiable;
estimated 47% of children 7-14 years old attend school;health-- gp _.Y ry r; to t T_ ___ r prior project, mos
agricultural s_e_ ,Lc_es_ ind rural credit absor
medium and large scalellivestock 'r-mic ers.

Main Project Acti-
vities and Targets: A-Vicultural extension an4 credit to 16,,,325 smaIL-crop-

Tarm-ers-4fid""675 small and medium livestock producers
(total of 17,000 by 5th year);

strengthening of producti n_5yppj Wvi_c_as (agr.
; e,!! ach, see-d- p ction, ippmi _ Sul.Y, mechanization,
storage, marketing, cooperatives);

-------------

surveying and titling of some 15,000 of the participating
small farms and provision of land purchase credit to
some 820 current non-owners or very small owners;
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n ra ut eveloDmcnt (1,140 km of access roads;
small irrigation schemes; multi-purpose small dams;
70 village water supply systcms; 77 health posts or
centers; 100 rural primary schools); and

project administration, monitoring and evaluation.

Main Year One (April
1978-March 1979)
Achievements: Organization of over 200 groups_of small farmers;

y.cns ignontacts with over 15,000 farmers;

credit contrac tsimainly incremental working capital)
to about 4,400 farmers -- well above the year one
target -- averaging around US$700 per farmer;

3,400 land surveying and titling processes started
and 840 completed;

construction of three 70 0 -ton storage units;

initiation of construction of 237 km of access roads-;

marketing assistance to estimated 1,500 farmers; and

improved supervision of area rural education and health
services.

Main Year One
Problems: Recurring funding delays;

slow starts in several components (land purchase credit,
health and village water supply, education, seed pro-
duction, small irrigation schemes) as a result both of
funding delays and weak institutional arrangements; and

a very difficult la4-diapute involving ownership claims
by two familiesto s-oWe 50000 ha in the center-south
of the project area affecting well-being of several
thousand small scale farmers who have occupied and
worked the land for many years (the state now trying
to negotiate a settlement involving the titling of the
small farmers and the overall reduction by about 80%
of the lands held by the two large-owner families).

General Briefing for Visit

1. After very promising Year One results, the project faced rather difficultstaffing, coordination and continuity problems after the state government changedin March 1979. Because there had been a considerable general increase in staff in the
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state agencies during the last 15 months of the previous state government, the new
Governor dismiosysea s
The dismissals included some 300 assnd1thd with orfjpanceA bytb-groThct.
Although the Governor allowed each State Secretary to yehire 20-30% if specifically
justified, many of the affected project-financed staff (field office and monitoring
and evaluation staff in the project management unit, recently hired and trained
social extensionists and extension office field staff, land titling and surveying
staff, agricultural researchers, health and education service field supervisors,
etc.) werd only recently (August-October 1979) rehired or replaced. The rehiring
process was made more difficult by funding delays (Year Two POLONORDESTE funding
arrived in the state some 5 months late).

2. With respect to project coordination and continuity, there has been a
six-month period of uncertainty o,.er the authority and role of the project coordination
unit. The project coordinator has been replaced, but, the new coordinator appears
to be equally competent. However, she did not, until very recently, have the direct
communication lines to the key state authorities or decision makers in executing
agencies, as did the previous coordinator during the previous administration. After
considerable delays the coordination of all of the state's special multi-sectorial
programs has just recently been placed under one umbrella (two of the state's
POLONORDESTE projects had been coordinated by CEPA, the state Secretariat of
Agriculture's planning commission, and two by the Secretariat of Planning). It
is hoped that the move will help defuse what had been a growing conflict between
project unit and regular CEPA staff over project unit autonomy. During the period
of uncertainty over the future of the project unit, the quality of direct relation-
ships and collaboration between the unit and some of the executing agencies has
weakened. It is hoped that this can now be recuperated. It will be interesting
to learn how the revised project coordination arrangements have taken shape.
Entering its second year of execution with new managers at the head of virtually
all the executing agencies, the project now especially requires clearly defined and
strong coordination. This problem of management has been compounded by the delaysin the release of funds for the projecby the Federal Government. This, however,
is a general problem faced by all such projects in the Northeast. Please see note
on SUDENE/POLONORDESTE under Topics of Discussion (Item 5).

Visit to Project Area

3. Since the project area is very large the visit will be limited to a small
rural community named PAAIA (pronounced pie-ya-ya) in the eastern part of the
project area. The Village is in the municipality of Santo Estevao and (incorrectly
noted as Praia on the attached map No. 13285). The village is the site of several
works (rural school, health post) funded by POLONORDESTE in the pilot phas the
project, but of the type to be executed elsewhere with Bank assistance. It is also
the terminus of a recently constructed short section of access road financed by the
project. The on-going work of pro -financeo here, with farmer
groups, is typical of theaprn t. Some of the f
project credit and project assistance in titling ther-end. Lack of clear land
title has traditionally impeded small farmer access to credit and has effectively
also reduced the farmer incentive to invest in improving-the farm property.

4. The local harvest took place several months ago, so the visit comes
during the agricultural "off-season". The visit should nonetheless give an idea
of the physical environment in which some of the Northeast rural development
projects are being carried out and of the work being done at the local-level.
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SUMMARY OF THE SITES AND SERVICES AND LOW-COST HOUSING PROJECT

(SAO PAULO COMPONENT)

Backaround Data on the Project

Project Cost: US$265.7 million total
US$102.6 million in Sao Paulo

Bank Loan (1654-BR): US$93 million (35% of total cost)
US$11.'8 million al ation pending

Other Financing: Brazilian Housing Bank (BNH)

Execution Period: March 31, 1979 to September 30, 1983

Project Areas: (a) Municipality uf Sao Paulo
(b) Salvador Metropolitan Area and interior

cities in the States of Pernambuco and Bahia
(c) Recife metropolitan Area and interior cities

of the State of Pernambuco
W Other urban areas of Brazil

Project Activities Provision of about 12,9DO
and Targets: low-co ing and 23,200 building material loans,

an community infrastructure for the urban poor in
the project areas. 91% f the proposed beneficiaries
would be in the relati-;,e RQX r o ia-§AQ-2AU1o$
the project would finance the provision of 15,50 Q
pites and servic-es. 7,QDD--Jzw---cost housiniz and
11,100 building materia, ns.

Achievements to Date: The loan was ne4-jn_jebruax 19
y -- 39 and became

effective in July 1979. It is therefore too early
to assess project progress. However, two subprojects
presented by the low cost Housing Company of Sao Paulo
for housing units and sites and services have already
been approved by the Bank and first contracts for
these projects have already been let.

Problems: No major problems to date.

General Briefin&_for the Visit

COHAB-SP is one of the three intermediaries executing the project.
Up to 1975, COHAB-SP has completed only 3,600 units. The appointment of a
new management team in 1975 improved its performance dramatically. Zy JLte

and now has in-the-4LL-pe-
lineL-ahQu,t,l00,00Q-uj1:ts (of which 45% are sites and services) in different
stages of planning, design, and execution.
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COHAB-SP has demonstrated an outstanding ahili±toAe_aip-and
produce.10w-cost housing (detached houses and walk-up apartments) in large
quantities. It has also developed an effective and innovative community
assistance program for its beneficiaries. The challenge before COHAB-SP
is to apply its knowledge to the development of largepa1tiE3t and
service projects. In order to ensure social integration and cross-
subsidization, sites and services areas will be integrated with higher-
cost finished houses and apartments.

Visit to the Project Area

We understand that COHAB-SP intends to take you to see the Jardim
Sao Paulo sub-project. On the way to the project, you will see large-scale
housing projects already completed by COHAB-SP. On the site, you will visit
an embryo house, comprising a kitchen, a bathroom and one room, with the
beneficiary expecting to build additional bedrooms. The unit cost of the
unit is AbDut-US$4,000, which makes it affordable to the 22nd percentile
of the urban households in Sao Paulo. Thestandards forthe unit are still
somewhat high and we discussed with COHAB-SP the need to lower them by
better design and less finish. Further lowering of cost is expected to be
achieved by the use of soil-cement blocks. A soil-cement block factory and
experimental site is nearby, and, time permitting, you may wish to visit it.
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SUMMARY OF THE SITES AND SERVICES AND LOW-COST HOUSING PROJECT

(RECIFE COMPONENT)

Background Data on the Project

Project Cost: US$265.7 million total
US$118.9 million in Pernambuco

Bank Loan: Q US$9 3 million(35'of total.cpst)
US$1.8 million disbursement application pending

Other Financing: National Housing Bank (BNH)

Execution Period: 'March,31, 1979, to September 30, 1983

Project Areas: (a) Municipality of Sao Paulo

(b) Salvador Metropolitan Area and interior cities
in the States of Pernambuco and Dahia

(c) Recife Metropolitan Area and interior cities of
the State of Pernambuco

(d) Other urban areas of Brazil

Project Activities
and Targets: Provision of about 41,800 sites and services, 19,000

low-cost housing units, and 23,200 building materii
loans, and community infrastructure for the urban poor
in the project areas. Over 80,000 families or some-
400,Q0Q individuals would benefit from the project.
91% of the proposed beneficiaries would be in the relative
poverty group. In-Recife, the project would finance the
provision of about 1.j70 sites and services, 11,000
low-cost housing units, an about 8,Uuu ouTding material
loans, The bulk of the shelter units would be in the
Recife Metropolitan Area. The project also includes
a squatter upgrading component in Recife for about

* 7,000 families.

Achievements to Date: The loan was signed in February 1979 and became effective
in July 1979. It is therefore too early to assess project
progress. However, two subprojects presented by the
low-cost Housing Company of Pernambuco (COHAB-Pe) for
housing units and sites and services have already been
approved by theBank; the earthworks have been completed
and the first disbursements application for US$1.8 million
is pending.
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Problems: There are no major problems to date. However, the
preparation of the squatter upgrading component has
been slowed by the change.,in COHAB-Pe management
(see below). -

General Briefing for the Visit

COHAB-Pe is one of the three intermediaries executing the project.
Between 1977 and early 1979, CORAB-Pe became an efficient and well-manage ,dcompany with about 35,000 housing units already sold and about 25,006 under
construction. The change of the State Government in March 1979 intrdnzed
some uncertainty in project continuity as all of the COHAB-Pe Directors werereplaced. While it is still too early to judge the new administration, thereis reason to be optimistic.-

The new COHAB-Pe President, who is also a State Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development, has formulated a broad-ranging plan to tackle different
facets of shelter for the urban poor, including squatter upgrading sites andservices, finished housing and construction industry. If.,implemented, thisprogram will go a long way to alleviate the shelter. problem of the urban poorin the state. Furthermore, a Special Operations Department was created at theSecretariat to deal, among other things, with squatter upgrading in Recife.

Visit to the Project areas

You will be taken to one of the sites proposed for the squatter
upgrading component. The site originally proposed by the previous admiffistrationis considered by the Special Operations Department as too large and sociallyvolatile for the first operation. The Department proposes instead one or twosmaller sites, with better organized and more receptive local communities.
You will meet the community leaderp.

Two major issues in squatter upgrading are drainage and tenureregularization. Most of the squatter areas are low-lying, often inundated andrequire extensive and costly drainage works. Most of the inhabitants are eitheroccupying the land illegally or are renting frpm absentee owners. THus, -in eabsence of tenure regularization, the upgrading operation may result in uprootingof the present inhabitants. Furthermore, lack of formal title prevents themfrom obtaining building material loans from the National Housing Bank (BNH)which requires the title as security. We have suggested to BNK to (a) relaxthe lending criteria for the building material loans, (b) consider usingbuilding material loans line of credit for tenure regularization, where theinhabitant would purchase the land and title either from the private owner or,in the case of unclear ownership, from the state or municipality, and (c) asa part of the technical assistance component of this project, study the quick,practical, and reasonably inexpensive ways of regularizing tenure jn thesquatter areas, which would prevent both speculative turnovers and extensivelitigation and costs. The policy dialogue with BNH on these proposals continues.
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SMMRY OF THE NORTHEAST WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE PROJECT
(Recife Component)

Background Date on the Project

Project Cost US$303 million total
US$111 million in Recife

Bank Loan e tOt¶ifiion (3% -of t-otal costj

Other Financing National Housing Bank

Execution Period :(July 1, 197 through December 31, 1982

Project Areas (a) State of Pernambuco
(b) State of Bahia
(c) State of Ceara

Project Activities
and Targets : Provision of water supply services to 2.3 million people

and sewerage services to 1.2 million people in the
project areas. The project is also improving the

* * provision of water supply to 5.3 million people. In
. Pernambuco, water supply would be provided to 0.8

million people and sewerage services to 0.4 million
people. Project activities include construction of
water production, treatment, storage and distribution
facilities. It also includes house connections, leak
detection and control programs, construction of sewerage
collection and disposal facilities in major urban
centers including Recife, and expansion and improvement
of water supply systems in medium-sized cities and
small communities. Technical assistance will be
provided to the three state water companies.

Achievements to
Date . The loan was signed in February 1979 and became effective

in August 1979. The state water company COMPESA has
prepared a five-year investment program 1979-1983 which
has been submitted to the National Housing Bank (BNH).
COMPESA is preparing final designs, the bids, and thecontracts for subprojects. COMPESA has also prepared
studies on the basis of which water metering programs
will be executed.

Problems All state water supply companies need substantial tariffincreases to meet ther cahTeeds in order to comply
with the national tariff legislation and the covenants
in our loan agreements.
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General Briefing for the Project Visit

The state of Pernambuco participates in the National Sanitation
Plan (PLANASA) through its state water company (COMPESA). The National
Housing Bank (BNH) is responsible for coordination of PLANASA. The statesare required to contribute up to 5% of their tax rev6nues for water supply
and sewerage projects. The balance is financed by BNH through various linesof credit. The Bank's loan funds are lent to BNH which onlends them togetherwith their own funds to the state or directly to the state water companydepending on the size of the project.

The state water companies in the Northeast are not as strong
institutionally as those in the center and south of Brazil. Accordingly,technical assistance will be provided to each company including COMPESA.
The Pan American Health Organization (PAHq is providing the technical
assistance, and concentrating in administration and inanceaccountig.

Visit to the Project Area

You will be taken to one of the low-income areas of Recife whichwill benefit fromwthe proposed project. A subproject is under preparation
in several areas in Recife including the area you will be visiting. Waterdistribution -facilities and house connections will be made in this area.
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NOTE ON PROPOSED URBAN HEALTH SERVICES PROJECT

Introduction

1. A Bank reconnaissance mission visited Sao Paulo between
August 5 and 11, 1979, and held discussions principal'ly with State Planningand Health officials on possible Bank assistance to develop health servicesfor low income groups. in the Greater Sao Paulo metropolitan area. iscussions
were very satisfactory, and the mission recommended that th-e-mk shouldsupport the Government's plan to extend services to the periphery of GreaterSao Paulo, where the need for health services is greatest. At the StateGovernment's request, the Bank forwarded project preparation guidelines toState officials based on five possible components that had been identifiedduring the mission. The Government aims to send a project proposal to theBank in the Spring of 1980.

Health Program Needs and Objectives '

2. The State's population is expected to increase by 5 million overthe next decade. Most of this growth will continue to occur in the city ofSao Paulo and its periphery which, together, comprise the Greater Sao Paulometropolitan area. greater Sao Paulo contains about 12 million inhabitants,or over 50% of the State's total population.

3. At the periphery, peri-urban residents have more serious healthproblems than the average State population. Whereas increased life expect-ancy and lower fertility among the urban middle and high-income groups haveled to a high rate of deaths caused by degenerative diseases, health condi-tions in the periphery are typical of low-income, underdeveloped areas. Highmortality is attributable to infectious and parasitic diseases and perinatalcauses. Greater Sao Fat ant mortnlity- s rose from 63 per thousandin 1960 to 84 p t thuand_in196, with around 50% occurring at birth.Immunization levels are as low as 20% in peripheral areas such as Sao MiguelPaulista.

4. Although there is a national _sste of_ompulsory health a_ncesupported by matching employees' and employers' contributions, the installed
capacity of public and private health services in Greater Sao Paulo isgrossly inadequate to take care of the demand. About 10% of the populationof-Greater Sao Paulo (1.0 million) are uninsured, while another 20% (2.4million) are classified as "marginal"--unemployed and often also uninsured,without ready access to health services. The poor must therefore rely on theState supported public health network whose 1978 budgetary contributth(Cr $6 billion) to health operations was-weak in comparison with that of the"Previdencia" or public insurance scheme (Cr $24 billion).
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5. State health planners are explorin2 PvCnuLS whereby tho
"Providencia" would advance money to the elth Secretariat for the dove-
lopment of primary health care services. Planners intend to demonstrate
that this approach will eventually generate savings for the social insur-
ance system which is now in serious financial difficulty. The State Govern-
ment plans tp decentralize social programs, and to encourage the sharing of
rescurces of current public health, nutrition, education and social welfare
activities within the State's eleven administrative regions.

6. To these ends,State planners have drawn up" an integrated maternal
and child health, nutrition and pre-school program that can serve as a
nucleus for the development of a primary health care strategy. State health
planners must still go much further in assessing needs, clarifying program
objectives, and defining required norms and tasks in direct relation to
priority health problems. A State financed pilot health project for the peri-
pheral area of Sao Mateus is under preparation, and is expected to guide
planners further in their attempt to integrate services, share resources, and
achieve 100% coverage of the target area.

Possible Bank-Assisted Project

7. Based-on the above stated issues and objectives, the Bank has en-
couraged the State Government to undertake further planning, with a view
toward developing the State's health delivery capability in preventive and
curative services,fpr low-income persons. The emphasis on health education
which runs throughout the integrated maternal and child health, nutrition and
pre-school State proposal also needs operational definition and support.
Finally, there was agreement that the management, supervisory and evaluative
capabilities of the State Secretariat of Health may need improving in order to
support a decentralized, integrated primary health care program strategy.

8. The following emerged as possible components of a preliminary
project design:

i) Training of (a) new health personnel, and reorientation, retraining
_ndredelovrent of existing ersonnel for ambulatory and out-

reach health services (with emphasis on the expansion of nursing,
para-medical and other workers to meet the functional requirements
of an integrated program); (b) trainine of trainers for the develop-
ment of personnel under (a) above; (c) trainin5z of education staff in
the Secretariats of Health, Social Promotion and other related
community agencies to become educators/co=unicators of new health
policies and practices; and (d) training of trainers for (c) above.

(ii) Exnansion of health services through the construction, equipping
and furnishing of health centers of various types (prototype
facilities for 10,000; 20,000; 40,000; and 50,000 population
groupings).

(fii) Establishment of an integrated maternal and child elth. nrr-
tion and pre-school education/con-unica tion rabiliy using
interpersonal, group and mass media approaches to health education.
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(iv) Procurement of vehicles for the development of ambulatory,
outreach and promotive or health educational services, and for
the supervision of personnel.

(v) Develooment of a nana2ement information system and of a research

(a) assist the Secretariat of Health in planning, coordinating,
supervising and effective cost accounting of an integrated
system; and

(b) develop a monitoring and evaluation system that can provide
a more effective data base of health status indicators,including
the impact of program interventions among the "marginal"
populations, and the impact of interpersonal and
group comunication efforts. Evaluation of the proposed
project impact would be included.

a1



SUWMARY OF THE URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT

(Curitiba & Recife Components)

Background Data on Project

Total Project Cost: $248.9 million

Bank loan (1563-BR): $88.0 million (35% of total project cost. US$6.0
million dibf as_ofSept.-30, 1979, sz -
with appraisal estimate of US$18.0 million).

Other Financing: Federal Government (Empresa Brasileira dos
Transportes Urbanos - EBTU) 35% of total proj-ect costs and State and Municipal Governments
(30% of total project costs).

Execution Period: July 1, 1978, to June 30, 1981.

Project Area: Metropolitan of Belo Horizonte, Curitiba, Porto
Alegre, Recife, and Salvador. (The majority ofworks are in the principal cities, with smaller
paving and upgrading works in the peripheral
municipalities).

Main Project Activ-
ities and Targets: The project's objective is to improve the levelsof transport services iii_th ra---

regions, concentrating on public trAna2ort
seryles. The main easures are (a) trafic
engineering in central areas to improve traffic
flowjwvdgive priority to public transport;
(b) elimin on of bottlenecks and provision
of exclusive bus lanes-on radial corridors; and
(c) paving n come areas to extendAus se ies
and ensure all-weather operations. In certain cases,neror -Upgraded road facilities are included to
organize city-wide traffic movements or to structure
urban development. (Recife and Curitiba, respectively)

Specific Components
for Curitiba: (a) The construction of a new structural axia(three others already exist) made up of "structural

5" and "connector 5". The axis provides the
physical prerequisites for the applicat ion of landuse contro,Lz',r--Ts is necessary to organize urban
develo5iiment and to create ctntor flow levels
required for good public transpoxr services;
(b) eight bus terminals on the existing and new
structureI axis. The terminals are interchange
points between the neighborhood feeder hus services
and the express buses that provide rapid CBD service.
They also are designed to serve as focal points for
local commercial development; (c) paving of 67 krm
of feeder bus routes in low-income areas.
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Specific Components
for Recife: (a) Bus lanes, terminals, and traffic engineering

improvements in the central area (nucleo central);
(b) bus lanes, intersection improvements, and
spot widening on radial bus corridors; (c) paving
and drainage of bus routes in low-income areas;
(d) road rehabilitation, widening, and construction
for the Second Perimetral Road; (e) upgrading
and rehabilitation of regional roads.

Main Achievements
(July 1978 -
August 1979) Establishment of local institutional arrangements

for project execution;

establishment of EBTU capacity to review, supervise
and monitor project components;

completion of final designs for most components;

initiation of construction programs.

Main Problems
(July 1978 -
August 1979) Lack of coordi on and cooperation beten-oal

planning and executing agPnries in Racife, This
problem was aggravated by the loss of continuity
from the Mar:h 1979 change in Government.

Difficulties in putting into operation new proce-
dures for EBTU of final designs and bidding documents.

General Briefing

1. Overall, the project got off to a rather slow start, although the
performance varies dramatically by city, with the northeastern cities predictably
lagging behind the southern cities. In fact, Curitiba is the most advanced in
this respect and Recife the least. By August 1979, Curitiba had aent 84% of
the funds allocated to it for_1MI8-79; in contrast, Recie had only spent about
lO '1htreflects the fact that Curitiba has a strong agency (Instituto de
Pe'suisas e Planejamento Urbano de Curitiba -- IPPUC) with experience in planning
and executing urban projects, while Recife has a fragmented and uncoordinated
local planning and executing capacity. The existence of IPPUC and a tradition
of continuity in local government enabled Curitiba to survive the change in
government with only minor delays that will be made up in the near future. In
Recife, on the other hand, the government change paralyzed operations for several
months.

2. Rec=t development in Recife are, however, encouraging. The new mayor
and his staff are ynamic and committed to the project. The local executing
agencies have taken over the project components from the planning agency and are
working hard to execute them efficiently and recoup past delays. Expenditure
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on project components jumped from CR$2.3 million in June to CR$22.3 million in
July and CR$47.3 million in August. Thus, Recife is at a turning point. With
continued efforts from local agencies, project execution can be expected to
accelerate rapidly and at least some of the lost time made up. However, Recife
is by no means out of trouble and the new trend could easily be reversed if
the local agencies become complacent. These points could usefully be stressed
to the Governor of Pernambuco.

3. In general, the difficulties of (a) introducing new procedures (this
was the first urban project in Brazil) at both the local and federal levels,
(b) dealing with unexpected problems of local coordination, and (c) the change
of Government have now been overcome. It is expected that project implementation
will progress smoothly over the next twelv6 months.
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UNDP ACTIVITIES

UNDP Brazil is presently implementing its Second Country Program,
1977198..aatl4gjj US 2 million. UNDP has contributed US$30 million and
the Brazilian Government US$17mlllion equivalent to this Program. In
addition, the Government is contributing between $160 million to $200 million
equivalent to specific UNDP projects.

At the request of the Government UNDP has concentrated its technical
assistance on science and technology. Examples are assistance inlmoe5rnizing'
Brazil's patent system, airworthiness certification procedures for the
country's burgeoning aeronautical industry, and the application of nuclear
techniques to agriculture.

The Bank is the executing agency for one UNDP project, a study on
the interrelationships between costs of highway, construction, maintenance
and utilization. The end result of the study will be a highway design and
maintenance standards model (HDM) adapted to Brazilian conditions and based
on empirical data gathered in Brazil. The model was developed over a
period of ten years by the Bank in conjunction with MIT and the Transport
and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) in England. The adapted model will be
used by Brazilian transport officials for evaluation of highway projects and
for defining construction, maintenance and rehabilitation strategies.

Brazil participates actively in the UNDP Global Project, executed
by the Bank, to develop low-cost water and sanitation techniques. Under
the project low-cost demonstration projects using alternative technologies
are being set up in several countries including Brazil. Tentative plans are
to carry out Brazil's demonstration project in Salvador, Bahia.

Under the Bank's Vocational Training Project (Loan No. 1452-BR)
Bank funds have been joined with UNDP funds for technical assistance being
provided by ILO. Under the Bank's Sao Francisco Valley Irrigation projects
(Loan Nos. 1153-BR and 1729-BR) Bank funds have been joined with UNDP funds
for technical assistance being provided by FAQ.

The UNDP's office is in Brasilia, and Dr. Luis M. Ramirez Boettner
is the Resident Representative. Dr, Ramirez Boettner is one of UNDP's most
senior resident representatives. He has been resident representative in
Brazil since 1971, and prior to that served in the same position in Chile
and-Central America. He has a law degree from Harvard. He is held in high
esteem by the Government and we have excellent relations with him and his
staff.
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Ciro Gamarra
information and Public Affairs
October 24, 1979

BRAZIL--information Media

Brazil's media network, which is one of the largest in the world, is

experiencing Important changes as it responds to the more liberal political climate

In the country.

During a period of severe censorship, which lasted more than a decade,

the quality and independence of most of the media declined. At the same time there

were major technical advances, especially in the television and graphics industry.

And to compensate for the reduced political coverage, the press devoted more

attention to specialized economic and financial reporting.

With the democratic initiatives of the government, there is now a resurgence

of political journalism. In particular, this has been freed from controls established

by the authorities for reasons of "national security."

Now that the press as a whole has virtually resolved its dispute with the

Government over press freedom, the newspapers are returning to their traditional

political positions. The large-circulation press is again conservative, while the

radicalism of the smaller oppositicn rewspapars has re-emerged.

The period of press contr3I coincided with official en -ouragement of

private investment and greater diversity in the media industries. New publications

were launched, and the large publishing conglomerates expanded their operations.

There was considerable commercial and technical growth of the television industry.

As a consequence, the Brazilian media can be compared now technically

with any other country in the deve]Dped world, although the circulation or audience

might seem low by Western standards.

Brazil's very large and complex media system is, on the other hand, still

mainly concentrated in the urban centers of the South and Southwest.

-According to most recent estimates, Brazil has 11,295,000 television sets

with a potential audience of about 60 million people or approximately half of the

country's population. It also has over 40 million radio receivers covering about

80% of the population.

The Brazilian printed media includes 304 daily newspapers with an average

circulation of 3.7 million copies. It also comprises 841 periodicals and about 600

magazines. The printed media is estimated to reach some 22 million people, or

about 20% of the population.
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While the Brazilian printed media have smaller circulations than the

press in other countries of similar size, there is a high level of readership per

copy for newspapers and magazines. Circulation figures show newspaper readership

ranging from 1.6 to 6.6 readers per copy. Magazine readership per copy is higher;

for instance Manchete, a popular illustrated weekly, has 7.15 readers per copy.

Radio and Television

The Brazilian broadcasting system, now in the process of expansion,

comprises over 1,000 radio stations and about 78 television stations across the

country. A large majority of them belong to commercial private enterprises; only

a few are operated by government agencies, universities or other public

institutions.

An audience of 60 million potential viewers makes Braz'l the largest

television market in the Western Hemisphere with the exception of the United

States. Brazil is exceeded only by the United States, major European countries,

the Soviet Union, and Japan in number of television sets.

The electronic media has increased notably its influence in Brazilian

life. This is evident in the advertisement investment that is ircreasingly

concentrated in the television, at the cost of the other media. Television has

increased its share in the advertisement market from 24.7% in 1S62 to 55.8% in 1977.

The most important television networks are Rede Globo, with 25 stations;

Rede Tupi, 20 stations; and Rede Bandeirantes, 13. With a very few exceptions, the

vast majority of the television stations are privately owned and licensed by the

government.

Rde gob is by far the most prominent of the television networks and

forms part of the powerful media conglomerate 0 Globo, with headquarters in Rio de

Janeiro. This group, owned by Roberto Marinho, a journalist-entrepreneur, includes

the newspaper 0 Globo (one of the four most important in the country); the Globo

Radio Network with 5 stations in Rio and 2 in Sao Paulo, plus others in the Interior;

and a publishing company in Rio, besides several other companies in the telecommunica-

tions and media industry.



The TV Globo network advertises itself as "the largest communications

Industry in Brazil" and as the ninth in the world in terms of audience. It has

five generating stations in Rio, Sao Paulo, Belo Horizonte, Brasilia, and Recife

plus 19 affiliated stations and dozens of repeaters distributed throughout Brazil.

It reaches an average audience of 65 to 70% of the potential number of viewers in

the country.

Its most important news program, Jornal Nacional, on Channel 4 in Rio de

Janeiro every night at 7:50 p.m. for 25 minutes, reaches practically all corners

of the country. A well-made newscast,,Jornal Nacional is the only truly national

daily news program in Brazil. It has been on the air since 1969.

The second network, Tupi, belongs to another powerful group, Diarios e

Emissoras Associados (DEA), established in 1924 by Francisco de Assis Chateaubriand,

a journalist and diplomat. DEA comprises 31 newspapers, 20 tv stations, and 28

radio stations. It also owns Editorial 0 Cruzeiro, which publishes 18 magazines,

two local news agencies, recording, advertising and graphics companies, along

with two agriculture enterprises.

A period of crisis followed Chateaubriand's death in 1968, and DEA's

Importance has declined. But it is now trying to recover with the support of the

Brazilian government and the direction of Senator Joao Calmon. aEA owns Correio

Braziliense--the first newspaper in Brasilia--and successful papers in the interior,

like Estado de Minas (Belo Horizonte), and Diario de Pernambuco Recife), the

oldest Latin American daily paper in circulation.

With its first public broadcast on September 18, 1950, Tui was the

first television station in Brazil and in Latin America. Recent y celebrated its

29 years of existence announcing plans of expansion and modernization, including

new equipment with a power of 200,000 watts. Presently, TUpL reaches about 23% of

the audience.

Tui's headquarters is in Sao Paulo. And together with Rede Globo and

Rede Bandeirantes (also based in Sao Paulo) produces over 85% of the Brazilian

television programs that are broadcast in the country. This supports the

criticism that the Brazilian television is basically television from Rio and

Sao Paulo.



The private commercial radio network includes 909 AM stations and 77

FM stations, along with several other educational 
and cultural radio stations.

As In the case of television, radio stations are also concentrated in the South

(313) and Southeast (338) regions of the country. In 1974, it was estimated that

radio broadcasting covered the whole country and 70% of 
its entire population,

but actually covered only 90% of the urban population 
and 50% of the rural

population.

Globo and Tupi have also important radio networks, although a large

number of the radio stations are independently owned. 
The Roman Catholic Church

also owns several stations and in 1974 it was estimated that about 180 stations

were operated by priests.

There are about fifty government-owned stations, including Radio

Nacional, the official radio station. The government has reserved an hour daily

--from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.--for the nationwide broadcast of "Voz do Brasil"

(Brazil's Voice) in all radio stations. This is a program with rews from the

executive and legislative branches of the government.

The recording industry, closely related to the televiston and radio

networks, is also very dynamic. With 28 million records released in 1977, Brazil

is now the fifth market in the world.

Newspapers

Since the first Brazilian newspapers appeared in early 1800's, the press

has been considered as an important channel for influencing the sD-called public

opinion and for expressing political views. Although in several instances the

Brazilian press has been considered independent, the traditional newspapers have

mostly been linked to the political or economic groups at regionzl and local levels.

There are no national newspapers as such, and only the four most Important

can be considered as close to reaching that category.0 Estado and Folha de Sao Paulo,

both published in Sao Paulo, and Jornal do Brasil and 0 Globo, from Rio de Janeiro,

can be found in most capitals of the interior.

0 Estado is considered the most influential paper in Brazil, although it

has lost some of its quality. It was established in 1875 and has been owned by the

Mesquita family since 1902. The publisher is Julio de Mesquita Neto, an inter-

nationally well-regarded conservative journalist and the editor Is his brother Ruy,

also a moderate.



It is by far the leading newspaper enterprise in the country, with a

very solid economic position. However, its traditional position of editorial

Independence from the financial community seems to have been affected recently

as a result of the debt it contracted in foreign currency to build a new, massive

plant outside Sao Paulo. According to some observers, this has made 0 Estado

more dependent to the financial groups.

o Estado was the only large newspaper that refused self-censorship and

led resistance to government controls to the press in the past ten years. In the

past 12 months, and as a consequence of the government loosening its control of

the press, it has resumed its conservative position. Also because of internal

personnel problems, the newspaper has lost some of its best journalists and is

currently rearranging its cadres.

o Estado has a circulation of about 187,400 copies per weekday issue and

290,300 on Sundays. It has an afternoon edition, called Jornal da Tarde, one of

the best evening papers in the country, with a local circulation confined to

Sao Paulo.

Another powerful publishing enterprise in Sao Paulo is Einpresa Folha da

Manha S.A. owned by a conservative businessman, Octavio Frias de Oliveira. The

main newspaper of this group is Folha de Sao Paulo, with a weekdy circulation of

237,100 and 283,100 on Sundays. It also publishes A Gazeta Esportiva, Folha da

Manha, Folha da Tarde, and Noticias Populares, all of them with circulation over

100,000 copies each.

Folha de Sao Paulo achievt!d in recent years a-very good reputation among

the Brazilian media under the direc.ion of an experienced journalist, Claudio

Abramo. Folha--which did not at first offer strong resistance to government

pressure--opened its pages in 1975 to different political views including those

of the opposition and soon gained a reputation for independence.

Under a new editor, Boris Casoy, it maintains a high quality of

Journalism, taking up some of the ground vacated by 0 Estado.

'The most important daily in Rio de Janeiro is, without doubt, Jornal

do Brasil. Many journalists consider it to be the best newspaper.in Brazil and

probably in Latin America. It is an independent, conservative newspaper,

increasingly critical of government policies, owned by Countess Pereira Carneiro.

She is the widow of Ernesto Pereira Carneiro, who received the title from the

Vatican in 1919.



Jornal do Brasil's main executive is the Countess' son-in-law,

M.F. do Nascimento Brito, who is recovering from a stroke that virtually

paralyzed him. His son, a young journalist, Jose Antonio Brito, who recently

spent several years studying and writing in the United States, is increasingly

taking over the main responsibilities in the paper.

Jornal do Brasil is influential with top policy makers, politicians,

businessman, and the military. It maintains large offices in Brasilia, Sao Paulo,

and other cities, and also has an extensive network of foreign correspondents,

including one recently assigned to Moscow.

Jornal do Brasil prints 143,421 copies during a weekday and 248,233

Sundays. With an average readership of 4.1, it reaches about one million people

on Sundays.

The fourth largest newspaper in Brazil is 0 Globo, head of the Globo

conglomerate of the Marinho family. Also a conservative paper with more popular

appeal, 0 Globo has been consistently a supporter of the military 
regime. It

has a circulation of 173,573 from Tuesday to Saturdays, and of 260,857 on Sundays.

In 1979 the only newspaper still owned by the Diarios Associados group

in Rio de Janeiro was the 159-year old Jornal do Comercio, the second oldest daily

in the country. Jornal do Comercio has few readers (about 30,003) but subsisted

on the advertising revenue from business corporations, which traditionally publish

their annual balance sheets.

Other newspapers published in Rio de Janeiro are 0 Dia, Ultima Hora,

Tribuna de Imprensa and Jornal dos Sports. 0 Dia, of the Chagas Freitas family,

is a newspaper of popular appeal, with the largest circulation in Brazil

(252,812 on weekdays and 305,786 or Sundays).

Among other important nevspapers is Sao Paulo's Gazeta Mercantil, the

best financial paper in Brazil. Recently Fortune placed Gazeta Mercantil among

the top ten in its field in the world. It is owned by Herbert Victor Levy, a

Sao Paulo politician who is currently a representative in the ARENA (Alianza

Renovadora Nacional) government party. The newspaper maintains an independent

position regarding the government and is very well regarded in business circles,

although Its circulation is comparatively small (about 45,000 copies a day).

Gazeta Mercantil is now being printed simultaneously in Sao Paulo and

Rio de Janeiro. Its editors also plan to print facsimile copies In Brasilia and

other cities, aiming at converting it in the first truly Brazilian national paper.



The "Radical" Press

Censored and persecuted for many years, the opposition press, called

"nanica" (small) In Brazil, is emerging vigorously, benefitting mainly from the

end of censorship. Among them, Pasquim, an Irreverent, satirical weekly is still

the leading publication with an average circulation of 50,000 copies.

Another interesting publication is Coojornal, a monthly printed in

Porto Alegre by a journalist cooperative that has proved to be very successful.

Other publications are Movimento, Versus, Brasil Mulher, En Tempo, and Pingente,

all of them left-leaning and anti-establishment. In all, the "nanica"

publications account for about 200,000 copies.

News Magazines

The leading news magazincs are Veja and Isto E. Yea is a general news

weekly, with an emphasis on political and international events. It can be compared

very favorably with Time or Newsweek. Its over 300,000 copies reach a readership

of more than 1.2 million people, ard it has the largest circulation in this field.

Yeja belongs to the Editora Abril, a Sao Paulo publishing empire that

ranks first in the graphics industry in Brazil. Abril is owned 6y Victor Civita,

a businessman of Italian-American origin, formerly associated with Time-Life.

Another member of the Civita family owns a similar, but completely separate

publishing enterprise in Argentina, also named Abril.

Abril also publishes Placar, Quatro Rodas, and Homen, magazines for

male readers, and eleven publications for women, including Claudia (monthly,

200,000 copies), Capricho (fortnightly, 300,000), and Caricia (monthly, 242,933).

Abril claims a circulation of 3.5 million a month for its publications.

Although is still far from reaching the circulation of Veja, Isto E has

become an important competitor in only three years. Mino Carta, its editor, left

Veja and created his own news magazine. After initial financial problems the

magazine has finally reached a solid position, both in terms of circulation (over

100,000) and advertising revenues.

Isto E lacks the technical advantages of Veja but some prefer it to Veja

because of its deeper analysis of national and local politics. Both Vea and, to

a less extent, Isto E have national penetration.
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Manchete, an Illustrated weekly styled after Paris Match and Life, is

also a popular publication with over 200,000 copies a week and a readership of

1.4 million. It is the leading publication of Bloch Editores, the second

publishing conglomerate in Brazil, based in Rio de Janeiro and owned by Adolpho

Bloch.

Bloch also publishes Desfile, a women's magazine (207,140 copies monthly),

Amiga, Pais and Filhos, Ele, Fatos e Fotos, and Tendencia, a financial monthly with

about 26,000 copies.

Exame, of Editora Abril, is the largest publication for the business and

financial market. It publishes every two weeks about 60,000 copies. Visao is also

an Important fortnightly of a more general type, although it also gives a lot of

attention to the country's economy. It has an estimated circulation of 130,000 copies.

Altogether some 618 magazines are published in Brazil, including consumer,

sports, business, and technical magazines. As in the other media, the majority of

them--about 80%--are printed in the South and Southeast.

Books

The book publishing industry is suffering the chronic constraints of a

small market, caused by the low literacy, and the lack of economic means of most

Brazilians. However, in recent months there has been a boom in non-fiction

publications, especially political, historical, and sociological books, as a

consequence of the loosening of the censorship. In 1978, about 713 fiction and

2,132 non-fiction books were publish!d, although the average printing is only

3,000 copies.

Among the books recently released are the first records of political

repression and torture, and also of the guerrilla movements during the last decade.

One of the elements that hamper the distribution of books in Brazil is

the small number of bookstores in the country. Most recent estimates show that

there are only about 500 bookstores in the entire country (as a comparison,

Buenos Aires alone had that number of bookstores in 1977). Including the newstands,

drugstores, and supermarkets, there are less than 1,700 outlets for the books in

Brazil.
This is the situation in a country in which, as the publicist Mauro Salles

put It recently, "there is a lot to do." He expressed his concern about "the dark
side of the information media in Brazil, a country in which 20% of the population
doesn't listen to the radio, 50% doesn't watch television, and more than 80%

doesn't read any type of newspaper, magazine, or periodical publication."

-0-



Jornal do Brasil, September 27, 1979

McNA:ARA WILL LOOK AT PROJECTS IN THE NPOrHVAST

Recife. - World Bank (1BRD) President Robert McNamara will visit Brazil during

the first half of November, when he will spend two days in the Northeast, in
contacts with SUDEE and the Governrents of Bahia, Pernambuco and Paraiba,

observing the progress of urban development prograns and inte.rated projects of

POLONORDESTE being financed by IBRD.

The chief of the World Bank's Brazil Division in Washington, Fumayun

Mirza, arrived Yere yesterday to prepare for Mr. McNamara's visit. According

to the chief of the Bank's field office in SUDENE, Donna-Marie Dowsett, the

World Bank is stepping up its technical and financial assistance to the region,

to the benefit both of the towns and of the rural areas.

The special POLONORDESTE Program has so far received World Bank

financing totaling $156 million for projects in Rio Grande do Norte, Paraiba,

Ceara, Pern-!mbu co, `-h i and Ser7 ire.

The World Bank has signed a loan of $182 million for various programs
for improving the living- conditions of the populations of the large and re it'-

sized cities of the Northeast, and financing agreements totaling- 25 Tillion are

in Prearation.
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Jornal do Brasil, October 8, 1979

I% OF BRAZILIAN POPULATION SUFFERING FROM MALNUTRITION, SAYS IBRD

Sao Paulo. - Malnutrition affects some 17% of the Brazilian population and is

the main cause of 60-70% of death in children under five years of age in Brazil.

Twenty-one pircent of Brazilians under 18 years old suffer from second or third

degree malnutrition, and in the Northeast 30% of people in that age group are

victims of hunger.

These are some of the indicators contained in a special report on human

resources in Brazil prepared by World Bank staff under the leadership of Mr.

Peter Knight, fo:mer chief of the Bank's Brazil section. The report is due

to be published soon but its broad lines are being revealed in this week's

issue of the periodical Veja. Running to some 500 pages, the report projects

that by the year 2000 Brazil will have a population of 203 million and that

only 77.3% (optimistic projection) or as few as 53.5% (pessimistic projection)

will have an adequate diet.

The report describes malnutrition as one of the most serious of the prob-

lems that the Brazilian Government will have to face up to the turn of the

century. It is expected that meeting minimum medical care, nutrition, educa-

tion, housing and basic sanitation needs wili absorb 5 of Gross Domestic

Product each year from 1981 to 2000.
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Like all the World Bank's other reports, this one stresses the question

of the birth rate. It estimates the present population at 120 million and the

population rrowth rate at 2.8%, giving an annual rorulation increase of 3,400,000.

In one of its conclusions the renorts comments that rapid progress in reducing

malnutrition will be impossible without a massive redistribution of income.

In the year 2000 the Northeast will have 56,526,000 inhabitants, of whom

28% (optimistic projection) or 41.5' (pessimistic projection) will have a diet

deficiency of up to 400 calories. In the Southeast region, with a population

of 121,531,000, the seZment with a deficiency of 400 calories will be between

13.7% (optimistic projection) and 38.35 (pessimistic prolection). For the

frontier region, with 25,261,000 people, the projections are 50.2anO 62.61,

respectively. 'The report projects annual GDP growth during the last twenty

years of this century at 7% (high projection) or only 4% (low projection).



, Sumary translation of 1 recent clinpings from the Brazilian press

S0-0 -

A. Undated clinpin7 from Tribuns da Innrensa, Rio de Janeiro

Under the headline "Third World condemns World Bank policy," this article

renorts on the World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development held

in Rome. Third World representatives attacked the western development model,

and the World Bank was accused by Cheryl Payer, a member of the Club of Rome,

of serving the interests of the multinationals. The non-governmental organiza-

tions (NGOs) leveled a similar charge against FAO. "Where are the peasants we

are all talking about?" asked Jacques Chonch6l, minister of agriculture under

Salyador Allende. It was unanimously agreed that there can be no.Agrarian

Reform until the masses achieve power. Michel Cepede, former president of FAO,

is quoted as having said that, of the 150 member countries of the United Nations,

30 are true democracies, 60 are dictatorships and the remainder are closer to

dictatorships than to democracies. The delegate from Lesotho, commenting on the

conference's failure to achieve any concrete results, called it ia "mockery and

an affront to humanity."

B. Jornal do Comereio (Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul), May 11, 1979

This lengthy article, entitled "UNCTAD Conference: McNamara cites Brazil

as a model to the Third World for increasing exports and issues a serious warning

on protectionism," consists almost entirely of direct quotations from Mr. McNamara's

address to the UICTAD meeting in Manila. Naturally enough, it highlights his

references to Brazil's export performance (along with Korea and Singapore) and
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the volume of Brazil's exnort trade with other develoning countries. The

article then quotes extensively from Mr. Mcamara'-s remarks on the rising tide

of protectionism.

C. Tribina d Irnrensa (Rio de Janeiro), May 25, 1979

This article, entitled "Fliseu has talks with IBRD mission," reports on

the previous day's meeting between the Brazilian Minister of Transportation,

Eliseu Resende, and the World Bank mission. Three main topics came up for

discussion: the Center Line/Ferrovia do Ago project, the Paranagui export cor-

ridor, and construction of highway BR-364 linking Cuiab' and Porto Velho.

After visiting the sites of these proposed projects earlier in their visit, the

World Bank mission members discussed mainly financing aspects with the minister.

According to the article, it is honed to start the financing operation next

year.-

The second half of the article deals with the benefits of the Ferrovia do

Ago (Steel Railway) project, as compared with duplication of the Center Line,

indicating that the former would obviate the need for expensive #ypasses around
&

five cities in Minas Gerais. The article stresses that the Brazilian Government

has already decided to build the Ferrovia do Ago. The Bank mission requested,

and received, information on cost estimates and the proposed electrification

schedule. This information will, it is reported, be passed on to the Bank's top

management for final decision.

D. A Noticia (Rio de Janeiro), May 25, 1979

This article, under the headline, "Brazil tells World Bank: the.Ferrovia

do Ago is irreversible," reports on the sine meeting as clippin- C. above.

*
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* However, it places 7reriter empharis on the determination of the Brazilian

authorities to nuroue this project: it reDresents a government decision, the

writer states forthrihtly.

E. 0 Fstado de fao la'ilo (Sao Paulo), May 25, 1979

Like clinnin7s C. and D. above, this article deals with the meeting between,

the World Bank mission and the Brazilian Minister of Transportation. The title

"IBRD examines transportation projects" is indicative of a more matter-of-fact

"ap?oach. In addition to the three projects previously listed, the article

refers to a project for construction of a Ferrovia da Soja (Soybean Railway)

from Miranda in Mato Grosso do Sul to the Port of Paranagua.

F. *0 Globo (Rio de Janeiro), May 25, 1979

This article, appearing under the title, "McNamara walits.a reduction in

arms expenditures," quotes extensively fron Mr. McNamara 's. speech to the Uni-

versity of Chicago in which he pointed out the futility of seeking security

through increased arms outlays.

G. Jornal do Brasil (Rio de Janeiro), May 26, 1979

As the headline, "IBRD suggests cheaper solution to Eliseu for increasing

capacity of railways," indicates, this article focuses on the railway component

of the transportation project discussed with the World- Bank mission. Accordin-

to the newspaper report, the World Bank suggested reducing the cost of the Fer-

rovia do Ago/Center Line project by Cr$4.4 billion by eliminating projecte4

Center Line bypasses around major cities along the route. The Brazilian Govern-

ment, on the other hand, considered such conFestion-alleviating measures

essential.
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H. Jornal do 7r-tnil (Pio de Janeiro), May 29, 1979

"IBRD studying US50 million loan for urban developnent," is the headline

of an article announcinv the arrival of-a nre-annraisal mission from the World

Bank to discuss a possible loan.to the Banco Iacional de Habitacao for its CURA

* prolect in a nunher of Brazilian cities.

I. 0 Globo (Rio de Janeiro), May 29, 1979

The first article is a report on Mr. McNamara's Chicago speech, under the

headline, "McNamara calls for fewer arms and more struggle against poverty,"

with a number of quotations from the speech. The article points out that these

words may seem strange coming from a former U.S. Defense Secretary who was re-

sponsible for the massive U.S. arms and troop buildup in Viet Ham, but his

contact with world Poverty through the World Bank has changed him tadically.
I

Immediately under the renort on Mr. McNamara's speech, O'Globo carries a

slightly longer article on Mr. Oritz Mena's opening address at IDB's annual

meeting in Montego Bay, highlighting IDB's new strategy of focusing more on

low-income grouDs, who are to receive 505 of Bank lending in the period 1979-82.

1
J. 0 Globo (Rio de Janeiro), June 5, 1979

"IBRD grants loan to Sergine," is the headline of a report on loans

approved the day before by the World Bank. The USt26 million loan will "provide

limited nrosperity" for the Northeast region of Brazil. While highlighting the

rural development loan for Sergipe, the report also lists the' loan amounts

approved for four other countries.
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K. Gazeta de :ot{cia (Rio de Janeiro), June 7, 1979

This article introduces a two-raratranh report on the UStih0 million

Pernnmbuco rural develonment loan with the following words: "The United Nations

Information Centre (UIC) in Brazil has distributed the following World Bank

conmuninue:". The article arnears under the headline: "Rural development in

Brazil: World Bank lends U0S40 million."

L. - 0 Globo (Rio de Janeiro), June 13, 1979

A report entitled, "Eliseu wants integrated transportation system with

.countries of the Americas," deals at some length with the remarks made by the

Brazilian Minister of Transportation at the Forum of the Americas in Sao Paulo

on "Transportation in Continental Integration." The minister called for in-

creased use of Brazil's road, rail and water transport systems by neighboring

countries to ontimize operations and save energy.

This reDort is immediately followed by an account of Mr. Philin Glaessner's

remarks at the same Forum, under the headline, "IBRD seeks reduction in Doverty."

After mentioning Mr. Glaessner's call for faster economic developpent and invest-

ment in human capital, the article concludes by citing his remarks on skewed

income distribution in many countries.

M. Jornal do Brasil (Rio de Janeiro), July 17, 1979

The headline, "Secretary denies IBRD is imposing birth-control conditions,"

indicates that this article deals with the touchy issue of Brazilian sovereignty

vis-a-vis the Bank. Mr. Rubens Vaz da Costa, Sao Paulo State Secretary of

Planning, is at pains to deny reports that he had said the World Bank was tying

a possible loan to finance construction of 300 health posts in low-income areas



around Sao Paulo to accentance by the >o Paulo State Government of the World

. Bank's guidelines on birth control. After nroclaiming that "We in Brazil are

not about to accept conditions 4 rom anybody," Mr. Vaz da Costa lets it be known

that the Sao Paulo State rovernn ent is in full agreement with the Federal

Government's policy on family plannin7.

According to the Secretary, the health clinic project was one of three

(the others being for transportation/street paving and for urban renewal) sug-

gested by the State Government and discussed with a World Bank mission in June.

The World Bank reportedly is most interested in the street paving/transportation

project.

If the health clinic project materializes, it would, according to Mr. Vaz

da Costa, "offer low-income people what the rich already have. Thqre are no

plans whatsoever to compel people to accept any form of family planning."

N. 0 Globo (Rio de Janeiro), July 24, 1979

"McNamara foresees growth in 80," is the headline to an article featuring

some of Mr. McNamara's forecasts (derived from the World Bank's soon-to-be
1

published annual report) of economic growth in various parts of the world, as

presented to the summer meeting of ECOSOC in Geneva. The report makes specific

mention of the "depressing prospects" for sub-Saharan Africa and the fact that,

by the end of the century, there will be 600 million people living in absolute

poverty.

0**
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Oh, Brazil
Norman Macrae,the deputy editor of The Economist, has been visiting Brazil, which is the biggest of thedevelopment-ripe countries in the poor south of the world. If Brazil stops growing, the poor south stagflates. Macraebelieves that the growth of a Brazilian business class should enable the economy to keep expanding, but he fearsthat the impressionable country is being showered from abroad with exactly the wrong insu ts and advice.

Elephants can't be pink
Brazil is the stumbling elephant in the South American country to have), into $200 billion, trebled in real terms sincevan of the charge towards affluence by becoming a Japanese-style-near-demo- 1964), the opportunity, the bureaucracythe most development-ripe dozen coun- cracy with a more market-oriented econ- and the danger that things will still betries among the poor two thirds of the omy (which is the best early hope for any messed up.world. Everybody who cares for the development-ripe poor country in today's In the first 10 of the past 15 years theyordspoor south must pray that it world), were not messed up. Since 1964 when akeeps racing forward, but its stumble has Or whether Brazil will be driven back rather unwilling (thus originally unbossv)been applauded and (through intellectual into the vicious circle of the three worst military coup replaced the populist butclaptrap) miserably aided by the rich and more usual sorts of South American about-to-become-murderous governmentnorthern hemisphere's silly left. governments, which are the military op- of President Jango Goulatt, Brazil's realBv now there is sufficient business pressive, the military populist and the gnp has multiplied more than three timesdynamic in thle cheerful and adaptable civilian populist-the last two of which and, despite the 2.7% annual increase incoluntry for its people at last to advance become so inflIat ionary, corrupt and J aco- population, real gnp per head has morerather quickly to a tolerable life, pro- bin that they spark coups by the military than doubled to around an annual $ 1,600.%:ed onli that governments keep out of oppressives and start the vicious circle In the middle period of the miracle, real

the rAarelBut Sout b American govern- again. gnp growth was above 81% per annum
bet rael do kepoto tewyn for the seven consecutive years 1968

tht, pr%.cess of disengagement mn Brazil A puissant nation through 1974, and inflation (which hit an11o1 reached an. a%Nkward and familiar In Brazil everything is huge, espercially annual rate of nearly 1509 in Goulart'sco nr- q the land area (the IfthLret in thle last quarter) was down to an allegedTht next femw %cars, under a new, presi- world. 8,m square kilometres,. a surpris-1, i 92

jc_ 7

Jent %h%, mtlin passion is fortunately ino number ofi them -,tiil unu,,ed), the This happened because, until 1974, [theBai ni. the studenidc whether Brizi popultio an (the heiorld's eighth bargest m ilio, ren e to ice
can mofe from a too inerdentom mili- appromcing 12m, unfortunately tempo- economic policies in te opporini dire-t Ichnormt velnmenti (oih is he rarily w n ever 25 ears), the gnp tions fromt thoe that authori arin cov-fourth orsl ort of go%ernment for a (the words tenth largest, approaching rnments usualp h choose: on nLotmnce u4 na
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-1964-74 it moved away from protection- created a lucky dip of bright new jobs in became absurdly 65% urbansed in the

ism towards an export-led economy, capital-intensive industries in the towns. late 197(t (versus 46 in 194). as crnmes

away from nationalism towards interna- After about 1968 a lot of the new plants spreadine from the favelas made prts of
tionalism. away from "structural reform" were financed by the state, because it was the cities fearsome places in which to

(ic. public-sector imperialism) towards said that "only the state can provide the walk at night. as the Catholic church
control via the money supply. But it is not large capital required". This is the mean- moulded into intense opposition to the
usual for soldiers to stand at ease before ingless phase which impels fast-develop- regime because of the horrors its priests
the laws of supply and demand for long. ing economies into social crisis. First, the saw in the fax,clas and the depopulating

This year, 1979, economic growth will state has not got any capital; it can only countryside, as the universities filled with

be down near 5%, inflation up near 50%, pinch it from the taxpayer, and in Brazil today's lrm underraduates who were

there have been strikes among the richest the main tax is the inflation tax which toddlers when Goulart last made Marx-

workers in the big cities, there are fears bears hardest on the poor (when there is ism unpopular in 1961-64 (and their

among the business classes (and hopes a 5.8% rise in the cost of living in a single cowed professors found it comfier to lean

among the political left) that the miracle month, as there was this March, this is the leftist way), as the bureaucracy and a

may be coming apart at its seams. especially incommoding for those living growing Brazilian business lobby com-
The reasons why the miracle has faded 51% above subsistence). Secondly, state plained to colonels that Chicago-style

are the opposite of those most widely subsidising of capital spending in a devel- tight money threatened bankruptcies to

believed by newspaper readers and writ- opment-ripe country means mainly that Brazilian firms (and never to wicked well-

ers abroad. economic growth becomes less labour heeled multinationals), there grew a
intensive. So the inflation tax paid by groundswell of opposition to the military

Investing in underemployment Brazil's underemployed rural poor was government whose only legitimisation

The economic growth after 1964 was used to ensure that economic growth was was the continuing 10% annual economic

sparked-as it has been in most fast- steered away from providing them with growth which it did not understand.
developing countries in the past two dec- jobs. Then the oil shock at the turn of 1973-

ades--by a switch of government policy Brazil's rural underemployed therefore 74 was said to threaten even that eco-

to the market-oriented right. There was, flocked to the favelas or slum shanty nomic growth. The Geisel government of

however, even from the beginning, one towns around the big cities. They awaited 1974-79 did not resond to these worries

common mistake in this freer-market job opportunities there, while engaging by moving to the repressive right, as has

Brazil. As growth gathered pace after the in part-time occupations such as mug- been widely misrelported, but by moving

early 1964-66 recession, there was unfor- ging. This is a main reason why half the unhappily to the bureaucratic left.

tunately "planned" (ie, from-the-top- world is blowing up. And towards still more "planned

down) stimulation of investment. This As huge, empty Brazil's population investment".

The importance of
not being Ernesto
President Ernesto Geisel (1974-79) tried to move all his policies away from
the right wing. This had unfortunate results for the poorest

There is no way in which the Brazil that They have compounded Brazil's curse of -
President Joao Figueiredo inherited in overgovernment. F
March, 1979, from President Ernesto During two years in mid-miracle there
Geisel can be called a predominantly free were promulgated in Brazil 7,300 new
market economy. Far too many things laws, decrees and regulations, many of I
are licensed, allocated and price-con- them drafted by economists and engi-
trolled. Permissions to do quite small neers. As Brazil has the slowest-moving t
things (register patents, import capital legal system of any country (its appeal

equipment) are granted only after long court at about this time was deciding a
bureaucratic agony. About 70% of this case begun in 1892), there was never a

year's fixed investment in Brazil will be prospect that many of these laws could be
undertaken directly by the state. Worse, read, understood, policed and enforced.
the 30% of fixed investment nominally Then, in 1974, on top of a new and General Gersets parade

undertaken by private industry is being customary clever team of ministers, there
channelled into mischosen "priority was imposed an uncustomary clever and marching off in insubordinate directions.

areas" by a fabulous variety of fiscal more decisive (ie, more meddling) presi- In Brazil, they did.
incentives and subsidised interest rates dent. As Robert Harvey said in his survey At this stage of this survey, be fair to

that are too clever by half, on Brazil in The Economist of July 31, President Geisel (1974-79), before pro-
In 1964-79 back-of-beyond Brazil has 1976 (significantly called "Change in di- ceeding Jurther to malign him. He tried

had perhaps the most articulate, sophisti- rection"): "When President Geisel took to move Brazil s policy on political mat-

ca!ed, expert teams of economic minis- office in March, 1974, he had the novel ters to the more liberal centre (which was

ters of any country in the world. Five of idea of subordinating economic decisions praiseworthy), while moving it in eco-

the six main economic policymakers in to political ones-his own". nomic matters to the more interventionist
this period have been internationally Any general who subordinates eco- inside left (which was disastrous).
known economists in their own right. nomic decisions to his own political ones During the two military presidencies
This has been, on balance, a misfortune. is liable to find that economic forces go immediately before him (General Costa e
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Silva 1967-69, and General Emilio Medici richer organised workers (who liked da,

1%9-74). economic policy had already greater freedom to strike). What Presi- fin

moved slightly to the more protectionist dent Geisel did not realise was that all thi

and nationalist left. while security policy parts of this constituency (including the I

had marched sharply to the more repres- richer organised workers) belonged to fre

sive right. This last was mainly because of the better-off quarter of the community, go
what happened in the Sorbonne in Paris and also the one that was least displeased Se'

and Berkeley in California in 1968. Stu- by inflation. tin

dent pseudo-revolution and urban guer- P
rilladom then spread across Latin By the left, on my order, stagilate int

America. The consequences showed in the figures. du

It was met in Brazil in 1968-73 by Table 4 on a later page-one of a series of pp

deterrent torture (putting students briefly tables to which we will refer often- pn

into prison and giving them a few weeks shouts that Brazil's miracle began to go ha

of a rather worse time than fags had in sour with a trebling of 1972's 151% infla- in;

minor British public schools in the 1930s, tion to 46% in 1976, followed by 39%,
so that Brazilian students then did not 41% and maybe 49% in 1977-79. Ti

want to be imprisoned again) and by The orthodox Brazilian explanation of

much crueller investigative torture (so this is that "during a few weeks at the th

that those with information about urban turn of 1973-74 the Arabs abruptly took ily

guerrillas quickly squealed). 3% of our gnp from us, wholly concen- in

It was said confidently that this repres- trated in the weak groin of our balance of th

sion would never work. In practice, it payments". True, but without some large hi
worked like a bad dream. Student rebel- policy mistakes a 3% increase in national ac

lion and guerrilladom in Brazil stopped. costs into a 45% annual inflation would sh

not go. Drive hard for the wrong industnes

Geisel's opening to liberalism The first plank in President Geisel's (s

It was therefore courageous when Presi- new development plan in September, few projects at nil money interest rates re

dent Geisel, immediately after his inau- 1974, was (to quote Robert Harvey (in a country which expects over 45% s

guration in 1974, called back the more again) "a deliberate switch back to in- inflation this year, that meant a real ni

liberal pre-1967 political household-man- vestment in capital goods industries and interest rate of minus 45%), and for a tl

agers, and told his fellow officers that the to some measure of import substitution". broadly-defined range of projects like tw

army was corrupting its name with the The investments that the government agriculture, investment in the poorer re- hi

young. President Geisel restored a much then particularly wanted to encourage gions and worthier industries it was possi-

freer press. There are today investigative read today like a compendium of subse- ble to borrow at around 15-25% (which w

programmes on Brazilian television into quent worldwide industrial disasters. meant real interest rates of minus 20- B

people who disappeared in the Silva and They included steel, petrochemicals, nu- 30%). b

Medici days, although usually with a clear power, Brazil's 38 shipbuilding rr
punch line demanding pensions for their yards. Oh, dear. The three main features Cheap loans for sale p
widows rather than punishment of inter- of most capital goods industries are that Unsurprisingly, every loanworthy person

rogators. Piesident Geisel restored freer (a) their manufacture is itself capital- was saying that he was a farmer or a

elections to Brazilian institutions that do intensive, at a time when Brazil needs to dweller in poor regions or a most deserv-

not greatly matter (see The Economists be more labour-intensive; (b) during the ing industrialist about to invest there, and

article last November 25th on the Brazi- world minirecession desperate industrial was borrowing at these rates in order E
lian congressional election, called "Did exporting countries have almost been promptly to lend back to the government

we rig it enough?"), and picked a succes- giving capital goods away; (c) technologi- on index-linked bonds at about an ex-

sor in the new President Figueiredo who cal change in most of these industries is pected 51q. or to the overnight money a

will annov the hard-line generals by mov- rapid, so that when Brazil starts to build a market at around 55%, or to the equiv- p

ing further along this road. new capital goods plant today it is likely alent of prime commercial borrowers at c

In the midst of this rather brave march to be yesterday's plant before it is around 65%, or to borrowers who might e

towards democracy, Britain's (not exactly completed. conceivably disappear into the bush at t

democratic) TUC said that President There may have been mor- sense- rates of around 180%, or to speculate in a

Geisel was an ever-more-repressive right- only the market can tell-in the aim of the real estate bubble with hopes of i

wing dictator, and told the Wilson gov- making Brazil more self-sufficient in agri- h.igher returns still.

ernment that it should not welcome a visit cultural products, and energy (for a dis- In fiscal 1977 the cost to the govern- f

to Britain from him. cussion of Brazil's possibly hopeful devel- ment of these credit subsidies and fiscal t

While he was thus annoying the mili- opment of energy from alcohol, see incentives amounted to Cr121 billion (of

tary by liberalising, President Geisel tried later). But it is a Brazilian delusion that which Cr48 billion went to agriculture);

to titillate them by building grander nu- presidential dreams can be enforced by this was half the total federal tax revenue

clear power plants and dams. He sought a (to quote a Hudson institute report) of Cr243 billion in that year. For fiscal

constituency among the less efficient do- "printing laws like cruzeiros" or "like 1978 nobody has yet been able to work

mestic businessmen (who were called vaccinations, some take, some don't". Or out what they cost, but the cost of the

lefter because they disliked competition by cheap state loans for white elephants. agricultural part had risen to Cr80 billion

by multinationals), among the bureau- Across Brazil the system of subsidised and it is possible that in some months

crats (who liked the opportunity for more loans for favoured investment projects more than the whole of federal tax rev-

corruption which greater state controls had by this May painted inflation purple. enue was being lent out cheaply by the

brought), among the universities (who When the fiscal iacentives are taken into government in order to be borrowed back

said they liked freer speech), and among account, it was possible to borrow for a by the government more expensively next
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day. The Figueiredo government (see than an Ernesto"; unfortunately, he visiting television producers.
final article in this survey) intends to curb proved to be a Brazilian when one want- Special seasoning is added by ignoring
this nonsense. Insufficiently. ed him to be German, and then a Ger- the age distribution of the workforce (in a

Brazil's five main economic needs are a man when one wanted him to be a country where a 45-year-old worker gets
freer market system (because it has not Brazilian. three times the wage of a new entrant to
got the sort of bureaucracy that can He started his policies of intervention an urban labour force which is growing at
sensibly run a controlled system), a con- because he thought they would bring 54% a year in a country with half its
tinuing incentive to produce rather than better balance to the economy and help population aged under 18), by underesti-
speculate, some bias in favour of labour- the poor, and then intensified them when mating the breadwinners per family, by
intensive rather than capital-intensive in- they did the opposite. forgetting the 13-month or (for poorer
dustries, a stern grip on inflation and workers) 14-month annual wage, by put-
progressive correction of the inequality of The workers differ from the poor ting in regression equations and comput-
incomes. The system of capital subsidies His supporters said he would move Brazil er models of poverty programmes which
has managed to make matters accelerat- "away from headlong growth at any have their residuals massaged into mas-
ingly worse on all five fronts at once. cost", into a situation where "higher turbative orgasm for any visiting reporter

wages and social spending would form who likes to reinforce his decent emo-
To him that hath the basis for an expanded home market". tional prejudices instead of work out
Even in big multinational firms in Brazil This was always populist nonsense. You sums.
the manager of the money has temporar- cannot get the wherewithal for higher When West Germany's Chancellor
ily become more important (and makes wages and social spending except by Helmurt Schmidt was begged by.a bishop
more of the profits) than the manager of higher growth. But something like it is in Sao Paulo to "instruct Volkswagen
the production. Among individuals I dangerously liable to be the votewinning Brazil to pay the same wages as at
heard of one Brazilian with 17 bank ticket in Brazil as and if the desirable Wolfsburg", he naughtily replied: "Ex-
accounts; he makes most of his money "opening to democracy" (ic, return to cellent idea, then VW Brazil would close,
shifting funds between them in a few filling more important political posts by transfer some production back home, and
working hours early each day, and then elections, return to settling wages by marginally ease my unemployment prob-
(since he is a liberal Brazilian) spends the strikes) grows wider, which the new lem in West Germany".

tes rest of the day doing good works. Capital President Figueiredo honestly al pretent
5% subsidies have brought especial opportu- intends. The truth is bad enough
eal nities to the loanworthy, and have bid up There are two classes in Brazil: the The appalling true figures remain. Evenr a the prices of the sorts of investments better off (who include the industrial among the "economically active popula-like bought with lent money (which brings workers as well as the bloated capitalists) tion"-as table I (on the next page)re- huge capital gains to the rich). versus the desperately hungry and under- shows-the rich have grown richer sinceLSS These capital subsidies are one reason employed. The name of the most dishon- 1960, -while the poor have grown lessich why incomes have grown so-unequal in est political game is to pretend to the poor less fast. Managers in Brazilian20- Brazil. President Geisel aroused hopes world (and the voters) that policies nomi- firms often get $50,000-$100,000 a year,

because he was a third generation Ger- nally in favour of the urban industrial which is more than their colleagues in
man immigrant, and foreigners whis- workers will also favour the really poor. multinationals. The worst poverty hits
pered that he seemed "more an Ernst They won't. the 30-40% of Brazilians who are notrson really in the market economy at all,Prea By adding these to the lowest paid, DrPoverty trap,s

and 4  > '
der Brazil's worst problem is that of the underemployed
ent
ex- Don't believe half the statistics on Bra- working (as distinct from underem-

mzy il's unequal incomes; those about the ployed) Brazilians have grown poorer
uIv- poor workers. Do believe the harrowing during the 15 years of military rule. Since
s at other half; those about the poor under- the generals' coup, the proportion ofight employed. Only by making this distine- Brazilian households with television sets

at tion can policies be devised to keep Brazil has grown from 7% to 51%, that with
e in advancing by the right instead of stagflat- refrigerators from 15% to 48%.

s of ing by the left. If some group of workers got a 132%
It is sometimes said that the desperate wage rise on February 2nd in the last

ern- ferocity of the poor, in a country where Goulart year of 1974, those workers were
iscal the richest 20% of the population take momentarily 132% better off than they(of 67% of all incomes, broke out at last in had been on February 1st, although the
re); this year's Sao Paulo autoworkers' gain was quickly dissipated in inflation.

VnUe strikes, This is odd, since the Sao Paulo By comparing the general subsequent
iscal autoworkers are among those richest doubling of real incomes per head pre-
Aork 20% of the population, with average cisely with income levels on that Febru-

the after-tax incomes at about five times ary 2nd instead of February 1st, you can
thin average gnp per head. The average wage then make those workers took 32% worse
nu for all metal workers after the strike wAs off than just before the military coup.
re $7.300-S8.3X) a Near, to w%hich should be There is a large statistical cookpot indus-
the added employer-financed fringe benefits try in Brazil, ready to erve up such

back up to 301)-80 of the wace. statistics to the taste of innumeriae native L
next it is also not reall likely that most Catholic priests or (by way of, turbot) Nota bad life at Volkswagen
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Table 1-
Economically active population

% of personal incomes
1960 1977

Richest 5% 27.7 39.0
Next 15% 26.7 28.0
Next 30% 27,9 21.2
Poorest 50% 17.7 11.8

Edmar Bacha believes that 40-44% of
Brazilian families are absolutely poor,
and receive between 8.2% and 9.8% of
the country's total family income. He
concludes that the transfer of 8% of the
income of the non-poor (ie, only about
two years gnp growth per head) would
double the average incomes of the rural

poor and increase by two thirds those of
thp urban poor. Even if one believes his
40-44% figure is too high by about a
quarter-as Ido-the first lesson is that
redistribution of income in Brazil is very
worthwhile. The second lesson, however, Y
is that the three methods of redistribution
favoured by Brazil's populist left would . . . L.. .
have the opposite effect to what is The answer's not a higher minimumVage
pretended.

the minimum wage is much lower in real In some plantations and cattle ranches

Not by doles or minimum wages terms at the end of the wage year than at in the wide frontier areas, especially the

The switch to the really poor would not the beginning. Towards that end of the efficient ranches owned by companies

be aided by a great improvement in social year the construction industry in some rather than the inefficient ones owned by
security benefits, which in Brazil already cities enjoys a seasonal boom, but work- old squires, workers can buy provisions

look quite impressive (financed by those ers are sacked when the minimum wage is only at the company shop. The company

employers' contributions) but do not fil- raised again. It really is not decent for manager (who is often a subcontra'ctor

ter through the bureaucracy to reach populist academics to table emotions with none of the squirearchical traditions

those who most need them. The desper- from middle class ivory towers about of occasional noblesse oblige) has an in-

ate need in Brazil is to bring jobs to the raising the minimum wage when these centive to get the workers into debt. If

underemployed, not subsistence picnics underemployed people have to pay fooit. the debtors abscond, the police (who are

for still more footballing teenagers on the the managers' hirelings) can hunt them

beach. Land reform? wild-west style, sometimes shooting to
Nor would underemployment be The next popular shibboleths are that kill. Some distributors have tried to break

helped by the left's cruel favourite of a poverty in Brazil can best be tackled by the monopolies of the company shops-

large increase in the statutory minimum land reform, by government-financed ir- eg, by sending shopping boats up river.

wage. Last May's minimum wage in the rigation in the dry north-east, and by Various "progressive" labour laws are

richest states like Sao Paulo, at the then opening up the agricultural frontiers. used to stop these.

exchange rate ard] multiplied by the 13- Each policy can increase misery. Three needs stand out for anybody

month or 14-month salary, was around Land redistribution is rather a non- who wants to see poverty conquered in

$1,200 a year, which is a high proportion sense in huge empty Brazil, but periodi- Brazil.

of a $1,600 average gnp per head. In the cally taxes are levied to persuade big

poorest states like those of the north- landowners to use idle arable land or else Growth and full employment

east, where Brazil's poorest have sub- sell it. If the taxes begin to bite, landown- The first need is continued economic

African living standards, the minimum ers find that squatters have been living on growth. It is nonsense to advocate anti-

wage in employment was a miserable- their idle land for generations; the "re- poverty programmes based on redistrib-

sounding $860-$950 a year, but that was form" causes them to hire thugs to drive uting to everybody more than average

above gross provincial product per head. the squatters off it. gnp per head.

The application to some farmers of There has been a sharp increase in The second need is to reduce underem-

minimum wage legislation (remember capital-intensive irigation schemes in the ployment in the countryside, but not

plus employers' obligatory 30-80% fringe poor north-east, aided by the govern- primarily by creating jobs in farming.

benefits) has caused many rural workers ment's subsidies'to capital investment One possible model for fuller employ-

to be sacked and evicted, They have there. The land to be flooded is chosen by ment is the pre-1960 Japanese free-mar-

moved to the favelas round the towns, the local authorities (which means by the ket one; tiny village sweatshops or cot-

and travel on a two-hour bus journey squires). It is the poor who get the tage workrooms where all members of

each day back to their old area, where the flooding, with compensation in rapidly- the family make component parts for big

farmer employs them on a deliberately depreciating cruzeiros; they then flock to urban capitalist factories, necessarily at

casual basis, careful not to employ any the favelas, but near the north-east's well below Brazil's present legislated

one of them so many days in the week towns the urban authorities meet the minimum wages.

that he becomes a regular employee. In a buses and pay their fare back to flooded An alternative system is communist

country with nearly 45% annual inflation, nowhere again. China's system of village Keynesianism,
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by creation of a secondary local currencN dow ii tlhw 'ame production line, of mach- Table 2-The populist years
c,llcd the work point,and by village in- inerN boueht from Shanghai and mach-
fant industry protectionism. Tihe com- iner succcqsflully copied by wild improvi- grh cindex e
m1une's old women and some children sit sation within the commune-(thcrefore 1948 7; - 8
making sandals. and are paid in work the local peasants know how to repair it). 1949 + 6 12
points; the sandals are then sold in the In other poor countries like Brazil this 1950 ± 6 +121

commune shops for work points, while reservoir, dam and mill would have cost Vargas
the better quality factory-made sandals over a million dollars. That sum would 1951 + 6 +12
can be bought there only with scarce have had to be voted by parliament as a 1952 9 +13
national currency, public work, and the construction would 1953 + 21 +21

1954 +10 +251Since many areas in Brazil suffer alter- have been expensively undertaken by a
nately from flood and drought. in a city contractor who (even if not corrupt) Interregnum
country where small irrigation projects would have installed mysterious city 1955 + 7 +121
from the great rivers would be easy and machinery that the local peasants could Kubitschek
are needed, I make no apology for re- not operate or maintain. I tried to get 1956 + 3 +241
porting again what three of us from The several leading Brazilians interested in 1957 + 8 + 7
Economist saw in a small (population this sort of project, but the answer was 1958 + 7J +24
13,500) commune in Hunan in China at "we are not Chinese". 1959 + 10 +391
the end of 1977. The commune members
had spent two winters on an irrigation Don't be a Chile Goulart
scheme for 800 hectares of paddy fields Brazil's third need is to get on top of 1961 + 5 +51
that would have cost hundreds of thou- inflation and to abolish bureaucratic con- 1963 + li +81
sands of dollars anywhere else. The trols. If the present inflation deteriorates 1964 + 3 +92

workers were paid in work points, so the to the point where the country becomes a
real cost of the project at that season of forced client of the International Mone- which all of South America accumulated
heavy underemployment equalled the tary Fund, the IMF will certainly demand large stocks of foreign exchange, but at
productive work that was in consequence an end to the cheap loans (which would the price of not importing machinery and
not done in the fields (which in winter help Brazil) but might also demand a of seeing its capital equipment decay-
was probably almost nil). sharper squeeze. Brazil for a while followed precisely the

By the end of two winters the com- If a squeeze was imposed in Brazil at opposite policy to the 1930s; but paradox-
mune had a reservoir and irrigation chan- present, with the Sao Paulo trade unions ically achieved precisely the same results.
nels that thenceforth kept its cultivatable thinking they are about to celebrate an
areas almost free from the previous enor- opening to populism, the consequences Populism, 1945-60
mous variations due to drought or flood, could be explosive. The need is for con- This time it attempted for a brief period
It also had a dam generating electricity- certed (but not too difficult) thought on to keep the cruzeiro overvalued instead
So the next winter's task was the building how Brazil can get back to its miracle of devalued. This made imports very
of a paper mill, using the dam's hydro- without exploding. That requires a will- cheap, so that it quickly ran through its
electricity and the ricefield stubble. The ingness to imbibe two recent Brazilian war accumulated stocks of foreign ex-
paper mill is a marvellous alternation, history lessons. change, and had to resort to import

controls; behind the zareba of these,
industrialisation by import substitution

Been here before? went on as before. In 12 of the 14 years
1948-61, as table 2 shows, real gdp

Brazil's economy breaks down on the rare occasions when politicians' laws growth was above 5%, and the average
are enforced. Otherwise, it develops fast- .. annual growth was around the 7% which

doubles real gdp every 10 years.
"This country." said the Brazilian econo- quarters of Brazils export earnings) fell This successful response to artificial
mist. "industrialised through four block- by two thirds, and made devaluation of demand shows that Brazil has long been a
ades: the 1914-18 war, the great depres- the cruzeiro inevitable. The depression developable country, and it might seem
sion, the 1939-45 war and not least the also happened to coincide with a Brazi- surprising (see table 2) that inflation in
1974 oil shock". I partially disagree, but lian revolution, which was not an unusual 1948-58 never went over 251% a year
start from that. event, but in the post-revolutionary situa- (even though this still multiplied the cost

The 1914-18 war was kind to Latin tion placation of the powerLil coffee of living 20 times in the first 15 postwar
America, especially to Argentina which interests was important. The government years). The surprise turns to astonish-
by 1928 had more cars per head than bought up huge unsaleable stocks of ment when one reads how the large
Britain or Sweden; but Argentina since coffee and destroyed them, in a policy annual rise in production in these years
1928 (like Britain since 1948) has crashed that was reviled round the world but was overconsumed.
into oblivion by subsequently picking the proved to have an odd logic. With im- Under the populist presidencies of Ge-
wrong economic policies whenever a ports made expensive by the devalu- tulio Vargas (1930-45 and then 1951-54)
choice lay to hand. The post-1929 depres- ations, and with internal money supply and Juscelino Kubitschek (1956-61) laws
sion was desperate for Latin America, inflated, new domestic manufactures for were passed guaranteeing to Brazilian
especially for Brazil which, however, the home market suddenly became prof- workers minimum wages, job security
stumbled during the 1930s into probably itable. Brazil therefore bounced through and fringe benefits which the country
the right Keynesian policies by choosing the depression years out of its feudal clearly could not afford.
self-contradictory initiatives that trium- system into a sort of helter-skelter indus- The reason why a crash was avoided
phantly cancelled each other out. trialisation based on import substitution until 1961 lay in the Brazilian institution

Between 1929 and 1931 the price of by mistake, of the "jeito", under which Brazilian
coffee (which at that time provided three Immediately after Hitler's war-in governments have long informally ar-
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or I laws, which were meant to penalise who ascribe the 1961-64 collapse to the
Do ;a, banks, led to a vast expansion of luxury acceleration of inflation after 1958 (see

bank branches. Thanks to the jeito, it table 2 on preceding page), which is
"' became profitable to gather in deposits at worrying because of the similar growth of

below the usury rate, and then lend at inflation in the Geisel years after 1975
bogusly-announced interest rates (with (see table 4 on next page). This year
lots of redeposit requirements) through price-controllers are finding it profitable
layers of intermediaries that were really to retire into becoming consultants more
the bank itself. quickly than ever.

To this day nearly two pages in the Secondly, the bigger breakdown occurs
yellow pages of the Sao Paulo telephone if a left-wing government arrives in power
book list the entirely legal profession of which actually tries to put its controls and
"despachante"-an expediter who, for a pro-worker legislation into effect. This

I r fee, jogs the bureaucracy so as to get the last hcppened in Brazil when vice-presi-
import licence, driving licence or other dent Jango Goulart took over (because

'X permission you want. Unsurprisingly, the elected president above him had a
- many despachantes are bureaucrats' rela- nervous breakdown) in 1961.

410' tives. This is another example of how
controls in Brazil (especially when intro- The disastrous Goulart, 1961-64
duced nominally to protect the poor) are President Goulart's personal economic
the biggest curse for the poor. To quote policy consisted largely of trying to dis-

o - Mr Rosenn again, Brazilians complain tribute wage increases to existing indus-
that "officials create difficulties in order trial workers at the expense of profits
to sell facilities" and that: (especially foreign companies' profits)

"The cycle can be vicious indeed. A where these could be milked. He inherit-
Prinfng laws like cruzeiros person whose papers are not in order has ed (see table 2) a real gdp growth rate of

great difficulty securing employment, but he still 10% in 1960 but inflation above 30%.
ranged that their own laws should not be may not be able to secure the necessary By the time he was deposed the annual
obeyed. documents without the aid of a despachane, rate of inflation in January-March, 1964,whose services he cannot afford. The small was near to 150%, and real growth was. me a entrepreneur may be thwarted from openingGive me a lto his own business because he has insufficient below nought with unemployment
"Under this institutional bypass of the capital to pay for the expenses of legalising soaring.
legal system," to quote seriatim from the the business. The system heavily discrimi- He announced he would bring in revo-
jeito's ablest American chronicler, Pro- nates against the poor, who are forced to lutionary land reforms, and began ap-
fessor Keith Rosenn, "eg, a few essential wait patiently in the long lines in front of the pealing to mass meetings of workers;
parts are removed from an illegally im- windowsof governmental departments," some people, at least, honestly believed
ported car, which is reported to the Further upmarket, business firms now that he might start to arra them. The
authorities as contraband; when the car is find it necessary to employ expensive Marxist activists, almost unable to be-
sold at public auction, as required by law, "consultants", not just despachantes, to lieve their good luck, stepped up their
the smuggler, who is the only one with expedite their permissions to raise prices; paramilitary activities. In the country
the missing parts, is the only bidder. . . . the consultants are often retired price- districts, the brigand bands acquired ma-
Eg, a labour inspector condones the fail- controllers. chine-guns. Execution lists of people with
ure of a firm in an area of high unemploy- There are two circumstances when the any money (including foreigners) were
ment to pay the official minimum wage jeito, and therefore the economy, breaks drawn up. By now the naturally terrified
on the theory that strict enforcement down. First, when inflation goes above a middle classes and some fairly populist
would likely throw many employees out certain level, so that "speed money" paid governors of the big states were urging
of work. . . . Both Chile and Brazil tried by firms to bureaucrats' consultants-to the army to act. In the spring of 1964, the
to fight inflation by freezing food prices. get quicker permission to raise selling army did, and the unwilling chief of staff,
Chilean bureaucrats struggled valiantly to prices or to buy something before its General Castello Branco, was proclaimed
enforce these price controls, thereby price trebles-becomes for each firm a head of state. He brought in a techno-
stagnating the food supply. . , . Brazilian matter of life and death. There are many crats' government.
bureaucrats characteristically permitted
the jeito to operate. . . . The net effect of
the jeito in practice is frequently to push W hen C am pos sow ed
the government into assuning a more
laissez faire position than it is ideological- -A D fi e p A
ly disposed to assume." and De rn reapeu

The old Vargas labour laws gave vIrtu-
ally complete security of tenure to any Who was then the miracle's hero?
worker Mio stayed with a firm (or more
than 10 years. Since this meant that after Ar this stage I must cat some humble pie, that I thought the squeeze would throw a
their tenfh ann6 rsary manN wvorkerN M last previous visit to Brazil was in lot of Brazilians into further underem-
would di.w a salary but rarel turn up for 1 w Ahen Roberto Campo% 1 novw Brazi- plonient and v6ould not work.
vork, firms sacked most of their \%orkers lian amhas,ador to London) as oerloiid it Liter became the conention.il "is-
iso their nind Near, but bN a niutual jeito of the econom in the first \ear after dom that this happened, and I .s%a greet-

m ndls arringed with another Goulart I said then h:t he as imposing ed by some elephant-memory people hs
irm that 'your and ins ninth sear ei- Latin America'% most intelligent deli- rime who s.iid ho" right I w. There is
ployces sill be ssiiped'. The usury tion to date. But I so made it fairly clear thus an oblieation to ISi that I no think
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l uite wrong. Table 4. The Ceisel years
c,>c Cimpos squeeze ofc1964-66w Real gdp growth % General price index % Money supply %
of 1i mw.t triumphant rnacroecono- 1974 +10 +34J -34

of the past 50 years. 1975 + 54 +294 +43

A the odds were against success. In 1976 + 9 +46 -37

l an' i3ra2ilian who could acquire any 1977 + 5 +39 f3
sa. ine rushed illegally to get them out +41 +42

into Jollars: it was weird to return in 1979 Flguelredo + 5(? +49()

to find that one of Minister SimonsenIs )
most controversial but sensible 1979 poli-
cies (see next article) is designed to stop the dollar, whichever rose most. This the planning minister (a jovial but nation-

too many dollars coming in. came to be seen as a better investment for alist businessman Mr Helio Beltrao). The re
In 1965 over half of Brazil's export Brazilians than the dollar itself, and so new team made relaxations in fiscal poli- k

earnings still came from coffee which was there was now a government bond that cy with a brief tax holiday for business a

then plainly in process of collapse. Be- could actually be sold. With the aid of it (probably wise), in wages policy to allow

tween 1951 and 1963 Brazilian coffee the growth in money supply was brought real wages to advance with productivity p

production had doubled but Brazilian down from 76% in 1965 to 16% in 1966, (certainly expedient), re-expanded the

coffee exports had stood still; the in- But indexation allowed businesses to in- growth in money supply (from 16%
creased production-bought at a huge dulge in inflation accounting, so that they growth in 1966 to 42-43% in each of 1967

support price by the government-had were no longer dunned for tax on inven- and 1968, clearly too much), and intro-

gone into expensive government store. tory appreciation profits that in real duced a trotting peg exchange rate system

Because of the Goulart policy of wild terms did not exist. (which in 1979 is a galloping peg, with

wage increases to all the most restrictive There were still some bankruptcies, small devaluations in the cruzeiro every

workers (such as Brazilian dockers), it but only of firms that it was progressive to two or three weeks).

cost $30 to load a ton of cocoa in Brazi- allow to go bust. Public utilities were told The Delfim Netto-Beltrao team also

lian ports in 1963 compared with $2 a ton to raise their prices to a level which made tightened price controls, and started to

in African ports. profits. With the re-investment of these subsidise interest rates for Brazilian busi-

The other Goulart chickens were com- profits they began to produce telephone ness (which had soared from huge nega-

ing home to Mr Campos's roost. Most services, postal services and electricity tive real interest rates in 1964 to high

income taxes were paid well in arrears, supply that actually worked. Under Gou- positive real rates in 1967). By these two

and after two years of Goulart inflaton lart, the letters announcing government measures they initiated big worries for

the new government was drawing in rev- or business orders did not reach their the future.

enue deteriorated two thirds in value destinations because postmen pinched Mr Delfim Netto's years at the finance

while its expenditure was met at today's the stamps. A proper devaluation of the ministry coincided with the years of fas-

costs. The military rulers' first contribu- cruzeiro made it profitable for Brazilian test growth. He harvested flexibly where

tion to disinflation was to double the manufactured exports to go out, and for Mr Campos had sawn, enjoying during

armed forces' pay. Money supply in both American and European investment to his years a miracle-making average annu-

1964 and 1965 was rising at 75-85% a come on in. a] increase of 52% in manufactured ex-

year. The balance sheets of all Brazilian Then in 1967 the first military president ports. ic was a more political economist

firms were in an impossible mess. It came to the end of what was supposed to than Mr Campos. The two different fig-

seemed that a squeeze would drive many have been President Quadros's six-year
of them bankrupt, and that better-heeled term from 1961, He was replaced by a

multinationals would gobble some of righter-wing military president, who in ,

them up. accordance with Brazilian tradition /

To all this Mr Campos provided the brought in a new economic team-who

brilliant answer of indexation. This moved a little to the protectionist left.

immediately persuaded people to pay last

year's taxes quickly, because' tax pay- From Campos to Deilim to Gelsel
ments delayed until tomorrow would un- While Mr Campos (at planning) had been

der invexaiuon cost more. It allowed the more influential than his finance mims-

marketing of a governmient bond that ter, the new fmnance mnimster &fr Antom-o

would rise in value in line with prices or Delfim Netto was more influential than

Table 3. Campos and Deflim Netto years

Real gdp growth % General price index % Money supply %

1964 + 3 +92 +84
1965 + 21 +57 +76 SOL
1966 + 5 +38 +16

Deffim Netto
1967 + 5 +28 +43
1968 + 8J +24 +42
1969 + 9 +21 +33
1970 + 91 +20 +27
1971 +11J +20 +31
1972 +101 +151 +38 1
1973 +14 +154(+27) +47
1974 +10 +341 +34

-S Sofor explana Deltim was ih&re pclical
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ures for 1973 price rises in table 3 reflect berto Campos's day) a desk in the presi- visers
,the fact that he was then keeping the dential palace. while Mr Sirnonsen some- ingtl
price index artificially low, by tying it to times had to wait a fortnight before heavi
the formally-controlled prices of particu- President Geisel would listen to him. sition
lar goods which were not in fact any- Since Mr Simonsen feels strongly (and natio
where available at these prices. But it was rightly) that a serious fight against infla- if he
after lie left that the rush to state control tion must now begin, he demanded and stand
impossibly accelerated. got the planning minister's portfolio in parti,

- C - 1 vote.This was strange because his successor the new Figueiredo government. Mr Si-
as finance minister, Mr Mario Simonsen, monsen now sits at his special desk in the that
was a more prominent, more internation- presidential building every morning, to s
alist and more liberal economist than he. planning how to deflate. whic

C-4The explanation is that after 1974 Presi- Awkwardly, President Figueiredo is susp
dent Geisel was meddling in economic often out horseriding in the mornings, B1
policy to a much greater degree. Mr and Mr Delfim Netto-hero of the mir- reg
Simonsen thought this was because the acle years-is back in the big spending riot!
planning minister, Mr Reis Velloso, had ministry of agriculture, by all accounts L Poo
(from the tradition of the office in Ro- planning something else. gett

Tightrope to democracy Gei
Figueiredo in (?) the saddle Gel

Best guesses about where Brazil may go under its new 1979-85 govern- libc
meit--politically, socially, technologically, economically portant offices like national president and istate governors (undemocratic because on.
"The Brazilian constitution", says that ruler, while the Shah also generously sent the one man with a vote is the existing stri
Hudson report, "is not fixed, and the tens of thousands of the sons of his lower incumbent) and a more democratic sys- wa
military operates as a continuing cons:itu- middle class to acquire inferiority com- tem of 50m-Brazilian-adults-30m-partly- ter
tional convention, Laws exist for almost plexes and student revolutionary bitter- unrigged-votes for the unimportant talk- La
everything in Brazil, and they are ness in Europe's and America's polytech- ing shops like the national congress and g'
changed quite frequently". There is now nics. By contrast, the ablest educated the state parliaments (which are conse- th,
again an argument among the military children of Brazil's upper class are taking quently captured by the most left-wing let
about which laws to change and which over their fathers' or uncles' or school- party that is allowed to stand). Li
parts of the temporary constitution to friends' fathers' businesses at an incredi- There is an obeyed (and astonishingly n2
refiddle. bly early age. Indeed, they now form the self-effacing) rule that the president and re

President Geisel and the new President brighter part of Brazil's business class- each state governor retires at the end of
Figueiredo are democracy-leaning offi- and know that (unlike Iran's rent collec- his term, but usually he has the main say c1
cers who want to get the military out of tors from oil) fuddy-duddiness can alter in picking his successor (by rigging an
the direct business of government, pro- the fortunes of their families' businesses electoral college after discussion with 1
vided something too populist does not profoundly. As in Japan, it is therefore appropriate interests). Last year the sys- 0
take their place. Most of the rest of the the dreamier brothers who go off to tem broke down hilariously and unimpor-
army command (who feel they were not become perpetual university students and tantly in one state when a gubernatorial
properly consulted when Geisel picked then left-wing professors. candidate bought an electoral college that
Figueiredoas his successor) have a more Meanwhile, an educated lower middle had been rigged for somebody else, but
conservative view of what "insupportably class in Brazil does not exist, which the real drama was that the army was not
populist" means, and they might mount a means unfortunately that the masses vote properly consulted about the nomination
coup against Figueiredo if the populist rot for the most ignorant populists whenever of President Figuciredo.
goes too far. allowed to. But I could find nobody Now President Figu-iredo has made it

But the sort of rot sometimes forecast plotting revolution in Brazil who felt that clear that he wants his successor in 1985
for Brazil in Bloomsbury cocktail parties he would be very good at it. "in Brazil" to be an undemocratically-picked civilian
("it's going to be an Iran, with Catholic said the great Pele, in a phrase popular in with an appropriately-rigged electoral
bishops as its ayatollahs") happily does the 1960s, "we do overything badly ex- college, instead of the sixth successive
not find credence in Sao Paulo, either cept a carnival, o futebol y o amor". The military ditto. Only the technocrats think
among those who would be murdered if young businessmen, who know tiat they that the post-1985 president may be a
this happened or among those (often do business very well, rightly say that this technocrat (with Mr Delfim Netto the
sitting cheenly at the same dinner table) self-disparagement now applies only to most ambitious, but Mr Murilo Macedo,whose dialectic requires them to pretend revolutionaries, bureaucrats and politi- see below, emerging as the candidate of
they would be delighted if it did. cians. But they and some in the army the more relaxed). Everybody else as-

As I had visited Iran at the height of dangerously feel it is the more liberal sumes that President Figuciredo-will pick
the Shah's power, and had thought it military politicians like President Figueir- a government-supporting governor of
probably would blow up, I pondered why edo (about whom they tell unending one of the big states.
Brazil really does feel less tense than old Polish jokes) who are most likely to -go President Figueiredo would like the
Teheran, and I ended by convincing at humbling. elected congress to have some say in who
least myself of the two following para- this civilian president after 1985 should
graphs of possibly convoluted rubbish. In search of an undemocratic civilian be, and in 1979-85 he might try to shift

In Iran the educated children of the The Geisel-Figueiredo opening to demo- the choice of state gouerners from the
upper class were in revolt against both cracy has been based on an undemocratic rigged electoral college system to some-
their autocratic parents and autocratic system of one-man-one-vote for the im- thing more democratic. Some of his ad-
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visers say that Arena (the party support- a boy, one of the underemployed), and important change will be with the trade
ing the government) might not lose so billed by the president as a "man of unions. Wage policy is going to be
heavily to the MDB (the permitted oppo- dialogue". As I discovered from a re- bargained".
sition party which is slightly lefter, more laxed evening of conversation with him, The army hardliners see all this as a
nationalist and more stupid than Arena) he also bubbles with a sense of humour, surrender by government to a rent-a-mob
if he employs cunning: let permission to which in interclass relations in Brazil is of 60,000 shouting subversives gathered
stand be granted to other and much lefter fortunately still important. during an illegal strike in a football stadi-
parties which would split the MDB's Since Mr Macedo could not legally um, under a Lula whose occasional politi-
vote. The horrified army hardliners say meet illegal strikers in his ministry, he cal utterances are dottily syndicalist, with
that if more left-wing parties are allowed used the jeito to have a private meeting in some Cuban (and allegedly and mysteri-
to stand, then the mass vote will go to his house. After what Downing Street ously East German) money attached.
whichever party is looniest and leftist. I would call a long beer-and-sandwiches They fear this will encourage more vio-
suspect they may be right. session (with the added Brazilian advan- lent strikes and then riots next year.

But the real danger for the Figueiredo tage that the catering broke down), Mr Wha, nobody sees is that, even if the
regime will be if the trade unions start Macedo had charmed the hind legs off hardliners are fortunately wrong, a mo-
riots, while the real misery for the very Lula, and got an agreement, which Lula dus vivendi between the government and
poor will be if the regime succeeds'in promptly repudiated at a "strike meet- the fifth of workers who belong to trade
getting in cahoots with the trade unions. ing" of 60,000 people in a football stadi- unions would still be an alliance only of

urn (how many of them had ever been the richest quarter of the country. It
Opening to Lula auto workers?). Mr Macedo then used would not help the underemployed. It is
During his last months in office President the law against mass meetings to declare the technocrats advocating the opening to
Geisel liberally renounced the main anti- Lula no longer an authorised negotiating Lula who are most liable tct say:
libertarian instruments of his power, agent, but went on negotiating with Lu- We already have overfull employment, at

and which left his successor right up the creek la's lawyers who were reporting straight least of people who can be used. You forget
suse on inauguration day: including facing a back to him. the differentiation in quality of workers
ing strike of Sao Paulo autoworkers which Inteiestingly, at this stage the strike here. Over 15% of the existing labour force

sys- was illegal (called within a contract's began to fray. Less than one fifth of is still illiterate, ranging from 5% in Sao
tvly- term) but was plainly being allowed. Brazil's workers belong to unions, so Paulo to 40% in the north east. You are not

Alk- Loudly, the church and all other "pro- there are potential blacklegs around. going to expand Brazil by diluting north-

and gressive" institutions shouted support for Even more interestingly, Mr Macedo easterners into the efficient industries we
nse- the hitherto-unknown 33-year-old strike moved to reinstate both Lula and some- 6ill reject such entry. Annual growth at
ing leader Mr Luis Ignacio da Silva (called thing like the original agreement, on the 10% brought us to today's inflation. Only 4-

Lula, a beatification by abbreviated nick- grounds that "total defeat of the workers 5% annual growth is supportable. Luckily,
gy name usually bestowed only on folk he- would have implied total defeat of the that will still allow a good rise in gnp per
nd roes like footballers). dialogue". Other scattered strikes have head, because we are just about to discover

J of President Figueiredo's interesting been settled in the same way, , that population is not growing at the 2.7% a

say choice as labour minister was Mr Murilo Some of the most decent men around year you people report. The birth rate

an Macedo, who was a technocrat (former President Figueiredo are cockahoop. "In dropped sharply a few years ago, but de-

with provincial minister of finance), but a man the opening to democracy on which the mographers have not yet noticed this . . ,

ys- of the people (sold sweets in a cinema as president is determined", says one, "the I agree with the point about birth rates,
or- but I fear the rest of this strategy could
-ial blow the underemployed country up,
iat
ut tThird-world charade

lot There is a leftward shift in Brazilian
on foreign policy. The two neighbours with

whom Brazil most needs to make friends
it are the United States and Argentina, but

85 tq relations are deteriorating with both.
an Brazil's military rulers are having a fancy
ral Ldress ball portraying Brazil as a third-

Ve world country that is neighbour to Afri-
nk ca's many military rulers. There is a

a j better economic argument for this than I
he had supposed,

-, "I agree that we have made our indus-
of tries too capital-intensive", says a Brazi-

lian economist, "but this has set up the
i physical structure for producing exports

o , to the third world, at a time when you
rich countries are going to turn protec-

e j tionist against us Nics (newly industrialis-
o ing countries)". His examples were that

Id Brazilian civil engineering firms have
ft j built roads in Mauritania, and are now
e taking Mauritanian workers under Brai-

lian engineers for construction projects in
On Sao Pauo s subway-the commuting classes
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rowed on Eurornrkets at around 12% a campaign for expensive exploration prec-
sear, the addition of an allowance for ty unprofitable. All Brazil's oil produc-

galloping peg cruzeiro de aluation (at say tion is far behind schedule.
.359% a year) still left it profitable to Brazil's technical achievement has
borrow abroad and relend locally. been in gasoholi The worlds energy

It is rather impressive that Brazil can comes from the sun, which takes about
afford to check the inflow of foreign 15m years to convert itself into oil, about

money at this moment of oil price rises six years to convert itself into methanol
and renewed energy crisis. But energy via eucalyptus or other trees, and about

policy brings us back to the typical Bra- six months to convert itself into alcohol
zil--a country too capital intensive, with via sugar, manioc and other crops.
stumbling state companies, but with ex- Brazil's experience suggests that con-
traordinary technical achievements driv- version of cars to use gasohol is easier

ing up through the bud. than pessimists thought. A mixture of up
to 20% alcohol in petrol need not require

Energy problems changes in the car's engine. There are

Brazil has a surplus of total electricity service stations in Brazil which already
supply over demand which will last well mix 16% alcohol into the petrol at sugar
into the 1980s, but also brownouts be- cane harvest time. The ministry of indus-

cause of inefficient state distribution. try says that in a few years time 6m of

More than 70% of its electricity comes Brazils 9m vehicles will be running on
from hydro, much of it from too big 20% alcohol mixture. I doubt this.

Non -diuasble north -easterners ? dams. The country is now adding to its Above the 20% mixture, car engines
electricity surplus by building nuclear have to be adapted, but $400 per car will

Iraq; that Brazilian buses exported to power stations of German design, com- probably buy an adaptation right over to

Nigeria with large windows are easier mercially unproven, on insecure founda- using 100% alcohol. Some Brazilian po-

tropical buses to maintain than the air- tions and with plenty of bugs. President lice cars already run on pure alcohol.

conditioned monsters the Americans and Carter thought this would be safer than Alcohol-driven cars are to be exempt

Europeanstried tosell;that Brazilmakes letting Brazil buy a complete package from the latest batch of hire purchase

an 18-passenger turboprop airliner that through Westinghouse, lest somebody controls.

will win a growing market in countries some day blame America for the coming The Brazilian government says that

with no roads and small runways. Impor- emergence of a Brazilian H-bomb. alcohol becomes competitive with petrol

tantly, the flirtation with the third world Mr Cesar Cals, the sensible sounding in cars when crude oil's price passes $25 a

is not turning Brazil silly in its treatment new minister of energy, has called Itaipu barrel; there is some cheating here, be-

of multinationals. (the world's largest dam), the Tucuru cause these calculations are made at the
dam and the Brazilian-German nuclear subsidised interest rates which make all

Multinational business accord "a lot of money for such a small favoured products in Brazil look cheaper
Brazil has never been quite as wide open solution". He has talked encouraginglyof than they are. A better calculation may

for multinationals as both its advertise- building dozens of mini-hydroelectric be that plant to produce methanol from

ments and angry nationalists pretend. plants in the north-east and north. eucalyptus trees (possibly in the end the

One of the ablest foreign businessmen in Since there are 9m vehicles on Brazil's best bet) might have a capital cost of

Rio talks of a "frustration curve" when roads, and Brazil's own vehicle produc- around $40,000 per production capacity

starting an investment in Brazil. tion is now more than 1m a year, the of one barrel a day of oil equivalent; by

"First, the enthusiasm of a new project. energy problem for Brazil means oil, the same measure the capital costs of

Then dismay, delay and seemingly endless Btlazil%; oil and oil-related imports in the some North Sea oil have been around

opposition. When you are about ready to year ahead may top $6 billion, out of total $12,000 per production capacity of one

give up. things suddenly fall into place and imports of around $15 billion, pushing barrel a day.
start happening at an amazing pace. In the the country (which has $43 billion of The temptation in Brazil is to seek
end the project gets done in no more time foreign debt) back into large deficit alcohol from sugar cane: a plantation
than it would have taken in Europe" again. crop in recession, with powerful producer

Once inside the country, large profits can Brazil has used the proper system to interests using cheap labour (which some

be made. One reason the technocrats curb oil demand by making its petrol at day will have to be paid much more).

impede the entry of some multinationals the pump expensive, with a consequent Since the social need is to encourage

is that "they do not want overcapacity to huge switch to smaller (under 2000 cc) peasant crops, there may be a bettei :ase

be installed. Hence they virtually guaran- cars: they were 75% of home sales in for manioc or other crops (including

tee quick high loading of plants which 1976 and are 97% today. But it has not some that grow wild). Methods of distill-

means a profitable enterprise". But the dangled price incentives to get bigger ing alcohol have improved little in effi-

preferred mechanism for new entrants production of domestic oil. ciency since Bacchus; a new technology

will increasingly be joint ventures. Tie Petrobras, the nationalised oil com- of distillation could reduce alcohol prices

yourself to Brazilian groups that know pany, is sufficiently flush with funds to enormously, but perhaps breed a world

their way round the jeito. build itself huge office headquarters, to of drunks. Undrinkable methanol, from

Some people find discrimination have lots of subsidiaries (including some eucalyptus trees, might be wiser.

against multinationals in Mr Simonsen's ridiculous ones), and to have little corpo- Brazil's advances in gasohol show that

recent measures requiring parts of the rate incentive to dirty its hands by any- it has broken through to become one of

proceeds of foreign loans to be held in thing so tiresome as searching for and the liveliest of young technological coun-

idle non-interest-bearing balances for digging new oil. The commercial oil com- tries, and that it can flexibly use the price

varying periods. In this, I support Mr panies find that Brazil's price controls, system to put new technologies into ef-

Simonsen. While dollars could be bor- and the presence of Petrobras, make a fect. The next question is whether the
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fe' er friends at this president's court for that he can cla I mb 184. then the 
empire-builder. L nless an empire ik shakil-based i'dex of agricultur.
built out of the one department of go\- duction lies to his hand. For popuIit
ernment which has always previously had international acclaim add in meaut

an urnknown as minister, and now sud- ltnd refo iw;ich in Bra;il mean n,

denly has a dynamo. ing? and a higher guaranteed wage t,
farm labourers (which will get some t,f

Agricultural Delfim these unfortunates sacked in the feA
I did not get an interview at the ministry places where it is applied)?
of agriculture with Mr Delfim Netto. One If the minister is playing for the rescue
was finally arranged for 0730 hours, but of his people, he will instead abolish the
then a telephone call said that by that cheap agricultural loans which the richer
time of morning he had already turned squires are using to increase urban monev
his ferocious energy to something else. supply and inflation; pass through to

He is peppering his colleagues with producers price increases in the things
detailed new proposals, in a job which that the domestic market most needs and

proffers him an easy temptation to do those that exporters can sell (with a
triumphantly badly and also a difficult cushion of guaranteed prices indexed-
opportunity to do historically well. linked to expected inflation ahead); infu-

It will be fairly simple to secure huge riate the most powerful interests in the
increases in agricultural production in countryside by breaking distribution
Brazil in 1980 and the immediate suc- monopolies, reducing squirearchical
ceeding years. The weather catastrophes privileges and stopping slave labour.

.. of 1978 and 1979 cannot easily all be Above all, by some methods borrowed

A recession could be explosive repeated (flood, drought and frost). The either from Japan's free-market system

elasticity of supply of particular commo- for village industries or from Chinese

whole price system in Brazil can be saved dities in Brazil's capital-intensive agricul- communes' village Keynesianism, he
from breaking down. ture is high if price increases are fed should start to tackle Brazil's most agon-

through; that is how Brazil leapt almost ising and dangerous problem of

The new economic team overnight into being a major soya bean underemployment.
The early test of the new government will producer after the international soya If this remarkable man can do this, he
be whether it can roll back inflation, crisis. will again command a reputation as a

Minister of Planning Simonsen is aiming If Mr Delfim Netto is mainly intent on miracle-maker. And, this time, he would

for new measures to cut demand practi- the percentage increases in farm output also deserve it.
cally every other month, and is in some
danger of bringing a recession.

The new minister of finance, Mr Karlos
Rischbieter, cheered me up. He is a
clear-sighted former banker who wants to
unify interest rates, cut fiscal incentives
for over-investment, use fiscal policy to
redistribute income, reduce the bureauc-
racy and reduce price controls (except on
state monopolies).

Mr Rischbieter regards the new minis-
ter of industry and commerce, Mr Ca-
millo Penna, as a doughty ally in the fight
for good sense. I must have met Mr
Camillo Penna on an interventionist day.
His main theme to me was that Brazilian
industry produces too many types of each
good; he instanced a Brazilian shoe man-
ufacturer who makes 200 different types
of men's shoes, the country's 14 different
sizes of television screen (where three
would be more economical), etc. It is true
that unequal incomes in Brazil have
caused Brazilian industry to lose some of
the economies of mass production, in a
too elitist and custom-built market. But it
would be a mistake for bureaucrats to A6U.
pore over 200 types of shoes, and say l P'Mwi -
which 194 types some particular manufac-
turer should not make.

Still, this new team of economic minis-
ters is more market-oriented than the
old, less interested in grandiloquence,
more interested in people. There will be A nice place for a miracle
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The euphoria of Brazil's economic miracle has given way to warnings of tough
times ahead. The country is at a watershed and events are moving fast as it tries to find
a stable system free of authoritarian rule and to cope with social strains. Problems of the

economy have to be tackled, including fast rising oil imports and a foreign debt of about $50bn.

a e cal debate. Belo Horizonte, to give too much emphasis to assault on the positions of
LP J t SO1 ccapital of the rapidly indus- accumulation of resources and power.

i trialising state of Minas Gerais, too little to their more equitable Opinions are divided. Lula
was virtually under siege for a distribution, seek to fashion a is planning to launch a
few days as the Government new political and economic Workers' Party which would

* battled to halt labour stoppages. system for themselves, reflect the growing power of

The principal focus of aten- There is no doubt that politics organised labour in Sao Paulo

a (ya'ki , aI tion for much of the increas- today have reasserted their and other cities.
ingly outspoken Press has been primacy over any discussion of Leonel Brizola returned from
the life and thought of Sr. Luiz economic expansion in Brazil. exile with ideas of recreating
Inacio da Silva ("Lula"), the The system created by the the PTB or Brazilian Labour
charismatic leader of Sao military after it closed down Party, the populist vehicle ofp rim a r Paulo's metalworkers. Lula had the political parties which President Getulio Vargas
no difficulty in persuading his existed at the time of the coup through which he dominated
followers to down tools and d'etat of 1964 no longer serves polics in the 1940s. while
demand better wages and con- the purpose for which it was Miguel Arraes feels it is better
ditions, halting production in set up. to husband the force of theiss u e the country's industrial heart- opposition in the existing struc-
land. Impatient ture of the MDB. Others are

By Hugh As a descant to the orches- planning to create an uncom-
trated activities of opposition The arrangement under promisingly named Socialist

O'Shaughnessy political leaders and trade which a pro-government party, Party.
Lazin Amcrica Correspondent unionists. the Catholic Church ARENA. was to rubber-stamp For the moment nothing in

EVENTS IN the world of poli- has maintained a chant of criti- the decisions arrived at by the politics is certain but the belief
tics and economics in Brazil are cism of the country's social military and its civilian advisers that change is round the corner.
moving with the speed of an structures. in the Cabinet while a "loyal What is making the political
express train and at times the On the economic front the opposition" - the MDB or uncertainties of the moment all
visitor has to rub his eyes to euphoria which characterised Brazili3n Democratic Move- the more enigmatic is the fact
make sure that he is in that Government pronouncements ment - was to give the illusion that they are occurring at a time
same Brazil which seemed so during the years earlier in the of a democracy on a British or when Brazil"s economic future
ordered and disciplined only a decade when GNP was growing U.S. model, has crumbled, is fraught with considerable
decade ago. at an annual rate of 10 per cent Benefiting from the injection difficulty.

The events of the past few has given way to warnings of of protest votes from an clee- The authorities are faced with
weeks have included a strike by tough times ahead, torate impatient for chance, the a foreign dtt which at the end
the bank employees of Sao The soldier who took over the MDB has ceased to be a puppet of this year will amount to about
Paulo dunn: which a mob ram- presidency in March no longer and, like Pinocchio, has taKen S50bn, the servicing of which

paved through the city's finan- wishes to be known as General- on a life of its own. The is likely to consume up to
cial centre. rioting and break- do-Exercito Joao Baptista de quandary for the government two-thirds of the country's ex-
ing every pane of plate glass Oliveira Figuciredo. but rather now is how to control this new port earnings. Meanwhile, the
they could reach: and the resur- "Presidente Joao." creature, which some of the bill for imported oil is rising
rucuion of the National Union Having taken over as a hard- military regard as more of a by leaps and bounds and may
of Students, one of the bodies liner who wore dark glasses and Frankenstein than a Pinocchio. perhaps touch S7bn this year, or

which was most harshly curbed appeared dispased to take the The dilemma facing many of half the expected export earn-

after the military take-over of toughest measures agains his the critics of the military, who ings.

1964. opponente, he now appears to until recently were unhappy Furecasts for the outturn of

Two vetran political leaders, be a man who is able to keep with such an artificial ervalion the balance of payment% are

Sr, Leonel Brizola and Sr. up with the political changes in as the MDB, is whether to swal- pessimistic. The trade deficit is

Miguel Arraes. who went in fear the country thanks only to the low tIeir words and use the expected to come to S2,5bn-

of their lives in 1964 anti who greatest nimbleness oi mind, party to gain a grip on the reins posRibly more if the price of

hit been l.ving in exile for Brazil is clearly at a 'water- of government or attempt to oil continues to rise rapidly and

more than a decade. returned to shed as the emnntry's 120m estabith new parties winch will the growth in domestic oil con-

Brit and immediately becaMe inhabitants. tired now of a mode ine.itably take longer in) group sumnplina is not choked off fast.

the centre of a nationwide p,ti- of development which appQztroo fowtho-r for a dulerminvod At the ame tue, the rise in
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interest r.tes is making a -_MINAS CERAIS
mockery of the fire margins ----
over LIBO. that Branz is pay- -- -

ing on its foregn borrowings. -
With six-month LIBOR rates 2-__ E
now around 141 per cent the -- _KRIZO -TE -
debts service burden is becom- -- -· DPAULO
ing increasingly heavy. It is -- -4 _*. R-- ---- - -

expected that the current -- PARANA SAOPAULO -
account deficit could be as much - ¯ -. - --
as S9bn in the red b)y the end - ----
of the year. SANTA--

Inflation rates. which in the .CATARINA

early 1970s, tae ~overnment had - -d- --G-
got down to nearl- snue -- - goSut PCRTOALGRE --AN
nigures, are rising inexorauly. ---

Inflation in Auguit care to 1 -
per cent and in the year to - -- - -IO -i--.-_ -

August the consumer price in- \A- -50
crease totaled 51-9 per cent.

Food prices rose more steeply ---
than the prices of any other -------
staple at 9.1 per cent in one
single nonth, a particularly borrow more in order to finance oil htil, and a lar2e number of imported oil, the benefits could

hard blow to the already-discon- this growth? Will lenders con- those 1.m new jobs. be particularly useful.

tented industrial workers. tinue to put money mio the But in order to raise the pros- But the fact rernains that the

For this situation to be country in the amounts it needs perity and productivity of the strategy is still a gamble and

squared Brazil must ro.,tinue to at a time when the political farm sector billions of dollars there are presidengs of central

attraet foreign funds in the future is. as we have seen. in- wil have to be invested in f;rm banks in Latin Amcrica who are

forms of loans and investments ereasinely problematical? The machinery, new roads. railways prepared to forecast tha. the

and must also coinnue to in- next two or three years will and ports and in credits to far- gamle will fail as a result or

crease als exports rapidly. provide the answers to these mers. It is unlkely to be as the very severe strams it w,ll
questions. but meanwhile Prof. rapid a process as the govern- put on Brazil's halance of pay-

D t Antonio Delfim Neto, the Plan- ment would wish and the ments. They propne-y that :l'eDeb.
ning Minister and one of the imported items needed for a dash for growth will te blnted

The faster Brazil grows, the princ:pal architects of pohicy, nanonwide farm modernisation and the country will have to
bigger the import bIll will be shows no sign of wanting to programme will certainly add to live as best it can witn a peried

and the faster the foreign deht slow the economy down, the problems of the balance of of stagnation.
will pile up. The Government In the year to mid-1979 manu- payments. The understandable cincen-
will be very lucky if the inf'a- facturing industry grew at the An agricultural revolution tration of politicians, baniers

tion rate is kept under 70 per rate of 9.3 per rent. and Bramt wil have to put right decades and economnists on the prospects
cent this year. is preparing to borrow a furtner of neglect of the farm sector for the next five years dOes. it

And Brazil cannot opt for zero S1.2b in a massive new syndi- and ine sense of hopelessness must be said. obscure ene fact

growth and eonom: veuc!a- catd loan. that this nee!ect has enuen- and that is a very positive one:

tion. As St Ernan C.-lea The Governmcnt is gamblin- dered [peiah!v in tre North- that Branfl, for all its prolems.

prk-ident of the Central B:nk on the suece, of a strate-y East of Brazil. the most back- is a countrv whose a.ricu-Lm:r:l,
commented in I.ondon earier aimed at modernis;iig the av'- wird reion of the country mineral and indusrial potc:!al

tius mur.nh. thire rnikz be ellltir,,i seccr and ninKmg ir wh.er nearlv a q.arter of the is sill a long way from bcing

enough grnwth to provide 1,4m very imich more productive. If populaion lives. realied
new johs eerv vear for The the strategy succeeds it could If one partiteular aiiricultural Whether this potential

growing populaton. Without yieci blg divulends in the form i(ea succerds, that of growing Coine-s soon or ts postponed for
rihese jobs the Nocial strain in of cieaper foud 'or te discon- big new crops of sugar to con- some years by the probleins of

Brmzi7 woIldt riSe älam'i11n'y tonted city Jwe crs. expurtable vert into ålcohot as a substiuie the moment. Br:iib e,ciiutiuaed

Yr: ca-i r.i .:i->rd to su rpluses to oitet the crinplin: fur the petrol produced frunt growti cannoy be i,:m:n<od.
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Relationship with
U.S. cooler

WHEN Dr. Henry Kissinger "South Atlantic Pact " are now expenditures by promoting scheme, described elsewhere in
was carrying all before him as openly ridiculed in Brasilia and exports. In Africa a start has this survey, becomes more tech-
Secretary of State in Washing- there are hints at the Itamarati, been made in 'selling motor nologically and diplomatically
ton he announced that the US Brazi's foreign office, that visa vehicles and intermediate tech- intricate as the date for its
would hence!forward have a regulations for South African nology items and. for instance, inauguration in 1983
"special relationship" - com- nationals wanting to visit Brazil the Brazilian-made Volkswagen approaches.
plete with periodic bilateral are not going to get easier. Beetle is already becoming Few would envy the job of
confabulations on matters of The energy question is also a familiar on Nigerian roads. the Brazilian Foreign Oflice in
world concern - with Brazil determinant in Brazil's attitudes In the Middle East, however, trying to satisfy the demands
The authorities in Brasilia felt in the Middle East. the stiff competition of the of the increasingly capricious
that at last the country's p:e- At the time of the overthrow whole world's exporters Paraguayan president, Gon.
eminent position in Latin of the Shah of Iran last year attempting to supply the Alfredo Stroessner, or in trying
America was being recognised Brazil was among that country's region's tastes in highly- to forecast the future of this
formally by one of the great largest customers for oil and sophisticated goods and offering massive undertaking once he is
powers, the production cutback in the to construct large turnkey pro- no longer ruter of Paraguay.

The faLl of pr. Kissinger and Iranian oilfields after his jects at knock-down prices have The Parana and it; use for
The apearanc iner Whne departure caused considerable presented the Brazilians with the production' of hydro-the appearance inte White nail-biting in Brasilia. But headaches. "How can we com- electricity is another energyHouse of a President whose Brazil was not totally dependent pete with some countries of the question which deterninesconcern with human rights are on Iran and the good relations Far East who draft in labourers Brazilian relations with itswell known have blown away that Braspetro, the overseas in the shape of young men largest neighbour. Argentina.the idea of a specia relaton- exploration arm of the govern- doing their military service? The Argentines seeing Brazil,ship like a pum of cloud on a Ment-controlled oil company It's all very difficult," com- their traditional rival, taking thesummer day. Petrobras, had built up with plained one senior diplomat. lead in so many questions inNot only has Mr. Carter taken Iraq stood the Brazilians in The Brazilians are supple- which Argentina sees its owna less permissive attitude than good stead. metn hi xotpooin prestige bou4nd up. have been

Mr. Ford did towards the mili- Brazil can count on supplies menting their export promotion fighting a sniper's battle against
tary and its lack of attention won as a byproduct of Bras- campaign by trying to persuade Itaipu.
to human riahts but the U-S, petro's exploration activities in irab count s to ran, b tre They have been seeking to gethas been alarmed at some of the Iraq and now Iraq ione of too the progress is slow, the Brazilians to reduce the
practices followed by Brazilian Brazil's most important sup- head of water in the dam for theexporters. The relationship pliers. Braspetro's activities in Energy also dominates Brazil's benefit of Argentina's own
has greatly cooled on the poll- Egypt should also assure Brazil relations with its closest neigh- hydri-electric schemes down-
tical level though Brazil's finan- a growing line of supply from bours in Latin America. Earlier stream. The Argentines, one
cial links with Washington and that country. this year Brazil concluded in feels will forgive Brazil any-
New York are still strong. Brazil's dependence on Arab agreement with Venezuela under thing but its success.

But it is dif5cult to believe oil has not surprisingly had a which Venezuelans would In the last ma4or sphere of
that, even if Mr. Carter had part to play in its growing supply increasing quantitLes of foreign relations, those with
not come upon the scene that disenchantment with Israeli oil in return for Brazilian tech Western Europe, the energy
Brazil's relations with Washing- attitudes Brasili nology in the nuclear or other question is also somewhere at
ton would have retained their astireferrasi to hohevir,fields and there are those in the centre of things. The signa-
primacy. In 1979 it is the energy has Preferred caution to rhetoric both countries who think that ture three years ago of a multi-
problem that has become the on the Palestinian issue, if only the two economies are as com- billion dollar sale of nuclear
principal focus of concern for because of the well-entrenched plementary as any two neigh- power stations to Brazil by
Brazil in its dealings with the group of friends of Israel who bouring economies are ever Krafcwerk-Union of Germany,rest of the world, are Particularly powerful in the likely to be. raised the hope in many Euro-As tie ;'ainumble for oil pro- Jommunications media. The It remains to be seen, how- pean minds of a series of mas-
ceeds pell-mell among im- Jrnan o di aniroe ub- ever, just how operative this sive contracts with Brazil.Brazil, whose oil group in Rio de Jandiro, pu acreenent in principle will be. Brazil at the same time, it wasPorters, ai e b import tishers of the popular and glossy Perhaps with an eye to getting thought, could become an impor-bill may this year reach S7bn, magazine Marichete, make noeairspl rutsfr il ansplerouaiu fr
is in the front rank. The search secret of their pro-Israel easier supply riutcs for oil tant supplier of uranium for
for easy access to oil was in praclivities. from Ecuador tie Brazilians We;tern Europe. The coast of the
great part responsible for polvte,power stations now appicars toDespite this, however, Brazil have offered recently to aid e too great for the railins
Brazil's decision to recognise has made it clear it stands that country's roadbuilding pro- to manage and the scope of the
the Agostinho Neto government behind UN Resolution 242 and gramme in the Amazon. In- sale is likely to be considerably
in Angola before any other wants action to safeguard the creasingly oil-rich Peru declined reduced'but with new uranium
Western country and for the rights of the Palestinians. such an offer last year. discoveries Brazil could b*'oine
good relations with Luanda The most Immediate energy an increasingly important fuelwhich exist today. TaSk initiative in South America is supplier to Europe.

Angola and Nigeria are be- the joint-Brazilian-Paraguayan New finds this year have putcoming important energy sup- In Africa and the Middle scheme, to cost Slbn, which estimated reserves of the metal
pliers to Brazil and are helping East Brazilian diplomats are will harness the Parana River as high as 123,004 ton, nearlyto determine that relations with faced with the enormous task behind the Itaipu Dam. The four times the estimate only twothe apartheid regime in Southl of trying to claw back some of
Africa are being pushed farther' Brazil's multi-billion dollar years ago.

and farther into the back- Hugh O'Shanughnessy
ground. Pretoria's ideas for a
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foreign concerns to Brazilian Brazil's manufactured goods. Sr.
banks for loans - in many Vellinno fteels, is the country'sT r a co e dsi1  Scases, 'or the first time in the progress with local engineering
hi5tory of large-scale, foreign and equipment know how,
operations in Brazil. It is adapted to Southern Heni-
reported that several major sphere conditions and a large
concerns have raised equity, unskilled labour market.

_&%accepting4 a fact of life the gov- These circumstances prevail
erment apparently intends to in manry developing countries.m t ed Thrfr,tnSr elno

WHEN BRAZIL achiVved 3 Even though the country is will tell how successful the muniversal rela ive sraim le
trade surplus of Gl32:n in 1977. working on mass production of Figuetredo government has considerable export potential: a
it secr.cd that a four-year cane alcohol as a partial petrol been in coaxing co-operation more logical choice than capital
export drive had paid off and, substitute, Brazil. wth 2.3 per from concerns which officials intensive, highly-sophisticated
thereafter, yearly surpluses cent annual population growth repeatedly state are welcome as and expenively-maintained
could Case debt related pres- and 6 per cent annual economic long as they wish to contribute equ'pment sold by many indus-
Sures on the balance of pay- growth fuelled on rapid indus- to the country's development, trialised nations, or engineering
ments. trialisation, will have to take rather than use Brazil as a techniques that may not allow

By December 1978, however daily imports of more than Dn passive host. d for local quirks.
there wris little cause to; barrels of crude oil. Thie trade debt ratio remain3

By June, $2.5bn at least were tense. While seeking to manage Closer recent attention to the
wasm b iThe tred. accough added to the imported oil bill, the debt efnciently the Admtinis Third World has made the bal-was Sbn in the red. Though a year-end total of about S7bn. tration is also bent on stream- anc of Brazil's trade slowly
exports had doubled to over This has driven esti:,ated over- lining foreign trade with shift away from traditional
t2bd since 1974 and manufac- all imports up to at Vast SlOJhn judicious choice of items and partners such as the U.S. and
tur haldfow ovrsasu dac t while, whatever the v!ort to sell markets. It hopes to sustain the EEC. The industrialised

s s a abroad, exports are unlikely to real export growth of 25 per world still means 64 per cent of
healthy switch for a developing exceed cl liL'. cent a year until, by 1984, two-way trade but this is a drop
nat main catae of the 1978 Trade figures sh;w that tn exports rise to 840bn in real compared with the 73.5 per cent

deficit was farming. By pump- Auiit the Lazct pultu:ed terms. Th -re are few hopes ten years ago.
ing too many incentives in'o $1.21n into the rvt, li :mn r: of importing loss or of drastic, Conces hopes to develop more
large-scale, expert-related busi- for the ILonth. thLiirM, Awa.iowt rapid rcducuon in borrowing sephisticatcd commodity trad-
nesses like oya, the Gaisel Coy- 37.5 per c-nt of all inpurts., 1nt so exports are seen as the ing, ensuring even greater sales
enment, whose' tenure ended pared with 3:, per C-nt 02il1Lr saving grace. regardless of oil crises. Brazil
last March, neglected small and in the year. Minuatviured sal's To provide an efficient policy- expects developing nations still
medium-sir.ed farms, essence of continued to impr,ve, but fil making and legislative instru- to invest in infrastructures or
Brazil's agriculture, and weather and fooJdstits unportS nmsk%' ment, the government has basic industries. It sees engin-diltes adic.te, ane wo r their health prf 'rouau'" resuscitated the somnolent eering services and services-disasters ade matters worse. At the end f ti6 the gross foroin trade council, Concex. related machinery and equip-
and the State turned to imsorts foreit'ni debt was just over Sr. Karlos Rischbicter, who ment as a substantial growth
-$60)m by the end of the year. S42hn. According to the presides over the new Concex, area for visible or invisibleMoreover, with only reasonable Treasury. which revealed the and Sr. Pauto V'llinho. the exports to oil-exporting nations,coeoer', ndesonab current figures only recently, it prumien, private businessman the Latin American Free Tradecoffee and soya exports, impor- is now S47bn, and should reach appointie executive secretary,tant overseas revenue was lost. $50bn at the end of the year, tu for-iun trade as the art of Association area, and oil-Import.
When the incoming government As Sr Karlos Rischbieter, the poss:ule, not is was the case ing African and Orientalheaded by Sr. o l Figueiredo, Finance Minister, pointed out on in eaCrler governments, an nations.
began to shape policies, in a recent European tour, of the activity that primed by lavn- Recent successes in such areasJanuary, agriculture was given S42bn net debt, the State is fiLcal or financial incentives, have made trade negotiatorsabsolute priority to ensure- responsible for only one third- will enjoy rapid spontaneous realise much more can be done.weather p ermnitt ing--d orne suc or ~1b."'eatnBraziltzn civil construictors,
supplies and exportable sur-or14n nrtonBan n cvlcnsrtr,
pluses ac emuat sMeanwhile. Sr. Rischbieter is agro livestock enterprises con-

But l effets of UOOW l <lnit "ut oni on squveziig state sortia of manufacturers, or
1978 crop failures and hoardinf handouts but also the 'lephan- services companies have built
or dumping by middlemen ang Half the remaining $28bn are in,- 1b1reaucracy that grew up dars in Central and South
producers tyn tofreu owed by the Brazilian privac wtthm1,0- Amer-ca, cneap housing intryinga tod forLerub a lhbB dn ate withr tem: ,400 existing piece Asnand seeage stem snprices, left the new administra- sect or, half by subsidiaries of of trade exissl ting it"ee Aibya andy seeae sytempsoinon to multinational concerns (in thi complicyiaon"b Te hischbierstion with no choice h a case largely h p a . is bieter or livestock projects on thefor $lbni of foodstuff imports in os tohue hopes that businessmen can Ivory Coast and in Nigeria and
1979. It now appears that the loans), negotiate at speed, on inter- -worked on Nigeria's telecom-
final food imports bill cold Total foreign investment and and !heir own merits, not the munications systems and partly
reach $1.5tin. reinvestment in Brazil is about government's apron strings. dredged the Suez Canal.$14bn: that is the sam;e sum as

the multinationals' foreian Concex will define tradeHopes debt. The authorities would policies and priorities in per-
. prefer more capital investment manent consultation with the

Initially, with prospects of 25 and less borrowing. To en. private sector, a new departure
to 30 per cent growth in manu- courage this, they have made for Brazil-where, before, the
factured exports this year, there private overseas borrowing less government hand fed while its
were hopes that the year-ena easy since April, with a corn- ears were largely closed to
trade deficit would be small or pulsory freeze of 50 per cent recommendations by competent
even non-existent, but two of eruzeiro proceeds of private private businessmen.
OPEC price increases dashed loans until further notice. andthese hopes. 50 per cent cut in income tax

relief on interest and commis-
sions on private foreign loans.
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Traditional
Apart from the U.S., with a

small surplus, and Japan-with
a large one from massive sal?s
to Brazil of capital equipment
-most industrialsed countries.
the Comecon bloc, Africa and
the Far East, have trading
deficits with Brazil.

Conversely and not surpris-
ingly Brazil has a deficit with
the Arab world of S2bn. Ten
years ago that world accounted
for 0.3 per cent. How Brazil
can break traditional supply
barriers in most Arab countries,
and sell more there, is not sure.

The Figueiredo administra-
tion is showing signs of more
realism and less gung ho in its
political and trade expectations.
It faces the fact that currently
Brazil represents only 2 per
cent of world trade of $1.3 tril-
lion (million million), although
it is the fifth largest country in
the world.

It hopes to improve this ratio
without wasting time, money or
florid phrases. Sr. Vellinho and
many other businessmen stress
that much hard wjrk needs to
be done to catch up, but they
welcome the new government's
receptivity to the private sec-
tor's opinions as a very positive
sign.

Diana Smith
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Pertsonalites in
the govern ent

He has spirited away 1,500 in a country of vast inherited

superfluous signatures from the wealth. And when bankers

presidentCs jurisidiction, includ- Karlos failed to comply with a gentle-H eing authorisations for ministries men's agreement to lower lend-
to buy furniture, and relieved ing rates, he ordered them to
citizens of the obligation to Rischbieter do so through the NationalBeltrao present their birth certificates. monetary Council, over which
residence certificates, taxpayers' he presides.
certificates, economic depend- He has also proclaimed that

ONCE A fortnight. Sr. Hello ence certificates, moral probity DESCENDANT OF 19th century past voluminous Government
certificates and clean police subsidies to industry have bred

Beltrao strides into the Press record certificates to municipal, German immigrants, Sr. Karlos a generation of businessmen
briefing room of the Planalto state or federal bodies whenever Rischbieter, 52, rose to his keener on gettong Government
Palace in Brasilia, seat of the they need other documents. present position as Finance haundouts than running their
presidency of the Repubitc, and " Until now," Sr. Beltrao Minister via an engineering factories.

battery ofbmteleisin cme ras maintains, " our bureaucracy has degree, post-graduate studies in All this. plus his astute
microphones and reporters' workone riuntil a iece Europe and a grounding in the tradimg off of a Treasury
notebooks everyone is yimg utapiec Parana State Development department or commission in

As Minister extraordinary From now on, he will be Bank, National Savings Bank exchange for supervision of a
for matters of debureaucratisa- assumed truthful, until proved and, before he joined the e department, rather than

tion spcialy apoited hi . . - th~let his space be occupied bytion, specially appo nted by guilty." Cabinet in March 1979. prsi- te exuberant, powerful

ash 120 paeirork sted ainglea dency of the gigantic Eank of
radlias ta e hfnal o eatn lc s I d e n Planning Minister, Sr. Delfimre aeas possible. Sr. Bel- certificate mania Sr. Beltrao is Brazil - the half state, -al Nto makes the Brasilia

traoknos ech ordhe aysnow hacking away at 55 pieces private body that fuels farming, 'ou factory work overtime.
is of supreme importance to of red tape that threaten to salbinseadexot, having Sr Rischbieter dead and
the 120m paperwork-battered stra7ngle businessmen s~eeking n2de tburied when he is alive and
Brazilians. muniici,pal operating liecs Induependen lecturing out of town, or

He patently enjoys his formalisation of contracts and resiening when he is quietly
mission. Buried in his modest other routine procedures. He Sr. Rischbieter. who has a beefing up his province.

office in the Planalto under a hopes to spare businessmen in- loathing of unnecessary red Only time can tell whether
mountain of files, forms, letters numerable trips a year to the tape, has been criticised for his his Germanic taste for efficient
from the public and sug- local trade boards, not to men- independent nature and plain organisation and simplification,
gestions for improvements. tion costly outlays on paperwork speaking by adepts of a systemand general receptivity to the
he emerges triumphant periodic- or extra hands to cope with the more accustomed to obeisance private sector-as long as it

ally, having eliminated another multifarious forms. to the hierarchy. minds its ethics-can keep him
set of time-wasting processes So eager is Sr. Beltrao to tell Using a sardonic sense of in his position. Though not an

Nothing in the hitherto spon- a country struggling to rid itself humour as a shield against easy man he is judged a fair
taneously self - generating of 400 years of accumulated red criticism or pressure by rivals one, but he has ambitious rivals
labyrinth is safe any longer tape that relif is coming that, he has stubbornly advanced tax whose high-level support may
from the bald, bespectacled, if the Press fails to ask fcr reform proposals that will intro- outweigh all other considera-
cheerful Sr. Beltrao. an econom- details of his latest triumph, he duce death duties, near heresy tions.
ist by training and sometime exhorts them: " Ask me more
Finance Minister. Ask me anything."



Aureliano Chaves
BRAZIL. like the U S. is a the most diflicult tasks the
country used to regarding the country faces, tackling the fuel
presidency of the republic as crisis,
everything in political terms As head of the newly-created
and the vice-presidency as National Enerty Commission,
almost nothing. Ilowever, Chaves works from an office in
Brazilians have had to revise the Banco do Brasi! and does his
their ideas a little since Sr. best to encourage the saving of
Aureliano Chaves de Mendonca imported fuel and the produc-
took over the job in March. tion by all feasible means of

A conservative politician who locally-produced fuel.

has bean usd to getting 1hings ThiS is not a jot which
don Chra es left his mark on brings immeiale nationwide
the last job he had. governor poonularity. The Sqtueeze on the
of the ast industrialising state prol user is having to be
of inas Gerais. Under his tdihtend up as the oil imports
g"overnorship the Fiat company bill swallows up S71an a year half
settlcd into a big Site outside the money Brazil earns from
Belo Horizonte. the state exports. Petrol pumps are
weretae and started to produce having to close at the weekend,

n another mul,i-li the price of prtrol is being
itsemeange cf ntehicoes of raised sharply in real terms and

w slocally-proauced alcohol is beingPians admixed more and more with
pchroi for the motorist.

Complementary to that, plans But Chaves presses on with
were agreed and work started increa-r_iy ambitious plans to
on another multi-million pound ease the imported energy bill,
scheme: the construction of a which vi sees as the greatest
new steel complex Agominas. chalienso facin the government
in which British banks and Last month he brought together
capital goods manufacturers are gaove.ulent representatives and
heavily involved, the leaders of th motor industry

he nd t r hthy vio Bwho pledged to make the
Th1 nutilhsoy o alchol-driven car a common

pinas can never be written sight on the roads by next year.
without extensive reference to If the vice-resident succeeds
the Chaves governorship, in his Job rf cutting this bill

It was to be foreseen that he Brazilians will have reason to be
would not want to while away graterful to him and much of the
his tune with mere protocol rest of the world will be comning
.Yhen he took over the vice- to Brasilia to learn how they did
prcsid=ucy, and Gen. Figueirede. it. But even then he will scarcely
the president. gave him the task be popular with the ordinary
of co-ordinating action on one of motorist.
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Jtaio,1power vital
to the economy

SEEN FROMI the air the $11bn'-but 4nt people and no industry fallen from this year's percent- and controversial, Parazuay has
Itaipd hydro-electric scheme to speak of. age of 42.5 to 34,2. been hinting that Brazil should
gives little clue to the immense If Paraguay were to absorb The cost of the energy will be be prepared to pay more than
importance it will assume in the all the electric power it is due surprisingly cheap given the was envisaged when oil was S5
next few years for the econu- from Itaipu the average Para- continuin:g rise in the world oil a barrel.
mics of Paraguay and Brazil. guayan by 1990 would he con- price. And the question of An important series of articles

The red earth is pitted and suming nearly 50 per cent more exactly what price Paraguay will in the Asuncion newspaper La
gashed with the tracks of energy than the average U.S. be selling its power for is Tribuna suggested chat Brazil
machines and -he workers' quar- citizen was using in 1973 - threatening to cloud further the should pay Paraguay the price
ters stretch for miles on the 12,00 kW/hours against 8,312 already difficult relationship that it would take Brazil to
Brazilian side of the river. But kW/h. over Itaip( between giart Brazil ganerate the power in nuclear
the reddish-brown Parani River With few sins of energy-in- and dwarf Paraguay. power stations which it Lsti-
still flows unimpeded and as yet tensive industry wanting to The Paraguayan side is divi- mated at 26.65 miis (thousandths
there is little indication of the establish itself in General ded about how to deal with the of a U.S. dollar) per kW/i.
size of the lake which will Stroe.sner's Paraguay the Para- energy question. Sr. Deifin rather than the maxinum of 0.3
stretch back upstream once the ;guayans are likely to take their Ugarte. the Paraguayan mils as stipulated in -he 1:aipu
retaining dam is completed, benefits in the form of pay- Economy Minister, has been treaty sigtied by the two coun-

From an aircraft the visitor's ments for that share of their keen for Paraguay to use as big tries in April 1973.
eye is more readily caught by half of the project's energy that a proportion of the power as it Brazil is not without its
the cloud of mist and spray Toey will sell to the Brazilians. possibly can in order to attract arguments to counter the Para-
which rises a few miles to the Th:s probably will make Para- energy-intensive industry which guayans, of wh.ch the most
south over the Iguazu Falls, the guay into the world's largest could provide jobs and foster powerful would seem to be tie
Niaara of South America. exporter of electric power. new manufacturing develop- most obvious: that if Brazil had

The enormous scheme at ment. known it was to pay "nuclear"
Itaipt is vital to Brazil and Savinc On the other hand, Sr. Enzo price for the power from Itaipu
Paraguay in the coming decade. Debernarii. the head of ANDE, it would not have bout Itaipa
Scheduled to provide a capacity As it is Paraguay's share of the Paraguayan power corpora- but built its own nuclear power
of 12.600 1W of electric power the annual expenditure on the tion. has been eager to see that stations.
from 18 turbines, the scheme building works, about SLbn this the big credits Paraguay has Nevertheless, the Brazilian
will dwarf Aswan, Grand year, and half as much agan saddled itself with for the con- authorities are resigned to the
Coulee. Dniepropetrovsk and all next year, has had big expan- struction of hLe scheme are paid fact that son idjustment
the other hydro-electric world sionary - and inflationary- oft as rapidly as possible with must be made in the price of
record holders when it is fullv effects on it5 economy. the export of power- Italpi power bought from
in operation. The first generat- For Brazil, the possibility of The difliculty facing Para- Paraguay. They sve too that
ing sets are to be inaugurated acquiring three-quarters or guay is that under the bilateral whatever government comes to
in 1983. more of the energy output of agreement regulating the opera- power after C&n. Strressner's

A joint venture by Brazil. the Itaipu scheme will mean a tion of the Itiapi) project the departure (which may not be
which occupies the left bank of large saving in an imported fuel Paraguayans must decide how too long delayed) may Heck a
the river, and Paraguay, which bitl which, this year, probably much they should take and wholesale renegotiation of the
occupies the riiht. the scheme will touch S7hn or half export maintain that proportion over itaipa Treaty.
will submerge the cataracts of earnings and help the country the space of 20 years- What As the day approaches when
Sete Quedas (S2ven Waterfalls) to make hydro-electric power Paraguay's decision will event- the power begins to tow the
through which the Paran.i rather than oil the principal ually be is clearly of prime im- financial attraciiveness of thi'
tumbles a few miles upstream energy source in the country. portance to Brazil which. it it Itaipi project is more and iore
fron the dam site. By the year 1987 when muuch could- would doubtless buy up clearly proved despite The many

Each country will have the of ltaipu's capacity should be the whole of the energy output .scalations of the original cost.
right to half the encrgy pro- in operation. it is projected that of Itimou. But the probleis surrounding
duced thouuh the main con- hydro-electricity will ie supply- Brazil meanwhile faces a the scheme's administration
sunier will doubtless he Brazil, in 34.8 per cent of Brazil's headache over what price the appear to be getting niore com-
with its 120m poputlation and a primary enerey compared with power will be bou;ht at. As the pie.
well-developed inutstril base, 26.3 per ctnt this year while world il price r;ses and nuclear
rather than Paraguay which has petroleum's share will have power becones more expensive Hugh O'Shaughnessy
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Minas exp aning fast
BELO-IIORIZONTF, the capital
of Einas GeraLs Stat , ect in Minas authorities are d(mand- As in all Brazilian rural com- However. aside from police
one of Brazil's most moun- ing green belts and stringent munities, tensions between brutality in Belo where forces
tanos rzins has nonoxicu waste or fuime controls.tainous rvgions, has none of the miamemsn o. large landlords and tenants or of law and order appear
Oceanside languor of Afro-S far, then midasda eit th independent small farmers are reluctant to master Crowd
Brazilian cities such as of inash far from resolved. particularly control techniques promoted in
Salvador. fact that imuch of Manas since the central government has other major Brazilian cities,

It is the hyperactive home of industry is heavy metallurg. ecun to devote long-overdue there is little danger. So far.
2m " Mineros "-which m oans This s no coincidence: the atteton to smuaiholderc that Minas Ge;rais will be the

both miners ind denizens of state is the source of Brazil's IIaving ardently wooed new launching pad for another era of
Minas Gerais-a place growing iron ore, of which SOOm was foreign or Brazilian businesses Brazilian authoritarnanisl.
too fast with outcrops of high exported in 1978 by the govern- with tax incentives., o'Ters of Availtng himself of his wide-
rise buildings spreadine into niti-owned Conpanhia Vale do state Government shari-holding. spread popularity as a
acres of once rural land. Rio hoce and private companies. land incentives and assistance peripatetic pre,ident. Sr.

"Belo" as it is commonly Iron ore is not the only with infrastructures, the Minas FiY_ueiredo frequently ViSitS
known, is the epitome of Minas mineral asset. The bulk of authorities, in this era of M Inas Gvrais (and other

Gerais itself. Brazil's fastest- Brazil's 192,000 tonnes of energy crisis, rampant intiation potential hot spots) rallyng
developing state. There is a uranium reserves lies in the and rising cost of Government, personal support.
Southern European feet about Pocos de Caldas area: the south are considering whether it is Probably inevita!!y, aggres-
the place-with its maniacal of the state is rich in phosphates time to pause for stock taking. sive Minas Gerzis has become

traffic, beautiful mountain ac lodes of precious or semi- Meanwhile, in recent months, for the mometit an uncoMfort-
towns and villages, and aura of nrvcious stones proliferate: Minas Cerais political idiosyn- able example of the country's
Piemontose industriousness, witness the town of Diamentina, crasies have caused recurring problems. Nevertheless; the

The Italian inference is 11-ant after one lucrative coin- headaches to a central govern- central Government still up-

heightened by the presence in inodity. ment that, with all due caution, holds its much repeated resolve

the new industrial estate of In the Portuguese colonil era is libralising Brazil, to reconcile and deaeocratse

Betim Fiat's new 60m, 11.000- there was abundant gold. but an Brzi l and Minas ccnorlinc
hand plant and foundry. and 19th century rush enriched Por- Conidence soeesn te reeri usneli o
growing numbers of jaunty Fiat tugal and depleted the mines. p its or
147s darting through the Minas Today, evitlence of past glory is Under the able, cool-headed ttav.st,c lon.ints of its les

traffic. found in tie churches of tho 1975-79 state administration of moderate citizens.
The Fiat connection is not colonial monument town, Ouro Sr. Aureliano Chaves. now Vice- Diana Smith

confined to manufacturing; the Preto (block gold), covered in president of the Bepublic, the
corporation has set up an Italian dazzling gold leaf. wilder aspects of Minas Gerais'
School and cultural foundation. Tong ago, proximity to iron political passions were largely
It has. moreover, provided eager 0re attracted foreign majors kept in check, But Sr. .haves
clientele for a number of new such as Krupp Mtannesman and -
Italian restaurants in PBeto. Beigo 11imiere. It has bred PQreira. appears to have -some
patronised also by members of 1najor government.run steel difficulty keepine local politics
23 smaller Italian industrial mills such as Ustminas. develop- on an even keel. or inspiring
ventures. niont with Nippon Steel-now similar pubic confidence.

in is tirdstae o exanson- The State's Ri,_hit-wsn,_ers areBa k roind Atsotidsage in texpnin generally considre,trd the mostBackdrop naith a itant in Brazil, often avid
building stages, which is to be supotr-f epsuu

Generally paying higher wages Latin America's irgs Stee suporters of tempestuous
than Brazilian concerns. Minas works. bodies such as the CCC
Gerais' new foreign guests are With Brazil*s rapid modernis. Ounistas - the Communist
thercisina m (fet o- ation and useful location as a Chaser Command). Patentlythe state's economy (FIAT pro- corridor for exports to Latin irritated by the implications ofvidcs three indirect jobs for America. manufacturers of incipient deniocracy and free-each direct one). indrucin, n- sophiytnated nians of trans- dont of expression shown bynsen to remain, not t_tv. and r-etr)gi o okr n
attracting service or component port specifically, helicopters bettcr-organted workers and
oriented Brazilian concerns hae moved into mina, in the embryonic tax reforms due to

Street life in Belo. coloured French conceri has one into bite at hitherto untaxed in-
by groups of bystanders heatedlv partnership with the state ncrited wealth. the 1!inos
arguing politics or football. government and Brazilian aero- extreme Right wing ha rown
strolling musicians, hard-sell nautical comtpanies in itelibras, increasingly resive.
vendors and fast walking crowds. to issembie Lama and Ecureuil The extreme L te, inill-
now unfolds against a backdrop helicopters. ential ant smaller in AI:'d . t

no les s zealous than the" t remt"of new banks, shops. hotels, 5 Unas terais' averaie annual is e no mho tinoet of
restaurants and olfice buildings. GDP growth of 9 per cent in 1: s no r n el'o
dwindling slums and spreading recent years, compared with Borrnte-thou-'i for diTereiti
workers' housing estates. average national growth of 7 per reasonse The gaao d:tet

Large, medium or small cent, has been spurred not only urgently in search of a cuse-
factories sent to sprout over- by industrialisation. The state is appear anxious to prova)o a
night in the industrial distrirCs a major producer of coifee. dairy inilitarv clampdown, exposinthat encircle Belo, and arie products, fruit and vecetables-a liberalisatiun as a " iacadu " andfurther to the- south of the State mixture of sma- ll fanis and recruitingv putativv victims of
hoping to avoid the polhtion hitze estates controlled by a new represson to trle ranks.
that has poisoned where small number of prominent
faCtOrieS arc ever concenir;Ae. families.
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plus assets was 53.778bn, exceed-
ing that of the Bank of America, r
the world's biggest bank.

The bank has more than
S2bn worth of participation in
companies in all areas of pro-
duction, from Mafersa, a metal-
lurgical company. through
Caraiba Metais, a mininc oper-
ation, to the Companhia Edirora
Nacional, a major publishing
company. 1

According to Sr. Luis Sande, 
-the ENDE's president, the bank

will now move gradually into
agriculture and agro-business.
with financing outlay of Crs 5bn
(900m) in 1979, increasing
annually until 1984, when it will -
reach Crs 109.6bn (£1.6bn).

The BNH is the recipient of J 'ä
the massive guarantee fund paid -
by employers on the basis of
workers' sa'aries. Eight per cent -
of all wages are paid tnro the
fund annlly. The CNH is a!.so
moving into the country, where
it will finance the construct:on
of the " economy house" for Part of the banking quarter in Rio de Janeiro, with the Petrobras building (right)rural labourers. and the National Housag Ecnk on the l|tThe price the private banks
have bad to pay for a prolonged
period of virtually free banks, and the top ten leasing "the areas of greatest expansion suggested the formation of con-
operation on the open market :s companies with 76 per cent of for banks in the immediate glomerates of banks and indus-
a high levet of state inter- the market. all are part of bank. future." tries in the national cause of
ference. not only via com- ing conglomerates. either The other trend many increased product:on to counter
petition by state-run banks but Brazilian or foreign. The biggest observers predict for this year inflänon.
also by restrictions on the bank's company :n the sector is Manu- is an increasingly dirrtt parti- His idea was received with
capacity to attract dUposits. As facturers Hanover. a subsidiary cipation by banks in tnanctng little enthusiasm, however. As
a result. the conglomerates of the fourth biegest commercial industries and agro-brnesses. une obsener put it: why should
have been moving into new bank in the U.S. The company The idea of closer co-cueration the banks take on the respon-
areas to find alternative sources leased goods to the value of between finance and 2se pro- sibility of ownersht of indus-
of income. Crs 2bn (£30m) and controls ductive sectors was prossed by tries, and lose them as

Thus it is now est:mated that 23 per cent of the marker in Sr, Netto shorkly after tis nove custoners?
about 40 per cent of insurance Braz,l. Leasing and insurance from the Ministry of A#rruture
companies are conirjiled by were defined by one banker as to that of Plann=L :e Rik Turner
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m iflous pians for
A-.

aternative_fuels
BRAZIL MUST import 1o per - 5-
cent of is energy needs. Th;s
means about lm barrels a day of
erude oil. for which the bill in-1
1979 will come to Sibn. or 1 -
per cent of overall Jmports and -
47 per cent of overall exports.

With a 23 per cent annual b ~izn
inerease in population (now -
120m) and rapid industrial - -
development. Braztls oil deriva-. -
tive consumption has grown at r
about 8 per cent a year. Futel
oil, diesel and petrol account
for 77 per cent of daily erude e-
consumption of nearly 1.2m
barrels. of which domestic wells (
supply only 15 per cent. tik

The search for ofTshore and ,
onshore cil is costing about
S.3bn a year. Results so far
have been modest but the Gav-
ernment has set a target of
500,000 barrels a day for 1985.
partly drawing on rik contracts \
with foreign oil majors to help -
to hasten new discoveries. The Volkswayen cur assembhy plant at San Palo G;ærum(,rttlient representatiue

Oil derivatives must rernain and motor industry leaders huce pled ged to make the alcohol-driuen car a commonthe primary-and expensive- sight on the ruods next yearmaterial for a wide range of
needs, but with considerable • The idea is to develop this Brazil's motor industry has
dynamism Brazil is developing Pratc al natural potential to the full and made a firm commmitnent to
several alternative hnergy use alcnhol as a motor fuel mass produceion of alcohol-
sources. While everything from :wlar cither in a nixture of 80 per vehicles startirg next year.

Hydro-electric reserves oi throuh wind to tidal ener-y cent low ctane petrol an' 20 In 1980 250.000 alcohol-
nearly .20.000 MW are bein is beine look-ed at. Erarl-s most per cent alcohol already m ed powered cars. buses. vans and
channelled rapially, cither by Practical and ambitious plans nationwide or as exclusiv-e fel mni buses will roll oi the
big dams like Itaipu on the for alternaive fuets for for converted or ncwly desined assembly lines of Vo!kswa,en.
Parana River or smal!cr unts uniustry and transport lie in alcoholvehicle.s " (eth.lalcohol Fiat, Ford and General Motors
in the north and north-east. wo reas. hydrates) of Brazil. Production will be

A controversial 13bn nuclear Coal reserves of 121n tonnes. By 1985, with an annual shared on ilie basis of the
energy plan involving supply albeit of hmh :sh and sulphur aleohol production target of market share of each manu-
of eight pressurised water re- content, will be used to fira 10.7bn litres. there are hopes facturer. Thus Volkswagen.
actors by Germany-s Kraftwerk boilers first of the cement of saving 186,000 barrels a day wth nearly 50 per cent of the
Union is gou ahead. despite industry and then other sectors, of erude. To achieve this, S5bn market (and. with Fiat. a
serinus construetion troultles With a Sbn allocation for are to be spent on new vanc pioneer alcohomobile desIjn>
and persistent pubi:e Critieti,i. mining, transport and improve- planting areas, distilleries and will take the lon's share.
The programme involves nit ment of coal over the next six capital equipment for these leaving the other majors ahout
only ah.rptpon of nuclear elec- years, fuel oil savings wiil units eleven per cTit cach.
tricity generation know-how h[,i eventually equal 170,000 barrels To encourage purehase of In 1980. 1,81 and 1982.
also enrie:hment ruprncissLi a day of erude. .alcoholvehicles the Goern- 270.000 vehicles will be con-
and c!u;m n manufacturin_z Meanwhile. Brazil's broad ment will allow huyers to pay verted to alcohoi. With new
technolo- i The ,verntent spectrum alcohol programme is their hire purehase in 36 instal- alcoholvehicle produrtion of
hopes this wil pl.ace Br:1t1 unique. The heart of the ments as opposed to 12 instal. 300.000 in 19s1 and ISO,Kn i
anon2 major world suppi.rs matter is biomass potential- ments for petrol-run veheles 1982. 15 per cent of Bral
or nuclear equipment i:nl r somne S.5m square milvs nt give a 50 per cent dedu'tn fleet will run on ethanoi in
vices. The country has lomeste territory, ineluding vast tracts on road tax and keep the price three years nte, not ony
reserves of i9·.o ii tonncs of of arable land, recetve a part:- of alcohol a good 30 per cent saving petrol but also
uraniui ore. cularlv high ratio of stinn.; days below that of petrol, contributinu towards reduei.

per annun, polution in the clles. Ethyl

al-ohol el:minates the tl?z of
the toxic le:d retraethyl
additive.



To supp:y this new flo"i an,. 1n the mid-1970s, however. as a traffic and pedestrians'
an imnortant new InduMtFr oil prices rose. alcihol was nightmare.

iNoortan. hich wtil reconsidered, albeit slowly. Petrol rationing has been
aiorh .51in Iltru of alcohoit Finally, this year's OPEC suggested but the authorities
%V 109) as lieds tock fOr ethaltn increases resolved the argu- view it with reluctance. Experts

in> acetate, pol,then" 1n, nient. It is estimated that a estimate that the black market
vntihetic rubler, will require litre of cane alcohol will cost in couPons would assume Pro-

2.nm acres aone. about Cr7 (26 U.S. cents). Even ouons as assume po-.2.5it urv- ofportions as gigantic to those
(:,)vernient technicians con- if it were more the foreign of the billion dollar black

.A'r that ti- m1st edient currency savings now patently currency market, while bribery
i.1Ilery Capactly is 2. diii justify the outlays. and corruption of petrol station

ires a Qda. re'imr::ig .'.ma Cane is not the only raw managers or attendants would
onnes of caine a year. tI an ateriL fan oduci etasshl he likely to introduce a new

average planted area of 12.500 sweet potato and pineappleso lr f crime.
aches Avneruns aneet in underadpieap5 Things are bad enottah as

acres. Average investment in among others, offer equally they are, with 56,000 reported

$1m. 40 per cent for the agricul- yields. crimes in Rio de Janeiro in

tural side and 60 per cent for Efforts eight months and car thefts
construction and equipment. high on the list.

The 81 distillery projects So far cane has been favoured, In an effort to reduce petrol

approved since 1975 are keep- because manioc is a cottage s tin e m ton
g one branch of the caital c en ae

-oods industry at full stretch. vertheless a pilot manioc has increased road ta by 50
7uture plans allow room f r acohoil plant set up in finas per cent and petrol by et per

now e ap ft. s Qnerais State has given interest- cent since January-a form of

per cent of the industry is co ing results, Efforts are now price rationing that has. so tar,
tentratno in prosperous Sao under way to develop a hardier not visibly affecte the number
aulo, with two groups Dedini root and better yield per acre. of vehics on urban roads

andeZmeni, darninim, me mThere is also the eccentric Increased road tax has a dual

ad 'antin doipnainn fi nget- of alternative fuels: purpose-as a price deterrent

ex,ni marke andennin qince, castor beans, the dehde and as a source of funds for tn

The interest shown by foreign aInd babacu Palms and a variety new National Energy Fond, of
.overnnenis in Brazil's alcohol of trees and plants whose fruit which one-third will go to

proCaune iiake the export Offers diesel -like properties, alcohol production, with $400
potential for uechnlogy or All these are being considered, allocated for 19ach
cqinituivt cotnierable. So far as is eucalyptus ethanol (not Some Brailian drivers

a: i-mens-:a-, been mariv' methanol because of its toxic respond to the alcohol vehicle
bout tthie P i nos an- effects). but technicians are vogue with the sticker ' Only
Teano Got rnnts fir still opting for proven crops the driver runs on alcohol
t-.tance io uieir alcohol pro- and processn methods while

vrtiicles, wii i nunicrnus admitin anything is possiblei
eIofpi Brait ftr ly govern- in the long run, A castor alcohol

nicnts have mame biro enquire mixtire is being tested in aome
about pu"iiltes of cu-opera- urban buses, with satisfactory
lion. resiflts so far,

The motor industry sees While Brazil's researchers
strng chance of selling alcohol work on new SoLurCeS the
vt-hides abroad as the signifi- Government perpetually exhorts
cance of Brazil's fully inc- its citizens to save fuel. This
grated proramine tierins to be my be the hardest task of al,
understood interinationally. Brazilians are particularly

This prgrammie is not only Impervious to voluntary
dcsigned as an oil saver, restraint or the need for man-
increased cane planting areas tenaneL Of vehicles and boilers
and new distilleries are to Preent waste,
expected to create jub in hck- The tiltry car industry is
wardI rural areas suffering from only 2_'5 years old and Sm
depopulation and, in the long HriziLans are proud ear owners
run, to redistribute income anti We themw ol every possvle
socially and regionally. ofcmin. Sp0r00ilicilelv enforced

Since a sizeable share of fuv-i-azvmn- specd limits are
alcohol production will be f:en himthely di ,re-ga;riled, g-iV-
directed in time to the im- iii llrtazid the grim 10iisitcton
poverished north-east it is 01 [ielilCt fatal ZccIdun[t
hoped this traditional cane pro- rate tin the world-27 itn eiry
ducing area will berteit from t,0O vehicles,. Meanwhnile
higher employment and tax motorists till their tanks
revenue (VAT). throubioit Frid:iys to make lip

There is of course nothing for SOurday and Sunti, pimi-
new about cane alcohol as a c:o,mg. ., coty like Rio oe
motor fuel. In 1923 alcohol cars .Jaiviro, witi wii car for 'vevr
ran on Brazil's roads but oil lU of its 10n inhabitants, i-
proved vastly cheaper. Develop-
ment was shelved.
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Unionnmovementgrows
BRears f mitar rule,r drng monly used by authoritarian the Left workers and labour
which time the " Brazilian regimes in Latin America leaders such as Lula have
economic miracle " was per- whereby the State ousts elected receives overtures from poli-

oformed. The econ"y reached leaders and replaces them with icians eager to incorporate
growth rates of 10 per ent per its own men-usually military them into their particular
annum at t.ie turn of the Officers. group. There has been much
decade and rnilht have con- Sr. Luiz Inacto da Silva, or speculation especially with the
tinued at this rate but for the " Lula," the ousted president of return from exile of political
1973 oil crisis, lowever, the the biggest of the three unions, figures such as the former State
cost of tihe miracle in social reassumed control of the move- Governors Sr. Leonel Brizola
terms was high. ment after two days in the and Sr. Miguel Arraes. and the

Brazil's military rulers in- capacity of what he termed the central committee of the Com-
herited a set of labour laws " de facto leader " of the munist Party of Brazil.
inspired by Titussolini's Fascist workers. - However, it would seem the
legislation in Italy and these Since the metalworkers, a workers have decided to go it
they strenthened and en- number of other sectors have alone. This month wilt see the
hanced. Workers found them- gone on strike. Sao Paulo local first meeting to articulate the
selves faced with corporativist government workers, bus formation of a Workers Party,
unions totally subjected to the drivers, car workers at the FIAT which will count on the

state. annual wage agreements diesel lactory in Rio de Janeiro, membership of Lula and the

in which increases were decreed doctors, journalists and teachers. metalworkers. and the logistic

by the Government according A strtke by construction support of the respected inter-

to a never-revealed " scientific " workers in Belo Horizonte, the union data centre and study
formula and strike legislation country's rapidly - expanding rroup, Dieese.

that made it all but impossible third indu3trial centre, led to a

to use industrial acttlha situation of virtual civil insur- Trend
As a resuilt, the purchasing rection at the beginning of

power of wages decreased by August. with an estimated The Government, meanwhile,
more than lot per cent in ten 20-50,000 men taking to the is preparing new legislation,
years, a fact admitted even by streets of the city centre and beginning with a law on wage
employers' associations, and in creating havoc, smashing shop rises, timetabled for the
1977 it was revealed that the fronts and burning cars. The beuinnin2 of November.
Government had manipulated fracas resulted in one death, This law is considered by
the figures for inflation in 1973, when a worker was hit in the workers and employers alike to
so that wage rises in that year chest by a teargas bomb. be a backward step in terms of
were not in keeping with the The !overnment has shown economic democracy. It re-
cost of living. itself willing to revert to a hard affirms the role of the state,

Over the last two years, how- line throughout the year introducing six-monthly wage

ever, the union movement has although. according to informed increases based on inflation
sources, President Figuereido's indices, when the trend over the

been growing in strength and Cabinet was against the duci- last two years has been increas-
audacity, so that today there sion to intervene in the metal- ingly towards direct negotiation
is a considerable discrepancy workers' unions, with the between the two sides in
between the letter of the law exception of one member: the industry.
and tile reality of the stuation head of SNI, the military However, with a congress
While strike law remains un- security organ in which the where the Government party
changed, strikes have become President himself began his has a majority despite having
an everyday occurrence, career. received a minority of votes in

Brazil's most umportant In September, a bank last November's election, the
uniois, the metalworkers in the employers' strike in the law is likely to be passed. To
industrial zones around S-a southern capital of Porto Alegre what extent it can be imposed
Paulo (including all the major brought intervention and the within the context of a re-
car companies), went on strike imprisonment of all 16 leaders democratised Braz l is another
as the new government took of the union. matter.
olIte in March this year, after As the redemocratisation pro-
two weeks of unsuccessful nego- cess opens spaces for parties on Rik Turner
tiations, Sr. Murilo Macedo.
Labour Minister, declared the
three unions under interven-
tion, a legal instrument com-
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Soap operas grip
T V audiences

AFTER WEEKS of bewilder- colour sets were sold last year. If anyone forets the name.ment, I think I've got the gist Meanwhile, much of the sub- at regular intervals scantily-cladof "Os Gigantes"-the Giants- merged third of the population ladies with gaudy feathers burstthe latest six-month lung, multi- living on less than 370 a month on screen yelline "Fantastico"million dollar, prime time -40m people-goes without and forming the shape of anovela aired six nights a week proper food to pay hire-purchase scorpion. Don't shoot the artby TV Globo. on their TV sets. What they director, he is doing his best.
Loosely " novela " means soap think of the likes of Paloma and Having hooked Brazilianopera. Rather than soap TV the glossy commercials that housewives and husbands for(Iobos up-market commercials punctuate the heavy breathing years. the novel is now travel.sell cars, clothes, cigarettes, remains to be polled. lng abroad. First to Portucalwhisky and luxury flats. The procession of fantasy- (logical. the language is the
Globo-Brazil's most popular fuelling novelas such as " Os samel with the TV adaptation

network-shows three novelas a Gigants " has heated the screens of Jorge Amado's earthy
night, at six, seven and eight for the last 15 years. The more " Gabriela." a minor Brazilian
o'clock. improbable the plot, it seers, classic, which in 1977 brought

Eight o'clock brings the block- the more Mrs. or Miss Rio de Lisbon and other parts of the
buster that holds tens of mil- Janeiro, Sao Paulo or Curitiba country to a halt at eight o'clock
lions of Brazilians to their sighs, eyes ner husband or boy- sharp nightly.
screens with Bocks of passion friend and wonders why he can- After the wildly -successful
or. if ratings slip, murder and not match up to fuming " Gabriela," Portugal saw lessmstery. Fernando. meaty Globo novelas more

Sminkled with myriad sub- In 1979, however, something typical of computer programmed
plots and sub-characters. "Os close to realsm is infiltrating plots drawing lugubriously onCiTantes" is about Palama a Tone-tim 10 pm guilt, relisiosity and astrology.
feverish 40myear-old heiress three-weekly soris, eng like yPortuguese ladies, considerably
from the tiny interior town rumpled phoenixes rom the lobrated after the events of
of Pilar. Not only is she bfrom the April 1974, were not impressed.single, she is a foreign corres- a of dotty fantasy. The Dubbed into Spanish, the
pandent in Rome. Was, that is. pripplnd, reya m il- novela moved on-to Mexico.She abandoned Rome for Pilar, d m thenca to New York and the! h abndoed omcforPilr,divorced, a isa gL,i ng, bad- Puerto Rican TV channels.where she wreaks havoc, pilots to i, middleed oport P Rh
ber Piper Cub, chats to her and, mirufe-fedl-moter Lately it has penetrated evengeing father and suffers flash- foul-mouthed revolutionary. Portuguese-speak-
backs to childhood. long-distance lorry drivers, ing Angola, apparently taking

Fernando and Francisco. C the people by storm.
both dairy farmers, have lusted C Back home on TV Globo, some-
after Paloma since puberty, so All decidedly unstock thing else besides novelas is
far with little progress beyond characters for Brazilian tele- grabbing viewers: the weekly
fiery glances and ditto kisses. vision which, for 15 years took Planeta dos IomIens "-Planet
Nevertheless. Fernando's wife its cue from deodorised, hom of the Men-starring the once-
and Francisco's flanced are genised U.S. series, tlese muzzld caricaturist. Jo Soares,
furious. distraught aractesa leadin Brazilian comic.

Francisco has a problem through episodes dean Soares favourite target is the
(apart from a painful passion bleakly with abortion, male exuborant Planning Minister, Sr.
fot Palonma) His cows have female homosexuality, drug Netos middle name, Delfim,foot f and - mouth disease addiction or alcoholism, police wnch means dl hn, Soares hasFurther, the fearsome foreigner brutality or corruption and given ans dr. Sardine'Edgardo Novak has opened a other problems that not only who wants "Plans, more plans.
branch of the mighty milk TV swept under the carpet dur- who w ans. Pln mr pn
multi-national, Welkson, Put, ing a decade and a half of give me plans. Planning is my
ting Fernando and Francisco's authoritarian rule. business,"
small-scale dairies at risk. The amateur guardians of Hardly a year ago, this cheer-

Meanwhile. Paloma's heritage public m.cals loathe the new ful guying would have sent Jo
is threatened by sinister sister- series-but ratings are good Soares down for lose ministere.
in-law, Viridiana. widow of On minority channels, A year, ago, indeed, television
Paloma's brother Fred on whom struggling to win an audience was still a tied vehicle for
Paloma pulled the plug to put against TV Globo's omnipotence, direct or indirect pompous State
him out of the agony of terminal serious political discussions hav propaganda,
cancer, Viridiana wants the superceded canned U.S. series But limes have changed, The
ranch and she has decided that and gained some A-grade Brazilian people are being
Paloma is a certifiable lunatic viewers-even from Clobo's long allowed to grow up and learn to
because her morals are loose. Sunday night potpourri of news, assume their responsibities andrights, It seems that one majorThis drama unfolds in sports, snippets of U.S. spec- rights freem fron a or
gl rious technicolour if you can taculars, or breathless looks at relht isro m n
afford $F00 a set. Some people parapsychology or bizarre television.
can: more than 500,000 new diseases, called " Fantastico. Diana Smith
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Cows being vaccinated. Livestock projects designed
to aid BraziCs ailing beej industry have not proveå

particularly successjul

Acc.)vlin.ý 1.ý sr. Willv Fini, T 4.-
dýrcctor n f the Incen tives_3 J:111-

rist there were the h_iýc
livestockX

------ Conparucs 6uch as
MJS 15 tý~ and beýn- fljcz!

incentives to A
glý!- m.lier quýI;on in total of 350 prQject, 'n-_-,.c been

11 "j. 1,11 opened up since covýrui,
an area of 7_grn ha. 7 ner cent

is the expansion of th,3 aIc4)hol n f wh ch p. re by
programme, or proalefjol as it forelgn capita]. Lýruivz;z has
is cailed. Brazil is saekýng to ahout 500ý4300 ha and voll,-;-
dispense with a consir-rable wa-,en a f: 'irther !190,C`119 ha. but
amount of h er petro'eum such projeccs, involving
imports by developin-, ethyl be.d3 of cattle designed lo aid
alcohol as allernative tuM. Tiie BrazW5 affin? beef industry.
present objective is to raije the have not co far pro-,--ýd p--,rticu-
country's annual produmun to larly successful-sD rnu.ýh sa
lObn litres and it was rec=zly tnat Many b.ia companles ha-ve
announced that this ye3r Erazil pulled otit in recent years-
i-s to export alechol, since she The -nost. notable exceDtiun
will Droduce 3.8m litres in 19-9. is tåe Jari project. a rnalir

TIýe only fears af technicians deve],.ýnment of more -,ban 2ii
from the Sugar and Allcohol ha owned completely bv L-ie
Institute concern otlier ervps' American busircs3= banL,
which may be ne.lected in th ýudwiz. 31r. Ludwiv's p:oj . cr
rush by producers to beneý, 15 a riiny-sided ore, invokng
from the genercus cre-lits and celluloge. kaalln, anJ
incentives >ffercd by prealcool rýce, tonnes oi whirh
As one put iz, since nlcritol äre nroduc-M in tlir,ýc annual,
is becomirig the new petrcýU.Uffl, Crops. Hc'wcver, thJ3 ýs so gär
a lat of ;towers, esvecially in clestinelfl c:ýclusivelv flo.- ýiie pro-
Sao Paulo State jeeVs 3TCCO inha'oiljn,,j.
for 44 per cent nE tý_s vear's In rlie .ýýrovila3. the coioný-ts
productioný ii-e to see (poor _'--r-ners ""0 m 0 th. c t-
themselves as siw3r 5,1CIKS. rIziens. Ique-I - K1,3

Apart "rom the priýAems of G rande do 5,A, of 13:1,7ýý s
alzriculture in Brazil's coastal
states there exis,3 still that beuns. rice. corn antd
orher rejlity which is ttle undor a scli",ne
Anna,.on reýýion. where -succe%- th e Na i o n a I in s t u i fer
sive Erji.ý-'Lan gnvernments ýni LänlI JUfnr,,,1_
ha%c implanzej schenics wäieå
w C re to opert up cho couritry'5 a t -1a5t rernaining frontier for
colenisation and turn k into a ý rva,3c source of land är eraps
an(L äv"tljck. ý,-ult:d to ýýrovidc nn 1-i

R flå T u r n e r


